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Karl Jordan (1861-1959) was an extraordinarily productive entomologist who influenced

the development of systematics, entomology, and naturalists' theoretical framework as well as their

practice. He has been a figure in existing accounts of the naturalist tradition between 1890 and

1940 that have defended the relative contribution of naturalists to the modem evolutionary

synthesis. These accounts, while useful, have primarily examined the natural history of the period

in view of how it led to developments in the 193 Os and 40s, removing pre-Synthesis naturalists

like Jordan from their research programs, institutional contexts, and disciplinary homes, for the

sake of synthesis narratives. This dissertation redresses this picture by examining a naturalist, who,

although often cited as important in the synthesis, is more accurately viewed as a man working on

the problems of an earlier period. This study examines the specific problems that concerned

Jordan, as well as the dynamic institutional, international, theoretical and methodological context



of entomology and natural history during his lifetime. It focuses upon how the context in which

natural history has been done changed greatly during Jordan's life time, and discusses the role of

these changes in both placing naturalists on the defensive among an array of new disciplines and

attitudes in science, and providing them with new tools and justifications for doing natural history.

One of the primary intents of this study is to demonstrate the many different motives and

conditions through which naturalists came to and worked in natural history. It argues that

understanding this diversity within the views, methods, and priorities of naturalists is not only

important to developing a more accurate understanding of the naturalist tradition, but to

understanding the ramifications of the complexity in the naturalist tradition for the fate of certain

research programs as well.
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Karl Jordan: A Life in Systematics

Introduction

Karl Jordan arrived in the village of Tring to begin his job as curator of insects for Walter

Rothschild's natural history museum in 1893. In doing so he became a professional member of the

naturalist tradition, a vibrant enterprise that had developed into its own scientific discipline by the

eighteenth century.' In Britain, an interest in local faunas, reflected in the work and popularity of

Gilbert White, had been combined with the Linnaean tradition of cataloguing the products of

nature to create a natural history tradition that eventually possessed its own institutions (natural

history museums) and a wide range ofjournals, monographic works, and societies through which

naturalists could pursue the study of the order in nature. As decades passed and the number of

undescribed forms increased through the exploration of far-off regions, naturalists specialized in

increasingly limited subsections of flora and fauna, and the idea of classifying all known forms

became the endeavor of teams and entire museums rather than individuals. By the time Walter

Rothschild formed the Tring Museum, naturalists had created disciplines based on the taxa of

study. Communities of entomologists, ornithologists, botanists, ichthyologists, conchologists, and

so on, worked within their own publishing venues, hierarchy of experts, and distinct rules

regarding appropriate method and work.2 This specialization was manifested early in Britain by

Paul Lawrence Farber, Finding Order in Nature: The Naturalist Tradition from Linnaeus to E. 0. Wilson
(Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2000), p. 20-21. On the naturalist tradition in Britain, see;
David Allen, The Naturalist in Britain: a Social History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994,
orig. published 1976) and "On Parallel Lines: Natural History and Biology from the Late Victorian Period,"
Archives of Natural History 25(1 998):36 1-371. For other countries and more generally see; N.J. Jardine,
J.A. Secord, and E.C. Spary, eds., Cultures of Natural History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996); Farber, Finding Order in Nature; "The Transformation of Natural History in the Nineteenth
Century," Journal of the History of Biology 15(1 982b): 145-152; and "The Naturalist Tradition: A Natural
History," in Kurt Bayertz and Roy Porter, eds., From Physico-Theology to Bio-Technology: Essays in the
Social and Cultural History of Biosciences. A Festschr?fi for Mikulás' Teich (Amsterdam-Atlanta: Editions
Rodopi, 1998) pp. 180-196.



occasional rifts of more general societies, such as the Linnean Society of London f. 1788, into the

Zoological Society of London f. 1826, the Entomological Society of London f. 1833, and the

British Ornithologists' Union f. 1858. The foundation of the more specialized societies coincided

with the development of adequate means of preserving natural history specimens, and many of

these societies created their own museums or collections.3 The Zoological Society of London had

its own collection, while the work of private collection-owners dominated the Entomological

Society of London and the British Ornithologists' Union. Though not excluding accounts of live

animals (especially since the Zoological Society of London also had its own menagerie), the

journals produced by these societies focused on the accumulation of specimen-based facts.

Contributors described new species, wrote accounts of specimens collected on expeditions, and

developed classifications.4

The diverse range of motivations, aims, priorities, and methods through which men and

2 For studies on specific disciplines in Britain and the United States see; Mark V. Barrow, A Passion for
Birds: American Ornithology after Audubon (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998); Paul
Lawrence Farber, "The Development of Ornithological Collections on the Late Eighteenth Century and
Early Nineteenth Centuries and Their Relationships to the Emergence of Ornithology as a Scientific
Discipline," Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History 9(1980):391-394; Discovering
Birds: The Emergence of Ornithology as a Scientflc Discipline: 1760-1850 (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins
University Press, 1997, originally published by London: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1982); John F.
McDiamid Clark, Science, Secularization, and Social Change: the Metamorphosis of Entomology in 19th
Century England (University of Oxford D.Phil Thesis, 1994); W. Conner Sorensen, Brethren of the Net:
American Entomology, 1840-1880 (Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1995); Erwin
Stresemann, Ornithology: From Aristotle to the Present (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 1975);
Marianne G. Ainley, From Natural History to Avian Biology: Canadian Ornithology, 1860-1950 (Ph..D.
Dissertation, McGill University, 1985).

Paul Lawrence Farber, "The Development of Taxidermy and the History of Ornithology," Isis 68(1977):
550-566.

'
On the history of natural history societies and journals in Britain see; Allen, The Naturalist in Britain;

"The Struggle for Specialist Journals: Natural History in the British Periodicals Market in the First Half of
the Nineteenth Century," Archives of Natural History 23(1996): 107-123; Frederick Burkhardt, "England
and Scotland: the Learned Societies," T.F. Glick, ed., The Comparative Reception of Darwinism (Austin
and London: University of Texas Press, 1974), pp. 32-74; Adrian Desmond, "The Making of Institutional
Zoology in London 1822-1836," History of Science 23(1985):153-185, 223-250.



women pursued natural histoiy became evident early in the tradition. Individuals came to the study

of nature through quite different avenues. The owner and caretakers of the Tring Museum, for

example, had each come to the study of natural history by distinct paths, symbolic of the varied

circumstances that could draw people to the study of natural history by the nineteenth century. As

the eldest son of the British branch of the great banking family, Walter Rothschild began

collecting natural history objects as a boy, declaring his intent to build a museum at the age of

seven. Rothschild's curator of ornithology, Ernst Hartert, also began collecting as a child but,

lacking the financial reserves of a Rothschild, worked in the field as a collector before coming to

Tring. Jordan, by contrast, earned a degree in zoology from Gottingen University and taught

natural history in a secondary school prior to being offered the job at Tring. Though from different

backgrounds, these men joined John Ray, Carl Linneaus, Charles Darwin and hundreds of lesser-

known men and women in the grand attempt to order and provide names for the wave of animals

and plants coming into the ports of Europe.

During much of the nineteenth century the study of natural history as a science was

generally recognized to be the province of large museums, and both the curators of national

collections and wealthy owners of huge private collections provided the expertise and authority

that determined the direction ofwork.5 Carrying out the Linnean imperative, museum curators

On the history of natural history museums see; W.T. Stem, The Natural History Museum at South
Kensington. A History of the British Museum (Natural History) 1753-1980 (London: Heinemann, 1981);
Camille Limoges, "The Development of the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle of Paris, c. 1800-1914," in
Robert Fox and George Weisz, eds., The Organization of Science and Technology in France, 1808-1914
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980) pp. 211-240; R.T. Gunther, A Century of Zoology.
Through the Lives of Two Keepers (Wm. Dawson & Sons Ltd., 1975); Mary P. Winsor, Reading the Shape
of Nature: Comparative Zoology at the Agassiz Museum (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1991);
Paula Findlen, Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in Early Modern Italy
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994); N. A. Rupke, Richard Owen: Victorian Naturalist (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994); Susan Sheets-Pyenson, Cathedrals of Science: the Development
of Colonial Natural History Museums during the Late Nineteenth-Century (Kingston and Montreal:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1988); Ronald Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity: Henry Fairfield
Osborn and Vertebrate Paleontology at the AMNH, 1890-1935 (Tuscaloosa: University of AlabamaPress,
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maintained description classification as the central endeavor of the professional naturalist.6

Museum naturalists determined research questions, priorities, and methods, and channeled the

subject's popularity into an organized enterprise.7 What naturalists working in museums and

private collections produced, both in museum bulletins and catalogues, and in the journals of

societies like the Zoological Society of London, was called systematics, classification, and/or

taxonomy.8 In the context of eighteenth century thought and philosophy, classification provided

the central endeavor by which many thought the laws of nature could be discovered. This belief

provided one of the main intellectual defenses of what became a diverse network of individuals

engaged in amassing natural history specimens for both public museums and private collections.

But classification, as the synthesis of the new facts being collected, proved increasingly difficult

under the deluge of specimens. Indeed, by the nineteenth century, collectors, naturalists, and

explorers in the British Empire inundated London museum halls with unknown forms. The

description of new species seemed to be the primary occupation of museum workers, and indeed

the publication of novelties provided much of the material for journal proceedings. By the time

1991); Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, "Australian Museums of Natural History: Public Priorities and Scientific
Initiatives in the 19th Century," Historical Records ofAustralian Science 6(1983): 1-29; "Papers presented
at the International Conference on the History of Museums and Collections in Natural History," Journal of
the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History 9(1980):365-670.

6 Peter F. Stevens, The Development of Biological System atics: Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu, Nature, and
the Natural System (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. 207.

On the central place collections took in natural history see Farber, Discovering Birds; "The Development
of Ornithological Collections"; and Allen, The Naturalist in Britain.

8 Systematics has been defined in numerous ways, and its relation to the terms classification and taxonomy
has changed through time and among authors. Today systematics generally encompasses the preliminary
work of taxonomy and classification, and can even include ecology, evolutionary biology, and behavior
when these subjects are used to determine relationships. Modern definitions will not serve very well in this
study, however, for Karl Jordan equated taxonomy with systematics, writing; "Systematics or as we now
more aptly say, Taxonomy, the science of the laws and principles which govern classification is a study in
relationships." Jordan, "The President's Address," Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond 4(1930):128-142, p. 135. Thus,
unless otherwise noted, the term systematics will be used here as Jordan used it, encompassing and
interchanged at times with the terms classification and taxonomy.



Charles Darwin returned from his voyage in 1836, the Zoological Society's museum overflowed

with specimens, and John Henslow warned him that the zoologists would think a number of

undescribed creatures rather a nuisance. So many colonials had answered the call for donations of

specimens that "collections outnumbered competent naturalists to describe them," much less

complete rigorous classifications.9 Meanwhile, classification in museum halls was not the only

way to study nature, of course, and as early as the eighteenth century some naturalists, especially

those who believed it important to study live animals, characterized systematics in negative ways.

By 1835 some life scientists were challenging the prestige of Linnean classification, deriding the

whole endeavor as both amateurish and orthodox.'° In 1866 the president of the Linnean Society

of London, George Bentham, commented that "systematics, zoology and botany, once supposed to

make up the whole of the science, is now, by a species of reaction, often treated with contempt."

By the turn of the century, the status of systematics and museum workers within both natural

history and the sciences more generally was increasingly precarious.'2 Rising problem-based

disciplines like ecology, ethology, and evolutionary biology emphasized theory and eventually

Adrian Desmond and James Moore, Darwin (New York: Warner Books, 1992), p. 198.

'° Stevens, The Development of Biological Systematics, p. 210.

" Stevens, The Development of Biological Systematics, p. 218.

12 For studies on the history of systematics, see the above works on both museums and natural history, as
well as the following; Mary P. Winsor, Starfish, Jellyfish and the Order of Life (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1976); "Louis Agassiz and the Species Question," Studies in History of Biology
3(1 979):89- 117; "The Impact of Darwinism Upon the Linnaean Enterprise, with Special Reference to the
Work of T.H. Huxley," in John Weinstock, ed., Contemporary Perspectives on Linneaus (NY: University
Press of America, 1985), pp. 55-84; Reading the Shape of Nature; David Hull, Science as Process: An
Evolutionary Account of the Social and Conceptual Development of Science (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1988). Works on the inextricably bound subject of biogeography include; Janet Browne, The
Secular Ark: Studies in the History of Biogeography (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1983); Jane
R. Camerini, "Evolution, Biogeography, and Maps: an Early History of Wallace's Line," Isis 84(1993):
700-727; Pamela M. Henson, "Evolution and Taxonomy: John Henry Comstock's Research School in
Evolutionary Entomology at Cornell University, 1874-1930," (Ph.D. Dissertation; University of Maryland,
1990).



outweighed the traditional value placed on empiricism that had helped systematics and taxa-based

disciplines flourish in the nineteenth century.

For a long time, historians of science followed scientists' lead in largely dismissing natural

history and systematics from the annals of the history of science, especially during the twentieth

century. One of the primary ways natural history has been included in the history of twentieth

century biology has been within narratives regarding the history of the evolutionary synthesis of

the I 930s and 40s.'3 The generalizations made regarding the naturalist tradition within these

studies and the few studies on the period prior to the synthesis were the inspiration for this study.

For example, the synthesis has often been described in terms of a unification ofnaturalist and

experimentalist-thinking.'4 This dichotomy has been carried over into historical debates over the

role of experimentalists (geneticists) and naturalists (systematists) in the evolutionary synthesis of

the 193 Os and 1 940s.15 Those who have insisted natural history played an important and lively role

in the evolutionary synthesis have given cogent defenses but have often still worked within a

13 For work on the synthesis period see; Ernst Mayr and William Provine, eds., The Evolutionary
Synthesis: Perspectives on the Un?flcation of Biology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980);
Joseph Allen Cain, "Common Problems and Cooperative Solutions: Organizational Activity in Evolutionary
Studies, 1936-1947," Isis 84(1993):l-25; "Ernst Mayr as Community Architect: Launching the Society for
the Study of Evolution and the Journal Evolution," Biology and Philosophy 9(1994):387-427; Vassiliki
Betty Smocovitis, "Organizing Evolution: Founding the Society for the Study of Evolution (1939-1950),"
Journal of the History of Biology 27(1 994):24 1-309, UnjjWng Biology. the Evolutionary Synthesis and
Evolutionary Biology (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995); Jonathan Harwood, "Geneticists
and the Evolutionary Synthesis in Inter-War Germany," Annals of Science 42(1 985):279-30 1,
"Metaphysical Foundations of the Evolutionary Synthesis: A Historiographical Note," Journal of the
History of Biology 27(1994): 1-20.

' Garland E. Allen, Life Science in the 20Ih Century (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1975); "Naturalists
and Experimentalists: the Genotype and the Phenotype," Studies in History of Biology 3(1979): 179-209;
Ernst Mayr, "Prologue: Some Thoughts on the History of the Evolutionary Synthesis," in Mayr and
Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis, pp. 1-48; "Systematics: the Role of Systematics in the Evolutionary
Synthesis," in Mayr and Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis, pp. 123-136.

15 Joel B. Hagen, "Experimentalists and Naturalists in Twentieth-century Botany: Experimental Taxonomy,
1920-1950," Journal of the History of Biology 17(1 984):249-270; William C. Kimler, "Mimicry: Views of
Naturalists and Ecologists Before the Modern Synthesis," in Marjorie Greene, ed., Dimensions of



dichotomous narrative that juxtaposed naturalists and experimentalists, or systematists and

geneticists.'6 For example, in writing his evolutionary synthesis narrative, Ernst Mayr characterizes

the response of the naturalist-systematists to both nature and evolutionary theory in distinctive

ways, as opposed to geneticists and experimental zoologists.17 This experimentalist-naturalist

dichotomy has since been usefully qualified in various ways.'8 Unsurprisingly, historians have

often found that fitting particular individuals into the naturalist or experimentalist "camp" often

distorted what were in fact blurred lines demarcating various activities in the life sciences.

The fact that one of the central themes of the development of science over the past two

hundred years has been increasing specialization should alone make us wary of generalizations

regarding method, priorities, and attitude. For example, Mayr notes that zoology in the nineteenth

and twentieth century specialized into new fields such as embryology, cytology, genetics,

behavioral biology, and ecology.19 "Zoologists" raised as naturalists are also grouped in contrast to

Darwinism, (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 97-127.

16 The debate over the respective roles of naturalists and geneticists in the evolutionary synthesis is outlined
in Mayr and Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis.

17 Mayr notes that describing the role of systematics in the evolutionary synthesis is difficult due to the
enormous diversity in the views of systematists, but focuses upon variation in their conceptual views of
nature based on an essentialist versus a populational view of species to characterize this diversity. Mayr,
"Systematics," p. 123.

18 Benson, Maienschein and Rainger organized a number of studies to demonstrate the complexity of the
so-called "revolt from morphology" upon which Allen's experimentalist-naturalist dichotomy was based.
See Jane Maienschein, Ronald Rainger and Keith R. Benson, eds., "Special Section on American
Morphology at the Turn of the Century," Journal of the History of Biology 14(1981); Rainger, Ronald,
Keith Benson, and Jane Maienschein, eds., The American Development of Biology (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1988); Keith R. Benson, Jane Maienschein and Ronald Rainger, eds., The Expansion
ofAmerican Biology (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1991). In addition, Largent has examined
the American biologist Vernon Kellogg's incorporation of experiment in natural history in Mark A.
Largent, "Bionomics: Vernon Lyman Kellogg and the Defense of Darwinism," Journal of the History of
Biology 32(1 999):465-488. Lynn K. Nyhart notes that in contrast to the implication that the museum
tradition died out during the move to laboratories, museums experienced a heyday in both the United States
and Germany at precisely the point in time that the experimentalists supposedly triumphed. Lynn K. Nyhart,
"Natural History and the New Biology," in Jardine et. al., Cultures of Natural Histo, pp. 426-443.



experimental biologists, anatomists, botanists, and paleontologists. The result is that even though

"zoologists" worked on very different organisms and in different institutions, they are often

portrayed as unified in method, theoretical commitments, and research concerns. This lumping

together of groups that had different institutions, research bases, personnel, journals, and

organisms of study, needs to be re-examined.

One of the most persistent conclusions from recent discussions on the fate of the naturalist

tradition in the twentieth century is that we need more information on what naturalists were

actually doing and why, prior to and during the evolutionary synthesis. Daniel Kevles, for

example, has cautioned that common generalizations regarding the naturalist and geneticist

communities prior to the synthesis are often based on controversies between vocal antagonists in

debates over evolutionary mechanisms at the beginning of the century.2° To use Mayr's expression

describing the shift in thinking from a typo logical to populational concept of species, some

"population thinking" needs now to be applied to the preliminarily useful historical typologies

used to describe life scientists. Such a focus will move beyond generalizations and dichotomies as

narrative tools, particularly those that rely more on the rhetoric of groups competing for resources

and prestige than historical figures studied in their own context. The rhetoric must, of course, still

be included in the story, but as a subject rather than as a source of information about the practice

of life scientists.

The dominance of the evolutionary synthesis in narratives of the history of biology in the

twentieth century reflects a traditional emphasis on the development of theory in the history of

science. Paul Farber has pointed out some of the problems that arise when historians unduly

19 Mayr, "Prologue," p. 6.

20 Daniel J. Kevies. "Genetics in the United States and Great Britain 1890-1930: A Review with
Speculations," in Charles Webster, ed., Biology, Medicine, and Society 1840-1940 (Cambridge: Cambridge



emphasize theory for understanding the nature and history of science.2' Farber has used analysis

of the growth of natural history collections, the day-to-day workload of organizing and naming

specimens, reworking classification systems, and its institutional framework, to demonstrate the

strong continuity of practice and problems which can be overlooked in the search for historical

discontinuity on the theoretical level. In examining ornithology, for example, Farber concluded

that "the closer we approach the mainstream of practice, and when we consider the broad

consensus on the general outlines of the discipline, the less obvious is the importance of the

theoretical underpinnings."22 Similarly, in his study of Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu, Peter Stevens

emphasized the continuity of practice in systematics that becomes evident once questions of theory

are given less weight in historical analysis.23 One of the important factors of continuity often

ignored by historians focused on theory is the role of methodological commitment in either

justifying or influencing both scientific practice and theoretical choice.24 Yet not including the role

University Press, 1981), PP. 193-215.

21 Paul Lawrence Farber, "Theories for the Birds: An Inquiry into the Significance of the Theory of
Evolution for the History of Systematics," in Margaret Osler and Paul Lawrence Farber, eds., Religion,
Science, and Woridview: Essays in Honor of Richard S. Wesfall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1985), pp. 321-339.

22 Farber, "Theories for the Birds," P. 338.

23 Stevens, The Development of Biological Systematics, p. 9.

24 John A. Schuster and Richard R. Yeo, eds., The Politics and Rhetoric of Scient/Ic Method: Historical
Studies (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1986). The tendency to ignore the methodological constraints operating on
naturalists has also reinforced the impression that systematics is generally uninteresting to the historian of
science. Yet examining the role of method in disputes is an important part of studying the history of science.
Naomi Oreskes for example has examined how differences in the reception of continental drift among
geologists from Britain, Australia, and the United States involved "not an issue of theoretical belief but of
methodological commitment," regarding the right way to generate scientific knowledge. Naomi Oreskes,
The Rejection of Continental Drift: Theory and Method in American Earth Science (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999). Oreskes' study highlights the danger of ignoring the role of what scientists at
different times and in different disciplines consider to be appropriate scientific method in influencing the
development of disciplines. Exceptions to not including the role of method in the study of controversies in
natural history include Muriel L. Blaisdell, Darwinism and Its Data: The Adaptive Coloration ofAnimals
(Ph.D. diss.: Harvard University, 1976) and Kimler, "Mimicry," which discuss the role of method in
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of method removes many who did not engage in theory from history, though they may have been

following their communities' rules of scientific procedure.

When reading accounts of the evolutionary synthesis, I noticed Karl Jordan's name

occurring often in lists of naturalists who remained Darwinians during the so-called eclipse of

Darwinism, the period between 1890 and 1 930s when alternative mechanisms to natural selection

were proposed to account for evolutionary change.25 But it was very difficult to determine from

synthesis narratives precisely what Jordan was doing and why, in a period before he could have

known his work would be important to the synthesis. While Ernst Mayr provides an excellent

description of Jordan's concepts in his essay "Karl Jordan's Contribution to Current Concepts in

Systematics and Evolution," citing his clear statement of the biological species concept and

important work on geographical variation as central to the naturalists' role in the evolutionary

synthesis, these concepts are removed from their deep connections to museum practice,

contemporary issues in systematics, and the natural history network.26 Mayr wrote his histories of

biology with the explicit warning that he aimed to trace the history of concepts in order to arrive at

entomologists' debates, and Burkhardt, "England and Scotland." Also see Kristin Johnson, "Ibis: a Pre-
Synthesis Portrait" (Unpublished Master's Thesis. Oregon State University, 2000); Rachel Laudan, "Ideas
and Organizations in British Geology: A Case Study in Institutional History," Isis 68(1977): 527-53 8; and
Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature.

25 For work on this period see Robert Olby, "The Dimensions of Scientific Controversy: the Biometric-
Mendelian Debate," British Journal for the History of Science 22(1988):299-320; Hamilton Cravens, The
Triumph of Evolution: American Scientists and the Heredity-Environment Controversy, 1900 - 1941
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1978); Peter J. Bowler, The Eclipse of Darwinism: Anti-
Darwinian Evolution Theories in the Decades around 1900 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1983); Edward J. Pfeifer, "The Genesis of American Neo-Lamarckism," Isis 56(1965):156-167.

26 Ernst Mayr's paper on Jordan, "Karl Jordan's Contribution to Current Concepts in Systematics and
Evolution," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 107(1955): 45-66, and Jordan's papers on where subspecies meet and
mechanical selection can be found reprinted (along with papers by Mayr, Sewall Wright, David Starr
Jordan, George Gaylord Simpson, John T. Gulick, and others who "led toward the synthesis") in Keir B.
Sterling, ed., Contributions to American Systematics (New York: Arno Press, 1974).
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clear definitions by which biologists could reach a consensus in their work.27 But numerous factors

are left out of Mayr' s account as a result, including the roles of the thriving natural history trade,

an enthusiastic patron, a network of collectors throughout the globe, specific rules for collecting

and organizing, and the ruling methodological ethos of entomological work, in influencing

Jordan's life and work, and, ultimately the development of those concepts biologists have since

found so useful. By focusing on the context and practice of natural history this dissertation

addresses Jordan from the point of view that the historian's task is to forget, as Johns puts it, that

we "know" what the subject of study, in this case systematics, is and ask what it was. 28 This means

forgetting the ways we defend or understand systematics today, and examining how naturalists

have understood and pursued systematics at different times, with special attention to their own

varied priorities, methodological constraints, and concerns regarding disciplinary status.

Looking at systematics in context brings to the fore the methodological constraints, diverse

institutions, and particular communities that produced scientific endeavors, and how these changed

over time. This contextual approach emphasizes naturalists' research programs, institutional

contexts, and disciplinary homes and holds that naturalists like Karl Jordan, although often cited as

important to the evolutionary synthesis of the 193 Os and 1940s, are more justly viewed as

scientists working on the problems of an earlier period.

The call for both the study of scientific commoners and the examination of the practice of

27
Sloan has pointed out that Mayr has primarily engaged in the history of science as a tool for concept

analysis and clarification, "a means of unpacking the various strands involved in complex scientific
concepts and debates through tracing their history." This motive, Sloan argues, while not "an attempt to
recover and relive the past on its own terms with the empathy sought in historicist approaches," must also,
so long as his own intent and context are kept in mind, not be simply dismissed as whiggish nor illegitimate.
See Phillip R. Sloan, "Essay Review: Ernst Mayr on the History of Biology," Journal of the History of
Biology 18(1985):145-153, pp. 146-147.

28 Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998), p. 2.
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natural history in context can be combined by examining the history of systematics through the life

of a single individual. By placing Jordan within a community, discipline, and time period, he

provides a guide to more than just his own life, but the scientific and broader world around him as

well. Due to Jordan's extensive correspondence with his entomological colleagues and his active

engagement with the discipline as a whole, he also provides an avenue to the tremendous diversity

within entomology as a discipline and natural history more generally. In examining the life of an

individual who spent his life, as he put it, battling with the variety of nature displayed in museum

drawers, this study also provides historical attention to museums as sites of science that deserve to

be reinserted into the history of biology. Historians have recognized the need for studies of

museums as sites of knowledge production that would help "ground intellectual connections in

specific places where particular people and instruments created distinctive scientific processes and

results."29 Returning to the context in which turn-of-the-century systematics, both its successes and

failures, took place joins a broader movement in history that examines the daily life of individuals

rather than great heroes or intellectual movements. Today, "scientific theories, theological

doctrines, and political ideologies are seen as forms of work, set in the context of everyday life."30

Natural history museums are ideal places to examine the history of science in context, taking into

account how "scientific knowledge is enveloped by material conditions; intellectual traditions; and

administrative, political and professional restrictions."3'

One of the reasons that it is important to restore systematics and natural history museums

29 S.G. Kohlstedt, "Essay Review: Museums: Revisiting Sites in the History of the Natural Sciences,"
Journal of the History of Biology 28(1995): 151-166; "Institutional History," Osiris, 2nd series,
1(1985): 17-36.

30 James A. Secord, Victorian Sensation: The Extraordinary Publication, Reception, and Secret
Authorship of" Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation" (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000),
p.4.
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to the history of biology is because those biologists that this part of the naturalist tradition

influenced, and the knowledge they produced, have often been analyzed as though they were a

thing apart from this tradition. Ruse, for example, dismissed Mayr's experience cataloging the

Rothschild collection, after it had been sold to the American Museum of Natural History in New

York in 1932, as the curation "of rich men's hobbies." "He had - he has too much energy, too

much sense of self-worth, too much ambition for science," Ruse wrote, explaining Mayr' s decision

to move to Harvard, "to spend his life putting a bunch of bird skins in the right order."32 Such a

statement loses, however, the empirical basis and context through which books like Mayr's

Systematics and the Origin of Species were written. Many of the very problems addressed in

Mayr's work arose from the practicalities of naming and organizing collections, and the centuries-

old attempts to withdraw knowledge from rows ofspecimens.33 Indeed, Mayr dedicated his book

Systematics and the Origin of Species to "the army of taxonomists who have unselfishly devoted

their lives to the task of describing and classifying the animals of the world" because his work was

tied to museums and its workers.34 This foundation is lost when Mayr and the 'new systematics' he

championed is removed from the institutional and social network of museums, collectors, and

patrons of natural history.

31 Kathryn Olesko, "Science in Germany: Introduction," Osiris 5(1989):7-14, p. 11.

32 Michael Ruse. "Booknotes," Biology and Philosophy 9(1994):429-435, p. 430. This portrayal separates
Mayr's aims from the science, despite the fact that Ruse subsequently hints at Mayr's experience as a
naturalist "working in the museum" as important to his focus on minute variations and consequent fight with
geneticists. Mayr' s "deep, deep knowledge of avian systematics and biogeography," Ruse notes, allowed
him to write Systematics and the Origin of Species. Ruse, "Booknotes," p. 433. This knowledge was
closely related to "putting a bunch of bird skins in the right order," and the problems associated with the
latter is the very stuff of evolution.

Ironically, Mayr himself has acknowledged this work, and would abhor such characterizations. He has
often pointed out how important the Rothschild collection was to his own work, in particular his Systematics
and the Origin of Species.

Ernst Mayr, Systematics and the Origin of Species from the Viewpoint of a Zoologist (NY: Columbia
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This dissertation examines Jordan's life in systematics in seven generally chronological

chapters.35 Chapter One describes what we can infer regarding Jordan's experience (he left no

autobiography but for a two-page typescript) training as a zoologist in Germany at the University

of Gottingen prior to his arrival at Tring, his experience in a civic setting as a school teacher, and

some friendships he formed with naturalists focused on the study of geographical variation. The

chapter suggests possible ways that Jordan's training in Germany influenced his attitudes toward

scientific method, systematics, and science in general, and it describes the circumstances under

which he came to Tring and adopted a new homeland and scientific community. Chapter Two

introduces some of the problems and advantages of life at Tring, suggesting both the constraints

and rewards conferred by Jordan's position as a curator to a wealthy collection-owner. It also

discusses some of the debates, particularly concerning the appropriate methodological stance of the

naturalist, that were current within the London entomological community when Jordan arrived in

Britain. Chapter Three discusses the context of geographical zoology, the study of variation, and

the problem of distinguishing varieties and species that systematists found so frustrating, and that

Darwin found so indicative of evolutionary change. It recounts the efforts of Jordan and his fellow

Tring naturalists to revise the practice of both collectors and systematists in order to make the

study of this variation the basis of systematics. In discussing the discrepancy between ideal

statements of systematists' methodology and the reality of processing the chaotic diversity of

organisms coming into the Tring museum, this chapter establishes some of the practical constraints

University Press, 1942), p. xii.

Though it has been at times dismissed as hagiographic story-telling, studying the history of science
through biography has recently received cogent defenses and stimulating, informative examples have
appeared of naturalists. See Jane Camerini, "Essay Reviews: The Power of Biography," Isis 88(1997): 306-
311; Janet Browne, Charles Darwin: Voyaging (New York: Knopf, 1995), Charles Darwin: the Power of
Place (London: Jonathan Cape, 2002); Desmond and Moore, Darwin; Adrian Desmond, Huxley. from
Devil's Disciple to Evolution's High Priest (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1997). Desmond attributes the
return to biography to historians' desire to demonstrate the socially contingent nature of science, leading to
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that would plague Jordan's and entomologists' work for decades to come. Chapter Four examines

the work that Jordan produced between 1895 and 1903, including those works that led Mayr to

cite Jordan as the father of the "new systematics." This chapter focuses on the context in which

Jordan developed his thought. Jordan composed most of his theoretical writings in direct response

to the work of his contemporary zoologists, including George Romanes and Theodor Eimer. These

writings often had as much to do with enforcing accurate and careful systematics as they did with

theoretical musings. The discussion of his theoretical papers is interspersed with examinations of

the Tring monographs and revisions produced during these years in order to emphasize the

contexts of these works and their role in the naturalist tradition, the community for whom they

were written, and the fact that his theoretical work is bound within these "drier" works. This

chapter outlines the research program developed by Jordan in response to the problems of

systematics both in terms of research questions and its status relative to other fields. The

subsequent two chapters analyze the role of large-scale events including the World Wars, of

general trends such as entomologists' turn to applied biology, and of scandals closer to home that

interfered with this research program. Concluding remarks analyze the strengths and weaknesses

of Jordan's research program, and systematics up to the I 950s more generally, in view of the

variation in naturalists' practices, methods, and institutions, as well as the changing contexts

within which museum workers have had to operate.

In concluding I also return to the historiography that inspired this study by examining how

Jordan has served as a hero to modern biologists. Ernst Mayr' s discussions of Jordan in his

narratives of the history of biology fit well Mayr' s persistent endeavor to defend the work of

naturalists and particularly systematists. Mayr points out numerous ways in which Jordan was

"ahead of his time," for example in his focus on long series of specimens and natural populations,

increasingly close analyses of individual subjects. Desmond, Huxley, p. 617-618.
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his statements on species concepts, and his emphasis on the importance of sound systematics to

biology as a whole. These statements can tell us much about modern biologists as well as the

historical figures described. Recently, historians have pointed out the role of both disciplinary

histories and heroic biography in scientists' self-definition, and also the tendency of such

narratives to remove historical figures from their own context.36 As for many scientists, telling the

disciplines' history has served as an important tool for systematists' intent on redefining and

emphasizing certain methods, priorities, and intents as the life sciences changed around their field,

journals, and institutions.37 Historians have demonstrated that historical narratives of events like

the evolutionary synthesis often redefine the past and its participants by modern terms and values.

In describing Jordan as a great biologist Mayr included his work, methods, and research within a

different framework than that in which Jordan had undertook systematics. As we will see, when

Jordan had arrived in Britain, to be pronounced a biologist was as much to say one had crossed the

boundaries of good scientific method as a systematist, rather than the great compliment it would

become for a museum worker in subsequent decades.

Finally, Jordan's life and work demonstrates well that the history of natural history can not

be separated from the broader history of the twentieth century. Indications of some of the events,

36 M.P. Winsor, "Cain on Linnaeus: The Scientist-Historian as Unanalysed Entity," Stud. Hist. Phil. Biol. &
Biomed Sci. 32(2001):239-254; Pnina G. Abir-Am, "Essay Review: How Scientists View Their Heroes:
Some Remarks on the Mechanism of Myth Construction," Journal of the History of Biology 15(1 982):28 1-
315; Pnina G. Abir-Am, and Clark A. Elliott, eds., "Commemorative Practices in Science: Historical
Perspectives on the Politics of Collective Memory," Osiris 14(1999); Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent,
"Between History and Memory: Centennial and Bicentennial Images of Lavoisier," Isis 87(1996): 481-499.

Keith Vernon, "Desperately Seeking Status: Evolutionary Systematics and the Taxonomists' Search for
Respectability, 1940-1960," British Journal for the History of Science 26(l993):207-227; Richard W.
Burkhardt, Jr., "Ethology, Natural History, the Life Sciences, and the Problem of Place," Journal of the
History of Biology 32(1 999):489-508; Joel Hagen, "Ecologists and Taxonomists: Divergent Traditions in
Twentieth-Century Plant Geography," Journal of the History of Biology 19(1986): 197-214;
"Experimentalists and Naturalists in Twentieth-Century Botany: Experimental Taxonomy, 1920-1950,"
Journal of the History of Biology 17(1984):249-270; "Naturalists, Molecular Biologists, and the Challenges
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movements, and trends taking place outside the village of Tring are interspersed throughout the

chapters in order to set the stage for world events that would interfere with Jordan'swork and the

naturalist tradition in general. Natural history's close ties to the work of empire meant some

aspects of its study would be greatly influenced by changes in the fate of this endeavor. Thus, this

thesis combines analysis of the intellectual content of the science, methodological orientation, and

the professional organization of the science, in recognition of the historical work done on the

importance of studying science in the context of its intellectual, social and cultural environment.38

Both the anti-colonial and nationalist movements inspired by empire-building, not to mention the

world war whose outbreak was so tied to the endeavor of empire, eventually determined the ability

of naturalists to do certain work since they depended on stability for their data. These

developments illustrate eloquently the importance of understanding the context in which specific

research programs and scientific traditions formed. The workers at Tring can not be examined

apart from events and developments outside of science, especially because the tradition in which

the Tring Museum developed was intimately bound to the nineteenth century world. Garland Allen

states in his biography of the Nobel-prize winning American geneticist, T.H. Morgan, that the rise

of genetics cannot be understood outside of the context of changing economic patterns in the

world at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, including the

development of European empires and the rapid growth of American science, industry and

of Molecular Evolution," Journal of the History of Biology 32(1999):321-341.

38 On natural history and empire see; Janet Browne, "Biogeography and Empire," in N.J. Jardine, J.A.
Secord, and E.C. Spary, eds., Cultures of Natural History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996),
pp. 305-321; Lynn K. Nyhart, "Essay Review: Biology and Imperialism," Journal of the History of Biology
28(1995):533-543; Rupke, Richard Owen, pp. 70-105; Harriet Ritvo, The Animal Estate: the English and
Other Creatures in Victorian England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987); Maria Margaret
Lopes and Irma Podgorny, "The Shaping of Latin American Museums of Natural History, 1850-1890,"
Osiris 15(2000):! 08-134; Maria Margaret Lopes, "Brazilian Museums of Natural History and International
Exchanges in the Transition to the Twentieth Century," in Patrick Petitjean, Catherine Jami, and Annie
Marie Moulin, eds., Science and Empires: Historical Studies about Scientific Development and European
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agriculture.39 Ironically, the same can be said regarding the decline in status of systematics. The

fate of Jordan's research program illustrates how, though there may be something to the

experimentalist and naturalist dichotomy and the tensions between traditions are very real, the

difficulties involved in establishing synthetic research programs within the life sciences are not a

matter only of conceptual or methodological differences, but also depend on what is happening

outside the walls of both laboratories and museums.

The naturalist tradition is a complex part of the scientific enterprise, and historians of

science are just beginning to address the ways in which this tradition can add to our understanding

of the scientific enterprise. Paul Farber has emphasized how natural history has had a long and

complex history, and that what was done under that heading "is enormously varied and has

undergone major revisions."40 A primary intent of this study is to demonstrate the importance of

taking this diversity into account, even within a single discipline like entomology, as it related to

the tensions within its own sphere and those disciplines with which it was kindred. This is

particularly critical in view of the role of this diversity in determining the ability of participants to

carry out certain research programs and develop standardized practices through which to study

nature. There should be nothing surprising about the fact naturalists constitute an extremely

diverse community of scientists (to the point it becomes increasingly difficult to justify describing

them as a community). But what is important to understand is that this diversity had profound

implications for the ability of naturalists to develop research programs, create robust knowledge,

and convince other scientists that natural history, systematics, and museums deserved both respect

Expansion (Dordrecht: Kiuwer, 1992), pp. 193-20.

Garland E. Allen, Thomas Hunt Morgan. The Man and His Science (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1978), p. xi.

40 Farber, Discovering Birds, p. x.
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and resources. Taking into detailed account the nuanced complexity of the naturalist tradition adds

greatly to our understanding of the twentieth century biological sciences. The varied views,

methods, and priorities of naturalists have certainly created some of the tradition's most difficult

challenges. But this diversity has also, in placing at least some naturalists in positions to take

advantage of rapidly changing trends in the biological sciences, helped maintain the naturalist

tradition as a vibrant, flexible part of modern science.
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Chapter 1

Becoming a Zoologist:
At University, as a School Teacher, and as Curator

(As a boy) He was one of their leaders in their rambles, games and mischief. He spent
much of his free time in fishing with a basket in the brook, the Alme, which had given the
village its name and (was) greatly interested in trapping when there was a plague of mice
doing much damage to the crops. His catch of field voles in late summer was about 200 a

day (a pity he did not collect their fleas!).
Karl Jordan, from a draft autobiography discontinued after 2 typescript pages.

A catch of two hundred fleas a day over the course of part of a summer would add up to

almost ten thousand fleas, fully half of the number of flea specimens the Tring Museum had

amassed by the 1 940s after collecting for half a century. No wonder Jordan pitied the loss! At the

age of ninety he admonished those who attempted to construct a phylogenetic classification based

on the Tring flea collection as having too much phylogeny and too few specimens. The single

theme that runs throughout his work at Tring is his constant call for more specimens, the collection

of long series of individuals of the same species, and the examination of a vast array of

morphological characters. Only with this material as a foundation, he argued, could one proceed to

determine relationships, the basis of reconstructing the evolutionary past of living diversity

through phylogeny. And it was only based on such reconstructions that research into the question

of evolutionary mechanisms could proceed, since a discussion of the way species diverge could not

be approached without a firm knowledge of how species were related to one another.

At some point between ignoring all those fleas as a boy and developing his, at times

frustratingly cautious, stance against premature phylogenizing, a fellow zoologist admonished

Jordan for abandoning the requirements of good zoological work. Jordan had been working at
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Tring for a few years when, during a visit from the retired curator ofthe British Museum's

Department of Zoology, Albert GUnther, he was taken to task for a paper entitled "On Mechanical

Selection." The paper had been Jordan's intellectual debut within the British zoological

community, in so far as a debut was possible in the poorly circulated journal of the Tring Museum.

In it Jordan had taken some of the more "philosophical" members of the British entomological

community to task for their inaccurate species concepts, poor systematics, and premature

speculations. In response he proposed certain views regarding the origin of species based on his

own work. Jordan's argued that some form of isolation, usually geographical, is a requisite of

speciation. He did not take sides in the acrimonious debates then taking place among zoologists

regarding the ultimate mechanism of spec iation, namely, whether change occurred primarily

through the inheritance of acquired characteristics, natural selection, orthogenetic forces, or large-

scale mutations. Even so, GUnther informed Jordan "in no uncertain terms" that he had passed

beyond taxonomy into biology. GUnther did not approve. Jordan was taken aback, for, he noted, he

had not been aware he had stepped outside taxonomy.

Much of Jordan's work reflects the constant tension in zoological work between the need

for new data, the tentative nature of conclusions based on an inevitably small subset of the range

of both historical and contemporary natural diversity, and the necessity that zoologists pen

descriptions and draw conclusions. This chapter examines some of the factors involved in Jordan's

education as a German zoology student, his work as a school teacher, and his decision to become a

museum curator. Jordan's training as a zoologist inevitably influenced his decisions as a scientist

over how to address and resolve the tensions between the constant need for more material and the

changing requirements of science for generalizations. Through examining his education at

university and as an entomologist within the natural history community, we can begin to unravel

the meanings of "too much phylogenizing" and "you've gone over to biology" and the role of the
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tension between these two critiques in Jordan's life and, ultimately, natural history in general.

By beginning in Germany, we can also see the importance of national differences in

training, methods, methodological ethos, and research priorities, in creating a wide range of

variation among those involved in the naturalist tradition in the nineteenth century.' This chapter

examines some of the ways natural history was pursued in Germany, in part to provide a

comparative background to Jordan's experience in the British tradition of natural history. As

one of many who traveled between countries as naturalists, Jordan's experiences highlight the

diversity of naturalist traditions in different countries. To do natural history or biology in

Germany at the turn of the century was in many senses to do something quite different than in

Britain; in each country a distinct institutional and methodological base drove research.2 This

provides, then, the broadest sense in which Jordan's life demonstrates the enormous variation

among naturalists themselves, as they studied the variation in nature.

the presence of distinctive national styles of science see; J.T. Merz, A History of European Thought in
the Nineteenth Century, 4 vols (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood and Sons,, 1904-1912); Nathan Reingold,
"National Styles in the Sciences: the United States Case," in E.G. Forbes, ed., Human Implications of
Scientjflc Advance (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1978, pp. 163-173); Mary Jø Nye, "National
Styles? French and English Chemistry in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries," Osiris 8(1993):30-
49; R. Burian, J. Gayon, D. Zallen, "The Singular Fate of Genetics in the History of French Biology, 1900-
1940," Journal of the History of Biology 21(1 988):357-402; Jonathon Harwood, Styles of Scientflc
Thought: the German Genetics Community, 1900-1922 (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
1993); M. Nicholson, "National Styles, Divergent Classifications: a Comparative History of French and
American Plant Ecology," Knowledge and Society: Studies in the Sociology of Science Past and Present
8(1989): 129-186). Although the concept of national styles has been criticized as portraying the science of
any particular country as too static by Philip J. Pauly, Biologists and the Promise ofAmerican L?ft: From
Meriwether Lewis to Alfred Kinsey (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), national differences
in the sequence and circumstances of diffusion of the debate over Darwinism as well as the evolutionary
synthesis have been usefully outlined. See T.F. Glick, ed., The Comparative Reception of Darwinism
(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1973); J.A. Rogers, "The Reception of Darwin's Origin of Species
by Russian Scientists," Isis 64(1973):484-503; Mayr & Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis. Allen, "On
Parallel Lines," has pointed out differences in the relationship of natural history to the development of
biology in France, Germany, and Britain.
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"One Too Many"

Karl Jordan was born on December 7th, 1861 in Almstedt, a village south of Hildesheim

in Hanover. He was the youngest of seven children born to Wilhelm and Johanne Jordan, a small

yeoman farming family.3 As a boy he joined his friends in climbing the forested hills separating

the valley of the Alme river from the valley of the river Innerste which flowed through

Hildesheim. From their high vantage point Jordan and his "chief pals" could see the Weser

mountains within which the Pied Piper led the children of Hamelin when the town refused to pay

him for having cleared their homes of rats.4 Almost a century later, when he had become known as

one of the most international of entomologists, one of his memorialists attributed his

internationalism to his geographical provenance from a region of fluid boundaries and shifting

government. As Hanoverians his family had commenced the nineteenth century as subjects of the

King of England, a sovereignty which had passed upon Queen Victoria's accession in 1837 to the

King of Hanover, then to Prussian rule in 1866 and the German Reich in 1871. "Change in

national status for dynastic reasons had for centuries been a commonplace of life in European

2 Lynn K. Nyhart, Biology Takes Form: Animal Morphology and the German Universities, 1800-1900
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995); Philip J. Pauly, Controlling Life: Jacques Loeb and the
Engineering Ideal in Biology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).

For honorary essays and memorials on Jordan see Mayr, "Karl Jordan's Contribution"; N.D. Riley,
"Heinrich Ernst Karl Jordan," Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society 107-133; "Karl Jordan
and the International Congresses of Entomology," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond 107(1955):! 5-24; Francis
Hemming, "Karl Jordan, 1861-1959," Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature 17(1 960):259-266; "Karl
Jordan and Zoological Nomenclature," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 107(1955):25-32; G.H.E. Hopkins,
"Bibliography of Scientific Publications of H.E.K. Jordan," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond 107(1 955):77-94;
Eugene Munroe, "Karl Jordan the Lepidopterist," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 107(1955):69-75; Miriam
Rothschild, "Karl Jordan a Biography," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 107(1955): 1-14; Robert Traub, "Karl
Jordan's Studies on Siphonaptera," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 107(1955):33-44; Elwood C. Zimmerman,
"Karl Jordan's Contribution to our Knowledge of the Anthribid beetles," Trans. R. Ent. Soc. Lond.
107(1 955):67-68. There is little direct, first-hand material available from which to reconstruct Jordan's
early years and education in detail. He left no autobiography, with the exception of a two page type-script,
written in the third person (Untitled TS. Karl Jordan Correspondence (KJC) #2, NHM Archives).
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countries," the memorialist wrote, and presumably "did not disturb materially the quiet life of the

Jordan family."5 The family's roots in the area went far back. The Jordan name, which occurred

frequently among Roman Catholics, Protestants and Jews of the region, first appeared in the

Archives of the Cathedral about 1250, although Karl Jordan confessed he could only trace his own

direct descent back only to the Thirty Years War.6

Jordan's father died of inflammation of the lungs when Karl was five years old, the year

Prussia annexed Hanover. Jordan later told of a grandfather who had muttered as he looked at the

fatherless children; "One too many... one too many." He excused his grandfather's words by

pointing out that "the Grandfather and Step-grandmother being still alive and the hired persons

consisting of a man for the horses and two maids for milking," his brothers had to make provisions

for a household with fourteen members. "No wonder," wrote Jordan, "that the grandfather

considered the addition of the little boy superfluous, his own offspring being only two boys and a

girl." But children, Jordan pointed out, became valuable on the more than thirty-six acre family

farm, particularly when his grandparents followed Wilhelm Jordan to the grave within the year.

Young Karl Jordan became the family's errand boy, tending the geese or cows, and helping his

eldest brother with reaping, sowing, plowing and harrowing. Between chores, he searched for

birds nests, fished, or took great interest in hunting the voles that occasionally plagued the crops,

no doubt glad that the old Pied Piper had not been able to get the last of the little rodents. He also

read voraciously, poring "over books and atlases with tremendous concentration."7

" Karl Jordan, "TS autobiography," KJC #2, NHM Archives.

Hemming, "Karl Jordan," p. 259.

6 Jordan to Wm. Bruce Orme, March 23, 1947. KJC #2, NHM Archives.

Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 1.
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The family viewed the eldest brother, Wilhelm, as the future owner of the farm, and so the

other brothers endeavored to find their own livelihoods. Two of them trained as schoolmasters, but

the family could not afford the fees for young Jordan to attend school as well. Economically, the

family is probably best-placed in the categoly of the old Mitteistand, or the traditional realm of the

lower middle class, a section of society for whom it could prove quite challenging to secure means

and livelihood for seven children.8 For the youngest of the Jordans, these means arrived via a

prosperous uncle who offered to take Karl into his home, and arranged for the necessary coaching

in Latin and French to pass the entrance exam for Hildesheim High School.9

Jordan often recalled how, at some point during his years of tutelage, his observations of

the diversity and beauty of the forms of beetles first inspired his interest in science, and

entomology in particular. During his first holidays his second brother, an elementary school

teacher and some-time naturalist, took him to collect beetles in a wood. Jordan had always been

interested in plants and animals and had even collected various specimens for himself, keeping

them in jars until they began to smell. But on this trip, perhaps inspired by his brother's

identifications and more systematic method, he was impressed beyond measure by the capture of

several specimens of the longicorn beetle, Strangalia armata. One of his favorite treasures as a

boy became the Catalogus Coleopterorum by Stein and Weise.'° He would have a life-long

fascination with this group of insects, even as he spent most of his time in subsequent years

working on the systematics of butterflies, moths, and fleas. Asked on his ninetieth birthday what

8 This is based on the categories used in K.H. Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics in Imperial
Germany: The Rise ofAcademic Illiberalism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982) to designate the
student populations of Bonn in Imperial Germany.

M. Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 1

10 W. Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," Novitates Zoologicae 13(1 906):4 11-
752, p.431.
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he had tried to catch as a schoolboy, Jordan replied instantly; "Beetles. Beautiful beetles with

tough elytra, crawling near the base of the trees in the woods at Almstedt."

In 1875, at the age of fourteen, Jordan entered Hildesheim High School, living with a

fellow student in rooms above a tobacconist's shop in a nearby village. During this time, far from

Jordan's concerns as a poor student, the London House of the Rothschild Bank was financing the

British government's shares in the Suez Canal Company. Britain would then become increasingly

involved in Egypt, until effectively taking her within the folds of the realm in 1882.12 Imperial

Germany would respond accordingly, and the infamous scramble for Africa followed during the

closing decades of the nineteenth century. All this no doubt was quite far away from the concerns

and life of a young high school student. Jordan went about his secondary education with his own

little scrambles for territory and prestige. The High School was a Realschule, or Realgymnasium

(after the authorities added more Latin to the curriculum in 1882), and one of three "modem"

alternatives to the classical Gymnasien, concentrating on modern languages and the natural

sciences rather than on Latin and Greek. Initially such schools had been formed to provide for the

education of the urban middle classes and prepare boys for future positions in technical institutes

or for technical careers in the civil service within fields such as forestry, mining, architecture, and

the postal service, and its graduates could not be admitted to universities.'3 In their campaign for

the entrance of Realgymnasium students to universities, administrators argued that in an age

dominated by the natural sciences, educators would be unwise to exclude more modern curriculum

within the schools: "We can no longer permit the schools to ignore the great works of our century

' M. Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 1-2.

12
Niall Ferguson, The House of Rothschild: The World's Banker 1849-1999 (NY: Penguin, 2000, first

published in Britain 1998) p. 295.

13

James Albisetti, Secondary School Reform in Imperial Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
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by Bunsen, Helmholtz, Siemens, Faraday and Darwin!" one school reformer thundered.14 By the

1 870s Germany had joined the race for industrial supremacy, increasingly challenging Britain's

status as the leading manufacturing state. No doubt related to the ambitions of a recently united

nation-state, advocates of the Realgymnasium argued that the high schools needed a new

philosophy of training to recover from the stifling effect of grammar's dominion. Though it may

not have convinced the arbiters of academia's elite criteria, this new spirit served Jordan's interests

well. Eventually, he came under the active guidance of one of the high school teachers, a man

named Wilken, who channeled Jordan's interest in science into the more systematic study of both

botany and beetles.

Natural history was both a respected and popular past-time in Germany during the

nineteenth century. The zoologist Albert GUnther, for example, who preceded Jordan in moving to

Britain to work as a naturalist by more than three decades, had learned his natural history from his

grandfather, a parson, as he made his rounds around his vicarage.'5 As a child Gunther collected

butterflies and moths around the Stuttgart countryside, depending on Johnstons's Historia rerum

naturalium and Reban's Popular Natural History for his natural history and on travel books for

his knowledge of the geographical distribution of animals. Gunther's father had been a member of

the local Natural History Union, demonstrating that naturalists had organized local societies to

support their interests, and that natural history was a respectable past-time for those who could

afford the leisure.

By the time Jordan graduated from the Realgymnasium in the beginning of the 1 880s, he

had various options available if he wanted to pursue his interest in natural sciences beyond that of

1983), pp. 30-3 1, 77.

Quoted in Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 103.

' On Albert Gunther's childhood and education in German, see chapters 16 through 19 in Gunther, A
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enthusiastic, if diligent, collecting in the woods. Although the high costs of education and the

limited monetary rewards offered by a career in science led most early nineteenth-century German

fathers "to try to dissuade their scientifically inclined sons from pursuing an academic career as a

scientist,"16 natural history provided more prospects as decades passed. Zoologists like Gunther,

August Weismann, Carl Craus, and Ernst Haeckel had entered the field via the universities'

medical faculties.17 But as zoology developed into an autonomous discipline, zoologists like

Weismann and Haeckel moved to the philosophical faculty of their respective universities to take

up newly independent zoological professorships.'8 By Jordan's day, the medical faculties no

longer provided the obvious route to zoological studies, especially as the philosophical faculties

increasingly took up the task of training teachers to fill a growing demand for scientifically trained

high school teachers. Jordan joined the latter to pursue his zoological training.

Systematics, Zoology, and University

In 1882, at the age of twenty, and a year older than the average high school graduate,

Jordan entered the University of Gottingen.19 In 1870 authorities first granted Real gymnasium

students permission to enroll in the philosophical faculties of the universities, which included

Century of Zoology. R.T. Gunther, Albert's biographer, anglicized the surname's spelling.

16 David Cahan, "Kohlrausch and Electrolytic Conductivity: Instruments, Institutes and Scientific
Innovation," Osiris 5(1989):167-185, p. 168.

' Gloria Robinson, "Weismann, August Friedrich Leopold," in Charles Coulston Gillispie, ed., Dictionary
of Scientflc Biography (NY: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1976) pp. 232-23 9, p. 233.

the development of zoology as an autonomous discipline outside of the medical faculties, see Nyhart,
Biology Takes Form.

19 Most high school graduates were nineteen, and, after a period of four to five years at university,
graduated at the age of about twenty-three. Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 76, note 78.
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political and rural economy, forestry, pharmacy, dentistry, and other more scientific subjects.2°

This move was primarily a response to a shortage of teachers rather than and effort to address the

petitioning of the modern schools' administrators and students, however.21 Amidst protest, the

university authorities eventually limited admittance to mathematics, natural sciences, and modem

languages in 1879.22 Few of Jordan's fellow students, then, would have come from non-

Gymnasium schools: by 1905 the percentage ofRealgymnasien students had reached only 15

percent of all Prussian university students.23 Of the 9,000 philosophy students and 21,000 students

altogether attending German universities at the time of his enrollment, less than ten percent came

from the lower middle class.24

Jordan spent the next four years working for his degree. In contrast to the American-style

liberal arts academies at the time, the German university was viewed as "a final tier professional

20 Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 36. Full matriculation privileges were not given until 1900.

Historians have examined the political and social anxiety created by increased enrollment in universities

and the potential of creating an "academic proletariat" due to oversupply and unemployment in Germany

toward the end of the nineteenth century. It was Jordan's small contingent that men like Prince Bismarck

found the most worrisome when criticizing the relatively open policies of admission: "Sons of wealthy

peasants are physically and psychologically lost to farming through their parents' ill-fated decision to send

them to grammar schools and provide only unusable recruits for scholarship." Quoted in Jarausch, Students,

Society, and Politics, p. 53. This anxiety would lead in 1890 to the closing of admission to universities by

Realgyinnasium students for a decade. Illustrating the complex social anxieties involved in these divisions,

Jarausch quotes one reservation against the admittance of Realschule graduates as follows: "Their chief

objections... are not against the ability of Realabiturienten for university study: but in private conversation

they oppose an enlarged influx from the lower classes of the population, which would further overcrowd as

well as depress the social and cultural niveau." Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 104.

21 Albisetti, Secondary School Reform, p. 310.

22 Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 105-106.

23 Charles McClelland, State, Society and University in Germany 1700-1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1980), p. 250 and see Fritz K. Ringer, The Decline of the German Mandarins: the

German Academic Community, 1890-1933 (Cambridge, Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press, 1969), pp. 27-29.

24 Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, p. 136, Table 3-11. In Jarausch's study of the background of
students attending Bonn between 1865 and 1914, the sons of farmers were placed in the category of old
Mittelstand, or the traditional realm of the lower middle class, and made up 8.1 percent of the student

population (p. 124, Table 3-7).
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school," in which to choose a degree was to choose a career.25 Jordan chose Zoology and Botany,

degrees with which he could either pursue a research career in the university system, or obtain a

teaching certificate. The first professorships in zoology had been established in the university

philosophical faculties in the late 1 850s. The history of the formation of this discipline within the

German universities hinted at some of the trouble to come in Jordan's chosen field. A group of

men who called themselves "scientific zoologists" had worked to separate zoology into its own

discipline. In doing so they had campaigned for the study of laws governing the internal

organization, development, and generation of animals, rather than classification.26 As part of the

resulting campaign for space and recognition, they differentiated their research from both the

traditional natural history in the philosophical faculties and the zoology of the medical faculties.

As a result of the claims of the "scientific zoologists," contemporaries sometimes referred

to competition between two "schools" of zoology. The naturalist Hermann Burmeister's (1807-

1892) insisted, for example, that a systematist be placed in an open position at Halle to ensure the

maintenance of the zoological museum there. He resisted the appointment of a zoologist from what

he called the "modern physiological-morphological school as it is represented by the names of von

Siebold, Leuckart, Leydig, Gegenbaur, LeiberkUhn, Meissner, and others." These men would

neglect his museum because they did not perceive its worth, he argued. The power of the "modern

physiological-morphological" school of zoologists worried those working within the traditional

spheres of zoological collections, who felt systematists should be appointed to positions in order to

stem the tide of hiring solely "men who know all the changing conditions of the animal cell, but

25 Charles E. McCleIland, "Republics within the Empire: the Universities," in Jack R. Dukes and Joachim
Remak, Another Germany: A Reconsideration of the Imperial Era (Boulder: Westview Press, 1988), p.
176.

26 See Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, and "Writing Zoologically: the ZeitschrfI fur wissenschaflhiche
Zoo/ogle and the Zoological Community in Late Nineteenth-Century Germany," in Peter Dear, ed., Literary
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who are little practiced in the determination and description of species."27

"Scientific" zoologists enlisted a rhetoric of division that lumped systematists into an "old

school" of zoology. They dc-emphasized the importance of zoological cabinets and museums to

zoology in an effort to wrest resources and prestige from the old guard. In response systematists

defended their research and the status of museums, classification, and work on species throughout

the century. One systematist noted in 1881 that as a result classification had become a "lonely

path," its workers "painstakingly" weighing the common and divergent characteristics of various

species, comparing each specimen with others "to alter and polish the diagnosis for each species

until the determining characteristics are razor sharp."28 The net effect of the jostling for space,

positions, and prestige was that systematics as a cataloguing tradition was increasingly practiced

outside the universities, within its own networks and institutions.

Despite the polemics and posturing that could arise when academic positions were at

stake, a relatively harmonious relationship among the various zoological approaches did exist at

Gottingen, where Jordan received his training in the methods, research agendas, and community

rules of the discipline. Jordan's own professor was Ernst Ehlers (1835-1925), a comparative

anatomist of invertebrates, with whom Jordan continued to correspond long after leaving

university. Despite the division between the "scientific zoologists," who focused on morphology,

and the traditional systematists who focused on classification, Ehlers belonged to a subsequent

generational-group who did not view classification and morphology as ideologically opposed.29

Indeed, Jordan's training emphasized the close connection between new techniques in morphology

Structure of Scientflc Argument (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991) pp. 43-7 1.

27 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 101.

28 See Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 170.

29 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 17 1-175.
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and classification. This training including both breadth and meticulously detailed microscopic

work - must certainly have been a factor in Jordan's willingness to proceed beyond the wing

patterns of butterflies, for example, to determine questions of relationship in order to classify. He

had been trained to have a microscope close at hand, and to examine internal morphology as a rule,

rather than as a last resort. An emphasis on detailed morphological work was reinforced by the fact

Ernst Ehlers had definite opinions concerning appropriate method in zoological research. He was

wary of both too much theorizing about evolution and enthusiasm regarding experimental

research. Nyhart notes that many of his students shared his descriptive and classificatory

orientation, "sidestepping controversy (and broad-scale theoretical novelty) by becoming

authorities on relatively narrow areas of the animal kingdom."3°

Jordan received his training, then, within a relatively conservative environment in

comparison to the more radical theoretical orientations of Haeckel, Weismann, and their

disciplines. His teacher certainly disapproved of Weismann's attitude toward appropriate scientific

method, even before his germ-plasm theory, and at one point recommended another zoologist over

him on these grounds during a faculty search.31 Ehiers believed in the importance of museum work

and classification and viewed systematics as serious scientific research, despite the fact that other

fields increasingly were drawing resources and prestige away from systematics, some communities

even excluding the subject from publications.32

Ehlers' journal, Zeitschrjfifur wissenschafthiche Zoologie, was founded in 1848 by Albert

30 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 314-315 and 321.

31 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 321.

32 In the United States, H.F. Osbom explicitly excluded systematics from his new biological journal, as did
the American Society of Naturalists. See Toby A. Appel, "Organizing Biology: The American Society of
Naturalists and its 'Affiliated Societies,' 1883-1923," in Rainger, Benson and Maienschein, The American
Development of Biology, pp. 87-120, pp. 97 and 104.
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von Kölliker (1817-1905) and Carl Theodor Ernst von Siebold as an avenue of "truly scientific

zoology," namely, comparative anatomy, embiyology and physiology rather than systematics. They

emphasized the importance of "the most comprehensive and pure presentation of the facts, of their

lawful determination and of their causal connection," and excluded simple notes and natural

history news, or announcements of new genera and species. Within this new framework of what

constituted scientific contributions, zoologists emphasized an alternative range of facts, but the

facts still held sway over generalizations. "Theory was important, to be sure," Nyhart notes, "but in

developing theory facts came first, and wherever theoretical issues were raised the authors sought

to couch their arguments in the most 'objective,' fact-based terms."33 Managing, co-editing or

editing the journal from 1874 to 1926, Ehler's conservative approach to speculation, combined

with the early values of the journal, created a middle ground that focused on a more refined

definition of systematics rather than complete exclusion. While authors wishing to publish lists of

species descriptions could go elsewhere, Ehlers considered good classificatory revisions legitimate

contributions to science and the journal. This new definition of the appropriate content of a

zoological journal would be in stark contrast to the state of zoological journals Jordan found upon

arriving in England in 1893, where debates on taking the focus away from species descriptions

were just beginning.

In his nineties, Jordan reflected that when the Linnaean divinely created constant species

went "to the limbo to join Manitou and the other gods of old," the number of biological problems

Nyhart, "Writing Zoologically," p. 50. The difference between the naturalists' journals was not a simple
dichotomy of theory vs. fact, for Siebold kept what he saw as speculative papers out of the journal, saying:
"We want to reserve the space in our journal for facts. The more new facts our journal brings, the more it
will be necessary for the speculative spirits of our time to change their principle again and again, whereas
that which is fact will stand." Siebold to Ehlers, 23 December 1875, (no. 84), EE 1815 quoted in Nyhart
"Writing Zoologically," p. 54.
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became innumerable.34 As a zoology undergraduate interested in entomology, Jordan would have

been exposed to the use of the discipline of entomology in evolutionaiy theory. Historians have

noted that a disproportionately large number of those who advocated or accepted evolution in

general were invertebrate zoologists (versus paleontologists, medical anatomists, or botanists),

including not only Haeckel and Weismann but Fritz MUller, Carl Claus, Carl Semper and Anton

Dohrn.35 Weismann in particular examined evolutionary questions using insects, eventually

inspiring entomologists at the Entomological Society of London to defend entomology on the

grounds that insects provided ideal research tools for the study of evolution. In his Studien zur

Descendenztheorie of 1875-6, for example, translated into English in 1882, Weismann examined

seasonal dimorphism in butterflies in order to study questions of evolution and heredity. After

doing work on lizards in the 1 870s, the orthogeneticist Theodor Eimer also turned to the colors

and patterns on the wings of butterflies as his evolutionary study objects.36 These men did not

work for the sake of entomology, however, but in order to address issues regarding evolution, left

in the wake of Darwin's work.37

This use of insects for the study of evolution was, in many circles, quite a departure from

the traditional boundaries of entomological and natural history work. As Haeckel's biographer

Karl Jordan, "Reminiscences of an Entomologist," mt. Congr.Ent.X (Montreal, 1956) 1(1 958):59-60, p.
59. The NHM Archives has a tape-recordiiig of this address, where the strong German accent Jordan
insisted he did not possess, can be heard.

William M. Montgomery, "Germany," in Glick, The Comparative Reception of Darwinism, pp. 81-116,
p. 110. Montgomery notes that this may be a reflection of the fact that more young men after 1850 studied
invertebrates since vertebrates were by that time relatively well known. Invertebrates were also, he notes,
ideal for evolutionary investigations due to the vast numbers and short life cycles, making them ideal for the
study of variation and speciation. Similar motivations are noted by Sorensen in American entomology. See
Sorenson, Brethren of the Net.

36 Bowler, The Eclipse of Darwinism, p. 151.
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35

In the scientific circles of the middle of the century one was apt to be disdainfully put
down as a windy 'natural philosopher' if one spoke of 'the evolution of animal and plant

species' and the like. The word had become the scarecrow of the exact, professional
scientific workers: much as when commercial men exclaim, 'Dear me, the man's a poet.'38

Ernst Haeckel is of course the towering figure of Darwinism in Germany, arriving upon

the scene at a time in which the excesses of Naturphilosophie had been replaced by "the decisive

victory of the simple discovery of facts," as his biographer characterized the period. Dissatisfied

with the admonitions this code made against explanation, Haeckel took up the botanist Matthias

Schleiden' s (1804-1881) struggle to reinvigorate scientific research with "general critical-

philosophical methods" and eventually turned Jena into the leading school in "philosophical

zoology in the sense of Schleiden." Schleiden had claimed that "the great botanist is notthe man

who can determine ten thousand species of plants according to the received models, but the man of

clear logic and wide deductions from his lore." Only through the research of such men would

sciences like botany achieve status as a "distinct branch of general thought." For Haeckel,

naturalists' response to Darwin's theory would be the turning point: "The idea of the variability of

species and of evolution.., brought to a critical stage the question whether the botanist was to be

merely a subordinate museum-secretary or a creative-thinker."39 Haeckei believed that what would

bring the botanist into the realms of science rather than clerical work was the inclusion of

evolutionary theory within the work of classification. The evolutionary, or phylogenetic, trees he

constructed were intended as reflections of the evolutionary relationships of animals and plants.

He insisted that the determination of relationships, namely phylogeny, must be the ultimate aim of

Issues of debate included the origin of variation, whether the external environment or internal forces
controlled evolution, whether evolution occurred in a continuous or discontinuous manner, and the role of
natural selection relative to other mechanisms of change.

38 Wilhelm Bolsche, Haeckel: His L(fe and Work (London: T.F. Unwin, 1906), p. 122.
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the systematist in order to make his work science. Nyhart suggests that one reason for the

harmonization Jordan would have witnessed under Ehler' s tutelage between systematics and

morphology was the new focus Darwinism placed on classification as a law-bound endeavor,

implying systematics could now make as valid a claim to being "scientific" as any other focus of

the "scientific zoologists."40 But Haeckel's critics and many other zoologists often saw

phylogenetic trees as the worse sort of speculation, imaginary constructs, and philosophical

irresponsibility.

Similarly, Weismann's work on differentiating somatic from germinal cells was a

controversial issue in the 1 880s and 1 890s on both empirical and methodological grounds. His

fellow zoologists often roundly criticized him for stepping beyond the boundaries of good science

by hypothesizing the existence of gemmules and the like. Weismann responded that theories must

guide research; otherwise investigators walked "in a thick mist without a track and without a

compass," dependent only on the vagaries of chance to lead in either "a stony desert of

unintelligible facts or a system of roads leading in some useful direction."41 Many of Weismann's

critics believed in the importance of theory in zoology, but, in criticizing his work, they often

limited the extent to which zoologists should emphasize theory in comparison to empirical

research. The construction of phylogenetic trees did not help the zoologists either, since those who

classified on the basis of evolutionary relationships often disagreed with each other about what,

Bolsche, Haeckel, pp. 4 8-49, 51.

40 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 171-175. On evolutionary theory in Germany, see Pierce C. Mullen,
"The Preconditions and Reception of Darwinian Biology in Germany, 1800-1870," (Ph.D.: University of
California, Berkeley, 1964); Pietro Corsi, "Darwinism in Germany, France, and Italy," in David Kohn, ed.,
The Darwinian Heritage (Princeton University Press, 1985) pp. 683-729; Alfred Kelly, The Descent of
Darwin: The Popularization of Darwinism in Germany 1860-1914 (Chapel Hill: Univ. North Carolina
Press, 1981); Timothy Lenoir. The Strategy of Life: Teleology and Mechanism in Nineteenth Century
German Biology (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1982); William M. Montgomery, "Evolution and Darwinism in
German Biology," (Ph.D dissertation: University of Texas, Austin, 1974).

41 See Frederick Churchill, "August Weismann and a Break from Tradition," Journal of the History of
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exactly, those relationships were.

Reflecting on his education in a Presidential Address to the Entomological Society of

London in 1930, Jordan recalled that naturalists like himself, "of the older generation" received

their training in biological sciences largely under the influence of the theory of the survival of the

fittest, "which, at that time, had not shed the exuberance of youth and was accepted, inclusive of

all the trimmings added by ardent followers of Darwin, as a new faith explaining everything we

saw."42 He described a naive adaptionism, that, in his undergraduate days, would have regarded

any characteristic as adaptive.43 But whether such arguments would have been acceptable to Ehlers

is another question. The discussions and enthusiasm of undergraduates in alab or at a museum

drawer are very different things from work submitted to the professional community. Nyhart has

noted that those who advanced in the professional zoological world in Germany when Jordan

received his training generally maintained a "theoretical caution and technical proficiency of a

kind best appreciated by other professionals." More importantly, they "did not try to stir the world

to the depths sought by Haeckel or Weismann," men of an earlier, "more theoretically

freewheeling," generation. This may have made their work "intellectually bland with regard to

broader questions," but a firm methodological commitment existed behind the drab, but important,

technical and empirical contributions. Although many believed in evolutionary descent, few

engaged in committed, grand theorizing: "They assumed the reality of evolution and pursued

classificatory questions within a broadly phylogenetic framework, but generally did not try to make

large claims about its mechanisms or the linkages between phyla."44

Biology l(1968):91-112,p. 112.

42 Jordan, "The President's Address," Proc. R. Ent. Soc. Lond. 5(1931):128-142, p. 135.

Jordan, "A Case of Progressive Evolution in Coleoptera which, if Uncontrolled, Would Lead to
Extinction," Proc. R. Ent. Soc. Lond 18A(l943):99-105, p. 101.
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Even given this caution, the "broadly phylogenetic framework" in which professors

trained students to place their findings, was a step away from much of the systematics done in the

nineteenth century, at least in the naturalist community Jordan would soon adopt as his own across

the channel. Though still quite cautious, Germans had tentatively and diligently incorporated

evolutionary theory into research. One result of this was that by the I 880/90s one went to Germany

to obtain a certain type of training in natural history. John Henry Comstock, for example,

dissatisfied with existing taxonomic tools as he strove to create a taxonomic classification that

reflected evolutionary lineage, traveled to Germany in order to learn an evolutionary method of

taxonomy, working with Rudolf Leuckart at the University of Leipzig. Part of this training

included the microscopic techniques central to examining morphology on a deeper level than

obvious coloration patterns. Upon his return to the United States, Comstock wrote an essay on

"Evolution and Taxonomy" which urged the replacement of taxonomy by systematics, namely the

inclusion of evolutionary theory within taxonomic work.45 As Karl Jordan left Germany for

England, Comstock was advising the young Vernon Kellogg to visit Germany for training as well.

In Leipzig Kellogg indeed obtained "a valuable understanding of the sort of work that many

natural scientists of the day considered cutting edge."46 For entomology, a central part of this

advanced work entailed the incorporation of evolutionary theory into taxonomy. This work made

the determination of phylogenetic relationships amongst organisms far more central to systematics

in Germany than elsewhere. What we learn from this is that there were subtle differences within

systematics both between national traditions and within national communities as some workers

Nyhart, Biology Takes From, p. 323 and 324. Nyhart places Theodor Eimer in this more theoretically-
inclined cohort (someone with whom Jordan would later engage in controversy, discussed in Chapter 4).

' On Comstock see Henson, "Evolution and Taxonomy."

46 Mark A. Largent, "These Are Times of Scientific Ideals:' Vernon Lyman Kellogg and Scientific
Activism, 1890-1930," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 2000), P. 42.
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brought what they saw as the more detailed, theoretically embedded attitude of German

systematics to their own communities.

Differences in methodological emphasis was only one way the life sciences diverged into

sometimes conflicting standpoints. The specialization that had taken place within zoology

throughout the nineteenth century meant zoologists worked within a range of taxa-bound

disciplines, methods, and research priorities, and Jordan's choice of subjects within the number of

options available, was certainly not the most glamorous of the up-and-coming research programs.

But, fascinated by the variation of beetles surrounding his childhood home, Jordan had become a

"devoted coleopterist," learning "a fair amount of knowledge of detail in the life of many beetles,

concerning their environment, food and variation." He recalled one incident when in the forests

south of Hildesheim he found closely related species ofBembidion beetles living within a few

centimeters of each other in some sand at the side of a brook, but inhabiting different levels of

sand: one lived in sand saturated with water, the other inhabited the sand above.47 These memories

demonstrate how fascinated he was by the relation between variation in environment and within

and between species.

Jordan had witnessed soon enough the low reputation zoology had amongst some of his

fellow science students. One, a mineralogist, had once explained to him, "with the fervour of

youth and the insistence of an enthusiast, that the only branch of the Linnean Natural Sciences

worth studying was Minerology, because this science was based on the exact methods of physics,

chemistry and mathematics." Jordan explained simply, "As it happened, animate nature, which

includes individuals that go in for Minerology, had the greater fascination for me," and he

defended his chosen subject passionately.48

' Jordan, "Reminiscences of an Entomologist," p. 59.
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A Civic Zoologist beyond the Academic Halls

Jordan graduated Summa cum Laude in 1886, and he then proceeded to study for his

teaching diploma.49 Within his own country, Jordan had achieved much. Prussian society, which

can at least generally be extended to Hanover after 1866, had gone through a fundamental

transformation in the first half of the nineteenth century during which the basis of social status

shifted from birth to objective qualifications, such as teaching examinations.50 And by this

standard Jordan had certainly raised his social standing, joining the class of social and cultural

elites that owed its status "primarily to educational qualifications, rather than hereditary rights or

wealth," a cohort of academics Fritz Ringer named the "GermanMandarins."51 He had one of the

best educational degrees in the world, for many believed that a German professor symbolized the

best in both research and teaching. Certainly the title of "Herr Doctor" conferred a certain rank and

specific level of learning and type of erudition within German society. But as a scientist and an

48 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 136.

' Mathematics, physics, and natural history had been grouped together as a single testing area in 1839 in
the state teaching examination. On the role of state examinations in turning secondary teaching into a
learned profession closely linked to the university faculties of philosophy, see Fritz Ringer, "The German
Academic Community," in Oleson Voss, The Organization of Knowledge in Iviodern America (Baltimore:
John Hopkins University Press, 1979) pp. 409-429. On the restrictions in the state examinations for
graduates of the Realgymnasium see Ringer, Decline of the German Mandarins, p. 33.

° Kathryn Olesko, "Physics Instruction in Prussian Secondary Schools before 1859," Osiris 5(1 989):94-
120, p. 115. James Albisetti has pointed out that although one should make clear what "Germany" is being
considered in discussions of German science, it seems that the German scientific community, for most
intents and purposes, transcended the political boundaries of both the German Confederation of 1815-1866
and the Second Reich established by Bismarck. An institution may not strictly be a "German" one at any
one time, but German scholars could still look for positions and establish careers there, such as Zurich.
Jordan published in the Entomological Society of Zurich, for example. Albisetti refers to the survival of a
"greater Germany" in scientific matters that could be extended to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Political
and intellectual boundaries did not always coincide. See James Albisetti, "Commentary: Science in
Germany," Osiris 5(1 989):285-290
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intellectual who seemed later in life to be relatively unconcerned with social position, approval

within his community of zoologists may have been more important. This community had specific

avenues through which to bestow acceptance and approval, which Jordan now entered alongside

his fellow graduates. In his spare time, he practiced his French and English by reading novels, a

multilingualism that would stand him in good stead throughout his life.

As expected of students, Jordan published his dissertation on the butterflies of Gottingen

in 1885. That year, the German government was using the British presence in Egypt as a pretext

for interventions in South-West Africa, while N.M. (Natty) Rothschild was using his contacts in

the Russian Embassy to diffuse tensions between Britain and Russia by arranging diplomatic

compromises after Russian victories in Afghanistan and conflicts over Bulgaria.52 Far from this

world of intrigue, unimaginable wealth, and diplomacy, Jordan was busy publishing a paper on the

butterflies of northwest Germany in the Zoologische Jahrbucher and three papers comprising a

supplemental catalogue of beetles of Hildesheim in the Societas entomologica, Zurich between

1886 and 1 888. He also published a single paper in 1888 in Ehier's Zeitschrfl für

wissenschafthiche Zoologie on the anatomy and biology of Physapoda, the thrips, which workers

on the order still use today. Jordan's paper fit in well with the customary role of the journal as it

51 Ringer, The Decline of the German Mandarins, p. 5.

52 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 370-371. "In classic Rothschild fashion," Ferguson writes, "Natty
sought to accelerate the process of pacification" by inviting the Russian ambassador and British politicians
concerned to dine, sometimes at Tring or at New Court, the Bank offices.

Karl Jordan, Die Schmetterlingsfauna Gottingens, pp. vi, 52, (1). Alfeld. (Inaug Dissert. Erlangung der
phil. Doctorwurde Univ. Gottingen, 1885), "Die Schmetterlingsfauna. Nordwest-Deutschlands," Zool. Jb.
Suppl. 1, i-xviii, 1-164 (1886), "Nachtrag zum Verzeichniss der Käfer Hildescheims," Societas
entomologica, Zurich, 1, 121, 130, 139, 145, 154, 161, 172, 169 (1886), "Nachtrag zum Verzeichniss der
Kifer Hildescheims," Societas entomologica, Zurich, 2, 4, 20, 29, 60, 73, 83, 178, 185 (1887), "Nachtrag
zum Käfer-Verzeichniss Hildesheims," Societas entomologica, Zurich, 3(1888): 1-2, 11, 21, 58, 65.

' Karl Jordan, "Anatomie und Biologie der Physapoda," Zeitschr j/i für wissenschaflhiche Zoologie
47(1 888):541-620. The order is now known as Thysanoptera. For a recent reference to Jordan's anatomical

studies as important, see: http:/113. 191 lencyclopedia.org/T/THITHYSANOPTERA.htm.
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had developed by the 1 880s, described by Nyhart:

Typically, a person would select a bug, worm, or other small creature whose anatomy
and development had received 'inadequate attention' and then present a complete
rundown of its various structures, describing its hard parts (shell or bone if there were
any), circulatory and respiratory systems, musculature, nervous system, mode of
reproduction, and cycle of development.

Publishing a paper in this journal had become part of the training of young zoologists,

demonstrating skill in literature review, use of the microscope, observation and drawing. The

Zeitschrft paper proved "one's basic competence as a professional researcher in zoology," and

one's acceptance as Mitarbeiter (coworker) in the community.55

Notwithstanding his loyalty to his chosen subject in the face of nay-saying mineralogy

students, Jordan's employment opportunities so far as academia was concerned seemed bleak.

Jordan graduated at a time of intense competition for jobs in zoology. By the 1 880s, the number of

students going in for zoology degrees, combined with a broader glut in enrollment overall, had

made such a career choice tenuous due to the very fact it had become so popular.56 About the time

Jordan entered university, his professor, Ehlers, had written to a cousin that Germany seemed "to

labor under an overproduction of zoologists."57 Ehlers had many students, like Hubert Ludwig

(1853-1913), who waited in jobs at museums or libraries for a chance to move to an academic

Nyhart, "Writing Zoologically," pp. 50, 57 and 66.

56 See Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, on the development of zoological positions in philosophy faculties and
the over-production of zoology students, and Jarausch, Students, Society, and Politics, on over-enrollment
overall, leading to concerns over the creation of an "academic proletariat."

Ehlers to T.W. Englemann, 29 January 1882, quoted in Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 194. Nyhart has
pointed out that the resultant competition was probably behind certain changes in the zoological community
at this time. First, it made Jordan's generation more inclined to become involved in polemical disputes, to
the point that "it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that to be a zoologist in Germany around 1880 was to be
involved in such disputes." Nyhart, "Writing Zoologically," p. 70. The academic market also made younger
zoologists competing for notice more inclined to tackle research programs like Haecke's gastraea theory, a
program older zoologists were more inclined to dismiss as irresponsibly speculative, since both the
theoretical framework and new techniques allowed researchers to publish new material relatively quickly.
Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 195.
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position. To make matters worse for Jordan, by 1893 universities filled nearly all chairs in zoology

with "morphologists" rather than practitioners of systematic zoology (despite, it seems, Ehler' S

middle-road between both "fields.")58 The record is silent concerning Jordan's attitude toward the

uncertain and competitive academic option. Despite any rhetorical or real unemployment facing

the systematic side of zoology, Nyhart notes that in fact those hired for zoological positions

reflected a range of interests and orientations. The systematist and natural historian Gustav

Wilhelm MUller (1857-1940), for example, received an appointment in 1895 at Greifswald.59 Still,

the small number of positions in universities and the large number of prospective applicants made

the academic path a tenuous choice. If one, however, did not mind teaching below the university

level, more options appeared. During the 1 850s the Prussian school system had began an

enormous expansion that lasted until the end of the century, and as a result administrators

established new schools of all types throughout the empire, including Jordan's own homeland as

of 1866.60 Jordan decided to take this seemingly more secure path.

After receiving his teaching certificate, Jordan could put off the search for employment for

a time, for he still had to serve the customary military service. His status as a scholar qualified him

for a single year rather than the usual two-years.6' Despite common stereotypes, serving in the rank

and file of the Imperial German army during peacetime between 1871 and 1914 was not a great

strain for men of Jordan's age.62 Jordan recalled that he "rather enjoyed soldiering." His brother

58 See Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 170.

Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 325.

60 Gert Schubring, "The Rise and Decline of the Bonn Natural Sciences Seminar," Osiris, 2nd series,
5(1989):57-93, p. 76.

61 Albisetti, Secondary School Reform, p. 26.

62 See Dennis E. Showalter, "Army, State, and Society in Germany, 1871-1914: An Interpretation," in Jack
R. Dukes and Joachim Remak, eds., Another Germany: A Reconsideration of the Imperial Era (Boulder
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advanced the money for the uniform, boots, helmet, food and lodgings that the government

expected one-year voluntary trainees to buy, "but it did not come very regularly and sometimes he

went hungry. 'It did no harm,' wrote K.J. 'Evidently I was tough."63 When his military service

ended Jordan received an appointment as a master at a grammar school in "the sleepy Hessian

town" of Munden some fifteen miles south-west of Gottingen.64 Having completed his military

service, he had passed "through the gateway to the adult world," with 1:he privileges of marriage,

permanent employment, and a place at the men's table in the local Gasthaus, conferred by his

certificate of demobilization.65 In 1891, he married Minna Brunnig, his childhood sweetheart. "My

work and my hobby have been identical and I married the girl with whom I fell in love when still a

schoolboy," he wrote at the age of eighty, "What more can one want?"66

In 1892 Jordan accepted a post as master of mathematics, physics, and natural history at

the School of Agriculture at Hildesheim, one of the more Catholic cities in Hanover, sixty miles

North of MUnden. When Jordan began teaching, the task of the natural history lesson had changed

little from that of the 1820s.67 Instructors taught students the Linnean system, local flora and fauna,

and human health. This way of studying nature fit closely within the Christian goals of the

Prussian school system, which as late as 1892 emphasized the special weight to be given to the

Church in the classroom. Science teaching's self-proclaimed purpose was to promote religion and

and London: Westview Press, 1988) pp. 1-18, P. 9, 10, 12 and 16.

63 Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 2.

64 By the early I 880s there was some concern mounting concerning an over-production of prospective math
and science teachers. Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, 346. The description of MUnden is courtesy of J.H.
Haffer, "'We Must Lead the Way On New Paths': the Work and Correspondence of Hartert, Stresemann
and Ernst Mayr, International Ornithologists," Okologie der VOgel 19(1997): 1-980, p. 773.

65 Showalter, "Army, State, and Society in Germany," p. 9.

66 Jordan to N.D. Riley, December 22, 1941. DF306 Folder 6, NHM Archives.

67 On the early development of teacher training for natural history teachers for secondary schools in 1 820s
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political stability, and administrators intended the study of nature to "awaken religious feeling"

and serve as an antidote to materialism.68 From all appearances, Jordan himself was a secular man,

though he often included (usually irreverent) Biblical references in his writings. Friends frequently

mentioned his philosophical outlook on life, but no one ever described him as religious. In the

193 Os he playfully explained his casual references to insects as the products of nature by saying

that he wished;

to express at least partial agreement with the ecciesiastics of the Middle Ages so sure

in their beliefs and so lovable for their seriousness - who proved with a great show of

plausibility that such nasty crawling things as insects were not created, but were the

result of dirt and sin, of corrupt nature after the Fall. These authorities leave us

Entomologists free to take evolution as the foundation of research in spite of what the

stalwarts of Tennessee and kindred spirits nearer home may think, or at any rate, say.69

Coming from what he described as the enthusiastic Darwinism of his university-days,

Jordan might have found teaching difficult owing to anti-evolutionary currents prevalent within

the Prussian school system. In Catholic Westphalia, the naturalist Herman Muller, a natural history

teacher at the Realschule in Lippstadt, was attacked by Catholic groups in 1878 for using a text by

a prominent Darwinian in his classes, and Protestant regions differed little in their attitude toward

the English theorist of natural selection. Many erroneously believed that the Prussian

Kulturminister ordered schools in 1879 to avoid teaching "hypotheticaltheories" altogether.7°

Aside from scientific debates, the fact that Darwinism, or "Darwinismus" as it became known in

Germany, also had its staunch opponents on moral grounds complicated the issue of whether

teachers should teach evolutionary theory in schools. Once a friend of Haeckel's, Rudolf Virchow

Prussia, see Schubring, "The Rise and Decline of the Bonn Natural Sciences Seminar."

68 Kelly, The Descent of Darwin, p. 65.

69 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 133.

° Kelly points out that this arose from some strong words uttered by the Cultural Ministry, but that no

official ban was ever issued. Kelly, The Descent of Darwin, p. 64.



(1821-1902) engaged in lively controversy with him beginning in 1877 over whether evolution by

natural selection was a proven law, and thus suitable for teaching in schools, or whether it

consisted only of hypothesis. Virchow argued the latter, and that on these grounds the theory must

be kept out of schools, especially since it could be co-opted by dangerous elements of society.

Virchow was particularly concerned by certain social and political movements' use of the theory to

support their agendas.7'

Partly as a result of concerns raised by the MUller affair that the subject potentially

brought in "unproven hypotheses that were appropriate only on a university level," natural history

fell increasingly to the wayside in primary and secondary education.72 The first Prussian obligatory

curriculum for secondary schools excluded natural history instruction from the upper classes,

Sekunda and Prima. As a result, although the school system was expanding, positions in natural

history instruction did not inevitably share in the prosperity, nor did the ability to teach certain

topics remain unfettered by government control.73 When Jordan began teaching at the grammar

school in MUnden in 1885, the Seminar at Bonn had reported that the low number of new

members could be "explained by the overproduction in recent years, so that a teaching license for

' Desmond, Huxley, p. 500. And see Alfred Kelly, Descent of Darwinism. The term Darwinismus could
stand for much more than just Darwin's theory. Haeckel's version of the theory, for example, caused
Darwin great consternation as he extended it beyond what Darwin thought appropriate or safe. Desmond
and Moore, Darwin, p. 529. Haeckel combined Darwinism with cell theory and embryology: Darwinismus
was not, therefore, only natural selection, but recapitulation and a new philosophy of nature. In addition, in
his Generelle Morphologie of 1866 Haeckel associated Darwinism with his own expectations of a national
state guaranteeing freedom of conscience and free speech. At first, Darwinism joined well with the German
tradition of Biblical criticism and "unabashed materialism." By the 1 890s it would be taken up by vitalist
and organicist movements as well, and became associated with socialism by 1878. See Paul Weindling,
"Ernst Haeckel, Darwinismus and the Secularization of Nature," in James R. Moore (ed.) History,
Humanity and Evolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) pp. 311-327, pp. 311-312.

72 Kelly, The Descent of Darwin, p. 64. This is all based on an account on Prussia, a pattern which Kelly
cites WUrttemberg, Bavaria, Saxony, Baden, and Hesse followed.

° Schubring, "The Rise and Decline of the Bonn Natural Sciences Seminar," p. 91.
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the descriptive natural sciences offers few advantages for candidates aspiring to teach at secondary

schools."74

Considering the fact that Jordan commented sparingly on evolution in his professional

work, and that even Thomas Henry Huxley found it acceptable and pedagogically wise to focus on

description and knowledge of nature without any reference to descent when writing textbooks, the

state of affairs probably caused little if any hardship. Evolutionary theory changed the natural

history of the classroom very little for most teachers. Indeed, in view of historians' claims that

fields like taxonomy could proceed apace without reference to evolutionary theory at the best

museums and universities, the lack of an impact on education is hardly surprising. When agitation

for teaching more natural history in high-schools finally took place during reform movements in

the 1 880s and I 890s, calls focused on "increasing the biological content of natural history

education, that is, examining the organism in relation to its environment," a research program that

could, and often did, proceed while maintaining neutrality to evolutionary theory.75

Aside from emphasizing the pursuit of natural history without an over-riding emphasis on

evolutionary theory, Jordan's move out of the university environment may have had an important

influence on his subsequent research interests as well. Recently historians have examined the place

of science in the civic culture of the Burgertum, or middle-class.76 In an effort to temper historical

work done on connections between science, universities, and the state, for example, Nyhart has

drawn attention to the influence of "popular and applied zoology, zoo and museum natural history,

and pedagogical concerns," or "civic zoology," on the natural historical concepts of Karl Möbius,

See Schubring, "The Rise and Decline of the Bonn Natural Sciences Seminar," p. 91, footnote 87.

Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 345.

76 Lynn K. Nyhart, "Civic and Economic Zoology in Nineteenth-Century Germany: The 'Living
Communities' of Karl Möbius," Isis 89(1998):605-630.
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and biogeographical and ecological thought in general. The theoretical interest in biological

questions tended to take different forms in the civic setting than in the university setting, "where

academic fashion in the mid-to-late nineteenth century increasingly dictated that interest in the

organism's relation to its environment be expressed in research terms of morphology and

generation."77

In contrast to the physiological and detailed morphological research that dominated

university research, geographical distribution and the analysis of faunistics regions dominated

scientific research in the civic setting. Various factors may have helped create these different

trajectories of research based on place. University zoologists had separated themselves from

amateurs through technique and language, while civic zoologists tied themselves to the public as

audience and patrons. The high school and middle school science teacher's need to cover all parts

of nature influenced his ability to cross the boundaries normally wrought by specialization at the

universities, and in particular, helped him maintain awareness of the interactions of organisms with

their physical environment.78 Jordan himself later characterized one result of this division of space:

The animals which lend themselves to easy preservation in a dry state, such as insects,
shells, and skins of mammals and birds, were in post-Linnean times collected and
classified by amateur systematists, the public Museums of Natural History being as yet in
their early youth and the professional zoologists of the Universities concentrating almost
exclusively on the classes of animals which had to be preserved in liquid.79

Specimen-based museums were driven to develop certain partnerships, for example with

natural history agents and a wide range of amateur naturalists, that university zoologists did not.

Nyhart, "Civic and Economic Zoology," p. 629. Nyhart points out that there is little literature on German
natural history museums and argues that more attention needs to be paid to these sites-for-science outside
the universities. Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 347.

78 Nyhart, "Civic and Economic Zoology," p. 626.

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 1-2.
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As we will see, these relationships often had a serious influence on what research programs could

be pursued adequately.

While living and teaching in Munden, Jordan had become friends with Count Hans

Berlepsch (1850-1915), by then a well-known ornithologist, through their mutual interest in

beetles. Wealthy enough to hire a network of collectors throughout the Neotropics and to buy from

the natural history dealers of Germany, Berlepsch owned the most important private collection of

birds in Germany. Historians of ornithology remember him for having served as mentor to the

ornithologists Ernst Hartert, Charles Heilmayr, and Otto Kleinschmidt. as well as Jordan, all of

whom compiled important works on geographical variation during the first decades of the

twentieth century.8° Amongst this new group of friends, talking to both wealthy collection owners,

hired collectors, and no doubt meeting some of the natural history agents from whom Berlepsch

purchased some of his specimens, Jordan made the acquaintance of a distinct type of natural

history community. Systematics, taxonomy and classification made up the central endeavor of the

hundreds of private collectors and naturalists who constituted Berlepsch 's network of friends,

80 Once he began working at Tring, Hartert sent any specimens not chosen by Walter Rothschild to
Berlepsch, "our friend and cooperator," to have second pick. Ernst Flartert to Wilmot Brown, November 10,
1897. TMLB #4, NHM Archives. On the ornithologists within this circle, see J.H. Haffer, "The History of
Species Concepts and Species Limits in Ornithology," Bulletin of the British Ornithologists' Club
Centenary Supplement 112(1992): 107-158, "Die Seebohm-Hartert-'Schule' der europiiischen
Omithologie," J. Ornithol. 135(1 994):37-54, "Es ware Zeit, einen 'aligemeinen Hartert' zu schreiben: Die

historischen Wurzeln von Ernst Mayr's Beitragen zur Evolutionssynthese," Bonner zool. Beitr.,
45(1994):113-123, "The Genesis of Erwin Stresemann's Ayes (1927-1934) in the Handbuch der Zoologie,
and His Contribution to the Evolutionary Synthesis," Archives of Natural History, 21(1994): 201-216, "Die

Omithologen Ernst Hartert und Otto Kleinschmidt: Darwinistisehe gegentiber typologischen Ansichten zum
Artproblem," Mitt. Zoo!. Mus. Berl. 7 1(1995): Suppl.: Ann. Orn. 19, 3-25, "We Must Lead the Way on
New Paths"; "Essentialistisches und evolutionares Denken in der systematischen Omithologie des 19. und

20. Jahrhunderts," J. Ornithol. 138(1 997):6 1-72, "Vogelarten und ihre Entstehung: Ansichten Otto
Kleinschmidts und Erwin Stresemanns," Mitt. Zool. Mus. Ben. 73(1997) Suppl. Ann. Orn. 21, 59-96, "Die

'Stresemannsche Revolution' in der Ornithologie des frtihen 20. Jahrhunderts," .1 Ornithol. 142(200 1):38 1-

389, "Ornithological research traditions in central Europe during the 19th and 20th centuries," J Ornithol.
142 Sonderheft 1(200 1):27-93. Also see Haffer, Erich Rutschke and Klaus Wunderlich. "Erwin Stresemann

(1889-1972): Leben und Werk eines Pioniers der wissenschaftlichen Omithologie," Acta Historica
Leopoldina, 34(2000):399-427 and Walter J. Bock, "Contributions of Central European Ornithology to
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correspondents, and natural history agents and collectors. These networks depended on more than

the popularity of natural history among the wealthy and middle-classes. Natural history as an

endeavor also followed closely upon the pathways of empire-building, a relationship that became

increasingly tight in the 1 880s and 1 890s.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Britain, France, Germany Portugal,

Russia, and the Belgium and Italy engaged in deeply competitive imperialism. This age of 'new

imperialism' began with the French occupation of Tunis in 1881 and the British occupation of

Egypt in 1882, and developed into a "scramble for Africa," which eventually led to the European

powers portioning the entire continent among them. The United States had obtained the

Philippines and other possessions and protectorates after the War of 1898, eventually claiming

supremacy in the Caribbean and the Pacific. Naturalists followed the establishment of colonies and

spheres of influence almost as quickly as military might. The rise of museums, expeditions, and

efforts at cataloguing diversity had always been closely tied to the endeavor of Empire, as

scientists took advantage of and joined drives to claim territory through knowledge.8' Although

also largely dependent upon indigenous traditions of natural history, in Britain exemplified by the

popularity of Gilbert White's writings, natural history institutions were deeply involved in the

endeavor of Empire. Indeed, in the context of Victorian Britain, Janet Browne has called

biogeography, which so dominated disciplines like ornithology and entomology throughout the

World Ornithology," J Ornithol. 142 Sonderheft 1 (2001):94-108.

81 Most of the work done on the connection between empire-building and natural history has focused on the
British Empire. See Lucile Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion. the Rule of the British Royal
Botanic Gardens (New York: Academic Press, 1979); John M. MacKenzie, The Empire of Nature:
Hunting, Conservation, and British Imperialism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988); R. M.
Macleod, "On Visiting the 'Moving Metropolis,' Reflections on the Architecture of Imperial Science,"
Historical Records ofAustralian Science 5(1982): 1-15; Nyhart, "Biology and Imperialism;" Rupke,
Richard Owen; Sheets-Pyenson, Cathedrals of Science; R.A. Stafford, Scientist of Empire: Sir Roderick
Murchison, ScientUIc Exploration and Victorian Imperialism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1989). On France see Michael A. Osborne, Nature, the Exotic and the Science of French Colonialism
(Bloomington, Indiana: University of Indiana Press, 1994).
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nineteenth century and into the twentieth, the "most obviously imperial sciences in an age of

increasing imperialism."82 The collection network upon which biogeography depended consisted

of a range of men and women from those hired by natural history agents to colonial administrators

who subscribed to the natural history journals of the metropoles of Europe. This was a diverse

community, with authority often based upon the possession of large collections, and therefore

wealth. Collectors in the field, natural history agents, and those who sent specimens obtained on

vacation from the administrative duties of colonization, generally provided the data, while those

with access to large collections and libraries described and processed the "facts" of importance.

As the specimens mounted in the halls of Berlepsch's castle, Jordan arrived in 1885, a

university-trained zoologist enchanted by natural variation. The conversations at Count

Berlepsch's must have been stimulating. Berlepsch believed that the systematist must address

questions of evolution in his work. In 1894, for example, he published papers criticizing natural

selection from an ornithological point of view, and elsewhere discussed island faunas and the

effect of geographical isolation.83 He may have criticized natural selection specifically, but, like so

many other naturalists, he did not thereby remove evolution from the zoologists' purview.

Berlepsch, for example, joined a group of American ornithologists in arguing that geographical

varieties of species should be considered incipient species and designated with a third name, or

trinomial, on the grounds this practice would make naturalists' belief in evolutionary theory

explicit within their taxonomy. In 1887 Henry Seebohm, a British private collector and a good

friend of Berlepsch, admonished English ornithologists that though they acknowledged the truth of

the theory of evolution, they ignored it as a working hypothesis by opposing the use of trinomials.

82 Browne, "Biogeography and Empire," p. 305.

83 Haffer, "We Must Lead the Way on New Paths," p. 774.
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Berlepsch described numerous subspecies between 1881 and 1892 in French, British, American

and German journals.84

This group of friends and researchers, examined in detail by Haffer, is a good example of

a site outside of the universities leading to new approaches to traditional problems, in this case

biogeography and classification, and therefore fits well with Nyhart's call for moving away from

the idea that the "traditional universities were the fountainhead of innovative and important

research" in nineteenth century German science.85 This may be extended to Tring as an innovative

research enclave in Britain, isolated from academic science. This group of friends developed some

of the practices and research priorities, including a strict focus on geographical variation, that

would later be picked up as central to the 'new systematics.' This group of collectors and

collection-owners not only introduced him to Walter Rothschild, but to a non-academic zoology

with distinct networks and research programs of its own centered on both cataloguing and

understanding the diversity of natural history objects that both hired collectors and a healthy trade

provided.

Such questions had not been heavily emphasized within the halls of German academic

zoology. The German zoologist Johann Wilhelm Haacke (1855-1912), for example, complained at

length regarding the low support and interest given to zoogeography in Germany compared to

Britain, the United States, and elsewhere, particularly in view of its importance to questions of

evolutionary theory. Questions of animal geography, he wrote, remained completely unconsidered

by the majority of German zoologists.86 But these were precisely the types of questions inspired by

84 For a more detailed discussion of Ernst Hartert's role in the trinomial debate, see Stresemann,
Ornithology, Chapter 14, and the work by Jtirgen Haffer.

85 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, 345.
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the growth of natural history collections, the work of many private collection-owners, thoughtful

collectors in the field, and national museum collections. Experimental and physiological research

may indeed have been taking the halls of the universities in Germany, Britain, and the United

States, but other sites existed outside the universities where naturalists, zoologists, entomologists,

ornithologists and others studied animals and plants. The thousands of pages produced by

naturalists in natural history journals and monographs demonstrate profoundly the vibrant

diligence of its various practitioners, intent on bringing some order to the extraordinary diversity of

the natural world.

The Move to Tring

Amid visiting these new friends, discussing the zoological questions raised by the

incoming specimens, and teaching his coterie of boys at the grammar school, Jordan and his wife

also began a family. Minna gave birth to two daughters, Ada and Hilda. Meanwhile, encouraged

by another MUnden friend, A. Metzer, Professor of Zoology at the Academy of Forestry, Jordan

became a budding lecturer in Forest Zoology. He "might possibly have ended as a professor at

some High School of Forestry," he later wrote, "if fate had not decided otherwise and sent me to

Tring in l893.87

Fate arrived in the form of a thin, bearded thirty-four year old German ornithologist who

called on his friend Count Berlepsch one day. Ernst Hartert (1859-1933) had been hired as an

ornithologist a few years previously on an expedition Berlepsch had funded in partnership with his

86 Gerhard H. MUller, "Johann Wilhelm Haacke (1855-1912): Biologe, Vererbungsforscher und Kritiker
Weismanns," Freiburger Universitatsblatter 24(1985): 167-174, p. 174.

87 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 133. Fate, once again in the form of Berlepsch's friends, might
also have been looking at Jordan for the forestry school, as another of the Count's occasional visitors, H.
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friend Walter Rothschild to the Dutch West Indies and Venezuela. Flartert had worked as a

collector in Nigeria, Sumatra, Perak, Upper Assam, and Rajputana. R.B. Sharpe, ornithologist at

the British Museum (Natural History) (BM(NH)) then hired him to compile the volumes of the

Catalogue of Birds on nightjars and swifts.88 Hartert had then returned to the field in South

America with his wife, where he received an urgent message from Walter Rothschild, on Albert

GUnther's recommendation, offering him the position of director for Rothschild's rapidly growing

Museum in the village ofTring.89 By the time Jordan met him, Hartert had also become one of the

most vociferous proponents of the use of trinomial nomenclature. Now, Hartert was looking for a

curator of insects for Walter Rothschild's growing collection, and Berlepsch recommended the

thirty-two year old grammar school teacher and entomologist. One wonders what the scene must

have been like, as Berlepsch or Hartert first proposed this "twist of fate," and the move to a foreign

country. One wonders what Minna Jordan thought.

No doubt Jordan had heard of Walter Rothschild through Count Berlepsch, if not through

the general zoological community. W. Rothschild was the eldest son of N.M. Rothschild, owner of

the biggest bank in the world for most of the nineteenth century. The Flouse's biographerwrites

that for a contemporary equivalent;

One has to imagine a merger between Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, J. P. Morgan and
probably Goldman Sachs too as well, perhaps, as the International Monetary Fund,
given the nineteenth-century Rothschilds' role in stabilizing the finances of numerous
governments.90

Borggreve, was the Director of the Academy of Forestry in Hannoversch-Munden.

88 luown as the Natural History Museum, London, but called the British Museum (Natural History)
during Jordan's lifetime, BM(NH) will be used for the rest of this study to designate the national collection.

89 Hartert, in turn, recommended Otto Kleinschmidt for Berlepsch's ornithological assistant, as which he
served from 1895 to 1897. Berlepsch also became the ornithologist Carl Helimayr' s mentor, and both these
men credited Berlepsch with strongly influencing their personal and technical lives during this time. Haffer,
"We Must Lead the Way on New Paths," p. 774.

90 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 479.
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Walter Rothschild was only twenty-five years old when Hartert crossed the channel to

search out an entomologist for the museum, but he had been collecting since the age of seven and

sending his own collectors to the South Seas since the age of twenty-one. In 1890, when at the age

of twenty-one Rothschild had to take up his responsibilities at the family bank in London, his

parents had decided to address the burgeoning collection of specimens over-flowing rented sheds

and their eldest son's bedroom. So they gave him a proper museum for his twenty-first birthday,

and constructed a special building with studies and workrooms for a staff.9' Walter Rothschild

opened a two-story exhibition gallery with mounted specimens of mammals, birds, fish,

amphibians, reptiles and insects for the public in August 1892, on the day of the annual Tring

Agricultural Show. He soon became one of the best known zoologists to the British public.92

Even as British and foreign naturalists must have envied Rothschild his wealth and

notoriety, they increasingly used the Tring museum specimens for their own study. From the

beginning Rothschild generously opened his collections to his friends and fellow naturalists. He

spent his family's funds just as liberally, it seems, although the entire museum budget, both

unofficial and official, never amounted to very much relative to the Rothschild fortune. From the

natural history gossip that must have sometimes dominated conversation at Berlepsch's, inspired

not a little by rivalry between collection owners, Jordan may have heard of the 1892 "Felder"

affair, in which Dr. von Felder, Burgomaster of Vienna, posted to the press that he had negotiated

a sale of his insect collection to Walter Rothschild for 50,000 guldens, or 15,000 pounds.93

Rothschild, whose parents gave him an (often exceeded) annual allowance of 1,300 pounds, had,

on demand from his irate father, tried to call off the sale, but the deal eventually went through for

' Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 104.

92 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, pp. 4 19-420.
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an undisclosed price.94 Indeed, the acquisition of this very collection led GUnther to encourage

Rothschild to "place a reliable scientist in charge" of his increasingly chaotic collection, leading to

Hartert's hiring.95 This highly publicized episode only confirmed the suspicions of those who

believed W. Rothschild had unlimited wealth, as did his notorious tendency to buy specimens

before asking the price.

Perhaps Hartert diplomatically warned Jordan of his patron's peculiarities: a fascination

with the giant and the spectacular, a somewhat unpredictable personality, and an inability to

control the volume of his voice. Perhaps he kept a respectful silence. Whatever Hartert may have

divulged about the idiosyncrasies of his employer, the museum position must have made a

tempting picture. Jordan could have known little of the enthusiasm, and almost indefinable skill

Miriam Rothschild describes Rothschild brought to the creation of his collection.96 But perhaps it

would have been enough to know that a young, growing collection with an enthusiastic owner

awaited an entomologist to organize, describe, and study at leisure. No doubt Hartert would have

been sure to make clear, as he did to British collectors offering specimens, that Rothschild owned

"a scientific all world collection," and gave no special privilege of place or price to English

insects, nor did he purchase only the best and the brightest birds and butterflies.97

To consider Hartert's offer meant considering Jordan's future path in zoology. Zoologists

widely recognized that it was difficult to return to academia after taking a job in a public or private

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 107.

Gunther, A Century of Zoology, pp. 422-423.

Jordan, "Obituary. Lord Rothschild, F.R.S.," British Birds 3 1(1937): 146-148, p. 146

96 See Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 152.

Hartert to Mrs. E.J. Hutchinson, October 28, 1893. Tring Museum Letter Book (TMLB) #1, NHM
Archives.
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natural history museum.98 One risked losing the stimulation of an academic atmosphere, and

running a museum could entail far more administrative work than research. When, for example,

the BM(NI-I) zoologist John Edward Gray had originally invited Albert GUnther to catalogue the

museum's fish collection, GUnther's mentor, Johannes von Muller, had advised Gunther to wait

for an opportunity in Germany since a detour to a museum might interfere with his ability to obtain

a professorship.99 The coterie of self-described "scientific zoologists" noted earlier believed that a

man in charge of a museum could not do really good research, and insisted professors of zoology

should not be burdened by the administrative duties of collections.10° Certainly Jordan's friend

Berlepsch would have been the last to recommend he leave the academic track prematurely.

Berlepsch's wife later wrote that her husband would have been much happier, and accomplished

more, if he had become a university professor.'°1 The demands of running an estate and being

immersed in "the practical life" interfered with his research too often. But, as Berlepseh's high

social status conferred on him responsibilities that kept him from the university halls, so may

Jordan's relatively humble social background have made him less able to secure auniversity post.

In comparison to his job in MUnden teaching, a position as curator of a private collection with the

potential for at least more opportunity for research than his job teaching provided must have

appeared quite tempting. Hartert' s lobbying must also have been important, as he described

Rothschild's collection and the plans for developing it further. Jordan would have hundreds of

thousands of specimens of beetles from all over the globe under his care, with the ability to

organize the collection of thousands more along definite, scientific lines.

98 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 346.

Gunther, A Century ofZoology, p. 261.

100 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, p. 318.
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In accepting a position at a museum, Jordan would join a large coterie of museum workers

who had worked throughout the nineteenth century in museums in dozens of countries to catalogue

the natural world, whether under the patronage of a private individual or as a civil servant in a

national museum. Over the course of the century, definite criteria had developed around exactly

what this work should entail, as well as what it must exclude in the interests of good science. Louis

Agassiz at the Museum for Comparative Zoology in Boston believed a good museum worker

should be intent on "keeping everything in good order, with haste and neatness." Interest in

philosophy, theory, and speculation were explicitly not high priorities, and Agassiz steered

particularly clear of hiring Europeans, who he thought brought an intolerable amount of

overbearing confidence. He thought "for a Museum a man who has a passion for collecting, and

enlarging the collection, making exchanges, and keeping everything in good order, with haste and

neatness would be preferable to a learned man who lacked some of those qualifications."102 The

German zoologist Wilhelm Haacke, who coined the term orthogenesis to describe a particular

mechanism of evolution, who worked in museums until 1893 before becoming an independent

scholar often complained at length that the zoological community both ignored and ridiculed his

work.'°3 While Haacke's opponent in theoretical controversies, August Weismann, could respond

to his critics from a prestigious chair of zoology at the University of Freiburg, theory-inclined

zoologists like Haacke found it difficult to establish his credibility in such debates.

The zoological elite were not the only ones who could press one to remain within certain

boundaries of appropriate conduct within the division of labor formed in the zoological

community. Both the ethos of museum work and the heightening specialization tended to enforce a

101 Haffer, "We Must Lead the Way on New Paths," p. 775.

102 See Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 84.

103 See Gerhard H. Muller, "Johann Wilhelm Haacke."
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Baconian line.104 The existence of so many unprocessed facts also held many zoologists close

within the sway of cautious fact-gathering. When GUnther admonished Jordan for "crossing over

into biology," he was sixty-seven years old, and had been retired from the BM(NH) for more than

ten years. His biographer recalled that throughout his life and work at the museum, "Darwinism,

evolution, natural selection, the struggle for existence: none of these phrases formed part of his

vocabulary," and defended him on the grounds that men like GUnther had enough practical work at

their fingertips to keep them busy. The daily work of the museum limited the amount of time and

energy available for processing specimens, much less theoretical wanderings, particularly when

pay often depended on the number of specimens catalogued. The BM(NH) possessed severely

limited space and manpower throughout the century, and the zoology department needed all

available staff members to carry out the task of labeling, cataloguing, and organizing the millions

of specimens. And GUnther had seen the fish collections alone double twice during his presence at

the museum, and knew better than anyone the effect new forms could have on old arrangements,

much less complete theories of nature.0' For much of the nineteenth century, a large part of the

zoological community supported GUnther' s view of good scientific work, a consensus reflected

and tied to both the nature of naturalist journals and the institutional context of natural history.

Those working in museums, processing the specimens that arrived and publishing description of

the prizes of exploration and empire, often strictly maintained the methodological ethos on which

museum work depended for legitimization. As Winsor notes, this emphasis on amassing the facts

of geographical distribution, provided the perfect fund-raising claim for museum-based zoology,

104 See Farber, Discovering Birds, pp. 138-145.

105 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, pp. 460-463.
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"since endless years of inventory work would have to be done before one could declare the facts

all in."106

If one was willing to join this fact-gathering community, forbear the academic risks, the

potential eccentricities and autocracies of patron and position, and cross the channel, certainly

Jordan could find many precedents of Germans going to England for work, particularly in natural

history. Walter Rothschild's mentor, Albert GUnther, had, for example, come over from Germany

to work at the BM(NH). Hans Gadow (1855-1928), the son of a Prussian Inspector of Forests, was

in turn enlisted by GUnther in 1880 to work on the volumes of the Catalogue of Birds. Though

even according to his generous memorialist his systematic work was second-rate, belying the rather

common assumption that German workers were always ahead of their island cousins, Cambridge

hired Gadow in 1884 as curator of the university's natural history collection, as well as Lecturer in

Morphology of Vertebrates. 107 And then, of course, there was Hartert, who also worked for the

Catalogue of Birds. GUnther explained his own recruitment of continental zoologists with the brief

statement, "Britain did not turn out men of the right caliber."08 The entomologist Lord

Walsingham had at times seconded GUnther's appeal for continentally-trained naturalists, arguing

that; "It would be far better to face the national prejudice and to get competent foreigners who

would be much more useful in the department, and who would require less coaching."°9

Jordan had grown up in an atmosphere of political regroupings, from which, the

memorialist wrote, "it may therefore be concluded that his move from Germany to England... and

later his exchange of German for British nationality appeared to him to be no more than natural

106 Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 81.

107 Anon. "Hans Friedrich Gadow," Ibis (1928):534-536, p. 534.

108 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 420.
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stages in his career as an Just as important may be the fact Tring maintained

intimate ties to Germany. W. Rothschild had attended Bonn University for six months, his mother

was quinlingual, his governess and tutor both German, as was his zoological mentor at the

BM(NH)!" In addition to these more personal ties, N.M. Rothschild campaigned until the

outbreak of World War Ito develop an Anglo-German alliance in both diplomatic and financial

circles.112 Jordan would have felt relatively at home in the halls of a museum where German was

spoken as often as English.

In October of 1892, after Jordan had visited Tring to see the museum and meet

Rothschild, Hartert wrote to inform him of Rothschild's decision that if Jordan wanted it, the

position was his."3 Within a month Jordan had written to accept the job. His first task would be to

"arrange, determine and classify" the thousands of beetle specimens Rothschild had amassed. His

salary would be 200 pounds per annum for the first five years, and 250 pounds the following five,

a sum Rothschild sometimes spent on single specimens, and one-tenth of what he would pay to

mount his series of 65 specimens of cassowaries!14 This salary placed the Jordan family firmly

within the respectable middle class, and what was most important, as he later wrote, combined his

hobby with his work.115 Jordan, his wife and two small daughters, packed up their belongings and

made the trip across the channel and across the English countryside to the village of Tring.

109 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, 365.

110 Hemming, "Karl Jordan," p. 259.

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 65.

112 See Ferguson, The House of Rothschild.

" Hartert to Jordan. October 19, 1892. TMLB #1, NHM Archives.

114 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 329 n. 11. For comparison, a clerk starting out at N.M. Rothschild
and Sons in London in 1925 made 100 pounds a year plus lunch money and other benefits. Ferguson, The
House of Rothschild, p. 457.
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Conclusion

Unlike his colleague Hartert, who returned to Germany in 1930, Jordan would spend the

rest of his life in England, living and working in Tring up to just nine months prior to his death in

1959. When he accepted the position at Rothschild's museum, Jordan was thirty-two years old,

and had no significant natural history work to his name.116 He had not published anything after

1888, and remained publicly disengaged from the scientific debates of the day.117 During his years

at Tring, by contrast, he would publish (often co-authored) an average of six papers each year for

the next sixty-six years, and would complete writings on theoretical issues of the day that

biologists like Ernst Mayr would praise highly.

Jordan's own concepts of the appropriate task of working in a large museum collection

had developed in a specific institutional and educational context. More importantly, his vision of

himself as a scientist, trained as a professional zoologist by some of the best zoologists in Europe,

and his place as a German academic upon whom a rise in social rank had been conferred, would

play a significant part in his life and work at Tring. He experienced prejudice against systematics

and museum work while a student, but also received training from zoologists who avoided both

the rhetorical and institutional division of the life sciences into lesser and greater fields.

115 Harold Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society. England since 1880 (London: Routledge, 1989) p. 29.

116 Although in 1907 a British entomologist requested a reprint of his "well known work on the biology of
thrips," his 1888 paper, which was very hard to get, and of which Jordan did not by then own a copy.
Richard S. Bagnall to Jordan, May 24, 1908. TM 1/110, NHM Archives.

117 Nyhart notes that the pressures of the civic realm in which he had taken employment "did not
particularly urge naturalists toward innovative scientific theorizing." Nyhart, "Civic and Economic
Zoology," p. 627.
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During those days of passage to Britain in 1893, as he imagined the boxes and boxes of

beetles awaiting study in the Tring Museum corridors, perhaps Jordan wondered if, while working

amongst those thousands of specimens, he would be able to contribute something to the question

of the origin of species. His subsequent writings would seem to hint at such a dream. But what

awaited him at Tring was not just a large collection of beetles silently displaying the chaos of their

diversity. A new community of entomological fellows, with particular attitudes, priorities, and

methods would also circumscribe his life and work. Over the years, Jordan adjusted to the

standards and expectations he found in his new community, even as he gently tried to change those

which he deemed lowered the status of systematics and kept it from taking its place among the

more respected realms of biological science. His work at Tring over the next six decades would

earn him the respect of his fellow entomological workers. He would be elected a Fellow of the

Royal Society, and serve as president of the Royal Entomological Society of London. He found a

place in this new community and became a respected member of the zoological world in Britain

and internationally. One BM(NH) entomologist remembers that when Jordan visited the halls of

the museum's entomological wing as an old man in the 1 950s; "You didn't say hello to Jordan.

You sort of clicked your heels and stood at attention!"8

Four decades after coming to Tring from Germany, Jordan described his decision to accept

the position working for Rothschild, firmly within the context of the facts reflected in these

numbers. On witnessing the enormous variety of forms in the Tring collections, he had decided to

"break the journey and to collect facts in the Museum and to draw conclusions therefrom."9

Darwin also used this emphasis on the humble collection of facts to construct his own life.'20

118 Graham Howarth, pers. corn. September 2002.

119 Jordan, "Presidential address," 1931, p. 133.
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Jordan's description emphasizes that he had not looked at this position as simply that of a museum

curator, but had taken advantage of the prospect to be a good scientist, an opportunity intimately

bound up within the Tring collection, its owner's idiosyncratic ways, and his co-workers'

particular attitudes toward scientific work and collections. Despite any opinions students in

mineralogy may have voiced to him, Jordan worked, in his own eyes, as a scientist, secure in the

knowledge that he had been trained in the best tradition of German zoology. As he catalogued,

described, read, and thought over the decades, the life sciences changed around him. His new

community, the specimens on the table and beneath the microscope, the scientific (and non-

scientific!) interests of his employer, his own ideals of good science, and the vagaries of history

interacted with, and often trumped, Jordan's interest in engaging with the scientific debates of the

day. Though the latter have monopolized much of the writings of historians of science, it is

important to remember that these controversies over ideas do not take place in an intellectual or

social vacuum. One's education and experience in different communities play a critical role. Thus

far he had ample experience with the diverse range of methods and research programs through

which one could study insects in Germany. Jordan now proceeded to another country that would

prove in many ways quite different, but no less formative, than that in which he had become a

zoologist.

120 Michael Shortland and Richard Yeo, "Introduction," Telling Lives in Science: Essays on ScientfIc
Biography, edited by Shortland and Yeo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 10-11.
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Chapter 2

"The Good Life" at Tring

The suggestion that a History of the Tring Museum should be published appeals to me,
and! dare say I might be willing to undertake the task. BUT I shall not be able to find the
time this year. I must clear away the accumulation of small collections sent to me for
determination and description... A bare enumeration of facts would not be sufficient; that
would be too much like calling the list of English Kings and their dates English History.
The driving power, the aims, likes and dislikes, knowledge and ignorance of the men who
built up the collections in one life-time, in short the life-force to which the existence of
the Museum as it is is due, should be taken into account, and there I should be hampered
by my reluctance to say anything derogatory reflecting on the two men who have passed
away and by my equally strong reluctance to be wholly laudatory. I think it would be
impossible for me to write a candid history; if! came to life again in 50 years I could do
it without offence. Anyhow, at the moment time is lacking.

Jordan in a letter from 1939'

Jordan never wrote the history his friend proposed he write, the idea brushed aside by the

daily work of the museum. Spanning the final decade of Victoria's reign, two world wars, and the

transition to the twentieth century, Jordan's history of the Tring Museum would have been a story

in microcosm of the connection between the day-to-day practice of naturalists and events in the

world around them. For Jordan came to a museum whose international networks, natural history

trade, and collectors in the field, were all bound within the broader circumstances of national

rivalries, international trade, and the financial strength of a few, a world he had witnessed at

Berlepsch' s but that the Rothschild's emphasized even more.

Although world events would eventually impact the Tring Museum, for now

professionalization and centralization provided the changes of concern to a naturalist intent, no

doubt, that he make friends and establish a good reputation as a scientist in his new community.

1

Jordan to F.W. Wooddisse, July 19, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.
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The rise of professional naturalists was altering the institutional set-up of natural history as a

whole. Unfortunately for Rothschild and his curators, commencing a large private collection

could seem rather archaic in this new organizational world. For much of the nineteenth century,

private collections had provided the center of research activity in naturalist disciplines like

entomology and ornithology.2 But by the end of the century, as the deluge of new bird and

mammal species to describe declined and the research priorities and networks of younger

naturalists shifted elsewhere, collecting activity centralized around the BM(NH). The year Jordan

arrived as curator to Rothschild's burgeoning collection, the BM(NH) entomologist David Sharp

wrote a paper entitled "The Cost and Value of Insect Collections," published in the Transactions

of the Entomological Society of London. A manifesto for public museums based on the fact that

good scientific work depended on large collections, the paper concluded; "It thus appears that... it

is not worthwhile for a private individual to make a collection of insects."3 Perhaps his protest

against private collections was inspired by rumors of Walter Rothschild's intent to hire two

curators for his growing collection.

Of course, when Jordan first arrived Rothschild was not the only wealthy collection-

owner left in Britain. Lord Walsingham, P.L. Sciater, H.J. Elwes, F.D. Godman and others also

maintained networks of collectors in the field, carrying on the biogeographical and systematic

research tradition embodied in the large societies' journals. Of The Ibis, the British

Ornithologists' Union's journal, P.L. Sclater wrote that the most active members of the Union

were those "who love to run about the world and collect birds in every land."4 Long lists of

specimens obtained from certain regions, monographic articles on particular groups, and new

2 Farber, Discovering Birds, p. 66.

David Sharp, "The cost and value of Insect Collections," Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1893: 4 19-424, p. 424.

"
Sclater, Philip Lutley. "Opening Address: British Ornithologists' Club," 22 October 1902, quoted in

David Snow, ed., Birds, Discovery and Conservation: 100 Years of the 'Bulletin of the British
Ornithologists' Club (Helm Information, 1992), p. 5.
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species descriptions represented the cataloguing tradition, combined with biogeography, that

zoological experts owning private collections pursued. But by the time Jordan arrived, these

wealthy collection owners increasingly deferred to a rising class of experts to process their

material in the latest "scientific" manner. Lord Walsingham, for example, admitted he possessed

an excellent collection and had a good eye for species, but confessed "when it comes to

classification by minute differences of structure, which differences have to be compared again

and again with infinite care and trouble so that in no case can they be overlooked without falling

into errors. I am simply nowhere." Here, his assistant, John Hartley Durrant, came in, although he

sometimes hesitated to follow him "to the more or less logical conclusions which he puts forward

for my acceptance."5

Jordan had accepted a position that placed him within a transitional circumstance; he was

a professional entomologist working for an employer symbolic of a previous age. During this

time Jordan worked to make a space for himself in entomology by doing good science. Both his

institutional circumstance and the changing definitions of what exactly constituted good science

made this a challenging endeavor. He was soon working with, dependent upon, and intent on

influencing a community made up of diverse workers whose difference had to be navigated

carefully if he was going to do more than simply "curate a rich man's hobby."

"A Queer State of Affairs"

Jordan and his family arrived in England in the early months of 1893. Had he traveled

through London he may have visited the Entomological or Zoological Societies. Perhaps he

called on GUnther at the BM(NH), in its tenth year at South Kensington, and met those working

Thomas de Grey (Lord) Walsingham to August Busck, March 29, 1908, August Busck Papers, 1902-
1933. Series I. Correspondence, SIA 7129.
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for the Department of Zoology and in the Insect Room; C.J. Gahan, R.1. Pocock, F.A. Heron, E.E.

Austen, G.F. Hampson, W.F. Kirby, C.O. Waterhouse, and A.G. Butler.6 As employees of the

national collection, these men belonged to the 100,000 strong Civil Service.7 Or he may have

called on the wealthy H.J. Elwes, President of the Entomological Society of London, perhaps

already musing over his end-of-the-year address criticizing younger workers for speculating on

evolutionary relationships and mechanisms in the society's journal. Jordan may also have gone

out of his way to stop in Oxford to visit the Hope Collection, of which E.B. Poulton became

Chair that very year. Poulton's predecessor, the great entomologist J.O. Westwood had died in

January, closing an epoch of Oxford entomology that had been sealed against the speculations of

Darwin, and opening it to one of Darwin's most ardent supporters. With Raphael Meldola,

Poulton would soon attempt a methodological revision of the Entomological Society of London

in respectful but firm opposition to Elwes in an effort to allow research on natural selection to be

included in the society's journal.

Breaking his journey to make the acquaintances of the diverse number of entomologists

working in London and its environs may have eased what M. Rothschild has described as the

"queer state of affairs" Jordan found upon arriving at Tring. The 4,000 acre Rothschild estate of

Tring Park lay thirty-three miles North of London. W. Rothschild's grandfather purchased it for

his son in 1872, although the family had rented it since the 1830s as a summer residence.8

Ironically, the development of the natural history trade and network of naturalists in the period

from 1870 to 1914 parallels the formation of the world economy on which the Rothschilds

depended for their financial success and social status. Industrial class society reached its zenith as

6
The Department of Entomology was separated from the Department of Zoology in 1913.

Perkin, The Rise of Professional Socieiy, p. 18.

8 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 4-5.
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well during this period, defining the rich, middle and working classes.9 The Rothschilds

symbolized the demise of the pre-industrial, aristocratic society and the rise of industrial,

capitalist wealth. Walter's father, N.M. Rothschild's ascent to a peerage was an event that would

have been unheard of prior to 1880. The Rothschild's Tring estate housed much more than the

natural history museum. At the dining room table of the Rothschild house, transactions and

conversations took place that played an influential role in the course of British and world history.

Jordan's livelihood was deeply connected to the many changes taking place in British society as a

whole. N.M. Rothschild's presence a few strides from the museum, though he rarely walked its

corridors, reflects this connection. For the fate of the naturalist tradition of which Jordan was a

part was tied to changes not only in science but in culture, politics, economics, and international

relations as he lived and worked at Tring. They were two men, each working diligently in their

own spheres, who witnessed the closing of an age. In the meantime, N.M. Rothschild's wealth

provided at least the financial foundation of the well-endowed days of the Tring Museum of the

1 890s. When Jordan arrived, most could hardly imagine the events and changes that would

influence natural history over the coming decades. Though the British economy was in a

depression at the time, agricultural communities experienced most of the consequences. The

British Empire extended over a quarter of the world's land and claimed authority over as many of

the world's people. Though the occasional indigenous uprising or squabbles with a fellow

colonialist power made headlines, in the I 890s the Empire was experiencing a period of relative

peace, with London the financial capital of the world, and Britain reaping the benefits of its

domination of the seas.

The Rothschild estate at Tring enclosed a country-side enclave with various

characteristics that set it apart from the metropolis, and even the surrounding populace of all

Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society, p. 26.
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classes in distinct ways. First, the Rothschilds were Jewish. W. Rothschild's elders had made

great strides in "opening the front door" of British society to their traditionally marginalized, if

not persecuted, kin. Some historians have credited parents, Nathaniel Meyer (Natty) and Emma

Rothschild, with helping to avoid the more sinister forms of racism existenton the continent.'0 It

is their generation of "Anglo-Jews" whose extensive integration within British society historians

have credited as an important reason for the absence of a popular anti-Semitic movement in

nineteenth century Britain." Still, in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, attacks on

Jews as a whole increased even in England, related closely to immigration from central Europe

and Russian Poland following Russian pogroms. As the richest family in the world and of definite

political influence, the Rothschilds inevitably figured at the center of the most violent charges of

an international Jewish conspiracy that controlled both government funds and politics, their name

often occurring in anti-Semitic propaganda. The banking family's highly successful business

policy not to serve any national government exclusively, and their possession of branches in the

major centers of western Europe, only increased suspicion regarding their loyaltyas citizens of

the British state.12 Certainly the Rothschild's ability willingness to finance certain government

ventures meant they possessed an irritating amount of influence in the eyes of their enemies and

the enemies of those they helped. The year Jordan arrived, Lord Rothschild was engaged in

financing the adventures of Rhodes in South Africa, though he increasingly became dissatisfied

'°
W. Rothschild's grandfather, Lionel, fought for the parliamentary emancipation of the Jews (and the

Liberal and nonconformist middle class) for thirty years, finally taking his own seat in the House of Lords
in 1858 following a modification of the Parliamentary Oath. Nathaniel Meyer, W. Rothschild's father, who
took his own seat as the first Jewish peer in the in 1885 became known as the head of the Jewish
community in England and the world, and served as advisors and friends, often anonymously, to British
heads of state. In a controversy with Lloyd George in 1909 N.M. Rothschild's opponents derided him as
the "Dictator of England," due to his political influence. See Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, pp. 25-51.

Gisela C. Lebzelter, Political Anti-Semitism in England, 1918-1939 (NY: Holmes & Meier Publishers,
Inc., 1978), p. 6.

12

Cohn Holmes, Anti-Semitism in British Society, 1876-1939 (NY: Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc.,
1979), p. 83.
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with the latter's imperialist methods.13 Certain observers suspected the family not merely on the

grounds of religion, but on ideological grounds as well, for the Rothschild family symbolized the

most powerful forms of capitalism in an age when socialism appeared increasingly worrisome to

a number of members of society. Seven years prior to World War I, for example, N.M.

Rothschild had written that he believed war with Germany unlikely; "It is hardly likely," he

reasoned, "that the German Emperor will want to be quarrelsome... [when] he has his hands full

with all his socialists."4

Though direct references to anti-Semitism are largely absent in the correspondence and

publications regarding the Tring naturalists, the communities in which they worked often

subscribed to the common prejudices of society in general, in which Jews stood for specific

characteristics. In 1897 the entomologist E.R. Bankes, for example, offered to broker the sale of

some specimen cases on the wealthy private collector Lord Walsingham's behalf on the grounds

that the seller "is such a dreadful 'Jew' that he would be sure to ask you an outrageous price for

them."5 Within the resource-poor community of natural history in Britain, anti-Semitism

occasionally reared its head within the corridors of museums or in whispered asides at zoological

meetings, the sort of exchanges that are not preserved in print. W. Rothschild's younger brother,

Charles Rothschild, and one of the few flea specialists in the country, hinted at these unpublished

remarks when he commented that "Fleas are increasing anti-Semitism, as the few other students

of the Order think I'm too keen a competitor!"6

The fact that Rothschild and his curators spoke German in the museum as often, if not

more, than English provided another distinction between the Tring naturalists, the world outside

'
Ferguson, The House of Rothschild p. 361.

14 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 402.

15

E.R. Bankes to Lord Walsingham, May 7, 1897. Walsingham Correspondence. NHM Entomology
Library.

16

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 123. Letter to Hugh Birrell.
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the museum, and their British-naturalist colleagues. Anglo-German relations had began

deteriorating soon after 1893 as anxieties heightened on both sides due to mobilization and

colonialization.17 The two powers engaged in a scramble for Africa that both reified the sides'

national identity and intensified feelings of competition between nations, despite the fact the

London House of the Rothschilds worked for a rapprochement between the Germans and the

British for years.18 The power-struggle emphasized difference, and inspired, even prior to World

War I, a movement to preserve "Britain for the British," urging that the scarce resources of

British society be reserved for those born in the country.19 M. Rothschild attributes the fact that

Jordan's work remained unrecognized for much of his life in part to the hatred of Germans in

Britain during World War 1.20

The well-endowed and seemingly ideal set-up at Tring for natural history may indeed

have created some resentment among struggling naturalists in Britain, as they saw Rothschild hire

two foreigners for his curators. Competition for the few positions available in the field could be

fierce, and entomologists of lesser means at the turn of the century often had to abandon

entomology for more profitable employment. "The nice berths in the Natural History line,

curatorships, secretaryships, etc., are so comparatively few and far between," one entomologist

who had just married wrote to Walsingham "that I expect I shall have to forsake these paths for

others less congenial."21 Though Jordan seems to have successfully surmounted any potential

contempt arising from jealousy within a few years, in arriving at Tring he joined a community of

17 Desmond, Huxley, p. 635.

18 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 409-410.

19 Holmes, Anti-Semitism in British Society, p. 10.

20 M. Rothschild, pers. corn., February 21, 2002.

21 E.R. Bankes to Lord Walsingham, May 22, 1898. Walsingham Correspondence. NHM Entomology
Library.
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outsiders in various senses, a fact that must have influenced the judgments he made regarding

what type of science should be done when and how.

The most important characteristic of Tring' s displacement from the center of the

zoological community, and thus by implication Jordan's place within British zoology, was the tall

young man who received him into his employ. For what M. Rothschild actually referred to when

describing the situation at Tring as queer entailed the mini-natural history kingdom established by

Jordan's new employer, a general description of whom, at the time of Jordan's arrival, is certainly

best left to the words of his niece:

Walter Rothschild was then twenty-four years of age and a most eccentric figure. He
was always just about to leave the Rothschild banking house in disgrace, not for any
serious misdeed, but because he displayed a quite remarkable lack of business
acumen coupled with curious but very extravagant tastes... He went up to Cambridge
accompanied by a large flock of kiwis, and could be seen bowling down Piccadilly
behind four lively zebras. He was endowed with a most remarkable, somewhat
freakish memory which retained the specific characters of large groups of animals
and enabled him to pick out, instantly, any new species without recourse to the
relevant literature. His collecting was also a trifle eccentric: he was for instance
obsessed by size and felt impelled to collect - at whatever cost - the largest sponge,
the largest tortoise, the largest ape and the like for his museum. He himself was a
large man with an enormous head, standing six feet three... In addition he suffered
from a peculiar impediment in his speech together with a certain inability to control
his voice, so that he alternately spoke with an embarrassing stammer or in a loud
bellow. Although he was essentially gregarious and jolly, with boundless good
nature, this physical disability, coupled with the knowledge of his father's constant,
bitter disapproval of everything he did or liked, had made him shy and uncouth in
society. In a sense he never grew up, remaining all his life the truant, rather
irresponsible schoolboy, escaping with his butterfly net and pill boxes into the fields.
Yet Lord Rothschild was both so very peculiar and so very kindly, and also so richly
endowed with those nameless qualities which combine to make a natural gentleman,
that all those who knew him well liked him and found him delightful, and those with
whom he came into daily contact grew, as time went on, increasingly fond of him.
Everyone was always astonishingly ready to rally round and take responsibility for
the latest scrape, whether it entailed coping with cassowaries or chorus girls, a final
income tax demand or a hungry iguana. Moreover, working with him was always
easy, even if at times it must have appeared to his curators like a partnership with a
rogue elephant!22

22 Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," pp. 2-3.
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When in 1881 as a boy of thirteen W. Rothschild began paying regular visits to the

BM(NH), Albert GUnther had taken him under his wing and provided his most formal education

in zoology until he went to Cambridge at nineteen. He corresponded with Rothschildon average

once a month for over thirty years, Rothschild sending meticulous lists of the latest acquisitions at

Tring or his most recent bird observations.23 But GUnther recounted that during his first visit to

Tring in 1884 he realized that the boy's father did not take part in his mother's indulgent

nourishment of the young Rothschild's interest in natural history. As a result Gunther made a

silent pledge "not to assist the youngster in any of his big undertakings for forming a collection -

much as I rejoiced in them - but merely to maintain a very friendly intercourse with Walter and

his family."24 GUnther witnessed N.M. Rothschild's disdain for his eldest son's natural history

pursuits ten years prior to Jordan's arrival, and by 1893 the disappointment had long-since

extended to anything Walter Rothschild did. By then, N.M. Rothschild rarely spoke to Walter.25

There is no record of Jordan's relations with W. Rothschild's father, if indeed they ever

interacted long enough to decide on each other's qualities. He understood neither his son's

obsessive interest in natural history, nor, more importantly, his disposition, and "with a

ruthlessness born of profound and baffled disappointment and regret, abandoned Walter and

turned with relief to his second son Charles."26 One wonders whether N. M. Rothschild

recognized in his son's diligent curators something more valuable than he could ever find in his

son's pursuits, despite M. Rothschild's description of him as interested in natural history in his

youth, but not of the opinion it could be "a central theme which a serious man could pursue?"27

23
Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 417.

24
See Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 72.

25 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 92.

26
Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 22.
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Though N.M. Rothschild lived until 1915, he rarely visited the museum. The gigantic amusement

had not only swallowed more funds than allotted, but its mammalian, reptilian, and avian

inhabitants occasionally exerted their wildness on the inhabitants of Tring, including an

unfortunate groom who was fatally injured by one of Walter's zebras.28

By contrast, W. Rothschild's mother, Emma, took a sincere interest in her son's naturalist

endeavors. As for his curator of insects, when M. Rothschild once asked Emma Rothschild of her

first impressions of Jordan, the ninety-year old "Grand Dame of Tring" sighed simply; "Ah, old

Jordan. Old Jordan... he was so extraordinarily good looking, I can't recall anything else!"29 E.

Rothschild indulged her son's whims, so long as they did not bode ill for his supposedly fragile

health. She must have appreciated his curators' interest in her son's hobby, and their constant

help to him. Indeed, M. Rothschild notes that they took the place of herson's German governess

and tutor in her mind.30

Despite what a father may have thought of the acquisitive interests of such a son, to

zoologists like Hartert and Jordan such a "charge" could be a great boon. By the time of his death

Rothschild had amassed the largest collection of natural history objects ever assembled by one

man, including some two million specimens of Lepidoptera. He had began by buying collections

"as and when they were offered," but in 1890, inspired by his Cambridge University professor,

the ornithologist Alfred Newton, Rothschild hired Henry Palmer as a collector in the Catham

Islands and then the Sandwich Islands from 1890-1893. "From 1893 onward," Jordan recounted,

"the Museum entered into direct relations with many explorers, professional collectors, and

27
Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 58.

28 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 61.

29 Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 5.

°
Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 60.
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residents in tropical countries so as to obtain material from places as yet little known."31 Between

1890 and 1908, before his parents reigned in his finances, W. Rothschild is said to have

"employed" more than 400 collectors, who sent thousands of specimens of all sorts of animals to

Tring.32 In fact, a relatively few, particularly trusted, of this number provided most of the

material. Jordan particularly singled out the collectors Ansorge, Doherty, Beck, Eichhorn,

Everett, Hoffmann, Hose, Kiages, KUhn, and Meek.33 He carefully pointed out to inquiring

collectors that all of Tring's correspondents traveled and collected at their own risk and expense;

the museum had no collectors who received salaries.34 In the beginning, the museum used the

Rothschild banking house stationary and post network. Thus, the same system of communication

that made the Rothschild bank so efficient also proved of excellent use when it came to amassing

specimens of natural history. Rothschild concentrated on island archipelagos, diligently pressing

his collectors to work unexplored areas like the mountainous regions of New Guinea which they

often seemed less inclined to enter.35

By the time Jordan arrived, Rothschild had amassed over 300,000 specimens of beetles of

60,000 species. Jordan's first task was to organize the insect specimens piling up in boxes since

31

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 1, 8-9 and 16. Jordan continues: "In most cases the collectors engaged by the
Museum went abroad at their own risk and expense, often a small sum being advanced for the payment of
initial costs, the Museum being bound by contract to take a certain number of specimens of each species of
birds and Lepidoptera at an agreed fair price and having the right to the first offer of specimens of other
orders and classes which might be required."

32 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 155. This number is based only on those collectors who wrote to
Hartert, since, according to one story, a "zealous civil servant" destroyed much of the correspondenceto
Jordan and W. Rothschild, and the number of specimens, therefore, M. Rothschild points out, is actually
under-estimated.

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 9.

Jordan to C.E.F. Manson, December 2, 1912. TM2/21, NHM Archives.

The story of the Rothschild collecting network, the men and women in the field who sent specimens from
the field, and the natural history agents who exacted a profit from the naturalist endeavor, deserve further
study. The Tring correspondence at the Natural History Museum, London would be an excellent source for
such an analysis.
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Rothschild had purchased the Cajetan and Rudolf Felder collection of Lepidoptera and

Coleoptera in 1891-92 36 Jordan completed this in a year and described the 400 new species in

the collection the following year.37 Though the huge number of "facts" in such a collection

provided a strong incentive for Jordan to stay, the Tring silver spoon came with its own

distinctive, if tolerable, daily inconveniences and frustrations for the museum curators. Visitors

and correspondents thought their positions ideal one business man writing to Hartert that "It

may sound preposterous to you, but I dare say you are the most privileged Continental-born man I

have met, - because you can sit quietly in your Museum in peaceful Tring, with the silent

mummies of our winged friends around you."38 But despite the seemingly luxurious environment

for natural history, their young boss's idiosyncratic behavior could be positively exasperating to

both curators. Jordan and Hartert wrote letters reprimanding collectors for sending unsolicited

specimens, only to obtain replies directly quoting Rothschild, for example, that he would pay 12

cents for all specimens sent.39 Rothschild routinely made his "own little arrangements," in words,

rather than in writing, when visiting dealers in London. Hartert referred to them as "the city-

bargains" and tried to absolve himself of all responsibility for such exchanges.4° W. Rothschild's

unpredictable excesses, whether with the price of specimens or affairs with women, were surely

frustrating. Hartert and Jordan knew that the entire enterprise of turningTring into a scientific

collection depended on the willingness of N.M. Rothschild to give the museum access to the

family's financial coffers.

36 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 6.

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 145.

38
R.J. Fromols-Rakowski to Hartert, March 9, 1925. TM2/53, NHM Archives.

C.R. Riedermann to Jordan, August 12, 1910. TM2/12, NHM Archives.

40
Hartert to Jordan, March 17, 1908 and May 9, 1908, TM1/120, NHM Archives.
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How long it took for Jordan to settle into the "schoolmasterish" role M. Rothschild

ascribed to him when dealing with Rothschild is difficult to say. He handled his young employer,

M. Rothschild recalls, "with tact, good humour and affection," although in contrast to Hartert' s

"good-humoured handling of the rogue elephant aspect of Walter's drive and personality," Jordan

tended to treat him rather as an overgrown schoolboy, who a few "mildly patronizing" reproofs

could keep in check.4' She notes that, still, Jordan remained "even more than fair" in his treatment

of W. Rothschild's partnership in authorship, for example, "never allowing his exasperation with

Walter's idiosyncrasies to affect hisjudgment."42 Perhaps Jordan's patience arose partly from the

fact that he firmly believed that the blame for W. Rothschild's eccentricities his "extraordinary

contradictions, insouciant irresponsibility, nervousness, baffling ambiguities and almost schizoid

streak" - rested entirely on his upbringing, particularly his mother's over-protectiveness and his

father's impossibly high expectations.43 Jordan wrote, in an at times brutally frank memorial, that

"admiration for the intelligent boy and early flattery were not missing, and accustomed him to

regard himself as the centre of the world and to expect the fulfillment of his boyish wishes as a

natural corollary of his important position. Shy by nature, he became unduly self-centred as he

grew up and averse to asking advice."44 Still, Rothschild's reticence came accompanied by a

deference to his curators that may have tempered their frustrations. Mayr recalled how Rothschild

would never intrude upon their work, preferring to "wait by the door until noticed and invited to

enter."45 When asked how he got on with Jordan, Rothschild replied simply; "We have terrific

arguments, but the fellow is always right!"46

"
Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 130 and 124.

42 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 131.

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 23.

"i' Jordan, "In Memory," p. 3.
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In his first year at Tring, Jordan's surviving copies of letters are primarily to collectors

and booksellers. Dealing with the daily business of maintaining the network of collectors,

collection-owners, and natural history dealers, at times exasperating and tedious, at other times

thrilling, took up much of his time. In addition to taking in animal specimens from all sorts of

sources, the museum opened to the public after three o'clock, four days a week, plus a few hours

in the morning on Fridays, and Hartert at least complained of the time the 136 visitors on-

average-a-day cost.47 But the former school teacher sometimes welcomed such interruptions,

evidenced in the warm impression Jordan made on the headmaster of Stowes School Buckingham

during a field trip to the museum. "One or two of them were already enthusiasts for entomology,"

the head master wrote, "and I need hardly tell you that they have come back with their enthusiasm

doubled or trebled. It was exceedingly kind of you to spend so much time in explaining to them

the wonderful exhibits which you have in your charge."48

Many of the surviving letters from the museum's daily business are from members of the

public offering curiosities, inspired by newspaper reports that the I-Ion. W. Rothschild had been

seen at markets on the look-out for scarce and interesting specimens. The gossip meant extensive

work for Hartert and Jordan, as they carefully replied to each letter, even the one asking if they

would like to buy a pig with eight legs.49 Hartert explained to one curiosity agent that

Rothschild's was "a scientific zoological collection and no curiosities are wanted here."5° Both

Hartert and Jordan wrote sharp replies to letter-writers inspired by legendary tales of Rothschild's

Rosamund W. Purcell and Stephen Jay Gould, Finders Keepers: Eight Collectors (NY: W.W. Norton
and Co., 1992), p. 80.

46 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 127.

Visitor number from Hartert to Richard Dawes, May 15, 1895. TMLB #3. NHM Archives.

48
J.F. Roxburgh to Jordan, October 26, 1926. TM2/58, NHM Archives.

Walter Welch to Tring, May 4, 1905. TM 1/78, NHM Archives.

°
Hartert to Messrs T. Cooke and Son, London. November 17, 1893. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.
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purchasing powers. One wondered if they would "be so good as to tell me the name of the

Ecuador Butterfly which has been purchased by Mr. Rothschild for 1000 pounds," according to

the evening's 'St. James's Gazette.'5' Sixteen years after coming to Tring Hartert still corrected

such tales, writing to one correspondent, "That Mr. Rothschild wanted to give £1000 for the green

parrot with the yellow patch is, of course, one of the many lies that are told about his collecting. It

is amazing what lies some people will tell."52 Jordan and Hartert reprimanded collectors who sent

specimens unsolicited but expected payment, or asked exorbitant prices. But the public, and his

fellow naturalists, found the stories of the Rothschild naturalist's purchasing power easy to

believe, especially those acquainted with the London residences and country estates of the

Rothschild family. Arundel House, for example, from which Rothschild sent letters to Jordan and

Hartert while in London, stood on the most exclusive street in London, Kensington Palace

Gardens, opposite Kensington Palace. It was only one example of the unimaginable wealth the

Rothschild's possessed, making any price for a butterfly quite easy to imagine.53

The public had to be reminded constantly that, in Hartert's often-repeated words, "The

object of his museum is to form a scientific collection of birds, Lepidoptera, and Coleoptera and

the higher objects he has in view prevent Mr. Rothschild to pay ridiculous fancy-prices-for-cage-

bird-varieties." "We considered," Hartert admitted, regarding an expensive parrot he had been

offered, "the bird from different standpoints."54 Some may like to pay high prices for colorful

'
F. Primrose Stevenson to the Museum, November 16, 1904. TM 1/93, NHM Archives.

52
Hartert to John E. Sherlock, July 7, 1909. TM2/5, NHM Archives. The tales persisted despite Hartert

and Jordan's pleas. In 1939 Ripley's "Believe it or not" claimed Rothschild had paid 10,000 pounds for a
flea from a grizzly bear. Miriam Rothschild, Nathaniel Charles Rothschild, 1877-1923 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979), p. 9.

The house now serves as the Romanian Embassy.

Hartert to G.S. Thorpe, July 24, 1894. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.
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birds without labels; "that is for love whole pretty," he conceded, "but for scientific collection

most unwelcome."55

Both Rothschild and the museum enchanted newspapermen, and Hartert and Jordan took

particular care to emphasize to them, as well as to both scientific and public visitors, the scientific

nature of the work at Tring. They set out to convince fellow naturalists, and skeptics regarding

private collections like David Sharp, that the collection at Tring was being formed on scientific

lines designed specifically for research. In August of 1898, about 160 members of the

international Congress of Zoology meeting in Cambridge made a day trip to see the Museum.

Rothschild's museum differed from other local museums, one reporter noted, in "providing

facilities for practical scientific work." The report continued enthusiastically;

The leave taking was warm and cordial, and the start was made amid cheers and
waving of salutations to Mr. Rothschild and his two curators, both of whom had done
their utmost to display the treasures of the Museum, and to make visitors acquainted
with the methods of research there carried on.56

Hartert and Jordan clearly recognized the importance of showing influential visitors

around the collection, in part, no doubt, to combat the rumors that circulated from afar, or perhaps

disgruntled judgments passed in London. After Jordan showed Prince Louis Napoleon around the

museum in 1907 his companion Pierre Arriedee Pichol wrote in thanks: "We could hardly have

realized without seeing, the importance of the institution to which you have devoted your

valuable services."57

Within a few years, no conscientious naturalist could deny the Tring Museum had indeed

surpassed most private collections, and, in some respects, even the national collection. Nor could

they ignore the influence of W. Rothschild's enthusiasm and ardent support for his curators' work

Hartert to Carl Ribbe, August 4, 1893. TMLB #1, NFIM Archives.

56
Anon. "The Congress of Zoology: Visit to Tring Museum," The Standard, Tuesday, August 30, 1898.

Pierre Arriedee Pichol to Jordan, July 25, 1907. TM1/106, NHM Archives.
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in general. Even his weaknesses benefited natural history in some sense; zoologists at the

BM(NH) did not have to worry about their employers purchasing specimens behind their back for

the museum's collections. When asked to write a history of the Tring Museum, Jordan had also

replied that he did not believe the task could be carried out satisfactorily since Rothschild had

purchased a large proportion of the collections without consulting him or Hartert, so records

pertaining to many specimens were non-existent.58 But Hartert's note to collectors that "we are

especially found of Anthribidae, of which Dr. Jordan makes a special study," shows that W.

Rothschild also allowed his curators to use his network for their particular interests.59

Though the public galleries opened a few afternoons a week, zoologists arrived from

London and had to be attended to, while foreign visitors took up even more time. Professor

Aurivillius of Sweden, for example, visited Tring shortly after Jordan's arrival, as did Ignacio

Bolivar of Spain.60 Rothschild often sent Jordan to look at various collections for sale, or take

types to the BM(NH) for someone to consult. Although the scientific collection ofbutterflies was

not open to the public, Hartert directed those interested in examining it for theirown monographs

or otherwise to Jordan, who would show them collections as arranged and available. By mid-May

Hartert wrote to Elwes, certainly, as the president of the Entomological Society of London, not

someone to be pushed aside, that although they would welcome him at Tring to examine the oft-

consulted Felderian types, a day could simply not be fixed for him to see Mr. Rothschild's Indian

moths, as "Dr. Jordan is at present too busy with othermatters and it will be some months before

he can show you these moths."61 This also might be an example of Rothschild's curators

58 Jordan to Wooddisse, April 15, 1940. DF 1 004/CP2 19, NHM Archives

Hartert to Alfred Everett, July 31, 1894. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.
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controlling access to the collection, although generally both entomologists and ornithologists

often commented on the generosity with which Tring shared its resources.

Jordan had a slow task, as he carried out the work of receiving collections, negotiating

with correspondents, and working through the specimens. In addition, insects took longer to

organize and work upon arrival than birds, for if collectors followed orders the specimens arrived

unset and Jordan had to mount them himself.62 Jordan particularly asked that beetle specimens be

sent in spirits, since they arrived more often badly pinned than not. Soon after his arrival Jordan

began a search for someone to help set the beetles, deal with the all-important localities, and help

with labels. A few months prior to his arrival Hartert had learned just how difficult finding the

right person could be. "I thought everybody could easily learn all that was required," he wrote

after having to dismiss one boy who proved unsatisfactory, "but perhaps it wants special

cleverness." He thought the boy would do very well in an office, but not, it seemed, in a

museum.63

Other members of the scientific staff at Tring included William Warren, hired to study

and arrange the Geometridae, and the caretaker A. Minall and his assistant F. Young, who saw to

cleaning and heating the premises. Soon after Jordan arrived, Arthur Goodson joined the staff as

assistant to the curators to help them label and sort specimens. Jordan later recounted how in his

first years at Tring, before Charles Rothschild built a large entomological hall in 1912, "The

cottage where the work in systematics was carried out was full of cabinets, books, and boxes, and

there were only two desks with good light available for the three scientists; the junior Curator

(Jordan) had to find a place at a corridor window when he wished to use a compound lens or the

microscope."64
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His fellow curator, Ernst Hartert, was Jordan's most constant companion in the halls of

the museum, and by all accounts they seemed to get on very well. Hartert could be a tough critic

of both colleagues and friends; he firmly believed it "no good to tell agreeable things iy, that is

wrong friendship."65 But he acted as Jordan's champion in more than one dispute with dealers or

collectors, at one point refusing point blank to give a requested admonishment to Jordan for

allegedly poorly packing specimens. "Jordan is as familiar with packing as anyone else," Hartert

wrote, and they had received no complaints from their other correspondents from all over the

world.66 Hartert and Jordan's intellectual influence upon each other is difficult to unravel.

Although Hartert engaged in defenses of trinomial nomenclature and subspecies among

ornithologists, he rarely wrote on the theory of evolution or the principles behind the systematics

being done at Tring. Mayr notes, however, that his influence on Jordan must have been profound

between 1893 and 1895. Hartert, for example, had been urging the liberal use of subspecies since

1891, while Jordan had made little use of subspecies concepts in his early papers.67

The only apparently unpleasant, but telling, behavior that arises from M. Rothschild's

description of Jordan's relations with Hartert occurred when the University of Marburg in Hessen

conferred an honorary doctorate on Hartert in February of 1904. Jordan had always seemed a bit

condescending, M. Rothschild notes, towards both W. Rothschild and Hartert "on account of their

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 7-8. This fact joined him, even as an employ of the Rothschild's, and perhaps
thus even more importantly so, with legendary tales of museum curators enduring difficult conditions,
driven only by sheer curiosity and research. Gunther, recounting his own arrival at the British Museum,
wrote; "A suite of three long, half subterranean rooms, in which the spirit collectionwas stored, received
me. The light was dimmed by buildings outside. The floor showed large damp patches. There was no
ventilation. Non-inviting, rheumaticky quarters at any time. But what did I care for that? There were
several thousand bottles of unnamed snakes to be examined and catalogued, the most congenial work that I
could have wished." Quoted in Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 260.
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lack of conventional education."68 In taking a doctorate at Gottingen Jordan had set himself off

from the other students, both in the amount of time and effort needed for the degree.69 By virtue

of his university education and old middle class background, Jordan had become part of the

Bildungsburgertum, "that tiny portion of Germany society whose social standing was derived

from its university education and the professional careers such education made possible."7° He

was the only one at Tring, for a time at least, with a Ph.D., although for an older generation of

naturalists in Britain the degree meant little. The letters Ph.D. rarely followed English names in

the 1 890s, and the doctoral degree was known primarily as a German specialist's degree. Alfred

Newton dismissed the title wholly. "Nothing would induce him," his biographer noted, "to vote

either for or against so new-fangled an idea as a Doctor of Science."71 Coming from a different

scientific community and generation, Jordan valued his doctorate, and he did not believe it was a

qualification that could be simply conferred. Accordingly, Jordan, M. Rothschild recalls, "flatly

refused to accord (Hartert) the title of Doctor, which everyone else hastened to do." Hartert, the

son of a German Army officer, managed to get in his own snubs. As M. Rothschild notes, he was

"faintly contemptuous" of Jordan's lower social status. This itself may be a reason Jordan

resented the apparent removal of his main claim to superiority over Hartert. There is no evidence

he behaved the same way to Rothschild when the University of Giessen conferred on him the

honorary degree of Ph.D. in 1898.
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Aside from this generally unspoken distinction, Jordan and Hartert got on well, although

their competing claims for social status kept their wives from becoming friends; "Mrs. Hartert

was openly contemptuous of Mrs. Jordan," M. Rothschild recalls.72 Claudia Hartert was

apparently unaware of the fact that, as Ringer notes, marrying an academic was supposed to

moved one up in the world, since "the proud wife of an impoverished instructor was still a Frau

Doktor, a gnadige Frau."73 Perhaps to avoid the sting of Mrs. Hartert' s disdain, Minna Jordan

often joined her husband in the museum. Because in the first years at Tring W. Rothschild did not

typically return from London before six o'clock, Jordan sometimes spent fourteen hours or more

in the Museum. Miriam Rothschild recalls that after dinner Minna usually accompanied him,

"content for half the night" to sit by his side helping to label specimens.74

Soon after arriving at Tring, Jordan was also joined at his microscope by the windowsill

by sixteen-year-old Nathaniel Charles Rothschild (1877-1923), or Charles. He became Jordan's

close friend, Jordan encouraging and helping Charles Rothschild in his interest in fleas, and C.

Rothschild providing "modest" enthusiasm that M. Rothschild credits with inspiring some of

Jordan's most creative years.75 After graduating from the University of Cambridge at the turn of

the century, C. Rothschild dutifully took his place in the family's bank in London. Like his older

brother, he could only work at his entomology in the evenings, but Jordan mentored him when

possible, drawing the illustrations for his publications (including 500 new species of fleas) and

writing joint papers.76 It was C. Rothschild, not his elder brother, who arranged for a house to be

72 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 130.

Ringer, Decline of the German Mandarins, p. 38.

Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 4. Her wording may have entailed a slight sarcasm, for when asked about
Minna, Miriam Rothschild's response was; "She was terribly boring, you know... a simple German
hausfrau. Very uninteresting." Miriam Rothschild, pers. corn., 2002.

Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 5.
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built on the outskirts of Tring for the Jordan family in 1908, and an entomological wing for the

museum in 1912-13. At one point C. Rothschild even declined a nomination as Fellow of the

Royal Society because he "felt passionately" that Jordan deserved it ahead of him.78 Although

"Hartert remained essentially Walter's man," M. Rothschild wrote, "Jordan became a devoted

and lifelong friend of his younger brother Charles."79 Hartert and Jordan were nine and seven

years older, respectively, than Walter Rothschild, and Jordan was sixteen years older than

Charles.

What Jordan thought of his employer, Walter Rothschild, as a zoologist is difficult to

determine, in part because Jordan's own identity as a scientist became so thoroughly bound to the

museum and Rothschild's status as a zoologist. He often pointed out that although Rothschild

began as an amateur collector who derived pleasure from collecting, during his time in

Cambridge under the mentorship of Alfred Newton "his zoological horizon became much

widened and his ambition stimulated, the amateur collector developing into a naturalist who

aimed at achieving something noteworthy in zoology."80 But Jordan had definite reasons to point

out that Rothschild's enthusiasm had progressed beyond that of the amateur collector.

Throughout the literature of the more cutting-edge realms of biology, workers have refered to

having collected when young, often explicitly stating when they outgrew this premature,

developmental stage in their growth as scientists. Even Miriam Rothschild, reflecting on her five-

year old's interest in natural history, commented that; "It is the active part of natural history the
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collecting which appeals to the young."8' The ornithologist W.H. Thorpe, in presenting the

description of subspecies and work on geographical distribution in ornithology as a "first phase"

of the discipline, admitted "the motives for this outburst of zeal were not always very lofty. Often

they were quite simply an outlet for the acquisitive urge to collect, an urge which all of us possess

in some degree and with which most of us began our natural history studies.82

Although Jordan emphasized in his memorial that Rothschild had developed his interest

to form a scientific collection, he composed taciful criticisms of Rothschild's specific methods.

Perhaps these criticisms helped implicitly separate his own work from various idiosyncrasies of

Rothschild's research that the careful entomologist may have noticed. Although Jordan noted that

collaboration with his curators or other specialists would have been the best way to put the

collection to use, Rothschild "worked in many instances quite independently, neither discussing

the subject with the Curators, nor submitting the manuscript." Indeed, the careful observer,

Jordan explained, would notice in those papers that Rothschild composed alone "some interesting

peculiarities which might puzzle anybody who was not intimately acquainted with the working of

the mind of the author." Jordan continued:

When describing a new species, the points of difference discovered became so super-
conspicuous in his mind that he emphasized them by the employment of superlatives
and in print often by the use of clarendon type. Another point is the frequent lack of
detail. Although he had studied at Bonn and Cambridge at a period when the
acquisition of knowledge in internal and external morphology was one of the main
objects of the Zoological curriculum, Walter Rothschild had never taken kindly to the
microscope and microtome. Structural details easily escaped him. Like an artist, he
perceived the animal as a whole and not the details which made up the picture, and in
describing a small insect he painted in words a picture that was vividly formed in his
mind without the substructure of detail which would have been revealed by the cold
lenses of a microscope. In order to understand and interpret such descriptions, usually
short, one must put oneself in another author's frame ofmind.83

81 M. Rothschild to Jordan, December 10, 1953. NHM Archives.

82 W.H. Thorpe, "Foreword," The Ibis 101(1959):l-7, p. 3-4.

83 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 9-10.
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M. Rothschild writes that Jordan failed to recognize W. Rothschild's intangible gift of

being able to inspire his specialists through his "silent and awkward, yet implacable expectancy,"

evidenced by these implicit critiques of Rothschild as a zoologist in his memorials.84 In response

to evaluations of Tring that have tended to focus on Hartert and Jordan, M. Rothschild has argued

for the existence of one, simple "explanation" for Tring: Walter Rothschild's personality.85

Jordan's failure to recognize Rothschild's "genius," reflected a common failing, however. David

Lack, when mentioning W. Rothschild as one of the ornithologists elected a Fellow of the Royal

Society, described him as having assembled the Tring collections and written on taxonomy,

"with Hartert at his elbow."86 Because much of their work was collaborative, conversations

unrecorded, and roles amorphous, to separate the productivity of any one of the Tring group from

that of his fellows is extremely complicated. The zoologist A.J. Cain, noting W. Rothschild's

speech as President of the Zoological section of the BAAS in 1931, concluded that Walter

Rothschild as a zoologist has been most extraordinarily neglected.87 But Riley attributed this

speech primarily to Jordan's influence, a common tendency when it came to the more innovative,

thoughtful work published by the museum. Mayr attributed the secret of Rothschild's success to

his luck in getting two superb curators, who "knew just where to send their commercial collectors

and did everything most economically."88 Mayr writes; "I don't think Rothschild was a theory

man. He loved rare and spectacular species, such as Birds of Paradise and Cassowaries. He knew
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that he had an excellent staff and his greatness was in giving this staff the freedom to do whatever

they thought was best."89

On a more practical level, M. Rothschild notes that, in contrast to W. Rothschild, neither

Hartert nor Jordan delegated work efficiently.9° W. Rothschild had little interest in performing

microscopic diagnostics himself, and would request from Jordan a dissection of the genitalia of

any new moth or butterfly whose identification he doubted. He often added a footnote to

descriptions claiming "genitalia comparisons would be done in future by K.J." M. Rothschild

reflected that this provides just another example of how Jordan may have felt that, "as usual, he

was invited to carry the can, and Walter should have learned to do his own dissections."9' Still,

even if W. Rothschild never studied the genitalia, at least he did not reject the importance of the

differences shown by these organs. Jordan gave Rothschild clear credit for letting people dissect

specimens, contrasting Rothschild's museum philosophy with those of collectionowners who

wanted their specimens in pristine condition for display. For by contrast to most British

entomologists, Jordan based much of his diagnosis work on these tedious, meticulous studies,

despite the poor working conditions for microscopic work during the first decade.92 Jordan's

reputation for careful, meticulous species description established him as an expert to whom

collectors sent their specimens for determination within a few years of his arrival at Tring. He did

the diagnostic drawings himself, as well as much of the labeling of the specimens, and M.

Rothschild recalls he had great difficulty in allowing anyone else to do this work. M. Rothschild

insists the triumvirate worked as a complementary group; W. Rothschild painted huge canvases

89
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of broad landscapes which provided the requisite background upon which his curators filled in the

scientific detail.93 Still, the detail obeyed the rules of scientific method and of the entomological

community, establishing Tring's reputation for excellent classifications and careful systematics.

The use of the terms professional and amateur to categorize naturalists during the

nineteenth century has been convincingly criticized as anachronistic.94 By the I 890s, however,

the terms were commonly use by participants to describe themselves and their fellows, and by

most accounts Rothschild was considered an amateur and his curators professionals by virtue of

the simple fact they were paid. But the term amateur could be disparaging, ofcourse, and for this

reason it seems an unfair characterization of Walter Rothschild. Jordan referred to him as one of

the last "non-professional systematist," perhaps consciously to avoid the term amateur, even

though he could by no account be considered a professional.95 M. Rothschild's term "animateur"

is perhaps best, for it emphasizes his active role, whatever that may have ultimately been, in his

relationship with his curators.

The London Entomologists

In working at Tring, Jordan not only joined the small group working on this distinct

collection. He also became a member of a new community of entomologists. His correspondence

was always international, both due to his interest in maintaining international networks, and the

nature of exchange upon which a collection like Tring's and its classification work depended

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 124.
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for material. But memorialists also noted that he developed a deep attachment to his new, adopted

homeland, taking British citizenship in 1911. He participated fully in British entomological

societies, attending meetings in London and serving on committees and as an officer, and he

maintained close friendships with some of Britain's best known entomologists. As in most

disciplines, the British entomological community consisted of powerful members who controlled

publication venues, gossiped about each other, and exchanged specimens (thereby providing

access to the facts of their science) readily or not depending upon the personal dislikes and likes

of particular members. Those outside these controlling circles could find entomological life

difficult, particularly collectors in the field, but also any other peripheral worker who was deemed

unworthy of support. P.P. Dodd, trying to submit papers from the field to the Entomological

Society of London via Lord Walsingham's mediation, found himself effectively black-balled by

the influential entomologist Janson (who tried to blame Rothschild for the delay inpublication).96

The number of one's friends could have a serious impact on the response of editors to submitted

publications. When the theoretically-inclined J.W. Tutt submitted a paper to the Entomological

Society of London, its acceptance rested on the fact that fifty or sixty members would probably

withdraw from the society if the society offended Tutt.97

After acting more than once as mediator between Rothschild and British naturalists,

GUnther might have warned Hartert and Jordan of just how difficult it would be to take the

reputation of Tring beyond the personality of its owner. Alfred Newton, Rothschild's mentor at

Cambridge, had cooled considerable to his pupil by 1889, a response M. Rothschild attributed in

part to envy of Rothschild's ability to send collectors to unexplored regions at will.98 Young

96 P.P. Dodd to Lord Walsingham, November 16, 1907. Walsingham Correspondence, NHM Entomology
Library.
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Library.
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Rothschild had on occasion proven difficult to manage, and Gunther himself hadmore than once

taken it upon himself to reprimand Rothschild for an inappropriately high-handedness toward his

fellow zoologists.99 When G.A. Boulenger described one of Rothschild's tortoises living in the

zoo without his permission, Rothschild wrote to GUnther to complain of the "extremely rude and

gentlemanly" behavior and threatened;

Everyone knows I am interested in tortoises and if! have got hold ofa new one I like
to at least have a say as to how, when and where it is to be described and if! am
treated shamefully in this way, as I have a good deal of influence among our people, I
shall not hesitate to show men of Mr. Boulenger's type that they make a great
mistake in being too bumptious.10°

In this case Rothschild threatened to divert everything he could from London to

Frankfurt. For those establishing a foundation of peer-review, or at least review by museum

experts, Rothschild's behavior could be frustrating. When Sciater angered him by insisting that

his identifications be checked by R.B. Sharpe at the BM(NH), Rothschild threatened to boycott

the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London in favor of The Ibis if the journal did not

accept his papers.'°' Just prior to Jordan's arrival W. Rothschild's had vowed never to publish in

the Entomological Society of London's Transactions due to delays in publication of his papers.102

Hartert attributed what he called the "strange difficulties in publication" to the petty jealousy and
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selfishness among entomologists of Rothschild's considerable collections.'°3 There seemed, he

wrote, to be a conspiracy against his boss amongst the entomologists, but, he added cryptically,

these men would soon regret their conduct. How silly and stupid they all appeared, he insisted,

compared to a man like his boss, "of such warm interest and understanding, no less for

entomology than for the whole ofzoology!"04

Even if they forgave Rothschild his occasional heavy-handedness, no doubt the over-

burdened naturalists at the BM(NH) envied Jordan and Hartert's position. They certainly gave the

Tring men no special privileges during their first trips to London. Jordan later recalled that when

he had first become interested in the beetle family Anthribidae shortly after arriving at Tring, he

had made specific determinations which he would later have to correct, partly due to the fact that

"when looking at the Anthribidae of the British Museum, Kirby toldme that a visitor was not

permitted to remove the lid from a drawer and so I had to look at them through the glass of the

lid."105 Jordan clearly worked conscientiously to establish good relations with British

entomologists and endeavored to diffuse any feelings of resentment. When Lord Walsingham's

curator, John Hartley Durrant, requested Jordan's help in finding specimens in the Tring

collection for a work in process, Jordan agreed only on the condition Durrant would not continue

his habit of antedating any publications that resulted to give his names priority, writing:

'
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I have some dread that somebody will mix us up with the custom of your publishers
to antedate the numbers of Lepidoptera Indica, if we continue to provide you with
specimens for description. You know that there are some people who are more than
jealous of us, and will not fail to take the opportunity to hint in the above direction.'°6

When entomologists arrived at Tring they may have become uncomfortable simply due to

unfamiliarity with the methods and practices of these "foreign" workers. Visitors arrived to find

the drawers of insect specimens set in an odd style, for Rothschild, Jordan noted perhaps at

Jordan's insistence - "adopted the so-called Continental style of setting insects." This style made

it easier to handle a specimen and to inspect it under a strong hand lens or the microscope, Jordan

explained, "whereas the short pin then generally in use in Great Britain (and nowhere else) leaves

insufficient room for good labeling and compels the investigator of the legs or body to take the

label off."°7 Rothschild had also installed glass-bottomed drawers for Lepidoptera, which meant

the undersides of long series could be compared without detaching them from their place in the

drawer.

Despite the great potential for sour relations within an at times nationalist community

competing for specimens, descriptions, prestige, and authority in the sciences, Jordan seems to

have quickly established himself on good terms with the London entomologists. Jordan often

traveled to South Kensington to compare the BM(NH)'s types with Tring's specimens, and even

named a species in honor of Charles Joseph Gahan "to whose help in comparing our species with

those in the British Museum collection I owe so very much."°8 By 1898 he was visiting the

BM(NH) at least every two weeks to compare series of specimens.

Learning the rules, and the grammatical nuances that could make the difference between

politeness and abruptness, had certainly been difficult for some of his colleagues who worked
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outside their native tongue and communities. The American Charles Henry Fernald, for example,

defended the European entomologist August Busck from the charge of egotism by explaining he

knew less of the niceties of the English language than if he had been a native of the United States.

"I think it better not to speak the names of persons whose works you find it necessary to correct,"

he then gently advised Busck himself, "but to make the corrections without: but if you have to use

the names do it in some nice way as Walsingham has sometimes done, with a word of praise."109

Jordan managed these hurdles well. Friends noted that his pleasant personality and philosophical

attitude toward life smoothed many paths for him. Ludwig Martin, a steady Tring correspondent

for many decades, wrote to Hartert that in securing Jordan for the museum, Rothschild could only

congratulate himself, for he knew Jordan to be a fine and kind gentleman with a good scientific

mind."0 BM(NH) entomologist N.D. Riley attempted to sum up his own impressions of Jordan's

personality as "one of effervescent enthusiasm, intense interest in discovery, in the future, of the

unexpected wit with which he would enliven a dull discussion, of his unfailing, unstinted help

and kindliness."11'

"Curating a Rich Man's Hobby"

The natural history community, from the BM(NH) to the deepest part of the field, all

depended upon maintaining relationships of exchange to acquire specimens and distribute

information. Established entomologists at the BM(NH) depended on good relations with wealthy

collectors like Rothschild who often owned large numbers of type specimens. Even George
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Hampson, who would, during World War I, rave against trinomials as German Kultur, exchanged

specimens via cordial notes, visited Tring, and received visits from Jordan. P.L. Sciater, who

refused to allow Tring's trinomials in The Ibis, solicited from Rothschild new birds to figure in

the journal, as well as grants-in-aid for their publication.112 Harry Eltringham wrote to Roland

Trimen that he had been at Tring nearly a fortnight sorting and arranging their specimens; "You

can imagine the amount of material when I tell you that I have sorted and examined over 5000

specimens. Mr. R. has very kindly placed the whole lot at my disposal and I can dissect them if

necessary."3 Although David Sharp's initial reason for arguing against private collections may

have been partly due to W. Rothschild's growing collection, within a few years he was sending

letters from collectors to Tring.

Jordan noted that Rothschild, though "as ardent a collector as there ever was, straining his

resources to the utmost in order to get what he wanted, and frequently carriedaway by his

enthusiasm," differed from the average private collector of the 1 890s "in placing his collections

in the most liberal way at the service of scientific workers of all countries," who found "always a

cordial welcome from the smiling owner of all these treasures."114 Indeed, entomologists sold

their collections to Tring on these grounds. In tryingto convince Count Berlepsch's son to sell his

father's collection to Rothschild, C.E. Hellmayr expressed to him "my conviction that nowhere in

the world the collection would be better kept and preserved and be more liberally accessible to all

'scientists' than at Tring."5

112
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Rothschild's reputation as patron was of inestimable importance in the ability of his

curators to participate in positions of influence, difficult to separate from any respect and prestige

they may have been given as independent naturalists. When they began their journal, Novitates

Zoologicae, Tring solicited help from various experts on certain groups. They permitted

contributors to keep a specimen in return for their descriptions, an obvious incentive to maintain

close friendships with the museum.

Entomologists from all realms of the endeavor applied for aid from their wealthiest

fellows. Collectors who wished to earn a living through natural history solicited patronage from

Rothschild, Walsingham and Godman, for example, for aid and funds for travel.'16 One French

"correspondent," as Tring referred to its collectors in the field, addressed Rothschildas "Mon

Cher Malcolm Burr wrote to Jordan wondering if he had seen his advertisement in the

Times for a "Patron of Science."118 Collectors in the field depended upon the protection and

friendship of collection owners, and not only for payments. P.P. Dodd, for example, hoped

Walsingham would acknowledge him when describing new species from his consignments, since

such recognition would help advance his "career as an entomological collector."'9 As the arbiters

of access to Rothschild's funds, Rothschild's curators inhabited powerful positions. The

collectors clearly recognized this. The collector Dodd acknowledged his dependenceupon Lord

Walsingham's curator Durrant's good will when Durrant accused him of casting poor reflections

on Durrant's dealings with collectors. He wrote;
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Pray consider whether anyone in his senses, would attempt to cast reflections upon
you; if I were to do so it would not only be unkind and unfair, but idiotic, for,
holding, as you do, an important position under Lord Walsingham, and probably
standing high in his favour, anything of that kind would surely be treated as
deserved?'20

How a curator used this power had important implications for the ability of a collection to

tailor incoming specimens to their own needs. While Walsingham's collectors often complained

that they never heard whether their consignments had been of any interest or were being worked

out, Jordan's correspondents received grateful notes, surely helpful in inspiring them to carry out

the detailed work Tring desired.

Just as collectors depended upon those directing and purchasing collections back home,

Jordan and Hartert depended upon Rothschild and his family for their livelihood. Rothschild

supported, interfered with, and determined their scientific activities, even as they influenced him,

gently directing and cajoling his research and collecting network in specific directions. The group

at Tring reflects a patronage relationship, in which the patron and client network bound "people

of unequal social status in a mutual and reciprocal association where various material and

immaterial goods and gifts were exchanged and some degree of trust and loyalty created."121

Studies on patronage in nineteenth century science must deal with the fact the term becomes

somewhat nebulously attributed to any form of support for science. By the end of the nineteenth

century, the task of patronizing science had fallen increasingly to the province of government,

industry, and universities, and in historical work on twentieth century science, patronage usually

refers to support for science by government or private foundations. A "spectrum of patronage"

existed, from monetary to mentoring to publishing, and from government grants to private
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philanthropy.122 Patronage can refer to monetary support, and can be a salary offered by the scion

of a wealthy family, but can also take the form of references, publishing outlets, and

endorsement. Brock notes that "interscientific patronage," the less tangible, non-financial sorts of

patronage such as academic endorsements, publication-support and recommendations, increased

as a factor in the support of science with professionalization.

Outram has defined patronage as "the creation and manipulation of a relationship of

dependence, between a superior in power and an inferior in power."123 As centuries passed,

professional scientists conferred the approval originally provided by the wealthy establishment.

Rupke has shown how Richard Owen's dependence upon patronage deeply influenced his science

and institutional decisions, an influence he could abandon as decades passed and his reputation

conferred independence from old patrons in an increasingly professional world.'24 In the world of

the nineteenth-century British scientific community, where a system had been established of peer

review, journals, meetings, specimen exchange, and the differentiation of amateurs from

professionals in various ways, an increasingly professional scientific community provided

patronage of legitimate science, rather than men like Walter Rothschild. This new community

possessed, in turn, the means to exclude outsiders and act as potential doorkeepers against those

deemed unscientific, "amateur," or dilettantes.

122 W.H. Brock, "The Spectrum of Science Patronage," in G. L'E. Turner, ed., The Patronage of Science in
the Nineteenth Century (Leyden: Noordhoff International Publishing, 1976) pp. 173-206.
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(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), pp. 191-192. Other works on patronage in the life
sciences include; Alice Stroup, A Company of Scientists: Botany, Patronage and Community at the
Seventeenth-century Parisian Royal Academy of Sciences (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990)
and Rupke, Richard Owen.
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As Jordan's employer and the owner of both the journal and the collection, Rothschild

possessed the ability and patronage of wealth. But by the time Rothschild opened his museum,

scientific administrators from Thomas Henry Huxley to Richard Owen had been working for

decades to wrest science away from "the control of traditional authority and patronage, away, too,

from the prestige of title and fortune, to that of professional merit," symbolized, for example, by

Owen's fight to reform the criteria by which trustees of the BM(NH) would be chosen.125 Indeed,

E. Ray Lankester, director of the BM(NH) from 1898 to 1907, saw Rothschild as an enemy due to

his membership on the board of the museum at a time when Lankester fought for his own

program for the museum.126 Certainly the form of the ideal scientific man (professionals

increasingly excluded women from science) had changed over the course of the nineteenth

century, closely associated with the rise of professionals who generally obtained support and

patronage from government, university, or industry.'27 The fact that they pursued science for

different reasons than "wealthy amateurs" proved equally as important as their different sources

of funds. Professionals have long pointed out a difference of attitude toward science in their

criticisms of the work of amateurs. J.D. Hooker complained, for example, that a certain amateur

"would not push himself out of the way for the sake of science."128 As a wealthy private collector
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who filled his journal with new species descriptions, Walter Rothschild seemed somewhat ofa

relic to those at the forefront of changing the way zoologists worked, an impression his

eccentricities only emphasized. Albert GUnther's biography explained that among scientists "a

Rothschild was at a disadvantage," since most believed a wealthy man could be little more than

an amateur, no matter how good his research.129 Even Charles Darwin had suffered from those

who considered his scientific experiments second rate because they identified him as a

gentlemanly naturalist.'30

Within the increasingly professionalized, academically-trained scientific community,

Rothschild depended heavily on his curators for prestige and legitimacy. This was not a new

phenomenon within scientific patronage. Patrons had long engaged in supporting scientists for the

status conferred upon their own persons through such endeavors.13' Jordan and Hartert provided

intellectual status while Rothschild provided financial support. But if scientists judge the worth of

knowledge claims by the social character of the claimants, and we know social character from the

places individuals inhabit and the company they keep, then the status of assistants and curators in

wealthy collections was also precarious by the 1 890s as authority moved elsewhere.'32 Outside

the network of wealthy collection-owners with whom Rothschild exchanged specimens and
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worked, Jordan's identity as a scientist depended upon surmounting the two stigmas of working

in zoology, for which he had been chided at university, and working fOr what many considered a

wealthy amateur. Rothschild had so much money for his collection and publications, that some

might have concluded that he, and those working for him, deserved only second-rate status as

scientists.

Long after Rothschild's death, Jordan had an exchange with a zoologist in the United

States on how to deal with the author of A Short Zoology of Tahiti, who raised the ire of

American zoologists by publishing new names with no attention to the rules of nomenclature. The

author had created a synonymic mess by publishing "new" names, but, the zoologists could do

little about it since "being sufficiently well equipped financially he is able to bring out his own

works," even though "no reputable scientific agency would produce them."33 Jordan suggested in

recounting the issue to Riley;

I suppose it is really a case of retarded revenge. A science master treated him badly
perhaps and the suppressed feelings of the boy come out in spots in the grown man.
Perhaps quite an interesting subject for a psycholoist, but a nuisance for zoologists.
However, as we all must die, there is some hope.'3

This episode in which a zoologist of means caused havoc within nomenclature

illuminates what Jordan would have to guard against in any stance he took on controversial

issues. Jordan's own early experiences with the entomological community influenced his research

questions and approaches, and especially his willingness to engage in much public debate. He

reflected some years later that he had "become aware of some jealousy and personal antagonism

among working Entomologists, official and amateur, which warned me to be very cautious in

order to avoid public controversy."35 In Jordan's new community, avoiding premature
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speculation, being careful about nomenclature, and establishing a strong reputation for careful

science was, in addition to good science in the face of natural and disciplinary diversity, politic.

Can Every Man Be a Darwin?

As a university-trained zoologist, Jordan's credentials were difficult to challenge,

particularly considering his German training within one of the most respected scientific traditions

in the world, and despite any grumblings over the three letters attached to his name. Scientists,

including entomologists, widely regarded German workers as the most sophisticated and

advanced in their fields. T.A. Chapman confided to E.B. Poulton, a month prior to Jordan's

arrival, that although he would give an account of some recent physiological observations he had

made, "In this some German fellow is probably in front of us."136 German workers had

occasionally inspired resentment due to their tendency, and in some sense ability, to ignore the

work of those across the channel. When Harry Eltringham found a German entomologist had

described a species he had described a year earlier, he complained to Jordan that; "They all seem

to be rather careless over there with regard to results published in this country."137 Even popular

knowledge held that the German scientist possessed a particular type of knowledge on the

grounds that, as a customer to an observant "Teutonic" barber observed for his readers inPunch,

"all these Germans imbibe philosophy from the cradle."138 British naturalists were often skeptical

of what they saw as German workers' philosophical tendencies.

136 T.A. Chapman to E.B. Poulton, March 14, 1893. Poulton Correspondence, Hope Library Archives,
Oxford.

137 Harry Eltringham to Jordan, August 27, 1911. TM2/15, NHM Archives.
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Jordan had to learn more than tone and demeanor in a new language when publishing in

his adopted homeland; the content, intent, and boundaries of conclusions also provided influential

ways through which the community monitored the conduct of its members. And the most

powerful of this community certainly expressed their opinions, either by letter, conversation, or

black-balling, of their fellows' activities. Jordan probably soon learned of the high potential for

offending certain entomologists as he worked to broaden the realm of entomological systematics

through either more detailed morphological studies or an examination of the implications of

evolution for practice. It would have taken only a brief conversation with the opinionated

entomologist J.W. Tutt, editor and founder of the Entomologist's Record and Journal of

Variation. Tuft often complained to his friends that his having founded his own magazine focused

on the study of evolution and variation had upset his relations with some of the older men, to the

point he had to remain in the background of any of the Entomological Society of London's

political maneuverings.139

The collection-based natural history that had emphasized amassing large number of

specimens and descriptive research dominated the naturalist tradition in Britain, bolstered firmly

by a belief in the importance of the inductive method.'4° Thus, when Charles Darwin published

On the Origin of Species in 1859, proclaiming a revolution for the Linnean natural history

sciences, the publications of the major scientific societies in London (the Royal Society,

Geological Society, Linnean Society, Zoological Society and the Entomological Society) hardly

reflected the upheaval at all. Burkhardt has concluded that the almost universal cold shoulder
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which the book received arose not from unanimous opposition but rather from the accepted

format for contributions to such journals, and the prevailing professional standards of science and

scientific method.'4' The societies existed to collect facts, irrespective of what might be deduced

from these facts by others.142 Darwin himself had been well aware of this community ethos,

illustrated by his own readiness to publish his 1858 abstract outlining natural selection as a

pamphlet, "If the Referees (of the Linnean) were to reject it as not entirely scjentjfic."43

Farber has pointed out that the strong emphasis on the inductive method, particularly

strong in Britain, arose in part due to the very specialization that had made natural history such a

productive and successful endeavor during the nineteenth century and provided naturalists like

Charles Darwin with so much data. Naturalists had specialized into ornithologists, entomologists,

botanists, etc., and Farber notes that as a result, "natural history... lacked the conceptual unity for

a focused discussion" on theoretical generalizations like Darwin's theory regarding the origin of

species. "Instead of a single natural history," he writes, "there existed by the mid-nineteenth

century disciplines and sub-disciplines, each with its own limited concerns and specialized

methods."44 This made it increasingly difficult for participants in the naturalist tradition to

141
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determine who had the intellectual authority to comment on theories that encompassed not only

all the fields of natural history, but the life sciences more generally as well.

One of the central upholders of the inductive research tradition in natural history in

Britain, the Entomological Society of London, made up Jordan's new scientific community.

Darwin had become frustrated by the persistence of an unfair predominance of facts in natural

history societies, particularly among the entomological ones. A few years prior to Jordan's

arrival, Raphael Meldola admitted in private that he had long thought Darwin's opinion that the

Entomological Society of London was "enough to keep back scientflc natural history half a

century" as true in 1887 as when Darwin had made the remark.145 Although Jordan published

most of his papers in Rothschild's journal, the Entomological Society of London accepted him as

a fellow in 1894 and Jordan began attending the Entomological Society of London's meetings in

town and referring papers for the journal in 1907. The Society requested Jordan's presence at the

Society meetings to exhibit some beetles "if Mr. Rothschild has no objection."146 Jordan would

have listened during these meetings primarily to descriptions of new species and genera,

biogeographical, anatomical, and classification revisions. These provided the vast majority of the

papers in British entomological journals, with occasional articles on economic entomology and

parasites. Contributors provided little discussion on matters of heredity or the ramifications of

entomological work for evolution theory. There were occasional exceptions. In 1891 Canon

Fowler speculated on the more rudimentary spines of species of insect that almost made it look

like an ant; "Curiously enough, however, these spines are apparently not alike in any two

specimens. Is it that this bug is waiting for one of its race to accidentally sport spines like those of

Farber, Discovering Birds, p. 144.
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P. Spriniger, and thus to set the ball of evolution rolling afresh?"147 Descriptions of variation, of

course, were abundant, but authors generally did not accompany them with speculation on their

theoretical implications or the origins of such variation.

The fact the Entomological Society refrained so strictly from speculation on the origin

and causes of variation may be one reason why in 1890 J. W. Tuft began a separate journal

devoted to the subject of variation in which he speculated on the origin and causes for variation.

In drawing attention to Tuft's new journal in his 1890 Presidential Address to the Entomological

Society of London, Lord Walsingham commented on an increasing tendency among members to

address problems inspired by the researches of Darwin, Wallace, Weismann, Meldola, Poulton

and others. "Already," he noted, "not only here, but on the Continent, these subjects have

claimed, and have created, a literature of their own."148 Not all were pleased with this

development, however. In late 1892, for example, the Entomological Society of London had

been suddenly divided into two when a group of fellows challenged the nomination of Henry

John Etwes as president by also nominating Raphael Meldola. In a circular signed by Poulton and

Charles Swinhoe, the "Meldola-Camp" laid out its case. They argued that for many years the

society chose gentlemen "more or less representative of the systematic anddescriptive side of our

science" to fill the Presidential Chair despite the fact an increasing number of Fellows had shown

interest "in the biological and physiological aspects" of entomology. Now, Poulton and Swinhoe

threatened to retire from active work in the society "if Biological Entomologywere, as we

deemed it, slighted" again.'49
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It is important to note that many entomologists responded to the debate by crying "foul"

when Poulton divided entomologists into two camps.'5° David Sharp told Poulton he was

mistaken in supposing the Council's decision to elect Elwes had been motivated by a desire to

lessen the importance of "biological" entomology. "Certainly," he conceded, "I think modern

'Biologists' mix up too large a proportion of speculation with their facts, and allow the value of

the facts unconsciously to make them think the speculations valuable to a greater extent than they

are." But he insisted that this had no influence on his decision regarding the presidential seat.

Meldola simply had not done much entomology for many years. "It was not as you suppose," be

explained, "that he has worked at the wrong branch, but that he had not worked much at any

branch at all."15' Walsingham agreed, and believed Poulton's description of the council as

narrow-minded in regard to systematic work unfortunate.'52 He had never heard of any anti-

biologist feeling implied by the opposition to Elwes in the Society; "I had not the slightest idea

that any 'biologist' thought that his school of work had not been treated with due respect until all

this row began."53 Elwes himself wrote to Poulton the same day, that he only hoped that "there

will be no split or attempt on your part to represent the existence of a divergence of opinion

between two parties which I do not believe exists or ever should exist." But he added that

entomologists possessed so little and less accurate knowledge about insects in comparison to

other groups, such as birds and plants, that the discipline required a huge amount of observation,

'500f course, controversies over theoretical views had long hinted largely on the rhetoric of good scientific
method, as the debates between Haeckel and Virchow over evolutionary theory demonstrate. In the 1 830s
in France, Cuvier and Geoffroy also quarreled not only species fixity, but over the editorial policy of the
Annales Nouvelles, which Cuvier insisted must stress positive facts, observations, and discoveries over
theoretical speculation. Outram, Georges Cuvier, pp. 128-9, 186.
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study and classification "before they can be well enough known to be largely used for such

studies as you prefer."54

In the end, the members elected Elwes, who in his presidential address at the end of the

year took note of the tension over methodology and focus that the debate implied within the

society. He took the opportunity to deliver a sharp reprimand, as he had been doing in meetings,

to those inclined toward speculation. In reaction to those who phylogenized prematurely or

insisted on natural selection as the key to all evolutionary change, Elwes restated the dominant

ethos of the British naturalist tradition embodied in the contents of its journals. Only once or

twice in each generation, he warned, did such a far-reaching intellect arise which could justifiably

pursue such matters, and most should compile facts and observations. As for "what is now called

the biological side of the subject," versus the collection and systematics arrangement of

Lepidoptera, he wrote;

I feel, however, for myself, and I think that others must also feel, that however great
and important is the knowledge which we may ultimately attain by endeavoring to
discover the laws which govern the development, variation, and distribution of
insects, the knowledge we have of the actual facts is in many cases quite insufficient
to bring such speculations to a definite end. I also feel that the number of persons
whose talents are sufficiently great to enable them to steer a straight course through
the numerous difficulties, contradictions, and doubts, which constantly surround such
enquiries is very limited: and that if it was conceded that by such work alone the
highest ranks of science could be reached, a great check would be placed on the
humble endeavors of persons like myself, who find their greatest pleasure in
collecting and arranging the material which must form the only solid foundation for
such work as has been done by Darwin, Wallace, Bates, Weismann, and

One of the series of papers at issues was by F. A. Dixey, demonstrator at the University

Museum, Oxford who attempted an analysis of phylogenetic relationships of a genera of

butterflies based on wing markings. He based his studies on Weismann's 1882 edition of Studies

on the Theory of Descent, which had been translated by Meldola. Following Weismann's lead, he
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H.J. Elwes to E.B. Poulton, December 25, 1892. Poulton Correspondence, Hope Library Archives,

Oxford.
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attempted to trace the color origins between a series of specimens, speculating on whether

characters were ancestral or adapted using both experiments and observations. Dixey's

experiments were praised by Jenner Weir, who observed that "Dr. Dixey's philosophical paper

had given him the greatest of pleasure."56 But the response from H. J. Elwes, who worked on the

same genus himself, was sharply reprimanding: "He thought, however, that in attempting to

follow such a line of investigation as had been pursued by Mr. Dixey, we ran the risk of

becoming lost in a maze of unprofitable speculation upon points about which we could at present

come to no certain conclusions."57

In 1895 Raphael Meldola took the Presidential Chair and formally replied to the concerns

of fellows like Elwes in his address entitled "The Speculative Method in Entomology." Meldola

emphasized that although science necessarily begins with observation or experiment, i.e. the

description of facts, "it is perhaps necessary to assert that no mere collection of facts can

constitute a science. We begin to be scientific when we compare and coordinate our facts with a

view to arriving at generalizations on which to base hypotheses or to make guesses at principles

underlying the facts." He noted that to some present the use of hypothesis for the organization of

facts would certainly be obvious, but reminded them by a lengthy quote from Elwes' previous

address that some entomologists believed the facts insufficient. Meldola politely called this the

conservative school of entomologists. He by no means wanted to replace the "older method of

collecting and recording facts" but urged a claim for the speculative method "as a stimulus to

more systematic investigation, rendered imperative by the general advance of biological science."

Speculation was quite harmless, so long as entomologists looked the "bugbear" boldly in the face

and harnessed hypothesis for research. Hypothesis had successfully guided research in modern

sciences, and, carefully done, it needed to do so in entomology as well. He confessed he
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sometimes even thought that perhaps the hard chitinous skeletons of insects had been expressly

designed for the retardation of entomological science; "they lended themselves so conveniently

for preservation as cabinet specimens!"58

As the debate at the Entomological Society of London and the differences Jordan found

between his training in Germany and entomological methods in Britain shows, naturalists

certainly did not form a cohesive community. But entomologists responded to some of the ways

workers were using Darwin's theory were quite different, forming quite distinct research

programs. Geographical entomology could be done in numerous ways. Some amassed lists of

species for particular regions, others tried to determine phylogenetic relationships, and some

joined Poulton's research program focused on highly specific collecting to study mimicry and

natural selection. Amid these differences entomologists differed regarding howmany specimens

warranted the use of hypothesis. Both sides in the debate at the Entomological Society of London

had the status of the discipline in mind; the one noting the archaic state of the science, the other

fearful over-speculation would discredit previously solid work, not to mention a sturdy research

tradition.'59 The entomological community with whom Jordan interactedas curator of Tring's

insects involved an extremely diverse network, and status could entail very different things for

the different members of these entomological worlds.

As entomologists pointed out at the time, characterizations of the "sides" in the

Entomological Society of London debate over the use of theory as biological and non-biological

obscures a spectrum of views, and dichotomizes a changing and diverse community. This reality

does not, however, remove the influence such polemical characterizations would have had on the
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Sorensen argues that taking up evolutionary theory unified and strengthened entomologists as a
working community in the United States, providing a direction to systematics and practical application, and
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tactics a new entomologist within this community took to establish himself as a scientific worker.

Many factors, both professional and personal, circumscribed Jordan's life and work at Tring.

Historians have demonstrated that scientists' work is not only circumscribed by their objects of

study, but by the rules and ethos of the communities within which they work. Though one risks

losing sight of the role of nature in determining scientists' research programs, as we will see, the

specimens coming into Tring inspired more caution than confidence regarding any issue, the

potential role of Jordan's position as the employee of a wealthy collector within a specific

entomological community in influencing his choices of scientific research, method, and approach

must also be considered.

Conclusion

In working at Tring, corresponding with entomologists ofmany nations, publishing

papers on the collection, and traveling back and forth to London to compare specimens, Jordan

partook in a naturalist tradition that had formed in the eighteenth century. By the middle of the

nineteenth century, it had formed unified rules and procedures manifested in the status quo of

natural history journals at the same time as specialization increased and differences developed

both within and among countries in institutions, sources of support, and philosophical

assumptions!6° By the 1890s, entomology alone consisted of workers following a range of

methods and research programs, and based at large private collections or small private homes, in

the field, and in national natural history museums. Even among all this diversity, Tring was a

rather enigmatic institution. Hartert, Jordan, and Rothschild each came from different zoological

backgrounds, and united in a single museum what was increasingly characterized as an amateur

160 Farber, Discovering Birds, p. xxi.
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and professional divide within the life sciences. As idiosyncratic as they were through both

Rothschild's personality and the foreign tilt to their accents, they were united to the naturalist

community by the necessities of exchange of both specimens and information, for decades the

foundation of the museum-based naturalist tradition. The collection and cataloguing of these

specimens had determined the contents of the major natural history journals and proceedings of

entomological, ornithological, and zoological societies even as some naturalists became frustrated

by the focus upon description, classification and dead specimens. The diversity among naturalists

involved in this specimen-based network had always meant that the standard of description and

classification varied enormously. Jordan had some colleagues who satisfied his own requirements

for scientific systematics, and others who publish woefully inadequate work. It was increasingly

apparent that the latter threatened not only the entire status of the field but the ability of other

workers to complete efficient research without becoming bogged down in fixing the errors of

both their less cautious fellows and those who simply proceeding by differentmethods and

theoretical standpoints. The BM(NH) entomologist George F. Hampson, for example, did not

allow subspecies and aberrations to bear names, "which has the grave result," Rothschild noted,

"that if the names applied to any such subspecies or aberrations are simply recorded as synonyms,

everybody who gets one of these aberrant specimens re-describes it as a new species, while if it is

recorded as sub-species (a) or aberration (B), it at once forces the would-be describer to look it

up."16' Rothschild complained that the younger men at the BM(NH) in general, were "ridiculous

lumpers... why I found lumped by Hampson under one species, 4 species of 3 genera."162 In a

footnote to a joint paper on Heterocera Jordan, too, took issue with Hampson' s details,

161 W. Rothschild, "Notes on Saturnidae: with a Preliminary Revision," p. 37.
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W. Rothschild to Albert GUnther, April 18, 1902, A. GUnther Collection, 19/1/3, NHM Archives,
(quoted in Larsen, Evolution's Workshop, p. 270 n. 75). Larsen notes Walter Rothschild's "tendency to
split species" in comparison to the BM(NH) workers, but does not mention the context of this difference
(Larsen, Evolution's Workshop, p. 118).
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particularly his tendency to unite many heterogeneous forms in single genera. Indeed, he found

every genus of Hampson' s classification of the family Agaristidae to be wrong.'63 Such

differences complicated the taxonomic work that a good revision was supposed to disentangle,

and occasionally meant the library work involved in classification predominated over the

scientific research involved. To complicate matters, what qualified as scientific was changing, as

the debate at the Entomological Society of London demonstrated. It is before the backdrop of this

diverse community and its tradition that the work at Tring must be understood, for it was not only

the diversity in nature but also the variation in views of Jordan's fellow entomologists that

inspired both his most important theoretical works and his constant focus on producing

meticulous, well-researched systematics.

163
W. Rothschild and Jordan, "Notes on Heterocera," Novitates Zoologicae 3(1 896):2 1-62, pp. 24 and 59.
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Chapter 3

Making Systematics Scientific:
Retraining Collectors and Colleagues

Jordan's position as the employee of a rich collector and the dominant view of British

entomologists toward appropriate method both would have influenced his scientific choices as he

started work at Tring. So, too, would the tiny objects Rothschild presented him as his subjects of

study. During the heydey of the "eager and superbly endowed Tring environment of the

'nineties," specimens of butterflies and birds arrived at the Tring Museum from agents, collectors,

friends, and colleagues.' These specimens represented the products of empire, exploration, the

need of collectors to make a livelihood, and are symbolic of the cosmopolitan nature of natural

history during the nineteenth century.2 Bird skins, butterflies, and beetles had been particularly

popular objects of collection among both naturalists and the public, and filled the drawers and

cabinet of public and private museums (and the price lists of natural history agents). How

naturalists processed, arranged, and studied these specimens had changed over time, between

disciplines, and among nations. How specimens were arranged and described influenced,

unsurprisingly, the view of nature obtained by glancing over drawers of butterflies, moths, beetles,

and birds. Tring tailored the specimens coming into the museum to their specific research agenda,

altering the scientific context in which they were placed, and creating a distinctive collection that

both awed and frustrated colleagues who lacked either the means or the interest to follow suit.

Tring campaigned for collections to be made of long series of specimens from wide geographical

The comment regarding Tring in the 90s is from Munroe, "Karl Jordan the Lepidopterist," p. 69.
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ranges of each species with detailed locality. They did so in part, on the grounds that geographical

variation was central to the study of the origin of species. In order to do so, Hartert, Rothschild,

and Jordan had not only to defend their methods in print, but retrain an entire collecting network in

accordance with their priorities and methods of research. They had to engage, then, with the legacy

of a naturalist tradition that was embedded within an array of distinct theoretical assumptions and

empirical traditions. In doing so they added to the diversity of that tradition even as they

campaigned to standardize naturalists' responses to nature's variation.

Organizing Variation

Whether he was turning over clumps of sod with his boot and finding new variations in

ground beetles on one of his field trips to the continent, or spreading out the contents of a newly

arrived package from the tropics, fascination with the variability of living organisms provided a

constant theme to Jordan's life and work. Upon arriving at Tring, Jordan confronted a collection

that demonstrated the great variability that had challenged naturalists for decades, containing "such

a variety of insects as no single tropical country, however prolific, can produce."3 Jordan had been

impressed early on with the way birds and insects varied geographically. The manner in which

Hartert and Rothschild already envisioned the museum convinced him that Tring was different

from "the type of collection then popular, which consisted of selected specimens." For Tring' s

collection was being built through the collection of large random samples of specimens, a method

Jordan saw as an ideal move in the right direction toward examining the problem of geographic

2 Nyhart, "Zoology in Nineteenth-Century Germany," p. 615.

Jordan, "Presidential address," 1931, p. 133.
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variation systematically.4 Louis Agassiz had clearly laid out the importance of actually studying

this variation rather than dispensing with it for the sake of simplicity in his Essay on Classfication

of 1857. He had done so largely on practical grounds, for the collection of large numbers of

specimens of each species would help naturalists avoid the pitfalls caused by describing a species

based on isolated specimens.5 For example, one might describe an isolated specimen as a new

species but then find that a long series of the form actually intergraded with an already described

species. The form would then have to be relegated to a variety.

The challenge of distinguishing varieties from species and developing a definition to

differentiate between them had been one of the inspirations behind Darwin's research into

evolution, for, as he recalled;

Many years ago, when comparing, and seeing others compare, the birds from the
separate islands of the Galapagos Archipelago, both one with another, and with those
from the American mainland, I was struck how entirely vague and arbitrary is the
distinction between species and varieties.6

Darwin's theory that varieties are incipient species explained this arbitrariness; the

difference a result of varying degrees of differentiation. Evolution also provided a theoretical

reason why systematists constantly differed whether certain forms were varieties or species. The

issue of varieties, then, provided one of the central problems behind the development of the theory

of evolution by natural selection.

Darwin's generation had not, of course, been the first to recognize the variation within

species. The French naturalist Mathurin-Jacques Brisson, working in the latter half of the

eighteenth century, knew that not only species but individuals differ, and believed it necessary to

Anon. "Dr. Karl Jordan: An Eminent Entomologist," The Times, Wednesday January 14, 1959, p. 11.

See Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, 78.

6
Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, first edition (New York, NY:
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observe many specimens, despite the fact "that is most often impractical."7 But for decades the

number of specimens coming into ports and passing to both museums and private collections

increased rapidly. The study of variation within species was as a result often superceded by the

purely practical need to incorporate huge collections to the level of species. Naturalists,

meanwhile, had dealt with the variation within species in various ways. During most of the

nineteenth century, curators worked through collections arriving at the national museums in

Europe, including in particular the BM(NH), kept few individuals of each species, often dispersing

duplicates to provincial museums. A non-evolutionary view of species certainly supported this

practice. The Zoology Keeper of the British Museum, J. E. Gray, took great pride in the fact that

he diligently disposed of any unnecessary duplicates to more poorly stocked institutions. Gray

recorded that he saw the collection of duplicate specimens as "a great evil" requiring too much

care in an already overburdened institution.8 With a static view of species, naturalists had less

reason to keep numerous duplicates of any particular species, especially considering the constant

strain on space and man-power national collections like the BM(NH). Museum naturalists

generally selected a few specimens of each species to represent that particular form, and in

descriptions of new species, designated a "type-specimen" to serve as the model for the form.

Henry Walter Bates hinted at the potential hazards of disposing of "duplicates" when he

Penguin Books, 1985, originally published John Murray 1859), p. 104.

Farber, "Theories for the Birds," p. 330.

8 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, pg. 215. When as a boy, faced with the practice of keeping "typical"
specimens, Ernst Haeckel found it extremely difficult to determine the 'good and bad species' represented
by his botanical specimens, he "wavered and hesitated (in the manner of most 'good classifiers,' as we
called them) whether to admit only 'good' specimens into my herbarium and reject the 'bad,' or to embrace
the latter and form a complete chain of transitional forms between the 'good species' that would make an
end of all their 'goodness." He got out of the difficulty by forming two collections, one arranged on official
lines with typical specimens, the other a private collection, consisting of a large series of intergradating
species, shown only to one trusted friend, "the forbidden fruit of knowledge in which I took a secret boyish
delight in my leisure hours." See Bölsche, Haeckel, pp. 38-39.
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wrote that he found the BM(NH)'s collection "of very little aid to any one wishing to work out any

scientific problem in which insects supply the facts."9 In 1869 Bates pointed out in his presidential

address to the Entomological Society of London that although entomologists recognized the role of

the study of distribution in evolutionary theory, since "certain local forms are modifications of

their sister-forms," he was surprised;

to find how defective are most of our collections in suites of specimens, and our books
in recorded facts of this nature. Few Entomologists lay themselves out to collect
series of specimens illustrative of this subject. I can assure them from experience that
they would find it most interesting to do so.10

Bates emphasized the different view of nature a series of specimens with detailed locality

labels provided the naturalist."

Some naturalists indeed began collecting long series of specimens of each species in the

course of the nineteenth century, but it often proved difficult to convince the community as a

whole that the collection of series should be standard practice. In the 1 880s, for example, Charles

OberthUr had remonstrated with entomologists for their habit of collecting only a small number of

individuals of each variety, and adding vague labels with limited locality and date information.'2

The entomologist Charles Kerremans, negotiating the terms of determinations Tring requested him

E. Clodd, "Memoir," in Alfred Russel Wallace, The Naturalist on the River Amazons (London: John
Murray, 1892) pp. xvii-lxxxix.

See Burkhardt, "England and Scotland," p. 64.

Henry Walter Bates, replying to J.O. Westwood, Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond 1865-88, p. xxxvii.

12

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera collected by Oscar Neumann in North-East Africa," Novitates
Zoologicae 10(1 903):49 1-542, p. 500. Similarly, in 1869 Joel Asaph Allen advocated the collection of
more information on the range of variability within each species. He collected thirteen hundred specimens
of Massachusetts birds in a single season in order "not only to increase the stock of duplicates for
exchanges, but to bring together large series of specimens of a considerable number of species from a single
locality," Annual Report for 1868, p. 23 quoted in Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 77. Naturalists
like C. Hart Merriam issued taxonomic revisions of various genera of mammals based on large series of
specimens. Merriam used new trapping methods and a network of collectors that helped him amass a series
of 27,000 specimens for his study of the genus Peromyscus in the 1 880s and 1 890s. See Keir B. Sterling,
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to do the year Jordan arrived, warned that he, on principle, did not describe species from only one

individual.13 Entomologists willing to describe new species from single specimens preempted Lord

Walsingham, one of Rothschild's fellow wealthy collection-owners, while he waited for long

series from his collectors, both bred and collected.'4

Still, although some naturalists increasingly emphasized the importance of collecting

series of specimens for the purposes of correct determinations of species, much of the

entomological and ornithological community had not yet, by 1893, altered their collection practice.

This is evident from the constant pleas throughout Hartert, Rothschild, and Jordan's papers for

long series of specimens rather than the single samples that had became acceptable to a market for

natural history objects with a diverse range of buyers. Riley notes that when Jordan began his work

at Tring, "one eminent lepidopterist considered the only safe course to take with 'intermediates,'

i.e. specimens that didn't fit his concept of species, was to put them in the waste paper basket."5

This was despite the fact that the publication of Darwin's On the Origin of Species had removed

for many naturalists the theoretical context that supported collecting single specimens. In

concluding that varietal forms and species are indeed no different except in their degree of

divergence Darwin and Wallace had placed the study of varieties at the center of the study of the

origin of species. Darwin wrote;

Those forms which possess in some considerable degree the character of species, but
which are so closely similar to some other forms, or are so closely linked to them by
intermediate gradations, that naturalists do not like to rank them as distinct species, are
in several respects the most important for us.'6

Last of the Naturalists. the Career of C. Hart Merriam (NY: Arno Press, 1974).

13 Charles Kerremans to Jordan, September 9, 1893. TM1/3, NHM Archives. Translation.

14 P.P. Dodd to Lord Walsingham, September 30, 1898. Walsingham Correspondence, NHM Entomology
Library.

15 N.D. Riley, "Obituary of Karl Jordan," TS draft of RSL obituary, p. 3. DF 332/17, NHM Archives.
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Darwin hinted how one should begin this study in his second chapter, entitled "Variation

under Nature," where he warned that to examine variation in nature properly "a long catalogue of

dry facts should be given," a catalogue he reserved for the infamous "future work."7 Whether one

thought the time for generalization had arrived or not, in this context the study of variation had

quite different implications from that described by Agassiz. Winsor notes that within an

evolutionary framework, "Instead of being merely a source of error for careless taxonomists,

variation became the steam driving the engine of wider change."18 Faced with a collection of shells

from Oahu before which the most immediate reaction was a sense of hopeless confusion, John T.

Gulick insisted that "to one who is studying the origin of species this profusion of intergrading

forms is a sight of the highest interest. Though the systematist "who insists that every form shall be

exactly classified" found such a collection, full of variations, a stumbling block, Gulick insisted on

variation as the chief interest of the collection.'9

Gulick announced in Nature in 1872 that he believed the study of allied forms in their

geographical relations to be one of the richest fields open to naturalists.20 Jordan, Hartert, and

Rothschild began to amass large series of specimens with detailed locality labels with precisely the

same idea, and campaigned for their fellow naturalists to do the same. "It is impossible to

understand the relationship of closely allied species," Jordan pointed out in his introduction to

Tring's first butterfly revision, "without a knowledge of the varieties, and when one neglects the

16 Darwin, On the Origin of Species, p. 103.

17 Darwin, On the Origin of Species, p. 101.

18 Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 78.

19
Addison Gulick, ed. Evolutionist and Missionary: John Thomas Gulick, Portrayed Through Documents

and Discussions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 410.

20 Gulick, Evolutionist and Missionary, p. 388.
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latter, one neglects also the most striking facts which can serve to explain the origin of species."21

Alfred Russel Wallace preached to the converted when he urged on Jordan the necessity that the

collector Fred Birch "must go to some place where he can get quantity both in species and

specimens."22

One certainly saw a different view of nature when examining long series of specimens

than when viewing a few selected specimens of each species. But a long series did not necessarily

lead to an evolutionary interpretation of these series, nor did only evolutionists campaign for long

series. After amassing "such a series as had never before been seen" of birds from Palestine,

Canon H.B. Tristram, for example, found that the desert forms of species of reptiles, birds, and

mammals differed constantly from those individuals from the surrounding country or oases.
23

Tristram agreed with his friend Alfred Newton that Darwin's recently published theory of

evolution by natural selection provided a powerful explanation of his specimens.24 He wrote as

much in an 1859 paper on his results in the ornithological journal The Ibis, the first paper

published in a natural history journal that used Darwin's theory as its theoretical foundation.25

Here, Tristram tied his allegiance to Darwin and Wallace's explanatory power closely to the facts

before him. "Writing with a series of about 100 Larks of various species from the Sahara before

me," he could not help being convinced by the theory propounded in Wallace and Darwin's paper.

His birds illustrated the theory through their variation in color according to habitat, which could

21 Jordan, "Notes in and introduction pp. 168-182 to: W. Rothschild, A Revision of the Papilios of the
Eastern Hemisphere, exclusive of Africa," Novitates Zoologicae 2(1895): 167-463, pp. 180-181.

22 A.R. Wallace to Jordan, April 3, 1905. TM1/94, NHM Archives.

23 Alfred Newton, "Early Days of Darwinism," Macmillan's Magazine, 57(1 888):24 1-249, p. 243.

24 Wollaston, Life ofAifred Newton, p. 115.

25 H.B. Tristram, "On the Ornithology of North Africa," The Ibis 1(1859):415-435..
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be explained by assuming that slight differences in hue conveyed advantage to certain variations

from the typical form, which may become a race and then a "typical form of that country."26

Despite his initial enthusiasm for evolution as an explanation of what he saw in his series,

however, Tristram later recanted his statements of loyalty to Darwin.27 While Tristram's paper

illustrates how important a series of specimens could be in supporting an evolutionary view of

species, his subsequent experience also shows that evolutionary theory, much less natural

selection, did not necessarily follow from such knowledge. Cohen writes that this episode

illustrates how "the clergyman in him overcame the scientist, providing striking illustration of the

power of the received opinion or current orthodoxy to inhibit the acceptance of the new idea of

Darwinian evolution by natural selection."28 But others rejected an evolutionary view of species

even though they had the same material and research program focused on geographical variation as

Tring. Hartert and Jordan's friend and colleague, Otto Kleinschmidt, for example, contributed

important studies on geographical variation but staunchly insisted that varieties are not incipient

species. Kleinschmidt insisted that geographical forms represented the varying forms of a species,

but that intermediates occurred between races, not between Formenkreis, his new term for

species.29 Similarly, Louis Agassiz formed the collection at the Museum of Comparative Zoology

at Harvard to investigate geographical distribution and felt the inclusion of the natural variability

26 Tristram, "On the Ornithology of North Africa," p. 430.

27 On Tristram and Newton see I. Bernard Cohen, "Three Notes on the Reception of Darwin's Ideas on
Natural Selection (Henry Baker Tristram, Alfred Newton, Samuel Wilberforce)," in David Kohn, ed., The
Darwinian Heritage (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985). pp. 5 89-607.

28 Cohen, "Three Notes on the Reception of Darwin's Ideas," p. 598.

29 See Otto Kleinschmidt, The Formenkreis Theory and the Progress of the Organic World: A Re-casting
of the Theory of Descent and Race-Study to Prepare the Way for a Harmonious Conception of the
Universal Reality (London: Witherby, 1930), translated by F.C.R. Jourdain, p. 40.
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within each species important to forming scientific collections.30 Faced with the resulting

collection of long series, one of his students noted that their daily museum work demonstrated "the

permanence of species," and "showed Darwinism to be absurd."31

Even Jordan's good friend Charles Oberthur, whom he cited as one of the first

entomologists to collect long series of specimens, derived very different conclusions from such

series. To the Tring workers the term subspecies as applied to geographical and localized forms

was "evolutionistic." In fact, Jordan noted, it was "the only evolutionistic idea which has

penetrated into that work of systematists which is purely diagnostic."32 OberthUr, however, did not

use subspecies even though he collected long series. Jordan admitted the fact OberthUr did not

believe in evolution quite divulged him of all responsibility to use the term. Jordan wrote; "Every

scientist who pretends to be an evolutionist must perceive the importance of subspecies," and

warned that;

Whoever persistently ignores the existence of subspecific characters ought to have the
courage which I admire in Charles OberthUr great courage it certainly requires to
defend a standpoint against the bulk of naturalists to define the species as a created
entity.33

Still, while one could read such series differently, a collection with a large number of well-

labeled specimens from a large geographical range certainly drew attention to variation in a way

the old collections did not, and served, for some, as convincing evidence of the importance of not

30
Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 11.

31

Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 40. Agassiz' students did eventually accept evolution.

32
Reflecting on the use of subspecies in later years, Jordan placed the foundation of the use of subspecies

as incipient species in entomology with Otto Staudinger, who having previously used the term var. to
geographical variety and "spec. dist?" for those in doubt, used in his post-Darwin Catalogusof 1871 for the
latter "sp. Darw.," species Darwiniana, thus "deliberately" introducing evolution into taxonomy. Jordan,
"Presidential Address," Lepidopterists 'News 7(1 953):3-4, p. 3.
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only recognizing subspecies as incipient species but using nomenclature to draw attention to them.

Hartert's friend W. Ruskin Butterfield had originally been an ardent opponent of the use of

trinomials, later becoming "outright embarrassed by some remarks he 'wrote against subspecies."

He had not been able, he explained later, to get over some remarks in the Origin of Species, and,

moreover he had not handled a large series of skins from any one species from different parts of its

range.34 By 1900, after handling a series himself, he saw Hartert' s paper on Palearetic birds as just

the thing to stimulate and direct research.35

Just as a long series did not automatically make one an evolutionist, however, being an

evolutionist did not necessarily lead to a focus on the collection of long series. Alfred Newton

described himself as having experienced an immediate conversion to the theory after reading the

Darwin-Wallace paper, where he found "a perfectly simple solution of all the difficulties which

had been troubling me for months past," including his observations of Canon Tristram's series of

specimens.36 He campaigned to convince his various correspondents of the validity and use of the

theory of natural selection, with varying degrees ofsuccess. But despite the fact that Tristram's

series had been important in his own conversion, he did not urge a change in ornithological

practice to collect more series. Indeed, in 1891, after relations had soured between mentor and

pupil, Newton wrote to Walter Rothschild, eventually renowned for his long series of the same

species, that he "could not agree with you in thinking that Zoology is best advanced by collectors

of the kind you employ. No doubt they answer admirably the purpose of stocking a Museum; but

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection and Other Problems," Novitates Zoologicae 3(1 896):426-525, p. 446.

W. Ruskin Butterfield to Hartert, April 17, 1900. TM 1/48, NHM Archives.

W. Ruskin Butterfield to Hartert, June 7, 1900. TM 1/48, NHM Archives.

36 Newton, "Early Days of Darwinism," p. 244.
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they unstock the world - and that is a terrible consideration."37 Newton already thought the natural

history magazines were "blood-stained" due to naturalists' ill-advised focus on the collection of

dead specimens.38 Newton's words provide one of the few examples in the early Tring

correspondence of the preservationist movement that would eventually combine with world events

to interfere with any research program based on long series of specimens of animals popular with

the public.39

The importance attributed to amassing large series also depended on a naturalist's goal in

examining natural history specimens. The research program that dominated ornithology, for

example, geographical ornithology, required variable levels of detail depending on the question at

issue. If one was determining broad geographical ranges, as, for example, P.L. Sciater did, the

finer distinctions within species could be set aside as of less importance. The success for its

purposes of the ornithological research program that dominated The Ibis was one reason the

journal could ignore subspecies for so long.40 In institutions like the BM(NH) research methods

and priorities were often dictated by strict requirements for both efficiency and speed that made it

difficult for naturalists to address cutting-edge scientific questions. Although by the 1 890s at least,

the BM(NH) did have "grand series" of some species, series to which the Tring workers constantly

referred in describing their own specimens,4' the BM(NH) entomologist G.F. Hampson believed

Alfred Newton to Rothschild, 16 December 1891, from Alfred Newton Correspondence, Department of
Zoology, Cambridge and quoted from Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 77.

38
Alfred Newton to 1. Southwell, March 14, 1856, quoted in Wollaston, Ljft ofAlfred Newton, p. 55.

On the influence of the preservationist movement in the United States on ornithology, see Barrow, A
Passion for Bfrds.

40
Kristin Johnson. "Ibis: a Pre-Synthesis Portrait," Unpublished Master's Thesis. Oregon State University.

2000.

41
Hartert, for example, described a new subspecies of turtle dove from Fao in 1894 on the grounds that it
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two specimens of each species "quite sufficient" to carry out a classification of moths. Requested

to provide a classification by E.B. Poulton, Hampson assured him "we will endeavour to classify

them in such a way as to make it easy for you to arrange them and to make both the arrangement

and anything we publish most workable for Entomologists."42 But Hainpson's aims differed from

those of the Tring naturalists, who campaigned for the examination of variation as a problem of

evolution. His job at the museum, and what correspondents requested of him, was to compile

catalogs and identification keys. The focus on the production of collection catalogs had developed

directly from the Linnaean tradition that held the task of the naturalist was to document all of

nature, and by the nineteenth century catalogs had become "the crowning achievement of natural

history."43 As those at Tring and elsewhere began to ask more of their collections, however,

different rules developed on how collections should be amassed and organized. Rothschild and

Jordan wrote, for example, that one should not expect too much from a catalogue. "Even the best

is full of errors," they noted, "as a cataloguer of insects cannot possibly have intrinsically worked

out all the groups catalogued."44 The goals of the National Collection and the Tring Museum

increasingly diverged as the work of the entomologists at the BM(NH) became subject to their

status as government employees for whom research priorities were dictated by trustees subject to

the public rather than scientific problems. Combined with some entomologists' "love of the pretty"

that created collections of single specimens of species, these differences in the intent of forming

was slightly paler than "the grand series in the British Museum." Hartert, "On a Desert Fonn of 'Turtur
turtur' (L.)" Novitates Zoologicae 1(1 894):42.

42 George Francis Hampson to E.B. Poulton, May 28, 1894. Poulton Correspondence, Hope Library
Archives, Oxford.

" Farber, Finding Order in Nature, p. 51-52.

' W. Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Lepidopterous Family Sphingidae," Novitates Zoologicae
9(1903): Suppi., cxxv+972, p. xii.
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collections meant Jordan worked amongst a range of entomological goals. These differences would

often determine how other naturalists responded to the research program campaigned for by Tring.

The Tring collection sometimes contained hundreds, in some cases thousands, of

specimens of a single species. In contrast to John Gray's diligent disposal of duplicates, Riley

recalled that Rothschild would open drawers for visitors filled with hundreds of specimens of the

same species, while announcing proudly, "I have no duplicates in my collection."45 This phrase

symbolized Tring's emphasis that each individual specimen had some peculiarity, and the belief

that this variation that must be the central object of the scientific systematist.46 The origin of W.

Rothschild's focus on collecting large series of specimens is elusive, lost in the corridors of the

Tring Museum. One might assume the emphasis on collection size arose simply from his demands

as a stereotypically wealthy collector who insisted on the largest and the best specimens.47 But

Jordan pointed out that Rothschild formed his collection with the specific intent of rectifying the

unsatisfactory state of affairs in which "a large number of described species were known from only

a specimen or two, and many of these were probably due merely to imperfect knowledge of the

latitude of variation within some other species." This situation had "induced Lord Rothschild to

insist on acquiring large series," he wrote, "maintaining that the number of specimens available for

research could never be too large."48 Certainly, emphasizing W. Rothschild's scientific motives

' N.D. Riley, "Obituary of Karl Jordan" IS, p. 77. DF 332/17, NHM Archives

46 In a 1894 paper on Sphingidae, for example, Rothschild pointed out the remarkably extreme variation
found in a series of sixty-four specimens of M errans sent to him from one locality in Queensland, noting,
"no two are alike; in some the transverse bands are wanting, in others broken up into spots, and lastly in
some these bands are nearly double the usual width." W. Rothschild, "Notes on 'Sphingidae,' with
Descriptions of New Species," Novitates Zoologicae 1(1 894):65-98, p. 66.

' Larsen attributed Rothschild's "obsession with obtaining complete series" to the slights given him by
other zoologists. Larsen, Evolution's Workshop, p. 129.

' Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by the Systematist," Proc. Linn. Soc. Lond, 150(193 8):24 1-247,
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may have been one way Jordan could defend the work at Tring, and his own reputation, by

separating the museum's method from stereotypes of W. Rothschild's legendary "mania for size."

By improving the status of his employer, he could improve his own, since, certainly in the

beginning at least, his own status was bound with that of Rothschild's. Tring certainly carried the

demand for large series of specimens to unprecedented lengths. "It was a frequent topic of

conversation with visitors," Jordan recalled.49

Retraining the Collecting Network

Although Rothschild, Hartert and Jordan certainly recognized the importance of collecting

long series and endeavored to create the Tring Museum according to this belief, in purchasing

specimens and sending out collectors they were dependent upon a natural history network that had

been formed based on often quite different ideals. Their first task, then, was to reform and

standardize the collection in the field and processing by agents so that specimens arrived tailored

to their own needs. To direct from the halls of the museum was not new. Over the course of the

nineteenth century museum naturalists had established an increasingly "hegemonic, imperial and

autocratic" attitude towards those in the field, claiming that only those with access to large

collections and libraries could understand patterns of variation.50 J.D. Hooker, for example, told

colonial botanists to leave description to Kew and other large institutions.51 Similarly, Hartert

informed one of Tring's best collectors that "probably those that you believe to be new species are

p. 243.

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 13.

50 Stevens, The Development of Biological Systematics, p. 207.

51
Stevens, The Development of Biological Systematics, p. 223.
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not all new."52 Indeed, Hartert was not interested in providing the collectors with the expertise to

be able to identify potentially new birds; "Take a series of every kind of butterflies and moths and

maybe birds," he replied abruptly to one new collector who asked if Tring could send him a book

to help him identify his captures.53 To Alfred Everett, Hartert wrote that; "in order to avoid any

question whether a bird or insect is a new species or not, it must be understood that the judgment

of these questions must be left to the persons whom Mr. Rothschild trusts with the working out of

the collections."54

In creating a collection tailored to the specific type of research they wanted to do, and in

amassing large series, Rothschild and his curators completely depended upon the skills and their

negotiations with their collectors in the field, whether friends or hired collectors. As the arbiters of

interpretation, the curators directed those in the field from a distance, rewarding satisfactory

collectors with orders for further consignments. The four surviving out-letter notebooks, from

1892 to 1898, show Hartert and Jordan constantly advising collectors, natural history agents,

friends, and colleagues at other museums, of their particular requirements.55 Numerous rules and

procedures for collecting, arranging and processing specimens had to be established and extended

to this network by correspondence. The curator played a critical role in determining a collection's

ability to tailor incoming specimens to its specific research aims. Lord Walsingham's curator, J.H.

Durrant, found this out when he tried to emphasize that a collector should regard his collecting

52 Hartert to O.T. Baron, March 24, 1894. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.

Hartert to unknown correspondent, January 11, 1897. TMLB #4, NHM Archives.

Jordan to Alfred Everett, July 31, 1894. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.

The other letter books were presumably destroyed in the bonfires that consumed all but three of the
museum ledgers, the diaries and photographs of Alfred Minall and Fred Young, and, but for a lucky
accident, would have taken the 80,000 letters now held as the Tring Museum Correspondence at the Natural
History Museum. See Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, pp. 299-301.
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from the scientific as well as the business point of view, and accept lower values for rare

specimens and collect pupae and larvae. "Your prices," the collector replied, "would scarcely

repay me for the extra work required in carrying out your conditions." Besides, he insisted, he

could not very well neglect good paying insects for those Walsingham wanted at so low a price.56

The novel way of forming what Hartert called a "scientific" collection at Tring meant W.

Rothschild's curators had to completely retrain those collecting for the museum, who, based on

their experience with other collectors, sometimes assumed Tring would be most pleased with a few

specimens of the biggest and most striking of birds and butterflies. Hartert told his agent in

Port/Point Moresby that although W. Rothschild would take fifteen specimens of any species of

Birds of Paradise, their collectors must pay "special attention to all the dull-coloured small and

insignificant looking birds as well as the bright-coloured ones."57 Years later, no doubt frustrated

by having to repeat his call for "small and inconspicuous" species, Hartert admonished Henry G.

Klages' wish for a higher price for "better birds," with the protest: "You do not know what better

birds are."58

Having established the collection of long series as important, the question then became

how many specimens collectors should send. In the 1 890s Hartert recommended to collectors,

depending on where they worked, up to twelve specimens of birds (twenty of hummingbirds),

eight of butterflies and moth species, and as many as possible ofPapilionidae, Rothschild's

special interest in butterflies. In cases where there were questions about subspecies to settle, they

56 P.P. Dodd to J.H. Durrant, May 14, 1896. Walsingham Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

Hartert to Messrs. Burns, Philip & Co. Undated. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.

58 Hartert to Henry G. Klages, December 30, 1910. TM2/12, NHM Archives.
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would "take much more than 12, up to 20, 24 or so."59 In the large revisions for which Tring

became famous, fifty to a hundred specimens of each form were the rule rather than the exception.

W. Rothschild's claim that he had no duplicates conveyed the new attitude at Tring, but

his words did not entirely reflect the daily practice of his curators when it came to managing

thousands of specimens, and hundreds of offers of collections. This fact illustrates well the

commercial relationships upon which the museum depended, relationships in which the new

definitions required for scientific research could prove disadvantageous. Some collectors expected

Rothschild to buy their entire collections, for example, even under the assumption Tring would sell

those they did not need. Hartert's best defense against this assumption was to cite the harm

numerous "duplicates" could cause the museum enterprise. To one man who tried to sell his entire

collection to W. Rothschild, Hartert wrote:

There are so many thousands of birds, which we are in want of from other countries,
that it would be foolish to waste money on duplicates. Besides, the duplicates take up
room, and you know how short we are of room. The surplus-stock in Mr. Rothschild's
hands is as good as lost. We are too busy with arranging, corresponding, scientific
work, etc., to be able to devote time to selling or even exchanging duplicates, and,
worst-of-all, everybody asks from Mr. Rothschild high prices, but expects things ftcrn

him presented or almost so.6°

They avoided, however, loosing the opportunity to study every specimen collected by

citing W. Rothschild's insistence that he get the first pick of any collection, and that those

Hartert to G. Cherrie, March 30, 1897. TMLB #4, NHM Archives.

60
Of course they did not need eighty specimens of one species from New Zealand they already had, he

continued. Hartert to Walter L. Butler, April 2, 1895. TMLB #2, NHM Archives. Hartert became frustrated
with the large numbers of the same kinds of beetles sent by one collector from Madeira; "such great
numbers of the same things are of no use to us." Hartert to Messrs. Burns, Philip and Co. TMLB #3, NHM
Archives. In the interest of finance, Hartert expressly contradicted the scientific arguments for series when
he wrote to one collector, "We take, naturally, only a limited number of specimens of every species... There
is nobody who cares for many hundreds of one kind, but everybody wants as many species as he can get."
Hartert to Captain Webster, July 6, 1896. TMLB #3, NHM Archives.
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specimens not chosen would be returned after his curators "scientifically worked" the collection.6'

By insisting that they be allowed to keep specimens not purchased for some time in the name of

science "in case a series is required to settle different questions," they could achieve their

standards as definitions changed and a higher value was placed on duplicates, without paying the

costs that had accrued by natural history becoming a popular, commercial enterprise. When the

collector Edward Gerrard argued with a price paid for a long series, for example, Hartert replied

that "the Hon. Walter Rothschild wished him to say" that the 115 butterflies taken by the museum

from the collection were "almost all of the commonest types and for their greater part merely taken

for the sake of locality."62 One shilling per specimen was, under these circumstances, a very fair

price.

The fact that the numerous natural history agents operating provided one of the main

resources for specimens also led to problems, for due to the rules of business, Tring could not

always get directly to the collectors themselves. One of the largest agents, Janson and Sons,

reminded Rothschild, for example, that agents did not generally give out the names of their

collectors to buyers, following the practice "for obvious reasons" of agents and deals in all

businesses.63 This business tradition conflicted directly with the Tring curators' wish to hold

collectors accountable for the quality of their work and direct their priorities and methods.

One of the things Hartert, Jordan, and Rothschild wished to hold their collectors

accountable to was their locality labels, and in order to do so they had to know who was

responsible for poor labeling and who fulfilled their requirements. Specimens had always come

with locality labels, of course, but for these could often be completely useless for the purposes of

61 Hartert to G.K. Cherrie, February 3, 1897. TMLB #4, NHM Archives.

62 Hartert to Edward Gerrard, January 24, 1894. TMLB #1, NHM Archives.
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labeling."67 Rothschild and Jordan emphasized again and again in their publications that the facts

of distribution, variation, and evolution, all stood in close connection to each other, and for this

reason the importance of locality data was self-evident.68 Or, at least they thought it should be self-

evident. Jordan recalled when Tring asked a Continental insect dealer in the 1 890s to give a

precise locality for Lepidoptera selected, "he was very angry that 'New Guinea' was not

considered good enough for Tring."69 Eventually, pressed with work, Jordan simply refused to

process collections for description or naming in which collectors had not provided specimens with

locality labels, writing to one correspondent:

The study of this material does not help me in my endeavours to elucidate the
distribution of the Anthribidae, and, further, I cannot describe any new species of
which the locality is not known to me, as a proceedings of that kind would hamper me
greatly in my studies of this family... If you wish me to study your material I must
make it a condition that the exact localities are sent with the specimens and that at
least two specimens are sent of each species, if available.70

Rothschild and Jordan hoped that in time smaller collections "will by-and-by come up in

labeling to the standard of the more recent parts of the Hope Department of the Oxford Museum"

and other collections like OberthUr's, so that when they ultimately came to public institutes, the

material would be worth preserving.71

Tring drilled their collectors to make sure they understood what was meant by different

localities, often asking them in a first "interview" letter what a collector considered to be different

localities, and then specifically defining what the Tring Museum meant by the term. By requesting

67
Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann in North-East Africa," p. 501.

68
Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann in North-East Africa," p. 492.

69 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 6.

70 Jordan to W. Schultze, December 11, 1912. TM2/2 1, NHM Archives.
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twelve specimens from every locality, they did not mean for collectors to then offer 144 butterflies

from the same island, but taken from different stretches of beach. They defined different localities

as having a "somewhat different fauna,"72 a criterion that put some reliance on the ornithological

skill of the collectors, despite the fact that Tring maintained a definite division between the experts

who would describe the animals and those sending them home from the field.

In the works published in this material they explained; "it is also not enough to have fifty

or more individuals of a species from a certain place; but it is most important to have the insect in

numbers from every district where it occurs."73 This proved an elusive goal, for the number of

unexplored localities was great, and though Rothschild had the funds to send collectors, if they

were willing, where he chose, it usually proved impossible to obtain specimens from throughout a

form's range. The collectors also found it difficult to retrain those hired as butterfly and beetle

setters, as Robert Swinhoe found when Jordan notified him of mistakes in the localities of a lot of

specimens he had sent. Swinhoe had tried to make sure the setters did not mix them, but lamented,

"It is so difficult to impress upon the setters the great importance of the localities."74 Agents, as

well, did not immediately sympathize with Tring's insistence on accurate, original labels made by

the collector in the field; "We certainly cannot understand that you complain about removal of

labels from the last shipment," a New York company protested. They had had no such complaints

from their other correspondents or patrons.75

It seemed just as difficult to impress the importance of series and locality data on some of

the most influential entomologists in Britain. The sometimes-president of the Entomological

72 Hartert to Charles Hose, March 17, 1893. TMLB # 1, NHM Archives.

Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 169, Jordan's introduction

Charles Swinhoe to Jordan, January 21, 1897. TM 1/31, NHM Archives.
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Society of London, H.J. Elwes was unsympathetic to W. Rothschild's complaint that some

specimens he had purchased from him arrived without detailed localities. "There may be a few

more odds and ends without locality," he admitted, "but not enough to be worth talking about."

When W. Rothschild asked for more detail than the "South India" marked on some of the birds,

Elwes replied they came from various places on the west coast; "I believe you might safely put

Malabar on them, he suggested."76 He offered to add localities now if W. Rothschild wanted them

so badly, a practice Tring normally prohibited, as it multiplied the number of mistakes. Indeed,

they had criticized "the immortal Wallace" on the grounds that some dubious locality labels

indicated he had not labeled all his birds in the field, "as should be done."77 When negotiating a

price for the 4,000 skins (on which he added interest), Elwes also had a very different idea of what

contributed to a collection's value. He boasted that his collection did not contain a large number of

common European birds nor a lot of specimens of one species; "Mine will not average more than 2

or 3 specimens of each species and all the rubbish has been turned out."78 Still, Rothschild bought

the collection; it contained many rarities.

Clearly, it took a long time for entomologists to take up the calls Wallace and Bates had

made in the 1 860s for locality labels, and nearly forty years after Tring began its own campaign to

retrain its collectors and colleagues, some still ignored the new rules. The persistence of poor

labeling prompted Jordan to propose with exasperated sarcasm in 1938 that "collectors who do not

label their collections before selling specimens should be punished in some way. Scientifically

The Kny-Scheerer Co., Dept. of Nat. Science, NY to Hartert, May 3, 1905, TM1/90, NHM Archives.
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speaking, they are criminals."79 The best they could do, amid the diverse range of methods,

research priorities, and goals amongst naturalists at the turn of the century was to provide cogent,

logical arguments in support of their methods, and just as importantly, serve the cause of science

by example.

Novitates Zoologicae: A Journal of the Tring Museum, f. 1894

When new shipments of specimens arrived at Tring, Rothschild would unpack the boxes

of new collections and roar to his curators; "Schauen sie, Schauen sie... COME AND SEE

WFIAT WE'VE GOT!"8° As he passed the boxes of insects to his curator of entomology, who

spread the contents out on the Tring Museum desks, Jordan's immediate task was to set the

specimens, affix labels "in the continental style" by which specimens could be examine on both

sides, and sort them into preliminary spaces within the drawers, amalgamating them with the

hundreds of thousands of beetle specimens already distributed into their appropriate cabinets, and

then publishing descriptions of any new forms. Classification by relationship would come later,

requiring more drawers and a slower pace.

"What they'd got" was published primarily in the forty-one volumes of the Tring Museum

journal, Novitates Zoologicae, co-edited by Rothschild, Jordan, and Hartert. M. Rothschild writes

that Rothschild decided to found his own journal because the British ornithological journal The

Ibis refused to publish Hartert and Rothschild's trinomial names.81 By contrast, both R.T. Gunther

78
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and Jordan claimed that Rothschild's mentor Albert GUnther had suggested the museum issue its

own journal "on the grounds that other periodicals would not be able to accept so many additional

articles based on the Tring material."82 As Jordan wrote: "We could not expect the existing

periodicals to publish the manuscripts within a reasonable time."83

The first issue of Novitates Zoologicae appeared in 1894. The cost of producing the

journal probably did not even register on the accounts of the Rothschild family. That very year, as

the patronage of science by wealthy individuals increasingly gave way to state support, H.G. Wells

warned in the pages of Nature that the scientific community must henceforth recognize that it

depended on a democratic political system for its support, a call repeated at the British Association

for the Advancement of Science.84 The repercussions of this warning played out far from the

museum halls at Tring, however. For now, Rothschild, Jordan, and Hartert wrestled with other

prejudices than those of the (still limited) enfranchised populace, who, Jordan readily admitted,

thought of an entomologist as "someone who impales insects." Other naturalists provided plenty to

worry about as they commenced publications.

Rothschild's estranged mentor, Alfred Newton, argued against the Tring Museum issuing

its own journal from the beginning. "I must say I look forward to your new publication with some

dismay," he wrote in December 1893, after Rothschild circulated the prospectus. Newton believed

Lepidopterists and Coleopterists would not want their "particular objects of affection shouldered

by Lemurs, (illegible) and Hummingbirds," and that ornithologists would resent having to

search for their birds through pages of beetles and butterflies. Too many journals on general

zoology already existed than could be supported by good articles, Newton insisted, and this had

82 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 421.

83 Jordan to F.W. Wooddisse, Nov 8, 1938, TM2/75, NHM Archives.
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already led to the publication of much rubbish. He thought Rothschild would be doing more to

advance science by publishing his work on Vertebrates in a well-established journal such as the

Proceedings of the Zoological Society or The Ibis.85 Rothschild had other mentors than the

Cambridge ornithologist now, though, and the journal proceeded apace.

Some found the journal too scientific, others found it old-fashioned. One naturalist found

the plates beautifully executed but the letter-press beyond the grasp of his scientific attainments;

"Though a great lover of natural history," he explained, "my reading takes a more 'popular'

direction."86 By contrast, Natural Science published a review to which Hartert responded, "You

may rest assured that it is not only 'species-mongering' that will fill our journal."87 Hartert seemed

bitter about the response to the journal, and complained that "the NOVITATES ZOOLOGICAE

have not received the necessary attention."88 His friends agreed. Hartert's man-at-arms in the fight

for trinomials and the recognition of British subspecies, H.F. Witherby, complained loudly when

Hartert published descriptions of new subspecific forms in Novitates rather than in British Birds.

"I am doing all I can to make them generally recognized," he pleaded, "and it is a great handicap if

they are described in some place not generally available to British ornithologists."89 Witherby

argued that the majority of ornithologists would not see them if published in Novitates, while every

ornithologist in England read British Birds. Jordan never commented on the matter in print. Years

later, after Rothschild's death, he only reflected that the periodical had never paid its way, and that

84 Frank M. Turner, "Public Science in Britain 1880-1919," Isis 71(1980):589-608, p. 596.

85 Alfred Newton to W. Rothschild, December 14, 1893. TM 1/4/2, NHM Archives.

86 Aaron Seth to "Sir," January 30, 1896. TM1/16, NHM Archives.

87 Hartert to C. Davies, March 3, 1894. TMLB #2, NHM Archives.

88 Hartert, "On some 'Meliphagidae' and Other Birds from New Guinea," Novitates Zoologicae 4 (1897):
369-37 1, p. 369.
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the new bird descriptions brought in a large proportion of the subscriptions.90 Though having their

own journal certainly had its advantages, it also had its costs, particularly when it came to the

tendency of posterity to focus on the most prestigious of publications rather than the more obscure.

Indeed, when the Royal Society prepared to consider Jordan for election as a Fellow in 1932,

D'Arcy Thompson had to write to W. Rothschild to request copies of Jordan's papers, as the Royal

Society possessed no run of Novitates Zoologicae.91

Hartert, Jordan, and Rothschild opened the journal with a brief statement of the methods

on the grounds they departed from many naturalists. A Note of the Editors listed the leading

principles of "the chief contributors." First, they insisted that the basis of "truly scientific,

systematic work is the knowledge of the species and their geographical distribution." This

principle being accepted, different forms must be distinguished from one another even if their

differences were very slight, provided they are constant. If very closely allied forms are found to be

connected by intermediate specimens, "it is practically not advisable to admit them as distinct

species," but that they ought to be degraded to the status of subspecies. As for the term variety,

which "especially among entomologists, has been indiscriminately used to denote an individual

variation within a species as well as climatic or geographical races," they had determined to

discard the term altogether: "To denote individual variations we shall, in this periodical, employ

the word aberration, and for geographical forms, which cannot rank as full species, the term

subspecies." They defended their brevity by stating, "Most of these points of view and theories

89
H.F. Witherby to Hartert, December 11, 1909. NHM Archives.

90
Jordan to Wooddisse, November 8, 1938. TM2175, NHM Archives.

91
D'Arcy Thompson to W. Rothschild, January 29, 1932. DF304, NHM Archives.
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have so often been discussed, or are of such eminent practical usefulness, or else are merely

postulates of logical reflection, that we think it unnecessary to dilate upon them."92

Jordan's contributions to the first volume of Novitates Zoologicae consisted of seven

papers, all on Coleoptera, in which he described 400 new species, thirty-nine new genera and four

new subspecies or aberrations. Having completed his first assignment of sorting the huge beetle

collection, Jordan could now leisurely await the incoming specimens, process them more carefully,

and "draw conclusions therefrom" at a gentler pace. "The collections were soon brought to some

order," he recalled, "so that time became available for research."93 Ultimately classification and the

analysis of geographical relations were the aims of all this "working out" of collections. Jordan

pointed out that due to the enormous number of uncharacterized species and genera of the family

in collections, "an attempt of a new classification must be a failure at present." As a result he

simply described some of the unknown species in the museum.94 In "working out" several

collections of Longicorn beetles from West Africa, Jordan left out those specimens labeled simply

"West Africa" in a revision of beetles from the region because he intended to establish the

geographical relations of the faunas, particularly by comparing his results with those determined

by ornithologists like R.B. Sharpe using birds.95 Jordan intended to use the collection of beetles he

spent the first two years at Tring sorting, ordering, and describing, to engage in the numerous

questions raised by the study of relationships. Naturalists could address these issues in various

ways; through monographs, revisions, and morphological studies. But the wishes of his employer

92 Note from the Editors, Novitates Zoologicae 1(1894) p. i.

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 7

Jordan, "On Anthribidae in the Museum of the Honourable Walter Rothschild," Novitates Zoologicae
1(1894):591-651, p. 591.

Jordan, "On African Longicoms," p. 139.
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soon interfered with any plans he may have had to study the beetle collection in depth. For

although Rothschild allowed his curators to influence and cajole him, he ultimately controlled

what kinds of specimens would be bought. Within a year of arriving at Tring, Jordan experienced

this fact to a startlingly personal degree. He had been hired specifically as a specialist in

Coleoptera, albeit with responsibility for curating the entomological collections as a whole. But

during his second and third year at Tring, the number of beetle specimens within the boxes had

suddenly plunged precipitously. M. Rothschild described what happened:

In 1894 W. Rothschild suddenly decided that he must have K.J. 's assistance with the
Revision of the Papilionidae which he was then planning. Tongue-tied and with a
guilty conscience about switching his curator from beetles to butterflies, he was quite
unable to broach the subject directly. He decided that perhaps the simplest way was to
hold up the supply of new beetles, and he therefore secretly instructed his collectors
abroad to retain the Coleoptera for the time being. K.J. soon realized what was afoot,
but made no bones about abandoning the beetles and forthwith began work upon the
Swallowtails. Up to that day he was familiar with only the two common European
species. At any rate he was now given a desk with an excellent light.96

This afforded Jordan a potentially oppressive early experience with the vagaries of

working under an employer who asserted his control sporadically but finnly. And W. Rothschild's

priorities held firm. Even Jordan warned collectors that beetles were of particular interest only to

him and that no special effort should be made to get them.97 Eventually, Tring sold W.

Rothschild's entire Coleoptera collection (506,000 specimens) in 1899 to various buyers for a total

of £2300. Although the collection had been valued at £3935, Jordan noted that "some buyers did

not pay at all," and his friend Charles Oberthtir took all families not sold.98 Some years later,

Jordan explained the reasons for liquidating the beetle collection to his friend Riley. With the

96 Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 4.

Hartert to unknown correspondent, January 11, 1897 and Jordan to H. Ktthn, June 3, 1897. TMLB #4,
NHM Archives.

98 TS. Dr. Karl Jordan, with handwritten notes concerning the Coleoptera collection. KJC #3.
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exception of his favorite group, the Anthribidae (weevils), "The Coleoptera were sold 1) because I

had to take over the Lepidoptera and could not possibly attend to world-wide collection of both

orders, and 2) because we had no room for Coleoptera." Jordan had kept the African Longicoms

and the Anthribidae because, he later explained, "the Curator of Entomology did not wish

altogether to lose contact with Coleopterists."99 But he eventually gave up the idea of tending to all

but the Anthribidae, and Tring sent the Longicom beetles to OberthUr.10°

Even if the specimens from his favorite groups came, Jordan had little time to work on

them. A decade later, Jordan returned some beetles Poulton sent to him for determination after a

long delay; "I am sorry to have kept the beetles so long: but I can devote so little time to

Coleoptera that I have not yet done as much with them as I should have liked." Moreover, his

favorite group, Anthribidae, proved especially difficult, and seasonally dependent on his access to

good light. "I have put names for all the species of Anthribidae I know and have arranged all in

genera. As I should require daylight for writing the descriptions of the new ones (there are a great

many), I am afraid there is no hope for me doing them this winter."101 Jordan no doubt reserved

daylight for his employer's instructions, for the museum possessed no electric lighting until

Rothschild's brother built the new entomological building just prior World War jIo2 Jordan did

hope, he informed Poulton, to work out the Anthribidae's genera one by one with a view toward

providing a classification at some point. Forty years later his Coleopterist friends persisted in

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 10.

100 Jordan to N.D. Riley, September 30, 1937. DF306 Folder 3, NHM Archives..

101 Jordan to E.B. Poulton, November 5, 1906. Poulton Correspondence. Hope Library Archives, Oxford.

102 The new building, constructed at the same time as the library, had central heating and electric light
provided by the Tring Park Estate (i.e. the Rothschilds), the town of Tring installing electric light only in
the 1930s. Jordan, "In Memory," p. 11. The "excellent light" Jordan was given when Rothschild switched
him to butterflies was due to a large window.
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urging him to publish his generic revision of the family. For many years only a small group knew

his true love in natural history, although Jordan took the opportunity of his Presidential Address to

the Entomological Society of London, decades later, to set the record straight.

Anyone who has seen the collections at Tring would have thought that, when I dream
an entomological adventure, my unrestrained mind would wander in tropical forests in
chase of beautiful Lepidoptera, whose glorious colours are ever under my eyes at
Tring and to the study of which I devote more time than to any other subject. But no!
The dream is always the same: the mountain ranges running from Burma and Yunnan
north into Tibet are bodily transferred to South Russia: there I am in a landscape
strange to me, but with the details of the vegetation quite familiar, and there I discover
at the foot of beech and oak unknown species and varieties of Carabus, on whose
structure I gaze enraptured. I do not know how a Joseph, Daniel, or Freud would
interpret the dream. To me its meaning is that I am at heart a Coleopterist, as in my
youth. 103

Although Jordan had completed his doctoral thesis on the lepidoptera of Gottingen and

studied those of north-western Germany, he had increasingly focused on beetles and had accepted

the position at Tring as a specialist in Coleoptera. Following the orders of his employer, Jordan

trained himself to be a cosmopolitan Lepidopterist within the space of a few years. By virtue of his

new specialty he joined a group of entomologists that often claimed to have the best tools for

studying evolution, namely the changing wing patterns of butterflies. But it was also a group of

naturalists whom scientists most often caricatured as the worst of dilettante eccentrics and bug-

hunting amateurs. Henry Walter Bates had written that although many despised the study of

butterflies, "creatures selected as the types of airiness and frivolity," he believed one day they

would be valued as one of the most important branches of Biological science.'04 Maybe, but by the

1 890s such a transformation for the reputation of lepidopterists had not occurred. Indeed, although

Bates' theory of mimicry had inspired much debate, in some ways these speculative, adaptionist

narratives, combined with the long tradition of cabinet natural history, only made things worse for

103 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 134.
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Lepidopterists. Jordan knew of the prejudices that many entomologists, not to mention naturalists

in general, had against the study of butterflies and moths. In addressing his first International

Congress of Entomology in 1911, for example, he joked that "the subject of this address being

given as including the systematics of certain Lepidoptera, I am afraid that some of the members of

this Congress may have been frightened away."°5

The best response Jordan and other entomologists could make to charges that they worked

with the frivolous "types of airiness" and accusations of species-mongering, was to frame the work

done within the context of determining relationships rather than species descriptions and

catalogues. As Darwin reflected by taking eight years to finish his monograph on the Cirrepedia,

to complete a meticulous revision of a group was the best way to establish a foundation of

knowledge that went beyond the description of new species and more importantly, provided

experience with facts upon which generalizations could be more safely formed. Louis Agassiz

agreed. He warned that although the discovery of new species had been the great object when

naturalists knew less of animals and plants, "this has been carried far, and is now almost the lowest

kind of scientific work."°6 Darwin's nemesis regarding evolutionary theory proved his equal when

it came to the foundation work. In his Essay on ClassfIcation of 1857 Agassiz announced a

"demanding new ideal for the recognition and description of a species," in which not only physical

details but a complete knowledge of all characteristics available would be enumerated. He

persistently argued that the naming of new species should only be done in the course of an analysis

of genera or families in order to raise the status of American biology above mere description.

Otherwise any amateur could name a new species even if he knew nothing of variation, geographic

104 See Blaisdell, Darwinism and Its Data, p. 135.

105 Jordan, "The Systematics of Some Lepidoptera which Resemble Each Other, and their Bearing on
General Questions of Evolution," ml. Congr. Ent. I. (Brussels, 1910) 1911:385-404, p. 385.
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distribution or natural history.107

Jordan insisted the terms systematists and species-makers were not always synonymous.

He believed that the mere description of new species does "not help the least to solve the all-

governing questions of evolution, but add simply more 'species' to the hundreds of thousands of

'species' already made known."108 A systematist, by contrast, produced meticulously researched

revisions of groups of animals or plants and his ultimate goal was to examine the relationships

among animals. The goal of a revision was to identify previously described species and deliminate

species and their respective varieties, not to give detailed descriptions of species. A revision, then,

was a synthetic work that compiled, refined, and classified a group. It was what made museum

work scientific.

Louis Agassiz had campaigned in the 1 850s for systematists to make monographs and

revisions the central endeavors of museum works.109 But even those with large collections before

them often turned to species description rather than the more taxing and time-consuming work of

classificatory revisions.110 Almost a century after Agassiz published his Essay, conscientious

entomologists continued to insist the day for isolated descriptions ofnew species had passed.

Some gave the issue a moral spin; "Entomologists must feel that the cause of science has a place

above their ambitions before any really good work is possible," wrote Annette F. Braun to August

106 See Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 67.

107
Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 90.

108
Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection and Other Problems," Novitates Zoo1ogicae 3(1896):426-525, p.

432.

109
Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 91.

110
Amid the problems that arose due to the difficulty of naming and organizing the thousands of specimens

coming into collections, other research programs were also put aside, including Alexander von Humboldt's
call in the 1 820s for the study of the factors involved in geographic distribution by noting organisms'
interactions with their environment. Farber, Finding Order in Nature, p. 36.
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Busek. This meant writing monographs, she insisted, rather than new species descriptions.'1' But

other entomologists resented the high-handed attitude this represented toward workers who did not

have the resources of large national collections, or the leisure to work a group thoroughly prior to

describing new forms. The entomologist E.D. Ball protested that calls for descriptions to appear

only in monographs were as absurd as arguments that entomologists must revise the entire genus

every time a new species was found; "It can't be done!" he cried.112 Though the Tring workers did

not argue new species descriptions should only occur within the context of monographs or

revisions, they did insist that only in revisions could the full implications of a focus on variation

within species appear. Naturalists could describe subspecies in isolated reports, for example, but

only in a detailed revision of entire groups did separating out geographical varieties provide

efficient information on relationships.

They also believed only in revisions could one obtain the knowledge necessary to begin

creating new genera with any accuracy. The BM(NH) entomologist G. F. Hampson firmly

disagreed with the workers at Tring over the point at which when one should attempt to define

genera at all. "I do not at all agree with you about not attempting to define genera except in a

monograph Ic work," he wrote Rothschild prior to the publication of the above criticisms, arguing;

I think the definitions made from the smaller point of view are extremely useful till
you get a better, like all other theories, and that it is all to much gain provided that you
are willing to examine and adopt the improvements made by those who look at things
from the wider standpoint. We cannot all write nothing but monographs, and even so
it appears to me you might nearly as well argue you should not define genera till the
whole globe had been thoroughly explored and all the species known; after which you
might put in a plea for the species that may be evolved in the future.113

Annette F. Braun to August Busck, December 31, 1907. August Busck Papers, SIA 7129

112 E.D. Ball to D.M. Delong, March 15, 1927. Ball Papers, SIA 7121.

113 G.F. Hampson to W. Rothschild, October 8, 1894. TM 1/7, NHM Archives. These differences did not
prevent Hampson from making appearance in the journal, for W.J. Holland, in submitting a paper to Tring,
sent his moths to Hampson for determination, and Jordan made no protest. Hampson's determinations were
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The Tring Museum's network of collectors, agents, and financial base, not to mention

Rothschild and Jordan's diligence in pursuing their aims, meant they could produce revisions

easier than most, though it was still a daunting task. Rothschild and Jordan published "A Revision

of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," in the 1895 volume of Novitates Zoologicae. The

revision was this first of a series of papers intended by Rothschild "to pave the way for a final

entire and critical revision of the families Papilionidae, Sphingidae, and Saturnidae." These were

the families of Lepidoptera he took most interest in, he explained, "and of which I believe I have

an almost, if not quite, unrivalled collection."4 The year the revision appeared, N.M. Rothschild

was advising the British government on how to respond to tensions with France over colonial

possessions, tensions that made a war between England and France "a real possibility" at the

time."5 He promoted financial alliances with Berlin in China, for example, in the hopes this would

end competition between the great powers."6 Within the diplomatic jostling for territory in Africa

and for a balance of power in Europe, the Rothschilds could still exert financial pressure, floating

loans that Ferguson cites as symbolic of the interdependence of diplomacy and finance in the pre-

World War I alliance system, as well as the continuing influence of the Rothschilds in

international relations."7

duly published in Novitates Zoologicae. Hampson had various reasons to resent Tring. Gunther writes that,
though Hampson had been attached to the museum as a lepidopterist since 1890 "it had been impossible, in
spite of his proficiency, to secure him a formal appointment. Yet in 1895, when he succeeded to a
baronetcy, it qualified him almost at once as an assistant." Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 368.

"
W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere,"p. 167, Jordan's introduction

and W. Rothschild, "Notes on Saturnidae: with a Preliminary Revision of the Family Down to the Genus
Automeris, and Descriptions of Some New Species," Novitates Zoologicac 2(1895):35-51, p. 35.

115
Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 373.

116 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 387.

117 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 383.
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Meanwhile, the "Revision of the Papilios" continued Tring' s protracted diplomatic

campaign for the study of geographical variation. For they had spoken too soon in the first issue's

preface by refusing to provide any lengthy defense of their methods on the grounds they should by

now be well known."8 Now, they adopted the current diplomatic models of international treaties

and national rivalries to portray the debate over subspecies. The Revision opened with a lengthy

review of nomenclatural histoiy and practices on the grounds that since the results of Tring

investigations often differed from those of other entomologists, "it is necessary to give a short

account of the method of our researches, the means upon which they are based, and our views with

regard to nomenclature and variation of the Papilios."9 This "introduction" has since been cited

as one of Jordan's most important contributions to the discussion regarding geographical variation

and subspecies.'2° Ironically, the entire Revision appeared under Rothschild's name, with a notice

in the introduction that "throughout the work will be found a number of notes by Dr. Jordan,

dealing with our methods of investigation, such new or unfamiliar facts as have presented

themselves to us, and, lastly, detailing the scope of the present article."2' Jordan also provided all

the anatomical drawings.' It seems astonishing that this, one of Jordan's most important writings,

did not even have his name as author. In the subsequent revisions Jordan appeared as co-author,

118
Alfred Newton, on the outs with much of the ornithological community, was particularly ungenerous

toward the use of subspecies and trinomials: "All this new-fashioned stuff and nonsense about trinomials
and nomenclature generally is begotten by pride (or self-conceit) upon illiteracy," he wrote, "and a very
pretty progeny is the consequence! Hartlaub wrote to that effect forty years ago, but he was unheeded; now
you have X the greatest sirmer of all on this side of the Atlantic. He has been attacked by men who only half
understand their business, so he has been able to score off them. Ofcourse, that has made him worse. His
ingenuity I admit, but his deficiency in common sense is obvious." Alfred Newton to J.A. Harvie-Brown,
July 20, 1904, Wollaston, Ljfe ofAifred Newton, p. 218.

119
W. Rothschild, "Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 168, Jordan's introduction.

120 See Mayr's discussion in Mayr, "Karl Jordan's Contribution."

121 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere,"p. 167, Jordan's introduction.
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but readers remained confused by the division of labor in these collaborations. "In designating the

species in my manuscript whom shall I credit with the authorship," W.J. Holland wrote regarding a

Sphingidae, "Are the new species described in this paper to be credited to Rothschild & Jordan, or

to Jordan & Rothschild, or to Jordan?"23

In his unsigned introduction, Jordan began by pointing out the great inconstancy of the

characters by which entomologists often distinguished species, for example the extensive

variability of the shape and pattern of the wings. When he had first taken up the study of Papilios

under Rothschild's guidance, he had thought the task indeed too overwhelming due to the

mistakes engendered by this diversity in practice. He had thought that at best they would be able to

provide an "unsuccessful attempt at identifying and classifying the 'species' and 'varieties." But

they soon realized that many of the mistakes they found for the Indo-Australian butterflies arose

from authors having made one of various correctable mistakes; they had worked with too small a

material, had not carefully compared the descriptions of older writers, or had not identified

Felder's "species" (the previous authority on the family). "We became convinced," he wrote, "that

many of the errors could be avoided with the help of long series of specimens, a good library, and

the Felderian types."124 The Felderian Types came from the collection that had caused such a

122 Riley, "Heinrich Ernst Karl Jordan," p. 108.

123
W.J. Holland to Jordan, March 16, 1903. TM1/74, NHM Archives. In a draft typescript of Jordan's

obituary, Riley attributed this bibliographical confusion to Jordan's generosity in permitting his
correspondents and colleagues to use facts contributed by him. He was not always acknowledged clearly
the introduction to the Papilio revision being the easiest example in which to trace Jordan's influence, and
Lord Rothschild's presidential address to the BAAS on systematics one of the more difficult. The latter was
"known to have been largely inspired by Jordan," he explained, but to include this in a bibliography of
Jordan's works would have opened the door "to hosts of others." Riley decided to rigidly confine the
memorial's bibliography to those in which Jordan's name appears as author or part-author, with the single
exception of the revision of the Papilios, due to its importance and the existence of signed footnotes
throughout. Riley, "Obituary of Karl Jordan" TS, p. 77. DF 332/17, NHM Archives. It is also important to
note that the system of co-authorship was not yet finely developed at the end of the nineteenth century.
Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 64.

124 w Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 168, Jordan's introduction.
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scandal shortly before Jordan's arrival, when Rothschild paid an undisclosed amount, despite his

father's attempts to call of the sale. The collection held the specimens upon which Felder's 1864

List of Papilionidae had been based, and provided a foundation for the Tring revision since these

were the "type-specimens" from which Felder's descriptions of new species had been based.

Though not without mistakes, Jordan considered "the Felderian catalogue the most important work

dealing with the classification of the Papilios" due to the fact it had been the first attempt to

classif' based on natural relationships.'25 However, Felder's habit of characterizing new species

from one or a few specimens had caused him to mistake individual or geographical differences for

specific characters. With Felder's own type-specimens in their possession, Rothschild and Jordan

could sort through these descriptions with relative ease, and upon reexamination and comparison

with other collections, concluded that nearly all of Felder' s "new" forms represented local races of

older species or aberrations.

In commenting on the failings of other works, Jordan repeatedly emphasized the

importance of detailed knowledge of the limits of variability in one region compared to its

surroundings, a knowledge that depended upon detailed locality data, and long series of

specimens. He dismissed the work of the entomologist Theodor Eimer's work, for example,

because the author "apparently employed too small a material to enable them to avoid grave errors

in respect to the relationship of the various Papilios."126 As we will see, entomologists like Eimer

would not remain silent to the critique. Indeed, Eimer betrayed a piqued resentment of the

triumvirate's high-handedness concerning the work of those with less material; "I perfectly agree

125 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 173, Jordan's introduction.

126 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 174, Jordan's introduction.
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that even grave mistakes may innocently occur to somebody who is not in a position to have such

collections at his disposal as Mr. Rothschild."27

Once they had decided on the correct name of an insect, Rothschild and Jordan addressed

the difficult question of whether a butterfly was a distinct species or a variety of a species. As the

curator of a large collection, helping its owner to compose a revision, Jordan's job was to

determine the species and varieties amongst the long series of specimens Rothschild had amassed.

This had become much more than simply a practical issue of processing a collection, however. "It

is usually said," Jordan admitted, no doubt thinking of Darwin's words in the Origin, "that the

specific distinctness or non-distinctness of a Pap ilio or other animal very often depends on the

individual views of an author, and that there is no general parting line between species and varietal

forms." While Jordan admitted that at first sight this seemed true enough, he hoped that, in

studying comparatively every form generally agreeing with the category of "species," "in respect to

the extent of variation, with a special view to find a practical rule" upon to base their designations

would allow them to delimitate species scientifically rather than arbitrarily.'28 He wished, then, to

devise a practical rule by which naturalists could distinguish species. He wished for criteria that

would not be subject to the criticism that entomologists arrived at these distinctions by arbitrary

conventions.

Many of his entomological fellows, especially in Britain, depended primarily on wing-

markings or conspicuous morphological criteria by which to separate species from each other, and

varieties within species. Jordan pointed out, however, that even a single brood from the same

female possessed characters by which any individual might be distinguished from another of its

127 Quoted in Jordan, "An Examination of the Classificatory and Some other Results of Eimer' s
Researches on Eastern Papilios: A Review and Reply," Novitates Zoologicae 5(1 898):435-455, p. 445.

128 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 176-177, Jordan's
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kin, sometimes through obvious differences in coloration or form, other times only by

microscopical examination. In order to know whether a form was a variety or a species, ideally

one needed to know the limits of this variation within the species. In the best of all possible

worlds, the student of butterfly variation could breed many broods of each form to determine the

general extent and limits of variation within a form. Indeed, work on rearing Papilios had already

proved that specimens flying together at a certain place that exhibited no greater differences

among themselves than naturalists usually found among individuals in a single brood belonged to

the same species. However, usually systematists had no knowledge of breeding, and given this

circumstance the only way to obtain information on the limits of variation was to have a large

series of specimens from numerous localities of each form. Ideally, such a series would display the

limits of variation within a species. If one found, for example, a "gradual chain of varieties from

one extreme to another," then neither extreme could be described as a species. Without such series

previous authors had been led to all sorts of curious errors in naming their butterflies, mistaking

varieties for species and vice versa. In one group, for example, authors had paired up males and

females as the same species based on a few specimens. Rothschild begged to differ;

I think there is none (grounds for doing so), as the supposed different 'males' of these
'species' run all into one another; it is quite impossible to separate the 'males' of these
species, if one has a long series of specimens, unless one picks out the typical
specimens and burns the intermediate ones, or describes every third specimen as a
distinct species.'29

Many new species had been described based on individual characters a presence or

absence of spots, for example, which upon examination of a series of specimens from the same

locality appeared more as an appearing or disappearing spot. Jordan concluded that the best

working definition for differentiating between species and varieties was as follows:

introduction.

129 w Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 327.
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If the characters of a Papilio are only quantitatively different from those of another, it
is a priori probable that both forms belong to one species; but if a long series of either
Papilio from different places, and collected at different times, does not furnish us with
a continuous bridge from one Papilio to the other, we have no right to fill up mentally
the space between the two forms by intergradations which do not exist according to
the state of our knowledge. We consider, therefore, all those Papilios as varietal forms
of the same species which are connected with one another, in one or both sexes, by
intergradations; and treat those forms as specifically distinct, however closely allied
they may be, which no chain of intergraduate specimens combines.'30

This working definition had long been in use by systematists, and had been one reason

behind some entomologists' and ornithologists' call for the collection of long series of specimens

that would reveal intergradation. In attempting to refine and standardize the study of variation,

however, Rothschild and Jordan formulated a system of nomenclature that designated the various

types of variation encountered, in order to clearly differentiate them from each other. Jordan would

eventually compose more lengthy, theoretical defenses of this practice, but for the purposes of the

"Revision of the Papilios" Jordan simply reviewed the nomenclatural terms they would give to

different types of variation. Their intent in doing so was to make clear distinctions between the

types of variation illustrated by the collection. This reflected their, for now, implicit agreement

with many ornithologists that only geographical races or subspecies constituted incipient

species, while other forms of variation seasonal, aberrational, and polymorphic, arose from a

different type of variation but one that did not lead to speciation. They defined subspecies as well-

characterized local or geographical forms (races), giving these forms alone a trinomial name. They

gave local individual aberrations (ab. bc.), seasonal forms (ab. gen. vern.), individual aberrations

(ab.), and polymorphic species (f) abbreviated terms within their names, as in T. priamus

urvillianus ab. bc. Bornemanni Pagenstech.

Jordan later reflected in his tribute to Rothschild in Novitates forty years later that the

130 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios," p. 181, Jordan's introduction.
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Revision represented "the first time in Lepidopterology geographical races described by various

authors as distinct species were almost consistently (as much as the material at hand warranted)

reduced to the rank of subspecies and the classification thereby much clarified."131 As noted in the

introduction to the first volume of Novitates, Rothschild and Jordan abandoned the use of the term

"variety" all together due to systematists' long history of using the term indiscriminately for every

kind of variation.132 In dealing with the diversity in nature, naturalists had used so many different

methods of description and differentiating between varieties and species, if they described varieties

at all, that the very term had become useless. In order to mend this situation, Rothschild and

Jordan insisted the term be simply abandoned. This was an extreme measure, but one they

believed absolutely necessary to clearing up the confusion and chaos that had been created by

naturalists' varied methods.

Nomenclatural rules were also an important way the Tring naturalists pursued

standardization of description and systematics.133 Jordan and Rothschild campaigned, for example,

for the strict observance of the law of priority, or the adherence to the first defined name for every

animal or plant, though at times they obviously regretted the fact that this forced them to uphold

quite unwieldy names. Their adherence to this rule led them to argue against those who used the

same name several times for varieties of the species of a genus (adding the trinomial sumatrensis,

for example, to various species of the same genus to designate these racial forms as Sumatran).

"The theoretical reasons in favour of this system are considerable," Jordan admitted, "practically,

however, the system leads, not to stability, but to instability of nomenclature." Rothschild and

131 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 9.

132 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 180, Jordan's introduction.

133 The issue of nomenclatural rules will not be examined in depth here, but will be a central part of the next
phase of this study, an analysis of Jordan's work for the International Congresses of Entomology and the
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Jordan wrote that, due to the inherent incompleteness of classificatory research, nomenclature must

not be allowed to change even though the definitions and determinations of species and forms may

change according to the accumulation of new facts or definitions of species, genera, etc. On these

grounds they argued for strict priority, "No compromise is possible," they wrote, "Personal

preferences for euphony, so-called purity of language, etc., must be sacrificed by all those who

sincerely advocate stability of names; there is no help for it."134 The tentative nature of all

classification, particularly designations of species and varieties, and the diverse views regarding

what forms should be called species and what should be called varieties, meant any alternative

system would lead to more chaos. "What Hagen regards as varieties other people will treat as

species," Jordan warned. Since, he argued, there existed no general characterenabling one to

determine at once whether a form was a species or a variety, "very often a certain form will be

treated by some entomologists as species, by others as variety." Changes would inevitably be made

to names, and thus, "as the way to the truth is in many cases still very long, the same name dare

not occur twice in the same genus, no matter whether the name be applied to species of

varieties."135

Jordan concluded his introduction of the revision of the Pupil/os by pointing out that they

had found many remarkable facts concerning variation and geographical distribution during the

course of their research. They thought, however, that it would be wise to deal with the Papilios of

the globe before offering a more general account of their conclusions, for they would then "be able

to illustrate more fully the relations between continuous and discontinuous variation on one side

International Commission of Zoological Nomenclature.

134 Rothschild and Jordan, "Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xix. The rule of priority would be the subject of
heated debate in nomenclature for decades, until Jordan was able to secure a compromise in 1930 between
those who argued for strict priority and those who saw the need to maintain names that in been use for

decades. See Hemming, "Karl Jordan and Zoological Nomenclature."
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and the characters of subspecies and closely allied species on the other.'36 It would be another ten

years before they felt they had amassed enough material from the Americas to proceed with the

world-wide Papilio revision. Even with the resources of the Rothschilds, the research program

outlined by Rothschild and Jordan in the first Revision as necessaiy for an increasingly accurate

classification and examination of relationships proved based on an elusively standard. It is no

wonder that the entomologists working at the national collection found the ideal established by the

Tring triumvirate daunting, to say the least. Although even G.F. Hampson admitted, in 1894, that

he quite saw the value of Tring' s suggestions regarding full descriptions of subspecies under

separate headings, he excused himself from doing to for his Indian moths on the grounds he was

limited as to space by the India office and he had to economize in every way.
137 Others simply did

not possess the means and resources to create collections that would satisfy Rothschild and

Jordan's requirements for material upon which to base a good revision.

The Elusive "Adequate Material"

Rothschild and Jordan repeatedly stated the need for a vast amount of specimens, even

though "Tring Museum contains of most species greater numbers of specimens than entomologists

usually keep in their collections." They called persistently for detailed, exact locality data so that

collections could be used for the purposes of science rather than as curiosities. With these ideals

in mind the Tring editors were constantly aware of the limitations of their specimens for solving

questions regarding the relationship of the species and races. This awareness certainly did not halt

135 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 176, Jordan's introduction.

136 w Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 182, Jordan's introduction.

137 G.F. Hampson to W. Rothschild, October 8, 1894. TM1/7, NHM Archives.
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them from describing hundreds of new forms, but always with the awareness that new specimens

may turn up intermediate forms or otherwise correct erroneous classifications.

Many of the new Papilios to be discovered in the future will doubtless turn out to
connect some of the insects which now appear to us specifically distinct; others may
combine the characters of two groups or genera, and a material more carefully
collected in respect to season and exact locality, and especially more carefully labeled
in the collections, will often prove that some of the varieties which a Papilio produces
in a certain district, and which we look upon as being mere individual aberrations, are,
in fact, seasonal forms, or localised races restricted to places offering altered
conditions of life.138

The practice of the institution was based upon an ideal; a clear definition of what

naturalists should described as subspecies versus species and the difference between geographical

variation and other types of variation, the importance of exact localities and information on dates,

life history information, and long series of specimens throughout each species range. The long

series Tring possessed of many species would, in an ideal world, demonstrate whether forms met

the criteria of constantly differing from other forms, the requirement of a new species. On

comparing a smaller form of Miro traversi, for example, W. Rothschild defended his statement of

constant differences by noting; "I can say this because I have before me over twenty specimens of

each."39 But in practice, the reality of inadequate material relative to both natural and historical

variation plagued the enterprise. That "incompleteness is an inherent character of classificatory

research," they admitted readily.'40 Huge gaps in series, inadequate labels, synonymy to clear up,

and specimens that arrived poorly packed plagued the time of the curators as they attempted to

bring the collections into some order and publish scientifically acceptable conclusions. Work was

preliminary, pending more specimens, larger series, better labels, and more information.

138 W. Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios," p. 169, Jordan's introduction.

' W. Rothschild, "On a New Miro from the New Zealand Region," Novitates Zoologicae 1(1 894):688, p.
688.
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Rothschild, for example, after noting the difficulty of describing a particular new species due to its

considerable variability, described it as a species because he had seen no intermediate specimens,

even though he believed it to be a subspecies.14' In the absence of intermediates, Rothschild here

felt duty-bound to treat a new butterfly as a distinct species.'42

In light of the caveats and limitations with which the work had to proceed, the authors

requested those with good material to criticize their work and publish errors or communicate with

them. For despite Rothschild's large collections, the material still proved insufficient in some

cases. Inadequately labeled specimens continued to arrive that were useless for Tring's purpose of

providing a detailed comparison of distribution over every district where a form occurred. This

lack of adequate material limited their ability to determine relationships of species and races. The

absence of collecting from potentially intermediate areas, for example, left gaps that might

influence whether they described a form as a species or a subspecies. Here the tentative nature of

classification descended upon the work, for the authors pointed out that "Many of the new Papilios

to be discovered in the future will doubtless turn out to connect some of the insects which now

appear to us specifically distinct."43 The call for cooperation and criticism from their fellows who

had collections reflected not only a scientific ideal, but the social ideal that classification was a

science of collaboration. In view of the problems arising from a lack of material, the authors hoped

that those with good material would criticize the paper and help fill in the spaces for which Tring's

collection was found wanting. And, of course, Rothschild could send out collectors to obtain more

140 Rothschild and Jordan, "Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xix.

141 W. Rothschild, "Notes on Sphingidae," p. 71. J. D. La Touche complained Rothschild was "a bit hard
on him" for describing from single birds, which, he noted, had all been carefully compared at the British
Museum, and particularly in view of the fact Rothschild himself had several birds named from single skins

in his own papers. J.D. La Touche to Hartert, December 4, 1926. TM215 8, NHM Archives.

142 w Rothschild, "New Lepidoptera," Novitates Zoologicae 3(1896):91-98, p. 93.
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material from inadequately represented regions, exhorting them to explore mountain ranges or

islands which may hold intermediates between "species."

Even those who agreed with Tring' s call for making systematics more scientific found

their ideal research program rather overwhelming. Entomologists like C. Bingham who recognized

the importance of describing subspecies found to do so in practice more than challenging. While

compiling his volumes on the butterflies of India, Bingham tried to organize his classification so

that subheadings clearly indicated the presence of racial forms within species. But he found that

until entomologists learned a great deal more about the modifications that structure, color and

pattern undergo in different environments, "we are quite unable to say which of the forms are

likely to be typical and with the modified race."44 Even if they agreed with Jordan's definition of

species as based on reproductive ability, the entomologist was still dependent upon the material

available. As a result, A.G. Butler and F.A. Dixey believed with many other naturalists that it was

still "merely a matter of private opinion whether a local race should be called a species or a

representative

Darwin had pointed out in 1859 the limitations imposed by systematists due to their

inability to come to definite conclusions whether certain forms were varieties or species;

In very many cases... one form is ranked as a variety of another, not because the
intermediate links have actually been found, but because analogy leads the observer to
suppose either that they do now somewhere exist, or may formerly have existed; and
here a wide door for the entry of doubt and conjecture is opened.'46

Tring's answer to this problem was the diligent collection of long series of specimens

throughout a form's range. And this made any conclusions subject to amendment based on new

143 w Rothschild, "A Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere," p. 169, Jordan's introduction.

144 C. Bingham to Hartert, October 21, 1904. TM1/79, NHM Archives.

145 A.G. Butler to F.A. Dixey, May 26, 1917. Dixey Correspondence. Hope Library Archives.
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consignments. Without a more complete collection, they could not make more than "hazardous

conclusions" regarding the relations among the fauna and affinities. The preliminary nature of

conclusions pending new material did have a few advantages. A focus on series could temper

criticism, making it not so much the fault of a particular author that his species proved invalid, but

a lack of material. Jordan could excuse a colleague like J.T. Oudemans for making many mistakes

in his classifications "because the material on which he based his opinions was insufficient."147

The problems with the subspecies research program were not all due to a lack of material.

Jordan recognized that a contradiction between practice and theory would always face the

systematist. He wrote some years later;

The philosopher who views the activities of the taxonomists from afar... has some
reason for wondering at our ways, for there is something contradictory in our method
of dealing with species in classification according to relationship and the theory of
descent on which we base the idea of this relationship.148

The specimens coming into museums demonstrated immense variability, once naturalists

had adjusted the concept of duplicates to include this variation. Equality of individuals was a wish

created by sentiment, Jordan insisted, not a reality, for no two specimens existed that matched each

other exactly. But on the other hand, he noted, "the taxonomist arrives everywhere at the facts that

there are limits to the malleability and that there is a fixity in the organisms. In spite of the known

variability, we describe and catalog the species as if they were still the Linnean created

constants."49 As Alfred Newton had predicted, the trinomial did not solve the taxonomist's

constant problem of dealing with the chaos of nature. Newton had complained that he could not

see why people could not recognize local races without having to call them subspecies and giving

146 Darwin, On the Origin of Species, pp. 103-104.

147 Jordan to J.B. Corporaal, April 17, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

148 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 136.
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each a special name, and asked, "if subspecies why not sub-sub-species, any number of subs, in

fact?"5° Indeed, decades later A. Laubmann "added another terror to systematic ornithology" by

using an additional name, which he called a formengruppe, between species and subspecies. A

reviewer (in the by then trinomial Ibis) protested: "We fear Dr. Laubmann's quadrinomial systems

is too heavy a burden for the already harassed ornithologist to carry."15' Hartert tried some other

nomenclatural innovations in 1898, faced with a series of kestrels that he thought should be

identified with one subspecies, but which at the same time pointed toward another. He used arrows

to denote lesser degrees of supposed local variation than subspecies as a supplement to trinomials,

a practice used by Messrs. Meyer and Wiglesworth.152 Sometimes Hartert admitted his own

subspecies groups seemed merely a holding station for the future worker. Regarding one form he

wrote: "It is difficult at present to decide whether it should be regarded as a 'good species,' or cast

into the limbo of subspecific forms pertaining to the "melanura" group."53 In the hopes that more

specimens would alter conclusions for insects as well, Rothschild and Jordan occasionally

described forms as distinct, whether as subspecies or species. They did so not, they explained,

because they were satisfied with their descriptions, but because if such a form remained separated,

some future investigator would examine the life history of the "species" and "not mix up the

biology of this form" with another that seemed similar.'54

149 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 136.

Alfred Newton to J.A. Harvie-Brown, July 20, 1904, Wollaston, Ljfe ofAifred Newton, p. 218.

151

Anon. Notice of "Beitrage zur Kenntnis des Formenkreises Alcedo atthis." The Ibis 1920: 160-161.

152
Hartert, "On the Birds of Lomblen, Pantar, and Alor," Novitares Zoologicae 5(1 898):455-465, p. 462.

153
Hartert, "On the Birds Collected by Mr. Meek on Rossel Island in the Louisiade Archipelago,"

Novitates Zoologicae 6(1899):76-84, p. 77.

154
Rothschild and Jordan, "A Monograph of 'Charaxes' and the Allied Prionopterous Genera," Novitates

Zoologicae 6(1899):220-286, p. 227.
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If the Tring workers could describe species on practical rather than ideal grounds, so, too,

could other entomologists. Importantly, so much work remained to be done, and the realms of

ignorance so great, that entomological work could proceed with a large level of differences in

"ideal" views, as practice remained tentative pending the arrival of more material. As the debates

over trinomials shows, no consensus developed in response to the network and system of working

Rothschild, Jordan, and Hartert had established. Even some of Tring's most prolific

correspondents often seemed uninfluenced by their methods. Almost three decades after the editors

ofNovitates began their campaign for collections containing long series of specimens, the

Sphingidae-enthusiast Benjamin Preston-Clark, of Boston, was building what he called "a perfect

and complete collection of every known Sphingidae." To his knowledge this had never been done,

he wrote, in any large family of living creatures, and such a collection would "be a document of

great scientific value, from the standpoint of distribution as well as determination."155 Preston-

Clark's opinion of his collection is quite different from today's expert in Sphingidae, who

described Preston-Clark as the "stamp-collector type" of Lepidopterist, for he desired only a few

specimens of each species, by completeness referring to species not specimens. Many of Preston-

Clark's contemporaries also viewed such collecting as unscientific, and some generalized from

such work to natural history and systematics as a whole. It was difficult amid such diverse views of

what constituted a collection of scientific value to convince non-systematists that in fact some

systematists were producing solid classifications and descriptions.

Conclusion

155 Benjamin Preston-Clark to Bror Jngve SjOstedt, July 4, 1921. Sjostedt Correspondence. Swedish
Academy of Sciences (SAS).
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The difference between Preston-Clark's view of a scientific collection and Jordan and

Rothschild's illustrated the enormous range that existed amongst naturalists' responses to the study

of nature's diversity. The naturalists who placed specimens within natural history cabinets worked

from diverse motives and agents and collectors responded to the various, sometimes conflicting,

priorities of the consumers that made up the natural history market.156 Those who used collections

ranged from colonial administrators who collected in their spare time to ambitious naturalists who

hoped to eventually obtain positions in museums back home, and from the enthusiastic collector in

the British countryside to systematists intent on establishing scientific standards for naturalist

disciplines.157

This diversity had serious implications for a systematist intent on making systematics

scientific. Amid these numerous motivations, and coming at the end of the great age of Victorian

private natural history collections (and the prosperity that permitted such hobbies and their large

networks of explorers), the perception many had of systematic s as a century old, archaic tradition

could seriously influence how the world perceived one's claims to being a scientist. Entomologists

156 In the United States a different primary source for the creation of collections, namely, American
agriculture, also led to specific types of insect collections, which emphasized the biology of insects,
containing examples of different life stages, and displayed insects in terms of their economic and ecological
importance rather than simply their systematic classification. Sorenson, Brethren ofthe Net, p. 41. This
shows how national differences in priorities and patronage could create very different collections.

157 One of the subjects in which the Tring Archives is potentially strongest in, but that remains unanalyzed
here, is the lives of the collectors both in the field and as members of the scientific community, a relatively
unstudied aspect of the history of natural history. Exceptions include; Yves Laissus, "Les voyageurs
naturalists du Jardin du roi et du Museum d'histoire naturelle: essai de portrait-robot," Revue d'histoire des
sciences 34(3-4)(1 981 ):259-3 17; Paul Lawrence Farber, "Aspiring Naturalists and their Frustrations: The
Case of William Swainson (1789-1855)," in Alwynne Wheeler and James Price, eds., From Linnaeus to
Darwin: Commentaries on the History ofBiology and Geology (London: Society for the History of Natural
History, 1985), pp. 325-339; Barbara and Richard Mearns, Biographies for Birdwatchers: The Lives of

Those Commemorated in Western Palearctic Bird Names (London, UK: Academic Press, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1988); The Bird Collectors (San Diego, CA: Natural World/Academic Press, 1998): R.B.
Sharpe, The History ofthe Collections Contained in the Natural History Departments ofthe British
Museum, vol. 2 (London: British Museum Trustees, 1906); Christine Brandon-Jones, "Edward Blyth,
Charles Darwin and the Animal Trade in Nineteenth-Century India and Britain," Journal ofthe History of
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could tell the difference between what had counted as research in chemistry centuries ago and

what counted as chemistry a century earlier: But how would a chemist looking at Tring know the

difference between the collection and description of butterflies and moths in the 1850s and 1900,

particularly when enthusiastic collectors and conservative museum zoologists insisted on keeping

within a traditional framework of nomenclature, species descriptions, and collecting? Even

zoologists could not always tell the difference. Sir William Flower, the knighted director of the

BM(NH) of Natural History, was defended by his biographer R. Lydekker in 1906 from those who

would see Flower, by association, as the stereotypical museum zoologist. Flower, he insisted, had

taken no part in describing new species or sub-species, or redefining genera. He wrote:

In a general way, it may be said that Sir William's sympathies were with the wider and
more philosophical aspects of zoology rather than with the details of specific and sub-
specific designations (which, by the way, have scarcely any more right to be regarded
as real philosophical science than has stamp-collecting); and that, from a systematic
standpoint, his interest was very largely concentrated on the relationships existing
between the mammals of today and their extinct predecessors.'58

Winsor notes that when Louis Agassiz compiled the collection at the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, whether one interpreted variation as evolutionary or not did not affect the

fact that; "In either case, the appropriate tool for investigation was a museum."159 But by the turn

of the century some naturalists argued against the privileged knowledge claims insisted upon by

museum workers. William Bateson, who coined the term genetics, criticized systematics on the

grounds that museum workers had not collected the information biologists needed to solve the

question of the origin of species. Systematists had neglected the systematic study of variation,

precisely when it had been their business not to neglect it. "If they had done what they ought," he

wrote, "[their] work would be a very different matter." He claimed that if certain parts of his own

Biology 30(1997):145-178.

158 R. Lydekker, Sir William Flower (London: J.M. Dent & Co., 1906), pp. 97-98.
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evidence regarding variation were scanty, it was the systematists' fault, not his.16° Ironically, the

very year Bateson wrote these lines, Tring began its project of tailoring the collections to a focus

on variation in earnest. But although Bateson attended the Entomological Society of London

meetings, and corresponded at times with Jordan, he refused to acknowledge Tring' s innovations

as enough in time. "It is impossible," he would write two decades later, "for the systematist with

the means at his disposal to form a judgment of value [of a species' status] in any given case. Their

business is purely that of the cataloguer, and beyond that they can not go. They will serve science

best by giving names freely."6'

Jordan believed systematists must do much more than simply give names freely. He

consistently emphasized that biologists were absolutely dependent upon systematists' ability to

determine relationships as accurately as possible in order to develop generalizations on such

questions as the origin of species. Systematists were part of a naturalist tradition, however, that

included a diverse range of motives and priorities among its workers. Scientists like Bateson and

Flowers' biographer found it particularly easy to characterize the entire endeavor of museum-based

systematics as stamp-collecting in part due to this diversity. The fact Walter Rothschild was a

member of a wealthy family who collected all sorts of objects hardly helped matters.'62 A

systematist like Jordan who wished to prove himself, then, had to be on his guard against methods

and priorities that exposed one to ridicule, and constantly emphasize the scientific goals of

research. Jordan responded accordingly in urging that systematists revise their methods and aims

Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 78.

160 Adam Sedgwick to William Bateson, February 4, 1894. Cl 71-173 and Bateson to Sedgwick, February
5, 1894. C 174-77. Bateson Papers. John limes Institute Archives.

161 William Bateson, Problems of Genetics (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1913), p. 248.

162 Indeed, one Austrian member of the Rothschild family did possess one of the best stamp collections in
the world outside the British Royal family. Victor Rothschild, Meditations of a Broomstick (London:
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to counter such criticisms. In the context of Tring' s research, this meant de-emphasizing species

description in favor of comprehensive revisions and developing non-arbitrary methods of

determining species and devising classifications.

Jordan and Hartert' s work shows that curating the Tring collection involved more than

organizing and describing the objects of Rothschild's hobby. It involved retraining collectors, a

change in practice, focus, and nomenclature, and diligent defenses of both the museum's method

and systematics as a science. The campaign launched by the Tring Museum shows very well how

scientific "facts are not simply presented to casual observation like stones picked up on the

seashore; they have to be created by active labor and with particular kinds of resources."63 The

Tring Museum created a rigorous system of both building the collection, organizing it on

continental methods, and examining it according to scientific principles. This altered the facts of

interest from new species and bro&J levels of geographical distribution to variation within species

and the details of geographical distribution and variation for each species. Jordan, Hartert and

Rothschild helped redefine what constituted a good, scientific natural history collection.

Collins, 1977), p. 14.

163 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, p. 2.
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Chapter 4

Operational Philosophizing
Pending Facts, Individuals, and Species

"Systematic work would be easy were it not for this confounded variation, which,
however, is pleasant to me as a speculatist, though odious to me as a systematist."

--'Charles Darwin The Life and Letl:ers of Charles Darwin

It increasingly became clear that the initially brief, succinct statements laying out Tring's

practice were insufficient responses for those who saw the description of subspecies as simply a

finer level of "species-mongering" or for naturalists who were unconvinced of the importance of

using trinomials. In subsequent volumes Jordan had to review these principles in depth,

composing defenses that also contained both his most explicit claims of systematics as a rigorous

science and his theoretical defenses of the use of subspecies. Due to his writings on the theory

behind subspecies work, Ernst Mayr has credited Karl Jordan, along with E.B. Poulton, with the

first clear definition of the biological species concept, thereby providing an important

contribution to the naturalists' role in the evolutionary synthesis.1 Jordan's and other naturalists'

conception of species as a community of populations rather than typological forms provided a

view of nature, Mayr emphasizes, that when combined with geneticists' work on continuous

variation created the synthesis. For the purposes of tracing scientific concepts, these notices of

what scientists have found most useful and enduring in Jordan's work are helpful. However, as

Harwood has noted, if science grows through a clash of conflicting theories, it is not enough to

Mayr, "Karl Jordan's Contribution."
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describe "lasting contributions" in order to assess a thinker's importance. Rather, "an individual's

response to a given idea can only be fttlly understood by reference to the historically specific

meanings which that idea has acquired in the context in question."2 This leads the historian to an

examination of the context and the practice through which belief in certain theories are formed, or

even abandoning the assumption that research is driven by theory altogether.

Jordan's theoretical claims were firmly embedded within the practice of his work as a

museum curator whose job was to sort specimens, his own view of the ultimate aim of all this

sorting, and his belief regarding what made a good scientist. Jordan's job of sorting specimens

while "curating a rich man's hobby" can not, then, be separated from the concepts later biologists

found so useful, and to remove these concepts from this practice does a disservice to the

complicated network and tradition in which all this "sorting" was carried out. Ignoring this

connection loses from the historical record the network and tradition responsible for bringing

these specimens into a museum like Tring. It also obscures one of the important factors in the fate

of the research program outlined based upon Jordan's concepts, namely the call for more

concreta upon which to base scientists' abstracta in order to make sure the cabinets of specimens

that surrounded naturalists provided as large a sample of nature as possible. Understanding how

Jordan's concepts returned him to specific practices in the museum is critical to understanding the

effectiveness of the biological species concept in entomology.

Making Systematics Scientific

Initially Rothschild and Jordan had not responded to criticisms regarding trinomials

launched since they commenced their journal. They had maintained, for example, what they

2 Harwood, Styles of Scientflc Thought, pp. 16 and 52.
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eventually recognized as an ill-advised silence, in response to Charles Aurivillius of Sweden's

criticisms of Tring's insistence on naming subspecies. Then, the entomologist A. Pagenstecher

criticized the use of trinomials by asserting that it appeared "the German scientific world" would

indeed remain true to the old Linnean nomenclature, repudiating the "mania" for erecting new

forms with new names. Rothschild and Jordan's reply was forceful in its implication. "If German

science is anything, it is thorough," they wrote, and "If the German Lepidopterists really content

themselves with the Linnean standpoint, as Dr. Pagenstecher says they appear to do, the German

scientists will hardly be willing to recognise them as members of their fraternity." They then

proceeded to contrast explicitly the "aims, methods and results of two schools of entomologists

if we may employ the term 'school' in this connection." Pagenstecher was a member of the

"conspicuous" school who described species on the basis of obvious differences. That one could

be a Lepidopterist and follow the old system they were quite willing to admit, but in doing so one

relinquished any claim to the title scientist. To demonstrate what qualified as scientific they

tellingly called on an analogy with the physical sciences, which had abandoned the narrow limits

of thought and methods of research of their predecessors. "Water and air are no longer 'elements'

in physics and chemistry," they pointed out, "Describing conspicuously different species and

putting them somehow together is no longer the sole object of systematists." This analogy also

provided them with their term for those who insisted on describing species based on obvious

differences, and who chided those who described subspecies and examined minute variation as

subject to "the mania" for separation. They challenged their detractors, the "Conspicuists," to ask

a scientist to leave off searching minutely and laboriously for all the components of air; "tell

him," they said, "that it is quite sufficient to know that the air is composed of nitrogen, oxygen

and some carbonic acid." Perhaps he would answer, they proposed, "that the knowledge which
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satisfied him when he was a schoolboy does not satisfy him now; perhaps he will only laugh;

perhaps he will not do only that."3

Rothschild and Jordan reclaimed the scientific status of systematics, then, by appealing to

the physical sciences as analogous and by emphasizing the ultimate goal of their work. The

conspicuist, they argued, had to base his judgments on subjective criteria, since it was entirely up

to the author what he regarded as a conspicuous difference, it being "common knowledge that it

is impossible to agree about what is and what is not conspicuous." Therefore his "science" was

arbitrary and "arbitrariness in scientific research is a vice not to be suffered. It is a degradation of

systematic work against which we earnestly protest."4 Since the goal of systematics was to base

conclusions on as objective criteria as possible, the systematist must describe any difference that

exists for the respective district. The worker who went beyond conspicuous details in order to

decide what should be described as species and varieties worked by definite rules and therefore

reduced the arbitrary nature of classification.

Their lengthy soliloquy on these matters provided a defense of the methods by which

they did systematics, for given that the intimate knowledge of the products of variation within

species was the only safe substructure for theories on evolution, the systematist was duty-bound

to record this variation. "In order to prevent the record from being forgotten or overlooked, and

hence lost to science, we give a name to the geographical variety, however minute thedistinction

may be."5

If we do so, we record only a fact in nature. Be the distinction easy or difficult to
perceive, it is there. We are not the authors of the distinction. We have only
demonstrated its existence, and we cannot accept any reproach for its demonstration,
its occurrence, or its smallness; the demonstration being our duty as scientists and the

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 495.

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 496.

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 493.
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character having come into existence without influence. The answer to the question
'whether there is a difference' is always possible to be proved to be in the positive or
in the negative. There is nothing arbitrary here.6

Going beyond the conspicuous meant not only recording all differences but also

microscopic examination: "After swimming on the surface," they wrote, "one should learn

diving." In doing so, what seemed a conspicuous difference between species may, for example on

examination of genitalia, prove to be polymorphism.7 This call for close attention to detail and

long series of specimens was how they responded to those, including even their ally Poulton, who

had cited the confusion caused by a dependence on conspicuous characters among entomologists

as evidence that the "whole edifice of insect systematics" had been laid in ruins. Quite true, they

argued, if Lepidopterists were guided by the old rule: "conspicuous external differences, two

species: no conspicuous external differences, one species."8 It was the fault of systematists who

"did not employ the means at their disposal" that the edifice seemed destroyed, not the nature of

systematics as a scientific enterprise. The practice of systematics certainly had to change,

however, for to sort out the puzzles of systematics, they not only needed the cooperation of those

doing experiments and gathering life history information, but they needed facts on all levels, on

morphology, individuals, and species.

For almost two decades, the Tring Museum was able to amass such material far better

than most, and Jordan carried out detailed morphological examination of specimens that were

exemplar of the method of systematics called for by Rothschild and Jordan in the pages of

Novitates Zoologicae. When Rothschild co-opted Jordan's time and skills for his monographs on

the Papilios in 1894, Jordan set dutifully to work, examining the characters of a group of insects

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 496.

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 499.

Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 498.
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from which his concentration and interest had by then strayed. Following the example of other

entomologists at the time, and his training that held imperative an examination of all

characteristics possible, he included detailed examinations of the various forms' genital

morphology. His training as a zoologist in Germany, the center of cutting-edge, detailed

morphological study, served him well here, as did his experience with working on one group in

minute detail for his thesis.

Jordan had become convinced of the value of examining insect genitalia when he had

been impressed by the fact that of all the naturalists who had classified the Papilionidae, only

Erich Haase had not been fooled by mimetic forms, primarily due to his close attention to the

genital variation rather than a reliance on wing patterns. Jordan later recalled that when he had

taken up the study of Lepidoptera in 1894, only Osbert Salvin among British Lepidopterists

"went beyond the external characters of tropical butterflies for the purposes of classification."

"There seemed to be a reluctance," he explained, "on the part of official and private

Lepidopterists to ascertain as to whether the 'innerwear' corroborated the classification based

entirely on 'outerwear." Indeed, on visiting various museums, he recounted, one had to ask for

an assistant's help in order to examine the undersides of specimens, since only Rothschild had

adopted the continental style of displaying specimens in drawers with glass on both sides. "In one

museum," Jordan recalled, "the Director granted me permission to take out and examine the

reproductive organs on condition that I did no more damage than was necessary! Damage

indeed!

By the time Jordan began the work for the revision, some entomologists had taken the

morphology of the genitalia as a clear, infallible means by which to determine whether forms

represented species or varieties, no doubt one of the reasons Jordan first examined these

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 139.
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labyrinthine structures through his microscope. Upon examining long series, Jordan (and that it

was Jordan we can be quite certain; Rothschild left the dissections to him) realized that although

certainly helpful for determining species, differences in the genitalia could be both specific or

varietal, just the same as any other characteristic used in descriptions. Rothschild and Jordan

explained within their classification work that as a consequence they believed the genitalia

required "in each case the same careful investigation as colour and pattern, before their true

taxonomic value can be pronounced upon."° Although Jordan firmly believed the study of

"tailends" to be necessary for sound systematics, he insisted that their inclusion did not guarantee

sound systematics. In some forms the genitalia varied within species, while for other forms,

different species had no differences in the genitalia. It had been precisely based upon the study of

Papilio genitalia for the purposes of the 1894 revision, that Rothschild and Jordan had concluded

that "the geographical variation is the beginning of the ramification of one species into more."11

For upon examining hundreds of specimens for the purposes of clarifying the determinations and

classifications in the revision, Jordan found that geographical differences within forms usually

correlated with variation in the genitalia, while individual variation and discontinuous variation

such as polymorphism did not.

Engaging the Biologists

The philosophical adventures of some of the "biologists" involved in debates over the

origin of species meant Jordan's finding that variation in genitalia often correlated with

geographical variation in general bore on much more than the practice of museum entomologists.

10 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 426.

' Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 499.
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What he had found within the drawers of the Tring Museum had clear indications for theoretical

debates over the definition of species necessary to discuss species change. And due to conflicting

claims over various sub-disciplines' abilities to provide the best answers to such debates, Jordan

also believed his conclusions had important consequences for scientists' understanding of the role

of systematics in biology.

"There is no question in biology more significant, or more difficult to answer,"

proclaimed a contributor to Science in 1888, "than what constitutes a species."2 Throughout the

nineteenth century, different types of naturalists had claimed their particular specialties as best

able to provide an answer to the question of what were species and what were varieties. Safely

sheltered in their hegemony in scientific matters by the then-relatively high status of museum

systematists, curators of national collections like J.E. Gray or private collection-owners like P.L.

Sciater insisted that only those with large collections and long years of experience could

determine what constituted species. Naturalists like Bates and Wallace defended theirrecourse to

the field on the grounds that the museum collections had proved useless for solving certain

research problems. But in order to address this problem, Bates and Wallace had set off for the

field to collect and help improve the collections. They still believed that, combined with the

observations of the field naturalists, collections should still provide the central institutional sites

of the life sciences.

Based in part on some of the problems raised by the systematics being done in natural

history collections, particularly the difficulty of distinguishing varieties and species, Darwin and

Wallace had proposed a theory of how species change. Yet the questions raised by their theory of

evolution by natural selection often posed more problems than the theory seemed to solve,

causing many to abandon Darwin's specific mechanism of change altogether, and to search for

12 H.W. Conn, "The Significance of 'Variety' and 'Species," Science 11(1888): 253-254, p. 253.
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alternative mechanisms of evolution. One of these problems entailed the ultimate origin of

variation, a question for which the museum collections seemed to many increasingly irrelevant.

Others issues of debate included the role of geographical isolation in speciation, whether variation

occurred in a discontinuous or continuous manner, and whether species arose by large, sudden

changes or small, cumulative variation. In the decades after the appearance of the Origin, a range

of proponents stumped the scientific landscape campaigning for certain mechanisms of evolution

and methods of scientific work, each with their own responses to these theoretical problems.

Meanwhile workers based in laboratories or in horticultural settings began claiming that the

museum naturalists could not answer the questions at hand given their antiquicated methods.

With the development of alternative sites for zoology outside of the museums, curators now

found themselves, their institutions and methods, confronted by more serious and powerful

challenges to their authority than the occasional disgruntled field-worker.

When Agassiz had claimed that the question of the origin of species could not be

discussed before naturalists had determined the laws of geographical distribution, his words had

provided the perfect fund-raising claim for zoology, "since endless years of inventory work

would have to be done before one could declare the facts all in."3 This provided an efficient

tactic to maintain the Linnean mission of cataloguing the variety of nature, so long as no one

questioned this goal. "Whatever doctrinal blizzards may swirl outside, within the walls of a

museum the daily routine need not be altered."4 However, the rise of experimental methods,

priorities, and research schools increasingly engaged in a rhetorical battle for resources, expertise,

prestige, and authority in zoology, relegating the museum to at best a storehouse of facts. Within

this competition, the systematists' role and status as scientists became precarious. One

13

Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 81.

' Winsor, Reading the Shape of Nature, p. 83.
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entomologist noted that he had heard it seriously argued "that the numerous subdivisions that

have taken place in biology have made systematic enquiry obsolete, and how can one classify

species when one neither knows what constitutes a species nor can define its limits in any

particular case."15

William Bateson argued in 1900 that if naturalists devoted the work now being put into

collecting to horticultural experiments, the result would be "a revolution in our ideas of species,

inheritance, variation, and other phenomena which go to make up the science of Natural History.

We should, I believe, see a new Natural History created."16 Mendel's work had been rediscovered

that year, and Bateson immediately became one of their greatest champions, coining the term

genetics to describe the new discipline that would use "Mendel's laws" as the foundation for the

study of heredity and inherited variation.

Naturalists were unable to establish a united front before such alternatives, which either

implicitly or explicitly criticized natural history and systematics. The fact that no consensus

existed on issues such as the use of theory at the Entomological Society of London illustrates well

the complicated nature of entomological inquiry at the time, as does the fact that no single

tradition dominated the disciplines of either entomology or natural history more generally. As

debates over the mechanism of evolution raged in certain circles, entomologists continued trying

to define the appropriate balance between theory and fact-gathering. The authority and validity of

museum work often arose in these exchanges. Meldola argued in his 1895 presidential address

that museums had been central to the development of mimicry theory. He noted how Bates

himself had often recounted how his theory of mimicry had not come to him while he was

collecting in the Amazon Valley, as most generally supposed, but rather "while looking over his

15 "Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 467.

16 See Ronald W. Clark. The Survival of Charles Darwin: A Biography of a Man and an idea (NY: Avon
Books, 1984), p. 255.
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specimens when he had reached London, and was pondering, at his own fireside, over the

meaning of the remarkable superficial resemblances among the butterflies of different groups

which he had brought home."7 By contrast, J.W. Tutt, in the Entomologist's Record and Journal

of Variation, criticized those who hypothesized about mimetic relationships without a firm

knowledge of distribution. "One wondered then," Tutt wrote, "and still wonders, how far merely

museum theories are ever right."8 The museum no longer provided the obvious site for cutting-

edge zoological study, and to make matters worse, entomologists themselves could not agree on

the how to use the large collections for biological questions.

Poulton, Meldola, Lankester and fellows had carried out a diligent political and

intellectual campaign for a more generous attitude toward speculation. In the 1893 debate at the

Entomological Society of London, entomologists referred to those campaigning for a more

generous use of hypothesis in entomological studies as "the biological school" of entomology.

Also called "philosophical naturalists," sometimes derisively by those who wanted to associate

them with armchair speculation, those urging the use of more speculation in natural history

adopted both terms to differentiate themselves from mere "systematists."9 Specifically, the

"biologists" wanted mimicry theory and natural selection to have a fair hearing, and they made

17 Meldola, "The Speculative Method in Entomology." p. lvi.

18 jw Tutt, "Current Notes," The Entomologist's Record and Journal of Variation (1908): 189-190.

19 Writing to Thistleton Dyer in support of a naturalist's request for Royal Society support, for example,
Trimen noted that although "not a philosophic naturalist, his claims as a systematist in Entomology are very
considerable." Roland Trimen to Dyer, November 19, 1910. Trimen Correspondence. Hope Library
Archives. The Oxford entomologist E.B. Poulton was the most well-known and ardent defender of both
Darwinism and the use of theory in entomological work at the time Jordan began work at Tring, and he, too
adopted the term biologist for his Darwinian cohort. Lankester wrote to Poulton that he thought "we made a
very good demonstration I mean the Biologists" at the Manchester BAAS. E. Ray Lankester to Poulton,
September 19, 1886. Poulton Correspondence. Hope Library Archives. The sources and heroes for this
group were clear. In translating Weismann, Poulton had done "a real and necessary service to English-
speaking Biologists," (E. Ray Lankaster to E.B. Poulton, December 17, 1888. Poulton Correspondence.
Hope Library Archives). Naturalists, particularly those at museums whose work ethic had been based on a
Baconian ideal of collecting facts, must have found themselves somewhat at sea amidst the nomenclatural
landscape meant to confer identity on them as practitioners of science
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direct references to how this was crucial to making sure entomology took its place as an

important science. The status of the discipline, natural history work, and museums as institutions,

was at stake as much as theoretical opinions. When someone joined the fray, then, who in their

opinion did not even understand Darwin's work, they brought out the same defenses against

speculation as their supposedly Baconian-opponents. Two particular bug-bears when Jordan

arrived in England were the German Theodor Eimer and the English naturalist George

Romanes.2° Both Eimer and Romanes had proposed theories regarding evolutionary change,

placing them firmly within the "camp" of philosophical naturalists. They had taken up the call for

including theory within natural history, but in doing so their detractors believed that they had

endangered the entire endeavor of naturalists addressing the questions of evolution.

Though full of praise for Darwin's work, Romanes had claimed that the theory of natural

selection had not explained the origin of species, but the origin of adaptation. He then proceeded

to outline his own theory for how species arose. In contrast to Darwin's claims that species and

varieties differ only in degree not kind, Romanes argued that species and varieties were

inherently distinct entities. The differences systematists found between varieties are nonessential

variations in anatomy, he wrote, while the differences between species occurred within the sexual

organs. "Species are due to the selection of sexual variations," he concluded, "while varieties are

due to the selection of differences not necessarily sexual."2' Thus the production of new species

occurred via what he termed physiological selection, or the selection of sexual variation. It was a

20
Lankester, for example, commiserated with Poulton in a letter asking him to address the University

College Biological Society: "What rubbish this book of Eimer's is! And what an impudent fellow is George
Romanes! and how muddle headed! He actually thinks that cessation of selection by itselfcan produce
dwindling organs! or implies it, but he is so verbose and has so little wish to be clear and truthful that one
really finds it impossible to tell what he thinks except the one thing, viz., that George Romanes is the great
man! His language is to be known in future as 'Romanese." E.R. Lankaster to E.B. Poulton, April 19,
1890. Poulton Correspondence. Hope Library Archives.

21 H.W. Conn, "The Significance of 'Variety' and 'Species," p. 253.
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process that could occur within the same locality, without geographical isolation, since variation

in genitalia could lead to a speciation of one form into two within the same area.22 Further,

Romanes claimed this inherent difference between varieties and species solved many of the

problems faced by Darwin's theory of natural selection. It could account for the difference in

fertility between varieties and species, overcome the problem of swamping since the requisite

variation in the reproductive organs would instill infertility between species, and explain the

presence of non-adaptive characters, since useless characters could "ride on the back" so to speak,

of the variation in the reproductive organs that led to speciation.

His fellow biologists disagreed vehemently with these "additions" to natural selection. "I

see Romanes has let himself off in the Times again re. Physiological selection," Meldola

complained to Poulton in 1889, "The whole thing is so frothy that I propose to rename it the

theory of fizziological selection."23 The worst part to those trying to make entomology biological

was that Romanes seemed immune to all admonishments. Two years later Meldola complained

again that although he had contributed what he hoped would be a "final extinguisher for G.J.R.,"

the way "this controversialist continuously shifts his ground is 'riling' in the extreme." He hoped

that if Romanes wrote anything more Poulton would take part in the scrimmage, Meldola wrote,

as Romanes had done more harm to Darwinian theory than any other writer.24

Jordan's first two years at Tring brought him into contact with the Entomological Society

of London biologists. The work of Romanes must have been a common topic, judging from the

concerns Poulton and Meldola often expressed regarding his detrimental influence on the cause of

22 John E. Lesch, "The Role of Isolation in Evolution: George J. Romanes and John T. Gulick," isis
66(1975):483-503.

23 Raphael Meldola to E.B. Poulton, September 17, 1889. Meldola Correspondence. Hope Library
Archives.

24 Raphael Meldola to E.B. Poulton, May 15, 1891. Meldola Correspondence. Hope Library Archives.
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Darwin's theory of natural selection. Meanwhile, it is quite obvious Poulton had recognized early

on a useful ally in Jordan, as did many who depended on specimens.25 Poulton visited Tring,

wrote to Jordan from Oxford for advice on preserving and setting insects in 1898, and sent him

papers in manuscript for critique. In return Jordan offered to determine specimens and visited

Oxford to consult Poulton' s collection. Poulton later wrote how he always wrote to Jordan when

he had a systematic puzzle.26 As Poulton and his friends looked around for ways to silence

Romanes, they may have turned to Jordan as one with a great deal of experience with the facts of

nature, or Jordan may have taken up their call in silence.

Aside from his interests simply as a zoologist in both the question of the origin of species

and his disciplinary interest in the status of systematics, Jordan's personal status as a scientist

may also have been involved in his decision to take Romanes to task. We have seen how the

community of the Entomological Society of London entomologists had divided, at least in the

eyes of some, amongst those interested in bringing more biology into the meetings rather than

strict systematics, and that certain members of this community asserted power and authority over

the discipline. We have also seen how Jordan's position in British entomology would not have

been clearly or quickly established within an entomological community that had its own

antagonisms, prejudices, and ways of determining who was a good entomologist and who was

not. Having found that his work in the museum directly contradicted Romanes' theory of

speciation and especially Romanes' claims regarding the inherent differences between varieties

and species, what better way to establish himself in this new community, than to take on what

Meldola called the "Romanian atrocities"? And what better way to defend systematics,

collections, and inspire more cautious philosophizing, than to take one of the "heretic"

25 On Edward Bagnall Poulton see Kimler, "Mimicry."

26 E.B. Poulton to Jordan, March 13, 1908. TM1/115. NHM Archives.
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philosophical naturalists to task for his ignorance of the facts? He possessed thousands of facts at

his fingertips at Tring by which to assess various theories.

In opening his paper "On Mechanical Selection," Jordan explained that the fact that

variation occurred within the genitalia bore closely upon Romanes' theory of Physiological

Selection. For in arguing that species and varieties were inherently different, Romanes had

claimed that two different processes had been at work in the production of varieties compared to

species. He had based this conclusion in part on the belief that the sexual organs of species

always differ, while varieties differ in characteristics other than the genitalia. But the variation

Jordan observed beneath the microscope while examining the genitalia as taxonomic aids for his

work helping Rothschild with the Papilios directly contradicted Romanes' assumption that

species and varieties were inherently different phenomenon. Jordan found that variation in the

sexual organs occurred in similar ways amongst both varieties and species; the difference was one

of quantity rather than quality.

He had also found that, of the numerous types of varieties, only geographical varieties

had a rudimentary specific barrier reflected in the variation within their genitalia. From this he

concluded that only geographical varieties represented incipient species. Rothschild and Jordan

used this conclusion in all their subsequent work, emphasizing in their 1903 "Revision of the

Sphingidae," for example, that "Geographical variation leads to a multiplication of the species;

non-geographical variation at the highest to polymorphism. ,,27 "We said in 1896," they wrote,

Jordan giving up his proprietary rights to any innovation in his paper on mechanical selection,

that the polymorphic varieties that some entomologists mistook for species would probably be

normal in the genital armature, and indeed they had found this to be the case, establishing the

27 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xlii.
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genital armature as an excellent criterion of specific identity among externally polymorphic

forms, even as they argued it was not the end-all of systematics sometimes claimed.28

Since then (1896) we have kept this subject in view during all our researches, and
have in various places drawn attention to the fact that seasonal and individual
dimorphism is not accompanied by differences in the sexual armature, while
geographical varieties are in numerous cases distinguished by a more or less obvious
peculiarity in the copulatory organs. We do not think that systematists who examine
these structures will very often be deceived by polymorphism. On the contrary, the
danger for them lies just in the opposite direction. They will be inclined to regard as
varietal members of one species all those forms which do not exhibit distinctions in
those organs. However, they will be wary if they know, as we know now, that there
are many distinct species which are identical in the copulatory annatures.29

Given the conclusions outlined in Jordan's 1896 paper, all Hartert, Rothschild, and

Jordan's emphasis on good locality data, trinomial nomenclature, and detailed study of

geographical variation made scientific sense, and from then on they used Jordan's conclusions in

their defense of trinomials.3° Jordan's method and concepts as outlined in the 1896 paper served

as the ideal defense of Tring's nomenclatural practice. Given his argument that geographical

polymorphism of a species represented the beginning of the ramification into more species, they

could now insist that "the study of localized varieties is of the greatest importance in respect to

the theory of evolution." In other words, "the study of geographical races, or subspecies, or

incipient species, is a study of the origin of species."3' And further, since the degree of

divergency, or geographical polymorphism, was often so minute that it would escape even a

skilled eye "but for a carefully working systematist having drawn attention to it," the naming of

28 Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 499.

29 Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 499.

30
The paper, in which the "we" directed the reader to the issue of Novitates containing Jordan's 1896

paper, is an excellent example of either Jordan's humility, in allowing his work to be subsumed into the
"we" of the co-authored paper, or Rothschild's ability as employer to subsume his curators' work within his
own work.

31 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 446.
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subspecies was all important to this study.32 Due to the range of types of variation, however,

illustrated clearly by the fact some variation correlated with genital variation while others did not,

systematists needed to differentiate as clearly as possible between those varieties that represented

incipient species and other types of varieties. This meant detailed morphological examination and

the collection of long series of specimens to determine whether forms intergraded with other

varieties over a geographical range.

The more general subject for which Jordan believed his findings had important

implications concerned the various concepts of species in use amongst authors engaged in

philosophical work on the origin of species. Jordan argued firmly that due to their incautious

definitions of species naturalists had been misled in their search for the process of speciation.

Romanes' theory that speciation could occur within the same locality furnished an excellent

example. In fact Romanes had described an increasing divergence between two already-good

species rather than speciation. "At the time when selection set in," Jordan explained, "there were

already two 'species."33 In defining his own definition of species for the purposes of both his

paper and the practice of systematics, Jordan emphasized the working methods of the

conscientious systematist, who knew that basing determinations and a study of relationships on

single characters would never lead to truth. Basing his arguments firmly on observations, Jordan

explained that although one could lay out a series of specimens according to a single character

that formed a continuous change, this did not mean that the individuals as opposed to one of their

organs formed such a change. "An individual has many 'characters,' he insisted throughout the

introduction, "and these do not vary in the same manner and degree in the various specimens," a

fact that would "at once become manifest to everybody who actually tries to put together a

32 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 449.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 427.
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'continuous' series of specimens."34 Jordan called this fact the "law of independent variation of

organs." One must keep this law in mind, he pointed out, when reviewing William Bateson's

claims in Materials for the Study of Variation of 1894 regarding the importance of discontinuous

variation. For Jordan noted that a naturalist could easily mistake polymorphic animals, so often

cited as evidence of discontinuous variation that could lead to evolution, as distinct species when

they took only a single, apparently discontinuous variation, as the source of classificatory

groupings. He was astonished that some of his fellow systematists continued to base their work

on single characters; "The danger of arriving at erroneous results by taking into account only one

organ is so evident and so well known," he wrote, "that one must wonder how it is possible that

nevertheless a classification for example, of Lepidoptera, based upon wing-markings alone, or

upon neuration, can be expected to be an exact expression of the blood-relationship of the

classified forms."

Jordan then proposed his working species concept, a definition that Mayr has since called

the clearest statement of the Biological Species Concept for some decades. Jordan argued that the

morphological definition of species upon which naturalists based such a practice, in which

species were separated from each other based on differences in external appearance alone, would

prove of no use given the theoretical foundations of modern biology. If naturalists considered

species to be historical entities, which, since Jordan assumed "we all pretend to be evolutionists,"

a systematist must, and if all the specimens of history could be collected, they would all

intergrade. Thus through logic alone the naturalist must conclude that a definition of species

cannot be morphological since, based on such a definition, all life forms would be one species.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 428.
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Further, if one took morphological difference as the criteria of species then every individual

would be a separate species, since every individual is morphologically different in someway.35

Jordan's wish to revise naturalists' dependence upon morphological difference in

describing and differentiating species was closely related to one of the central problems of both

systematics and evolutionary theory, and one of the primary culprits in the declining status of

systematics. Entomologists admitted that although a systematist may not know exactly what a

species is, they used working hypotheses in practice, amending their definitions as experience

demanded. Darwin had provided a theoretical explanation for this difficulty, optimistically

asserting that his theory would cause a revolution in natural history, after which "Systematists

will be able to pursue their labours as at present; but they will not be incessantly haunted by the

shadowy doubt whether this or that form be in essence a species."36 Darwin thought, from his

experience, that this would be a relief to naturalists, for he argued that the lack of agreement on a

species definition could simply be attributed to the fact that the term was undefinable. There was,

he argued, no way of defining a difference between varieties and species, since the difference

was not essential. Darwin used a working definition of species as "those collections of

individuals, which have commonly been so designated by naturalists." The implications for

naturalists as arbiters of the natural order may, then, have seemed secured, for Darwin wrote; "in

determining whether a form should be ranked as a species or a variety, the opinion of naturalists

having sound judgment and wide experience seems the only guide to follow."37 But in fact the

statement that definitions of species depended on the expertise of the systematists did not satisf'

those who desired objective, definite facts upon which to base biological conclusions.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 433, 434 and 437.

36 Darwin, On The Origin of Species, p. 455.

Darwin, On The Origin of Species, p. 47.
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Naturalists did indeed take up Darwin's nominalist redefinition of species according to an

evolutionary view of nature.38 Alfred Newton, in writing to Wallace regarding his use of

zoological regions, wrote that "One of the best tests of a biologist is his being able to talk or write

of 'species' without believing that the term is more than a convenient counter for the exchange of

ideas."39 But many practicing naturalists found Darwin's attitude toward species unhelpful,

indeed, unscientific. In France, the Secretary of the Académie des Sciences, Pierre-Jean-Marie

Flourens (1794-1867), criticized him on the grounds that he had not offered a definition of

species, yet claimed species were variable. He found Darwin "deficient in the basic requirements

of his discipline," using language that did not reach scientific standards.4° By the 1 890s, as

zoologists turned to experimental methods in which testable questions were most valued. Within

this context, the Darwinian statement that a species was simply what a good naturalist claimed it

to be had proven reason to discount any claims to accurate knowledge, and the associated status

as a science, natural history and systematics may once have held. For someone who believed in

the importance of systematics, then, establishing a non-arbitrary definition of species would be

important, if it could be done. A definition that, in theory, provided a consistentway to

distinguish between varieties and species would provide an objectivity often lacking in systematic

work.

38
Beatty notes that, in practice, in order to communicate with the naturalist community, Darwin used the

term "species" in a way which confirmed to its use by his contemporaries' definition even as he
undermined their definitions. See John Beatty, "Speaking of Species: Darwin's Strategy," in David Kohn,
ed., The Darwinian Heritage (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985)

Alfred Newton to Alfred Russet Wallace, June 17, 1894, quoted in Wollaston, Life ofAifred Newton, p.
183.

40
Corsi and Weindling, "Darwinism in Germany, France and Italy," p. 701. In examining the situation in

France, Corsi and Weindling point out that the historical study of debates on Darwin or evolution "cannot
dispense with carefully evaluating the actual concepts and traditions that organized scientific disciplines
and research within each naturalist culture, in France or elsewhere," (p. 705-706). In France, they note,
biogeography stressed the role of climate and locality in explaining local forms, perhaps with some added
Lamarckism, if explanation was indeed offered, and practice could continue 'within an established
framework of a static and providential (or Cuverian) "economy of nature."
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Jordan's primary criterion for evaluating his colleagues' various definitions of species

was whether or not these species definitions provided a clear means by which to differentiate

between species and varieties. This requirement returned him directly to what he had observed in

the Tring collection. The principal objection, he argued, to most biologists' species definitions,

was that the definitions gave no such general criterion for differentiating between species and

varieties in practice. Eimer held that species were physiologically isolated, but so, sometimes

were varieties. Romanes argued that species exhibit hereditary distinguishing characters, but so

did varieties. Wallace defined species as possessing adaptive differences, but varieties, too,

possessed adaptive differences.4' The data in the museum directly contradicted the assumptions

on which these naturalists had erected their criteria of difference. Jordan pointed out that "The

consequence of accepting a definition of the term 'species,' which does not exclude every kind of

variety (varieties as opposed to species) leads naturally to the conclusion that there is no real

distinction between species and varieties, and that it is purely conventional whether we call a

form species or variety, an opinion by no means rarely met with even amongst us species-

makers."42 Jordan argued that anyone who truly accepted evolution must, however, in accepting

that species diverge, at least silently accept that species are those branches of an evolutionary tree

that camiot re-converge. Therefore it should be possible to differentiate species from those forms

at a lower degree of development, which could reconverge.43 Jordan insisted that the chief

criterion of what defines a species, then, must be the impossibility of fusion. The fact that

41 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 441.

42 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 441. Jordan's concerns fit with Scudo and Acanfora's claim that
a species definition based on geographical isolation offered a way out of extreme nominalism in
systematics by providing a (relatively) functional definition of species. Russian Darwinists, they note for
example, "claimed the real or individual nature of species and other taxa through theoretical constructions
directly based on M. Wagner, Delboeuf, Romanes or Gulick." Franceso M. Scudo and Michele Acanfora,
"Darwin and Russian Evolutionary Biology," in Koim, The Darwinian Heritage, pp. 731-752, p. 745.

" Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 442.
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although species diverged from an identical ancestor, but would never again develop identity, had

to be considered.44 Given these considerations, Jordan offered his working definition.

A species is a group of individuals which is differentiated from all other
contemporary groups by one or more characters, and of which the descendents which
are fully qualified for propagation form again under all conditions of life one or more
groups of individuals differentiated from the descendents of all other groups by one
or more character.45

His definition thus countered Darwin's claim, used by systematists and biologists alike,

and unwittingly one of the most damning criticisms of museum work, that there was no real

distinction between species and varieties. In an ideal world with broods of every form, his

definition provided an objective criterion through which to distinguish species from variety via

the criterion of interbreeding. Even well-endowed Tring had never had the space, time, nor

resources for breeding insects. What role could a large collection of dead specimens play, then,

given such a definition? Jordan had no illusions regarding the ability of systematists to come

consistently to definite decisions on whether a form was a species or a variety based on the

definition he put forth. He readily admitted it ultimately depended on knowledge that could only

be certainly determined by breeding experiments. A systematist could never prove with certainty

from the specimens alone "whether the distinguishing morphological characters they exhibit are

of specific value or not." Jordan explained;

The actual proof of specific distinctness the systematist as such cannot bring; we
species-makers do, in fact, not pretend, at least many of us do not, that in every case
the form which we pronounce to be a species really is a species; we work, or ought to
work, with the mental reservation that the specific distinctness of ourspecies novae
deduced from morphological differences will be corroborated by biology (in the
widest sense).46

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 436.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 438.

46 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 450-451.
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This agnostic stance regarding practice, was, however quite different from the belief that

determinations of species versus varieties reflected no reality in nature.

Given the admission that systematics could not always come to accurate conclusions

regarding determinations, Jordan believed that naturalists could reach a probably correct

conclusion in the museum with two additional aids. Systematists must proceed by 1) taking into

account the way divergence comes about and 2) using the comparison of characters of such forms

as have been tested to be specifically distinct.47 In arguing that systematists must take into

account how divergence comes about Jordan took a definite stance, to a certain point, on the

various debates concerning the mechanism of speciation. In contrast to those who argued that

speciation could occur within a single locality, Jordan insisted that mechanical isolation was

necessary for the divergence of species. "By mechanical isolation," he wrote, "we understand a

separation of the animals or plants in question by a mechanical barrier, so that an intercrossing

with the original stock is prevented."48 This "mechanical isolation" could be geographical,

biological, or ecological. He argued that geographical isolation was the dominant mode of

separation. He had become convinced through the hundreds of hours spent bent over the

microscope examining the sexual organs of long series of well-labeled insects that the only type

of variation that correlated with variation in the genitalia was geographical. This meant the study

of geographical variation was central to the study of the origin of species. Well aware that the

isolationists Wagner and Gulick had been called to task for holding that speciation could develop

entirely from geographical isolation, Jordan clearly stated that isolation alone would not create

divergence; some additional transmutative factor was needed.49 Jordan maintained an agnostic

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 442.

48 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 445.

The German geographer Mortiz Wagner had insisted on the role of geographical isolation in order to
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openness regarding these factors depending on the characteristic at issue. But he did not accept a

priori explanations of any particular characteristic using natural selection, inheritance of an

acquired character, mutation, or orthogenesis based on either logic or loyalty alone.

Given this belief in the importance of geographical isolation, the naturalist still had to

determine whether isolation had provided the requisite amount of divergence for two forms to

have become incapable of interbreeding. And this was where Jordan's second requirement for

systematists to arrive at accurate conclusions arose. Breeding experiments could not be done for

all forms, but some breeding experiments had been done, and these could provide points of

comparison for forms for which broods could not be obtained. This determination-by-analogy

required long series, the use of many characteristics, and careful comparative work. But it meant

the collections could still provide useful information, so long as systematists worked with

cautious, careful attention to detail. The call for huge amounts of material was directly reinforced

by the problem of an ideal species definition based on breeding versus the daily realities of the

practice of systematics. The museum workers' dependence upon comparison and analogy, Jordan

admitted, plunged the systematist right back to the problem of enough material.50

Even given large series, Jordan admitted that the conclusions "with respect to variation,

which we draw from the inadequate material we have to work with, must necessarily often be

erroneous." The application of the term subspecies had to be restricted in practice. Jordan

concluded: "we shall have to use the term 'subspecies' when a localized variation is such that

address the pressing question of how advantageous variations could become established without being
swamped by interbreeding with unaltered types, Wagner proposed that if small numbers of individuals
migrated, natural selection could proceed. The presence of closely related species or varieties on either side
of natural geographic boundaries supported his case. Carl Nageli and August Weismann criticized
Wagner's theory on the grounds that species and varieties could divide without isolation, therefore
geographic isolation was not essential, though they conceded it may play a role. Weismann cited Franz
Hilgendorf' s study on snails which seemed to have evolved into various forms in the same lake bed.
Montgomery, "Germany," 110-112.

50 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 505.
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about half of the individuals belong to the varietal form."5' But given this stipulation the work of

a systematist, Jordan noted, was still extremely useful, both as a recorder of facts and as the most

able of all workers to interpret these facts. "Besides the pure record of morphological facts," he

explained, "the diagnosticist has to draw inferences from the facts; and as the recorder of the facts

ought to know the facts best, the conclusions the diagnosticist arrives at ought to be generally

correct if the method of reasoning is correct."52

Jordan constantly brought the experience of the naturalist working through a collection to

bear on his generalizations. Strategically tying his excursions into philosophical natural history

tightly to facts, Jordan would later insist he had always examined the species problem from the

point of view of aspects that had "have continually forced themselves" before him during his

study of the systematics of particular groups of animals, especially his own entomological

specialties.53 When responding to Romanes's claim that speciation could occur within the same

locality, for example, Jordan generously humored the assumptions contained in Romanes' works

that some specimens in the same locality will breed true while others do not, although such an

assumption was "quite at variance with our experience, and therefore not acceptable to any

naturalist."54 To begin his discussion of what variation should be the subject of study, Jordan

warned that because a mere statement of the facts concerned in his discussion would be

unintelligible to the general reader without special knowledge of the animals concerned, he would

"endeavour to interpret the facts." In doing so, Jordan insisted that he "entered, rather reluctantly,

51 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 447-448. This would have important ramifications for the use of
subspecies in the future, for some biologists saw this percentage rule as the worst sort ofarbitrariness
exactly what Jordan had been striving to get away from.

52 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 452.

Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by a Systematist," p. 241.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 443.
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upon a ground which nowadays has so often been traversed with and without success: I should

not do so, if the facts I bring forth, and the conclusions I have to derive from them, did not put me

in contraposition to a good many naturalists." He added, however, that during his excursion onto

theoretical ground, the cabinets full of specimens that surrounded him would serve as constant

reminders that "possibilities arrived at by general reasoning are often impossibilities in nature, in

so far as what is a priori possible or even probable may be found not to occur in nature."55 He

urged his readers to remember that it was those specimens in the cabinet drawers that would be

the ultimate arbiters of any theory, not the logic of abstract concepts, warning;

The question which governs zoological work is one of specific differences on the side
of us systematists, and one of the causes of the specific and non-specific characters
on the side of the biologists, and over the consideration of 'characters' it has been
lost sight of that speaking of a specific character and the variability of characters
means, in fact, speaking of abstracta, while our work must be based upon concreta,
upon the individual specimens.56

In formulating a response to Romanes and other biologists including Wallace and

Theodor Eimer, Jordan carved out a research program that was between the most extreme of the

positions voiced in the 1893 debate at the Entomological Society of London. Jordan had walked a

middle road within his more philosophical papers between those naturalists who treated animated

nature "from the point of view of a philosopher" and those who worked "with the individual

specimens."57 He urged the importance of facts for theoretical work, and put forth his own

theoretical conclusions based on the facts in order to silence Eimer and Romanes' inaccurate

generalizations.

Given his methods and attitude toward entomology, some of the younger workers

certainly expressed relief Jordan now worked amongst them. "I was very glad to see you at Ent.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 426.

56 Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 428.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 428.
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Soc. the other evening," G.C. Champion wrote, "The influence of such a worker as yourself, is

much wanted and is not of a character too abundant at the Ent. Soc."58 Some entomologists found

Jordan's mechanical selection paper just the thing needed, although they seemed to be reading it

quite late! In preparing his own work on species concepts, E.B. Poulton asked Jordan in 1904 if

he could have reprints of any of his writings on what is a species. "I wonder if you will agree with

my contention," he wrote in mid-January, "I think you will that the only hope of an objective

species is in the conception of an interbreeding (syngamic) community."59 By the end of the

month, he was struggling through Jordan's paper on mechanical selection; "It is a wonderfully

learned paper and very interesting and valuable," he said, "only as you say it takes some hard

reading."6° He had come to the conclusion that their conclusions did not really, he think,

diverge.6' He knew Jordan's back-up would be valuable, and asked if he could be at the

Entomological Society of London meeting when he read his address on species; "Elwes and

others will be there and we shall have a good meeting I expect."62

But even given the moderate rhetoric of his responses to Romanes and others, Jordan

recalled Albert GUnther taking him aside one day when he was paying one of his occasional visits

to Tring. He admonished Jordan "in no uncertain terms" that he had "gone over to biology, and

that he did not approve." The comment had taken him aback. He had not been aware, he said, that

he had stepped outside taxonomy.63 But Gunther's answer to the problem of distinguishing

58
G.C. Champion to Jordan, December 9, 1905. TM1/88, NHM Archives.

E.B. Poulton to Jordan, January 18, 1904. TM1/84, NHM Archives.

60
E.B. Poulton to Jordan, January 29, 1904. TM 1/84, NHM Archives.

61
E.B. Poulton to Jordan, February 17, 1904. TM 1/84, NHM Archives.

62
E.B. Poulton to Jordan, February 29, 1904. TM 1/84, NHM Archives.

63 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 133.
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species from varieties had for decades been to continue diligently with "systematic observation

and taxonomy," not to engage in premature philosophical debates over definitions and

mechanisms.64 GUnther' s words impart a corrective to attributing the influence of Jordan's

experiences as a German-trained naturalist working in Britain strictly to national differences in

training. Gunther shows us that these national traditions changed, and generalizations about one

country or another are subject to exceptions due to the extremely diverse ways people came to do

natural history and the contexts in which work could be done. Jordan, for example, came from a

German tradition that often allied itself against British entomologists in controversies because

mainland European lepidopterists at the turn of the century were "far ahead of their UK

counterparts in detailed morphological studies."65 But generational differences in training, the

vague factor of personality, and the varying practical demands of institutional employment and

standards also influenced the work that was done, in addition to the standards of the scientific

community in which one worked. Still, such episodes of confusion in the definition of appropriate

work for a scientist often provide good clues to when changes are taking place within science. A

few years after Jordan's arrival, for example, F.A. Dixey received the warning that, although

Poulton and Meldola would certainly support his work on phylogeny, "some of the members (of

the Entomological Society of London) always oppose everything except systematics papers."66

But by 1902 Canon Fowler noted in his presidential address that the journal was slowly changing;

The "special feature of our Transactions for the past year is the multiplication of
papers on Life History and Bionomics: this is a great improvement from the times

64 Gunther, A Century of Zoology, p. 463.

65 Ackery, Goodger and Lees, "The BUrgermeister's Butterfly,"p. 247. Ackery, Goodger and Lees
examine, for example, the case of Pseudopontia paradoxa, whose wing venation, usually a conservative
morphological feature, was so different than the usual butterfly venation that British lepidopterists
associated it with moths, while most continental entomologists, including Jordan, placed it, accurately, with
the Pieridae, although in its own subfamily.

66 Herbert Goss to F.A. Dixey, January 10, 1896. Dixey Correspondence, Hope Library Archives, Oxford.
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when I as Secretary used to draw up the index, and found it to consist as a rule of
long lists of newly described Lepidoptera, with, occasionally, a certain amount of
Hymenoptera and Coleoptera thrown in.67

Thirty years later Jordan would be recounting Gunther's admonishment to a sympathetic,

and no doubt amused, audience in the new rooms at 41 Queens Gate of the Entomological

Society of London.

Making Facts Count

Jordan and Rothschild often compared their work to others by appealing to the scientific

grounds for adjusting entomological practice to the ultimate aim of studying the origin of

species. While Poulton and Meldola appealed to permitting more speculation to recover the

scientific reputation of entomology, Jordan called for the detailed examination of many

characters, individuals and species, close reasoning, and attention to the different types of

variation observed. Jordan's critique of the philosophical musings of one of his compatriots

illustrate his concerns with some entomologists' tailoring facts to their particular theoretical

views. Such a tendency threatened his own desire to make systematics ultimately useful to theory

by making systematists' facts both objective and non-arbitrary. Theodor Eimer, a professor of

zoology at Ttibingen, had argued that evolution happened by an internal force, or orthogenesis.

He used the color and patterns of the wings of the Papilio butterflies as his facts. He reported on

his research in his 1889 book Artbildung und Verwandschafi bei den Schmetterlingen, delivered

an address on the subject at the 1895 International Congress of Zoology, and argued for his

theory in Die Entstehung der Arten of 1897.68 It was an unlucky choice of organisms, with

67 William Weeks Fowler, "Presidential Address," Proc. Em. Soc. Lond (1902): lvii-lxxiv, pp. lvii-lviii.
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Jordan watching so closely from the halls of Tring. For in the review of literature requisite for

Tring's own Revision of the Papilios, Rothschild and Jordan had to determine whose systematics

they would pay attention to and whose they would discount. They dismissed Eimer's systematics

in a few words as insufficient for the purposes of classification. Eimer protested, and the reply

composed by Jordan shows how closely his defenses of Tring' s work and his scientific concepts

were embedded within his responses to those who theorized based on poor systematics, at least

according to the standards Tring had set for its owner, curators, and colleagues.

Eimer had already been called to task for his speculative musings on mechanism in the

pages of Nature by a reviewer who argued that Eimer had transgressed the proper scientists' task

to complete the Baconian collection of facts devoid of speculative flights. Eimer reflected a

disturbing trend among English scientists as well, the reviewer noted, which he thought had

originated among the Germans.

In the first half of the present century the speculative dreams of our Teutonic
neighbours were trite subjects of ridicule. We laughed, not without reason, at the
farthing's worth of fact on which such an unconscionable quantity of theory was too
often based. But the century's second half finds not a few Englishmen following
suit.69

Work like Eimer's not only supported the claims of those who saw speculation as the

worst of German excesses, it threatened what workers like Jordan were trying to establish as

good natural history in numerous ways. For Jordan, the concerns expressed by the reviewer of

Eimer's would have been unfounded. That "theories based on taxonomic and bionomic

observations have their shortcomings," he admitted, and workers in other branches of knowledge

68
On Eimer's theory and critiques of his work see Peter J. Bowler, "Theodor Eimer and Orthogenesis:

Evolution by 'Definitely Directed Variation," Journal of the History of Medicine 1979:40-73. As usual,
Bowler focused on the criticisms by Weismann, V.L. Kellogg, C.O. Whitman, and others on the grounds
that orthogenesis was inadequate as a mechanism for evolution. He does not mention the arguments
brought against Eimer's theory by Jordan on the grounds his systematics had been abysmal.

69
Professor Windle, "Review of Professor Eimer's 'Organic Evolution,' &c." Edinburgh Review. No. 352.

(1890), p. 317.
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often reminded systematists of the fact. But he insisted that theories guided research even if

erroneous, just as gardeners knew that some of the best plants could not be successfully grown

until the moraine was invented, "that heap of old rubble apparently no good for anything." "It is

from this point of view," he wrote, "we should look upon theories that run counter to our

experiences or our preferences."7° Indeed, although Romanes' theory had been discredited,

Jordan was able to outline his own thought more cogently in composing his response to

Romanes.

But not only had Eimer made premature assertions that he had discovered the mechanism

of speciation and evolution, he had done so based on totally inadequate systematics, and in this,

Eimer threatened the status of work Jordan thought critical to sound theory. Worse, Eimer had

used strong rhetoric about how he had stuck loyally close to facts. Indeed, he claimed that his

reliance on "an unwieldy mass of facts" had resulted in his theory of directed variation,or

orthogenesis, being less publicly known than Weismann' s speculations. "Mind-made

hypotheses," he warned, "are not investigations of nature. No hypothesis is justified in natural

inquiry unless it rests upon facts. The man who scorns facts is no natural inquirer." Eimer's

"facts," and therefore the supposed proof of his views, were furnished by the wing-markings of

Papilio butterflies. In commencing his argument for orthogenesis, Eimer appealed to the facts

written on the wings of these little organisms:

Here on the tablets of the laws which living nature has placed in our hands, the truth
of evolution lies written, and not in the writings of natural philosophers who dream
their evolutionary fancies with an utter disregard of the facts, and who scatter them
among their credulous followers in unremitting profusion.71

° Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 136.

71
Theodor Eimer, On Orthogenesis and the Importance of Natural Selection in Species Formation

(Leyden Congress of Zoologists, 1895, Chicago Open Court Publishing Co., 1898. Translated by Thomas J.
McCormack), p. 37. Jordan would have agreed with Eimer' s defending of theory at the 1898 International
Congress of Zoology by arguing that "the all-indispensable requisite for deciding questions of evolution,
and particularly those of the origin of species, is a full and accurate knowledge of the characters of species,
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Eimer used the wing-markings of Papilio butterflies to develop a phylogenetic

classification, which, in turn, provided a "set of facts" that proved his theory of evolutionary

change. The classification supported the law of markings upon which his theory of evolution

depended, namely that longitudinal stripes always transform into spots, cross-stripings and

uniform coloring. As proof he cited the direction of change illustrated by the wing-markings of a

series of butterflies laid out according to his classification.

J.W. Spengel of Giessen had praised Eimer's work in a letter to Jordan of 1896. He

eagerly included in his letter a list of species he desired to complete his series of butterflies in the

hopes Tring could help him with the studies for which hewas now using Eimer's work as a

foundation.72 Perhaps concerned by such influence, and no doubt incited by Eimer reactionary

response to Tring' s dismissal of his systematics in the 1895 "Revision of the Papilios," Jordan

composed a "Review and Reply" to Eimer. The latter had actually meant his "sharp-worded

remarks" for Rothschild, whom he quite understandably thought the author of the introduction.

Jordan made it clear it was he who had written what Eimer had termed "unjust reproaches," and

therefore he would provide the response. This time, itwas Rothschild who added a footnote that

his own reply to Eimer was embodied in Jordan's review. Jordan had his response ready for

press in June of 1898, but, upon hearing that Eimer had recently died, Jordan wrote to Poulton

that "I shall have to alter my reply, but it will remain destructive, I cannot help it. The assertions

a full and accurate knowledge of their modifications their aberrations and their variations." Eimer, On
Orthogenesis, p. 18. Eimer blamed his colleagues, including Weismann's "speculative extravagance," for
their betrayal of this requisite in exchange for an "alien attitude towards animals and plants in their
entirety." Here he departed from Jordan, who believed sectioning and cuttingas important as any other
methods, so long as it did not claim priority over careful museum work. He also departed from Jordan's
ethic of scientific behavior in insisting that his theory "is my property which no one can dispute me."
Eimer, On Orthogenesis, p. 20.

72
J.W. Spengel to Jordan. February 14, 1896. TM1/23.
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one meets with in Eimer' s books and which seem partly to be accepted by some of his reviewers

are very strange."73

Jordan began by noting that when originally dismissing Eimer' s work as "of little

consequence for the systematic worker," he had attributed the author's errors as due to Eimer' s

having employed too little material to avoid grave errors regarding the relationships of his

butterflies. However, upon reexamination of his material in view of Eimer' s remarks in

Orthogenesis der Schmetterlinge of 1896, Jordan had concluded that "his errors in classification

were much less due to insufficient material than to oversights in his one-sided researches." Jordan

felt justified in critiquing Eimer' s classification because the characteristics Eimer had chosen had

been arbitrarily selected for the purposes of the theory at issue. Jordan allowed, however, that

Eimer's research on Papilios, undertaken to demonstrate phyletic connection between Papilio

forms by their wing patterns and to find evidence for "certain conclusions of a general nature

relating to the origin of species," should primarily be criticized on the grounds of errors which

had a direct bearing upon Eimer' s theory. Thus, he noted, "We will let pass as unimportant" the

numerous omissions of varieties (which he proceeded to list with the caveat that he, for one,

would still have thought such an omission important), nor would he lay stress upon the

introduction of new names for forms already named, nor upon erroneous denominations, nor

would he consider it of great moment that habitats were given wrong, and he would "only

cursorily mention" that distributions given were inaccurate. The claim that "such small matters"

in and of themselves were of no great weight, Jordan was willing to entertain, but he also pointed

out that such basic errors in systematics and geographical distribution showed clearly that the

author had not extensively studied the literature available on the insects about which he had

Jordan to E.B. Poulton, June 20, 1898. Poulton Correspondence. Hope Library Archives.
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written. Thus, he wrote, his dismissal of Elmer's systematics had been quite warranted.74

Examination of the sexual organs of a large series, for example, would have shown Elmer his

errors in specific determinations, but because he took only the wing pattern into account, he had

been fooled by polymorphic species. Jordan believed those who knew how often wing-patterns

had deceived authors would need no further information on Eimer's methods to ignore in good

conscience any conclusions he had made regarding relationship and the origin of species based on

such characters.

Given what one entomologist called his "destructive dialectic" in this paper, one wonders

how the passages that Jordan deleted upon hearing of Eimer' s death had read. In destroying

Eimer' s foundation of facts Jordan took him to task on precisely the grounds on which Elmer had

defended his theory against biologists like Weismann. Eimer had argued that "any theorizing

which sets up a claim to recognition in natural researchmust not stand in contradiction to facts, it

must not suppress facts."" Jordan now informed his readers that Eimer had in fact transgressed

the very scientific ethos he claimed to espouse.

It is obvious that the reason why out of the great number of Asiatic, African, and
American species of Cosmodesmus just those particular forms were unified into
groups regardless of all characters except wing-pattern, was that the wing-pattern of
the forms put together in each group demonstrated a connection between the species
in accordance with Eimer's views.

Elmer had not given the group characters of the forms discussed because in fact no

characters existed that were common to the members of one and absent from the members of the

other groups Eimer had defined as most closely related.76 As for those who Eimer claimed agreed

Jordan, "An Examination," pp. 435-436.

Eimer, On Orthogenesis, p. 55.

Jordan, "An Examination," p. 438.
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with his conclusions, Jordan thought this quite possible, "but I very much doubt," he wrote, "that

a single one of them has examined the facts upon which the conclusions are based."

Given these criticisms, Jordan argued that Eimer had certainly not proved the mechanism

of evolution he claimed to have demonstrated based upon his "facts." Jordan continued:

One may agree with Eimer in the belief that acquired characters are hereditary, and
that Natural Selection is not the factor in Evolution, but disagree nevertheless with
him in respect to the facts brought forward to "prove" these contentions. These
general contentions are surely not new, their repetition will not help us, and the
"proof' of their correctness is certainly not given by advancing observations which
on closer examination are either fallacious or inconclusive.77

Having destroyed Eimer's factual proof, Jordan then examined the conclusions regarding

the origin of species on which Eimer had based his erroneous classification. Eimer had claimed,

for example, that he had provided clear refutation of the theory that mimicry was adaptive on the

grounds that his orthogenetic theory provided a better explanation for wing patterns. Jordan

agreed with Eimer that orthogenesis could be a factor in evolution. He did not, however, accept

orthogenetic explanations of series if the facts had been, as he saw them, misinterpreted or the

systematics brought to bear on such questions completely inadequate. Eimer had claimed, for

example, that he had achieved the "thorough defeat of Neo-Darwinism" (namely, strictly

selectionist explanations of evolutionary change) by showing that mutation proceeds in a few

definite directions, and that these directions depended on the constitution of the animal and

external conditions (demonstrated by heat and cold experiments), not natural selection. Eimer

had done so by claiming a certain direction of development based upon his phyletic conclusions.

"Whether the directions of development are in my opinion few or many, I will not say," Jordan

Jordan, "An Examination," p. 447.
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wrote, "but it strikes me that, according to Artbildung, every a priori possible direction of the

development of the pattern occurs among the Butterflies."78

Jordan's most burning criticism, however, regarded his insistence that Eimer was

completely ignorant regarding the facts of geographical variation. If Eimer had studied the

literature in detail at all, Jordan explained, he would not have claimed that species do not vary

geographically, for do so was in direct contradiction to the facts amassed within museum

collections and published in natural history journals. Jordan pointed out that some of those forms

that Eimer claimed were separate species in fact possessed transitional species if examined over a

geographical range. Jordan took this opportunity to note how astonished he constantly was that

naturalists gave "the absence of such transitional individuals" again and again as the main

argument for the "origin of species per saltum." The presence of transitional forms, and similar

facts of importance, Eimer and others would learn "by looking over the writings of

entomologists."79

Ignorance of the difference between geographical and non-geographical variation was

precisely one of the reasons Eimer had been led astray, for he had not, in claiming that the

distinguishing characters of species are the same as varieties, distinguished between the various

types of varieties the work had Tring had so carefully tried to separate from one another in

systematic work. Because he had not made such a distinction, Eimer was able to claim that

species originate within the same locality, and that the importance of geographical separation for

the separation of species had been diminished through his work. "Geographically separate races,"

Jordan had insisted, "are entirely different from aberrations, seasonal forms, and forms of

dimorphic species that occur in the same locality. A comparison of the variation of different

78 Jordan, "An Examination," p. 451.

Jordan, "An Examination," p. 437.
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organs, for instance of wing-patterns and copulatory organs, reveals that atonce."8° He cited his

paper on mechanical selection for evidence that the distinguishing characters of aberrations and

seasonal forms was different than those of geographical races. This difference provided clear

evidence, at least in animals, that only geographical races were truly incipient species. As

evidence he cited the experimental demonstration that the offspring ofan intercrossing between

aberrations are not intermediate in characters, but belong to one or the other aberrational form,

while those between crosses of geographical races, were as in a crossing between species,

intermediate between the two parent forms.81 The causes must be the same between subspecies

and species, and different than those of aberrational forms. The practical implication of this

conclusion for systematics, of course, was that research on and naming of subspecies was all

important.

How to Do Phylogeny

Jordan insisted that correct determinations of species and varieties required long series of

specimens, breeding experiments when possible, and careful comparative work based on a

detailed examination of both internal and external morphology. Phylogeny, the ultimate aim for

which all this description provided the basic tools, was even more complicated. Eimer had

demonstrated well how not to construct a phylogenetic classification; he had based his phylogeny

on inaccurate and insufficient facts and, worse, his theory of evolution had guided both his

selection of characters and his interpretation of those characters. The facts could be constructed in

numerous alternative ways, Jordan insisted, if one divested the data of Eimer's a priori

SO Jordan, "An Examination," p. 454.

81 Jordan, "An Examination," p. 454.
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assumptions. So constructed, they lost any value they had originally served in supporting Eimer's

specific mechanism.

Despite his destructive criticisms of Eimer' s efforts, Jordan certainly did not discount all

efforts at phylogeny; indeed, he insisted that the analysis of relationship was the ultimate goal of

systematics. Any examination of the question of the origin of species must rest on such

classifications for its data, and it was the scientific duty of systematists to create as accurate as

possible classifications. Jordan outlined his own vision of how naturalists must proceed with

phylogeny in a paper published in the same volume as his reply to Eimer, entitled "Contributions

to the Morphology of Lepidoptera: The Antennae of Butterflies." He noted that he had long been

struck by the "paucity of characters which are taken as the basis of classificatory work in this

order of insects," although North American workers "the fortunate from an entomological point

of view possessors of crop-destroying insects," had done a great of work deal on the insects'

morphology. Darwin had complained years earlier that "there are not many men who will

laboriously examine internal and important organs, and compare them in many specimens of the

same species."82 During the course of his work on the Lepidoptera of Tring he had amassed

observations on butterfly and moth morphology which, rather than submitting in stray notes, he

had decided to publish by studying the various organs one by one, and dividing up his

contributions into several installments, "of which I present herewith the first to the reader." He

defended his treatment of the organs separately as follows:

The separate treatment of the different organs will have the great advantage (1) to the
reader, that he can keep the facts more easily in view and hence be able to followmy
inductions critically, and (2) to me, that my researchers being undertaken to gain a
better insight into the phyletic connection between the higher divisions of
Lepidoptera down to families I can draw up a grouping of the families from each
organ independently of the distinguishing characters furnished by other parts of the
body, and then finally, after the treatment of all parts of at least the exoskeleton,

82 Darwin, The Origin of Species, p. 102.
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come to a satisfactory result as to phylogeny and classification by a comparison of
the conclusions arrived at in each installment of these contributions.83

The ultimate goal of his work was to determine the blood-relationship of forms, thereby

providing as accurate a framework as possible from which to examine the origin of species.

To find out this connection, the blood-relationship, is the ultimate aim of the
classifier. The descriptive part of classificatory work provides the necessary facts; the
classification is a summary of the conclusions the classifier bases upon these facts.
The correctness of the classification, therefore, depends firstly on the trustworthiness
and the degree of completeness of the observations, and, if this evidence can be relied
upon, secondly on the interpretation of the facts.84

Jordan saw the key to complete observation in the use and comparison of as many

characters, individuals, and species as possible. Ultimately, an ideal classification would be based

upon a comparison of a great number of characters. The naturalist would conclude forms were

closely related in so far as they agreed in the most number of characters, combined with educated

judgments on the part of the classifier regarding the probable phyletic development of each single

distinguishing character. The pitfalls in the inductive or interpretative part of this work, what

Jordan referred to as the "speculative method," was that in attempting to account for all the

similarities and differences in the various organs of the group to be classified, "only such

characters are brought forward which suit the purpose best, while the others are left alone." In

contrast to those who believed any classification fatally plagued with opinion and imaginative

matching of characters, Jordan believed such problems were ultimately surmountable with

meticulous and diligent research. The important point in comparing as many characteristics as

possible was to remove the a prior! practice of selecting characteristics for classification based on

an opinion regarding their importance, a method that was unfortunately "by far the dominant one

in systematic work." Classifications based on his selection of "important" characters depended

83
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too much on what characters the naturalist chose; "and, as the selection is arbitrary in as much as

the phyletic significance of the selected character is merely assumed to be warranted," the

resulting classifications depended on a string of assumptions. Naturally, those made by various

authors would deviate widely from one another "if the classifiers do not make the same

assumptions." Those who chose certain wing veins as the characteristics upon which to classify

would reach different conclusions than those who choose some other characteristics.85 This

arbitrary selection of important characters for classification, Jordan explained, created the endless

debates for which systematists were renowned, at tremendous expense to both the status and

knowledge claims of entomology and systematics. The answer to both ending these debates, and

by implication divesting the discipline of its low status, was to remove the arbitrary selection of

characters from the endeavor whenever possible. The naturalist must examine as many characters

as possible, and meticulously compare classifications with each other in orderto construct a

classification that provided the closest approach to a synthetic portrait of relationship.

This detailed, meticulous research on as many characters as possible prior to constructing

"complete" phylogenies represented Jordan's response to the debate over including speculation

regarding relationship as a guide to research in systematics. Phylogeny had been at the center of

these debates. The original inspiration for the debate over speculation, for example, at the

Entomological Society of London had been F.A. Dixey's use of wing-markings to make

phylogenetic conclusions in butterflies. Poulton and Meldola had defended such work ardently. In

the United States, the American zoologist W.K. Brooks defended phylogeny on the grounds that

although uncertainty inevitably plagued any conclusions, he considered it "the duty of a

biologist" who had made a careful study ofa group to express any opinions he may have formed

on the group's phylogeny, for even if wrong they would be useful in directing attention to certain

85
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points for further investigation.86 Benson notes how, in the case of American morphology,

optimistic reactions to criticism of speculation led to more restricted, controlled, and descriptive

studies.87 A similar response is apparent in Jordan's work. He argued, in his destruction of

Eimer' s phylogeny, that one must not conclude from such shoddy work that the most general of

biological laws, namely, that the phyletic connection between allied forms can be demonstrated

by a comparison of the organs of the forms, was not sound. "The basis of comparative

morphology will not be shaken," he insisted, "if an author who adopts it comes to erroneous

results."88 But Jordan's response to the problems of phylogeny, and to the study of variation upon

which this phylogeny depended, was to amass more material. One must observe as many

characters in as many individuals and species as possible, he insisted.

Other zoologists had a very different response to the uncertainty regarding phylogeny,

turning to experimental zoology and completely different types of questions that could be

experimentally tested, instead of pursuing phylogeny at all. Experimentalists argued that there

was no basis by which zoologists could accurately judge rival phylogenies and choose one over

the other. Entomologists firmly grounded in the empirical tradition of natural history journals also

found the creation of phylogenetic trees dismaying examples of scientific insurgency. Such

opinions had inspired the debate in the 1 890s at the Entomological Society of London, when H.J.

Elwes had roundly criticized F.A. Dixey for drawing up a phylogenetic classification to be

published in the society's journal. Half a century later, many naturalists remained unconvinced of

their ability to determine evolutionary relationships. "The whole subject of phylogeny, of

86 See Benson, "William Keith Brooks," pp. 204-205.

87 See Benson, "William Keith Brooks," p. 284.

88 Jordan, "An Examination," p. 448.
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course," wrote one entomologist, "is mostly in the minds of the phylogenists, since we really

cannot prove any of it."

In arguing for the examination of a wide range of characters, Jordan joined other

entomologists who turned to the study of numerous characteristics to correct the mistakes made

by naturalists' use of single or a few characters to classify forms. Comstock, for example, argued

that zoologists must construct phylogenies based on many different characters, and a final

classification built upon those characters that showed the most consilience between a range of

phylogenies based on various characters.89 The calls by Jordan and entomologists like Comstock

in the United States were valuable cautionary responses to those who still classified based on a

few characters. Jordan never claimed, however, that all this detailed workwould remove entirely

the fact that in the final analysis, the naturalist must still interpret the facts. Rival interpretations

could be judged only by the careful weighing of characteristics and detailed comparative work.

This, he often noted, was a direct consequence of evolution, and there was nothing to be done but

to continue amassing data and careful study. It was certainly not a reason to abandon the

endeavor of classification and systematics entirely. Jordan concluded his paper with a diagram

illustrating the connection between the various families of Lepidoptera deduced from his

examination of the antenna, noting that he expected entomologists to criticism him for those

conclusions since they contradicted current views regarding butterflyclassification. "But I must

state here," he insisted, "that I shall not answer arguments from other organs than antennae, as the

other organs will be treated upon in subsequent installments of these contributions."90

Circumstances prevented him from completing more than the first two however, hardly sufficient,

in view of his caution, to arrive at a final classification of Lepidoptera.
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In the interest of taking advantage of as much of the existing material in collections as

possible, Jordan had designed his research in part as an adjustment to the legacy of natural history

collections. In examining antenna, for example, he hoped to interest the average Lepidopterist

"who naturally abhors all methods of research by which his specimens get damaged," in these

structural characters, which allowed one to "compare many thousands of specimens, inclusive of

great rarities and aberrant forms which no museum can allow to fall a victim to the microtome."9'

Jordan was willing to concede to the legacy of the naturalist tradition in some respects. He knew

that entomologists had to make the best they could of the fact natural history was made up of a

range of workers, many of whom would have little interest in scientific systematics if it meant

mutilating their specimens.

Jordan admitted that all this detail might seem useless to all but the collector or specialist,

and they readily conceded that if systematic work did not go beyond distinguishing, naming, and

ordering (in some way) forms there would be some justification for ridiculing the work of

systematists. The problem was that much entomological work still did not go beyond

distinguishing, naming, and ordering. This work was necessary, of course, but entomologists like

Jordan wished for a meta-level of organization and standardization within the discipline that

would allow this work to be efficiently incorporated within entomology and biology as a whole.

To do so, practice had to be revised at several levels. Systematic work was central to biology's

aim of understanding the phenomena of life because its conclusions provided the only means of

checking off, proving and disproving, generalizations. To serve as a reliable censor of

conclusions, the observations must be exact, and therefore minute, since exactness cannot be

attained without minuteness of inquiry. Rothschild and Jordan pointed out that everyone readily

admitted that in chemistry and physics minute research discloses the secrets of Nature. They

91
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insisted that such minuteness of research was no less required in biological sciences, if naturalists

wished to understand the phenomena of life. Those who went beyond the description of

conspicuous differences became "all-important in the science of life, as supplying sound criteria,

where otherwise a lively imagination might run wild and substitute plausible assumptions for

facts."92 Jordan believed systematists could only claim such importance, however, if naturalists

pursued systematics in distinct ways, a program ultimately dependent upon the material available.

In "reluctantly traversing the ground of theory," in his paper Ofl mechanical selection,

Jordan had referred to himself and his colleagues involved in compiling the diagnostic works of

Zoology as "us species-makers." He adopted the term sarcastically, for he did not believe the

denigration that the stereotype implied was valid. "Although nowadays the recorder of facts, the

diagnosticist, does not rank high in science," he noted, "every theory in Natural History depends

especially on the correctness of the facts furnished by the diagnosticist; when that record lacks

correctness the theory based upon it must break down."93 He insisted that the biologist

Weismann, for example, could not be faulted for a theory he had formed based on a classification

which Lepidopterists had created based on entirely inadequate knowledge of the forms classified.

The blame "is much more on the side of the systematists" who based classification on a single,

inaccurate distinguishing character. "We learn from this illustration first that diagnostic work is

the true basis of evolutionistic theories and hence of the highest importance, and secondly that the

record of facts must be exact."94 Given this stance, what the entire enterprise of biology and

natural history required was not more books on theory and "general contentions." The repetition

of these did not help anyone, he had written in his criticism of Eimer. What zoologists required

92 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xci.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 451.

Jordan, "On Mechanical Selection," p. 451.
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were careful, accurate revisions and monographs which set forth the facts upon which

generalizations could then proceed. This meant constructing descriptions and classifications

without reference to theory, but solely in reference to the organisms on the entomologists' desk

and beneath his microscope.

Museum workers had an increasingly difficult time, however, carrying thiswork out in

peace without having to engage in defenses of their methods and tradition. Scientific life for

systematists like Jordan was no doubt made uneasy, for example, by some of the rhetoric

following the rediscovery of Mendel' s work in 1900, which some took as evidence that the

answer to the mechanism of evolution would be found in the study of discontinuous variation. In

flat contradiction of the claims of Tring, William Bateson was arguing persistently that

intermediates between species do not exist, and this "fact" therefore refuted Darwinian speciation

by selection for "impalpable" differences.95 Jordan's friend E.B. Poulton kept him apprised of his

campaign against Mendelians like Bateson during this so-called "Eclipse of Darwin." In 1908

Poulton told Jordan of the volume he had in preparation called Essays on Evolution;

In the preface (I) am rather attacking mutation and the extravagant claims of
Mendelians (not Mendel ' s discovery itself which seems to me very interesting,
although not very important for evolution). Therewas a remark in your and W.
Rothschild's paper on the student of geographical distribution of varieties being
compelled to smile at the upholders ofper saltum evolution so much to the point that
I have quoted it entire. It exactly expressed what I feel to be the truth.96

Although having provided biologists like Poulton with material forthe fight, and

composing his own occasional responses to the claims of the antagonists, Jordan primarily

focused on amassing the detailed monographs and revisions he believed necessary for

establishing a foundation of non-arbitrary, accurate knowledge about the natural world.

Mayr traces "naturalist-systematists" redoubled efforts between 1910 and 1930 to demonstrate that
evolution is gradual by the study of geographical variation to a reaction to the claims of Bateson and de
Vries. Mayr, "Systematics," p. 129.

96 E.B. Poulton to Jordan, March 13, 1908. TMI/1 15. NHM Archives.
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The Bedrock of Systematics

All of the concepts, priorities, methods, and demands of the above commentaries on the

practice and theory of systematics came together in the defining work of the Tring Museum

entomological department, Rothschild and Jordan's Revision of the Sphingidae of 1903, cited

fifty years later as "possibly the finest example of a taxonomic monograph that has ever been

produced in Lepidoptera."97 For this classificatory revision of the family of moths commonly

known as Hawk-Moths, Rothschild and Jordan had amassed, organized, named, and examined a

collection of 16,000 specimens of about 660 species (the revision covered 770 species). Despite

this huge amount of material, they insisted that even though this number was much greater than

that in any other collection, "it was nevertheless not sufficient to form the basis of a thorough

revision of the family." Nature's diversity was one reason, but entomologists were also at fault.

So many species had been described inexactly that Rothschild and Jordan had had to examine the

type-specimens of many described forms in order to find out as correctly as possible the number

of species known, their synonymy, and establish their propernames.98 To amass comparative

material, type-specimens on loan, and specimens, they had sent letters of inquiry to private

Munroe, "Karl Jordan's Contribution," p. 72. Munroe noted that "although not every taxonomic
conclusion in this taxonomic work has withstood the revisions and discoveries of fifty years, the general
classificatory structure remains unchanged." Jordan and Rothschild had indeed demonstrated how
"thorough, balanced, synthetic study of an entire group" could minimize "the inevitable instability of
taxonomic work."

98 The difficulty of doing so due to the unscientific practices of their fellow entomologists is evident from a
long, admonishing exposition of the problems caused by inaccurate, misleading, or unscientific practice in
nomenclature, at the beginning of the Revision. They argued against those who would propose new names
for forms which the describer thought had been wrongly diagnosed, described or named. In determining the
correct name, they argued, this would only lead to chaos, and besides; "There is no line to draw between
good and bad definitions, sufficient and insufficient descriptions; and every description is incomplete."
Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xi.
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collectors and museums, to which only two had received no reply. "The names of the addressees

may be passed over in silence," they noted, but the implicit reproach was a severe one.99 Tring

revisions depended a great deal on the cooperation of their fellows, and such an admonishment

was their only means of ensuring this assistance.

In commencing the "Revision of the Sphingidae" Rothschild and Jordan again defended

their insistence on trinomial nomenclature as an aid to the study of variation. The theory of

descent had made geographical variation an all-important subject. "Whereas formerly the chief

object of classificatory research was to separate the individuals into species," they explained,

"and group these in genera, and so on, now there were in addition the several kinds of varieties to

be carefully studied." As we have seen, Jordan had provided a discussion of these types of

varieties in his paper on mechanical selection, concluding that geographical varieties were those

of interest to the question of the origin of species. Given the different levels of importance

varieties held, Rothschild and Jordan repeated their emphasis that "a nomenclature of varieties is

as necessary and as convenient a help as the Linnean binomial nomenclature is to the student of

species and higher categories."100

"Classification is an interpretation of facts," they declared in the introduction. Since the

evidence that guided the classifier was largely circumstantial, "the first step towards a correct

classification is to find out as many facts as possible." The only way one could do this was with

large collections, since the systematist depended upon analogy in the absence of breeding

experiments: "In interpreting these facts of characters presented by the individuals.., one starts

with the assumption that what has been found to be true in the necessarily limited number of

specimens investigated, holds good also in the vast multitude of individuals not compared." The

Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. ix.

100
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possibility of error with this method could be decreased by the comparison of a large material of

individuals. "How large it should be," they warned, "nobody can predict." But of one thing they

were certain: "To ascertain the extent of variation of the chief classificatory unit, the species, the

material can never be too extensive."101

Biology, they wrote, that is, breeding established the true relationship between

individuals, and must always trump conclusions based upon anatomical and morphological

research. A classification based merely on morphology would be artificial, and, although

"perhaps very useful for the mere collector, might be likened to an arrangement of minerals

according to their external features, without any regard to their chemical composition."°2 Due to

the lack of biological knowledge for most forms, the systematist had to proceed by comparison

from known polymorphic forms. And due to this dependence upon analogy, "The premise is the

better established, and hence the conclusion is the more likely to be correct, the more species

have been examined."03

Though this method, they insisted, was logically exact, Rothschild and Jordan readily

admitted it would never provide certainty, due quite simply to the fact that life forms had evolved

to their present forms. Systematists had long recognized the tension between a naturalists' wish

for clear rules through which classifications and diagnoses could be made and the chaos of

nature's diversity. It had been present since the beginning of the naturalist tradition. Those

without an evolutionary explanation for this problem were left with their puzzles and frustration

unexplained by a theoretical reason for them. Jordan had at least the consolation of an

'°
Rothschild and Jordan "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. i.
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time when some entomologists still refused to acknowledge the existence of polymorphism in insects. In
this context, his emphasis on the biological boundaries between insects was very helpful.
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evolutionary explanation for this problem. Because the best biologists still sharply debated how

evolution occurred, the good scientist would accept this tension philosophically, a quite

acceptable stance so long as one did not depend on making a reputation through theoretical work.

Even those urging an increased use of speculation readily admitted the pitfalls. As Meldola put it

in his presidential address: "I remember once remarking to the late Mr. Darwin how difficult it

was to get Nature to give a definite answer to a simple question, and he replied with a flash of

humour: 'She will tell you a direct lie if she can."°4

There existed no easy rule to follow, since all gradations existed between those who

overlap in characters and those completely isolated and different. Indeed this was exactly what

one would expect from evolution, inciting the systematist to include "an embarrassing mass of

detail," but detail that was absolutely critical to sound conclusions regarding specific distinctions

and ultimately relationships.105 To Rothschild and Jordan this tension between systematics and an

evolutionary understanding of nature meant naturalists would be hasty to generalize from a

limited group of animals, though, they noted, "biologists are nowadays in the habit of doing

so."°6 Though non-systematists were not generally aware of the result, nor its bearing on the

theory of descent, Rothschild and Jordan pointed out that systematists had amply provedby

minute research that geographical variation is the rule rather than the exception.'°7 This variation

occurred in small, continuous steps, and directly contradicted the claims of those who insisted

Darwin had been wrong in arguing species did not evolvedpar salturn, or by big jumps.
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In order to determine what variation was geographical, the systematist was obligated to

examine many organs, species, and individuals. As a result, "finality, even if the classification is

restricted to a small group of beings, entails such an enormous expenditure of energy that it can

be approached only gradually in the course of time by continued co-operation between the

various lines of research."°8 Such co-operation had certainly been made difficult by the

alternative, and often acrimonious, views of how to describe species and classify. The splitter,

they noted, called everything definable a species, while the lumper called everything conspicuous

a species. "These two opponents," they noted, "are almost hopelessly at loggerheads." In trying to

add an optimistic note, however, to this debate, they made a comparison to the struggles between

nations, which at the time engaged politicians in endless diplomatic maneuvers, and which W.

Rothschild's father spent so much of his energy brokering with the aid of his financial muscle.

We perceive some glimmer of hope of a good ending in the fact that, as in the
struggle between two nations the victor becomes generally influenced by those
details of civilization in which the vanquished excels, both the lumper and splitter
will profit from one another in the course of time, both remaining victorious in the
struggle till the end, the one knocking over what the other considers distinct, and the
other separating again what the former has put together as the same.'°9

The practical solution to ending the struggle between the two "nations," they argued, was

for naturalists to use trinomials and subspecies. Combined with an understanding that what

separated species were reproductive barriers, the use of subspecies in systematics provided a non-

arbitrary, generalized way to deal with intermediates that all naturalists could follow. To ignore

this nomenclatural innovation, and to name both species and geographical races in the same

manner, was both "dishonest" and obscured the very facts of importance.11°
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"It quite takes my breath away," wrote one fellow entomologist after the Revision of the

Sphingidae appeared, "When I look at the amount of work that it must have taken, my head gets

fairly 'addled."111 A glance showed Hope that it was a monumental work, indeed, the greatest

and most thorough of its kind he had ever seen: he, too, was afraid to think of the amount of

labor, care and research it had entailed.'12 Holland believed it to be "the most scholarly revision

of the whole subject which has yet appeared."3 Alfred Russel Wallace had contemplated the

Tring Revisions within a broader context when, in thanking Jordan for his copy of the Revision of

the American Papilios, he wrote; "All such works, giving a complete catalogue of any group, are

always interesting to me, because they give such valuable material for dealing with problems of

Geographical Distribution as well as Evolution generally."114 Entomologists like Kaye valued the

fact that the Tring revisions made the synonymy so clear that the species would be kept clear for

the future.115 Perhaps the most significant praise, however, came from Jordan's professor and

friend, Ernst Ehlers. "What an abundance of work went into it!" he exclaimed upon receiving his

copy of the Sphingidae.6

Charles Maxwell Stuart to Jordan, April 28, 1903. TM1/77, NHM Archives.
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Many lepidopterists wrote that they had been much in need of such a standard work to

help them in their own study, and set to work rearranging their collections based on the new

classification. Distant wrote to Jordan that after he had arranged his own Sphingidae collection

based on Jordan's classification, he could now see affinities where before he "could but recognise

the utmost diversity in type and structure."117 He had originally arranged his collection according

to Kirby's catalogue, "but this leaves something still to be desired."8 Rothschild and Jordan

must have been pleased with this testimony, for that was the ultimate aim of the revisions- to

demonstrate more clearly relationships between allied forms.

Tring's growing reputation for exhaustive revisionary work led to requests from colonial

entomologists like Robert Shelford that Tring use his material the Oriental Region. "I am only too

glad to get our collections worked out and studied," he wrote, "and to think that they are of some

service to science instead of useless boards."9 He had been particularly pleased with the

anatomical sections of the Tring revisions and monographs, "especially as nearly all

lepidopterists entirely neglect this brand of study."2° Emil Goeldi wrote urging Jordan to visit the

collections in Beme, "probably indispensable for you from the standpoint of your monographic

work" due to their illustrations of the typical features of lower-Amazonian Sphingids, and their

splendid series of individuals indicative of sexual and individual variations.'2' W.J. Holland of

because people assume the work has been done. It can, ofcourse, he notes, be reassessed in a new
paradigm, but generally workers, while adding new species to Jordan and Rothschild's genera, did not
describe new genera. Dr. Ian Kitching, pers. corn. August 2002.
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the Carnegie Museum packed up Sphingids and sent them to Jordan even though he hated to send

them across the seas. Perhaps in recognition of this sacrifice, Jordan dedicated a species to his

friend, something he did not often do, no doubt because it exacerbated the impression that

systematists were more interested in describing species after their friends than in doing good

science.

Because the Tring revisions were so thorough and well done, they often had the effect of

frightening entomologists away from any group Rothschild and Jordan were rumored to be

tackling next. When Harry Eltringham found, for example, that Jordan had started a paper on the

variability ofPlanema, Eltringham promptly offered to abandon the group altogether, even

though Jordan had written that he hoped Eltringham would continue working on the group

independently so that when Jordan presented his work at the next international congress,

Eltringham could either bear his results out or contradict them.122 Eltringham deferred;

Although you do not say that you are preparing a revision of Planema, I know so well
the thoroughness with which you deal with these matters that I feel sure that your
paper will contain all that I should be likely to find out by investigating the genitalia
of the genus. There is plenty of work for me in other groups, and I am only too glad
to think that the Planemas and Pseudacraea are in such good hands.123

Entomologists often saw the revisions as classifications within which they could then

place any newly described species, rather than as hypotheses to test with additional revisionary

work. Besides, so much work needed to be done that they could not easily afford to be repeating

revisions, even in the interest of increasing accuracy.

The "revolutionary" parts of the Revisions both impressed and troubled entomologists.

Jordan and Rothschild's strict adherence to the law of priority, in which the first-proposed name

stood, canceling out all others even though in long use, drew some protest. Their adoption of the

122 Jordan to Harry Eltringham, March30, 1910. TM2/1 1, NHM Archives.

123 Harry Eltringham to Jordan, March 31, 1910. TM2/1 1, NHM Archives.
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law of priority had been a direct response to the diversity of practice and views among

entomologists, for they claimed that given the variation in entomologists' views regarding both

names and nature, to allow names to be changed for any reason other than an objective rule like

priority would lead to chaos. But many entomologists found the prospect of chasing up old names

more daunting than the prospect of some confusion. Reacting to pages of a draft, Holland wrote

that although he already believed the Revision marked an "epoch in the study of this family and in

lepidopterology" the work left him, he wrote "in a lot of trouble." The rule of priority upset all of

the long established nomenclature, Holland argued. Although he had extracted the pages on

Sphingidae in his own work from the printers in order to revise them according to the Tring

monograph, he was at a loss to know what to do "with the printer's devil behind me."24 Other

entomologists were astonished at the detailed work involved in Tring's methods. An entomologist

named Stuart, for example, had had "no idea that the 'fundamental' part of classing depended so

much on the 'tail end' of a moth."25

Although used in all the Tring revisions, the focus on the microscopic examination of the

genitalia as necessary to determine species still caused consternation among those facing the

study of large collections decades later. Holland, though an ardent admirer of Jordan's systematic

work, wrote in 1924 that he suspected he had lumped some of Jordan's new species due to his

lack of microscopic examination, explaining;

I may, however, say, and that without reflecting in the least upon your evidently
painstaking and critical labors, that the worry of attacking the thousands of specimens
which are assembled under this roof with the help of a binocular microscope and
dissections in order to determine the specific identity, is, for a man who is living
upon 'borrowed time,' not a most attractive prospect.'26
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The dependence of these revisions upon a new standard of work and the amount of facts

required for such revisions dismayed some. Even, ironically, entomologists like Walsingham,

who had argued that German zoologists should be hired instead of British ones due to their better

training, found the standard of the Tring revisions overwhelming. Lord Walsingham no doubt had

work like the Tring Revisions, and Jordan's work in particular, in mind when he wrote to Busck

that his own views on structure were too broad and old fashioned "and I am fully aware that I

must take a back seat in the presence of those who... seem capable of interpreting the significance

of the most minute differences and weaving them into a thread on which hangs a doubtless well

revised classification."127 Jordan's training in the detailed examination and comparison of

morphology differentiated him from Walsingham in terms of education. But it also drew from

and created methods, goals, and research priorities distinct from those naturalists who had

commanded authority in naturalist societies for decades.

After visiting the collection at Tring, W.J. Kaye exclaimed to Jordan in 1904 that a

glance at Walter Rothschild's collection of Sphigids "spoils the ordinary amateur and indeed

makes the public collections look weak!"128 This collection was not only a reflection of Walter

Rothschild's ability to finance purchases. It also mirrored his curator's belief that the more facts,

individuals, and species naturalists examined, the sounder the interpretation ofthose facts, and the

more accurate the classification. Indeed, Rothschild and Jordan occasionally arguedover whether

the number of specimens at hand warranted definite statements regarding the subspecific or

specific status of a particular form. Despite Jordan's erring on the side of caution, Tring indeed

held an advantageous position when it came to such decisions. Not surprisingly, Jordan's high-

handedness regarding those with less material irked those who were ready to use this material for

127 Lord Walsingham to August Busck, March 29, 1908. Busck Papers. SIA 7129.

128 W.J. Kaye to Jordan, March 13, 1904. TM1182, NHM Archives.
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theory. Eimer had sarcastically pointed out when he defended himself against Tring's criticisms

of his systematics that "even grave mistakes may innocently occur to somebody who is not in a

position to have such collections at his disposal as Mr. Rothschild."29 Jordan would have

conceded this point quite readily, but he believed this fact gave all the more reason for biologists

like Eimer to respect the work of "mere systematists," support museum work a scientific

endeavor, and encourage the collection of large numbers of specimens for comparison in order to

avoid grave mistakes. Biologists like Eimer must await good revisions complete without any

particular theory of evolutionary change in mind.

As Jordan brought his experience with Lepidoptera to bear on the biological debates of

the day, he and Walter Rothschild were preparing monographs on Charaxes butterflies,

publishing installments in 1898, 1899, 1900 and 1903. Still, ostensibly at least, working at the

bank in London during weekdays, Rothschild once again noted he had started on this, one of his

favorite groups, with the intent to compose a monograph, but had found the material and time too

limited. Now, with Jordan's help and a series of collections amassed by some of his best

collectors, he had compiled the most complete collection in the world ofCharaxes and Eulepis

from the East, and examined the few forms he did not possess in the collection of others. For

groups that they could not determine precisely even with such material, Rothschild and Jordan

urged field-naturalists to breed individuals from the eggs of a single female, "so as to prove the

range of specific, subspecific and individual variation."30 Those in the field often had other

things to worry about than the data being called for by those wandering the peaceful halls of

129 Jordan, "An Examination," p. 445.
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Rothschild and Jordan, "A Monograph of Charaxes and the Allied Prionopterous Genera," Nov itates
Zoologicae (1 898):545-60 1, p. 545. Rothschild and Jordan increasingly referred confessions of ignorance
to a dependence on the "practical naturalist-collector," who alone could supply the solutions to "a great
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professional ecologists and applied entomologists.
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museums at home, for the imperial endeavor upon which many of the explorations depended,

frayed from its beginnings, did not always permit peace and safe travel. The age for explorations

and natural history collecting was changing, even, to some, declining. Between the publication of

the third and fourth installments of the Gharaxes monograph, both Gladstone and Queen Victoria

died. The Boer War (1899-1902) and the Boxer Uprising (1899-1900) demonstrated the tenuous

nature of Imperialist nations' command over foreign lands, as well as the Rothschild's decreasing

political and diplomatic influence.131 Much of the financing for these engagements came from

other banks. At the same time, the Boer War had particularly soured Anglo-German relations,

dashing N.M. Rothschild's hopes ofan alliance between the two nations.'32 For a time at least,

diplomatic alliances maintained the three-pronged division of powers: the British Empire; the

Franco-Russian Alliance of 1894; and the Triple Alliance of Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy

in 1897 which, although unstable, permitted enough diplomatic maneuvering to maintain a fragile

peace.133

Some time after the horrible finale of these diplomatic maneuverings in 1914, Jordan

stated that the work on the "inner-wear" of species had proved that distinctions presented by the

"outerwear" of species were as stable and reliable as the "old diplomacy" upon which European

statesmen had relied during Tring's heydey of the 1 890s.'34 Meanwhile, however, work on the
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collections proceeded peacefully. Neither Jordan nor Hartert knew of the various mistresses with

whom their employer had become by that time entangled. And these expensive and sometimes

scandalous liaisons would affect their working environment long before world politics.

Conclusion

Within the historical narratives regarding the biological species concept, the collection of

series of specimens has often been cited as a crucial development in the move toward the

populational analysis of species.'35 Still, although studies on the debates over the role of isolation

in evolution have acknowledged the role of George Romanes' writings and concepts in inspiring

Jordan's work on geographical isolation, they have largely ignored the role of Jordan's

experience as a practicing naturalist in a museum as an important factor determining his response

to these debates.'36 More importantly, what has not been pointed out in the history of the

biological species concept is the role of that concept in returning the naturalist to long series in

practice. The loss of this dialectical relationship between the biological species concept and long

series has occurred in part because a focus on the history of concepts leads from one concept to

another (or, in the case of the evolutionary synthesis, a synthesis of concepts). A focus on the

history of ideas generally has not led the historian from the examination of concepts back to

scientific practice. But Jordan's conceptual work and his concern with the practice and status of

systematics returned him to both the defense and study of the collection in which his concepts had

been formed.
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The particular types of scientific practice Jordan developed reflected the fact he and a

number of other naturalists believed the institutions, methods, and research program of natural

history valuable. Jordan spoke on the species problem, he would later say, "as a zoologist who

has spent the larger part of his life battling in a museum with the species problem in its great

variety."137 Battling was an appropriate term, for though he believed he had found a non-arbitrary

species definition, the criteria of breeding did not lead to definite systematics, a fact critics of

systematics quickly recognized. In the United States, D.S. Jordan admonished the experimental

zoologist T.H. Morgan for ridiculing the work of modern systematists due to what Morgan cited

as their arbitrary species definitions and subjective classifications. "No modern taxonomist

regards species as 'arbitrary collections of individuals assembled for purposes of classification."

D.S. Jordan countered, "Many species are obscured for lack of material or lack of accuracy in

published accounts. This is not Nature's fault. Charge it up to the weakness of humanity."38 Karl

Jordan believed the answer to this "weakness of humanity" could be found in a research program

based on the examination of as many facts, individuals, and speciesas possible. He outlined a

method of systematic research that compensated for its disadvantages, suchas an inability to

assert certain species boundaries without breeding, with specific methods. These included the use

of analogy, long series of specimens, meticulous detail, anda broad range of characteristics.

Natural History had gained much from its diverse and long tradition in facts, specimens

and patronage, but it also paid a serious price for the variation in this tradition and institutional

and disciplinary inertia as the context of biology changed. Though entomologists who specialized

in the groups Tring covered found the Revisions extraordinarily helpful, not all of them took up

the calls for long series and detailed morphological examination that Rothschild and Jordan
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insisted were requisite for classification. And just as some naturalists had not been convinced by

their brief statements in the first preface to Novitates, they remained either unpersuaded, or did

not read, Jordan's more detailed arguments on theoretical grounds for distinguishing between

geographical and non-geographical variation, and for drawing attention to geographical variation

within nomenclature. The BM(NH) entomologist A.G. Butler, for example, was still arguing in

the 1 920s against Tring' s practice of designating varieties from species and providing a trinomial

name for subspecies, and he certainly did not believe such work would raise the status of

systematics.

My view is that either you should speak of 'a species' or 'a variety,' by which I
understand a sport or occasional divergence from type: the term subspecies conveys
no definite idea to the mind. I regard a variety as a potential species and if it becomes
fixed and localized I should call it a species... If you ask what I would do with local
forms which only differ in tints I would merely note them as climatic phases; I
certainly would not descend to trinomialism to indicate them: there was some excuse
for Ornithologists, with whom new species are rarities, if they desired to distinguish
themselves.., to separate every slight phase ofa species (even if only arbitrarily
separable from its next neighbors into which it intergraded imperceptibly) under a
trinomial abomination; but Entomologists, to whom good new species come still in
abundance, have no excuse for such frivolity.'39

In a community duty-bound by a long tradition ofa certain, and in their view successful

and adequate, way of doing natural history, some entomologists ridiculed the innovations outlined

by Tring decades after they were proposed. Certainly not all of Jordan's contemporaries found the

attributes for which he has since been praised by proponents of the "new systematics" either

helpful or even scientific. Entomologists studied insects for different reasons, and even if they

agreed with Jordan's methods, relatively few possessed the resources of a Rothschild in order to

build up their collections approaching the ideal lines set out by Karl Jordan. Rothschild and

Jordan recognized that the research and methodological ideal they created may be too lofty for

Arthur Gardiner Butler to F.A. Dixey, May 26, 1917. Dixey Correspondence, Hope Library Archives.
Butler was 73 at the time.
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many, "but that is not reason," they insisted, "why an admirer of the frail and beautiful children of

Nature should not try to advance from the position of a distant amateur to that of an intimate

amant."14° The Tring group had tied this potential explicitly and tightly to their own methods of

collecting and doing systematics, as well as their own species concepts and views of how

evolutionary change occurred. Unfortunately, the fact that good, "Jordanian" systematics, as one

of his admirers called it, depended on an ever-increasing base of endlessly adjusting facts did not

improve systematists' status among those scientists who could not tell the difference between the

long rows of specimens and detail of the Tring revisions, from characterizations of natural history

as the unscientific endeavor of wealthy amateurs. Jordan had established an ideal method of

objectively describing differences, and determining species and subspecies, but also recognized

that variation came in many forms. In order to differentiate between the three, the purpose of any

of this work if it was going to be useful for classification and the origin of species, they were back

to the need for as much material as their networks of collectors, friends, and colleagues could

provide. The fate of the program Jordan outlined depended not only on convincing other

entomologists to follow suit, but also on the persistence of the context in which the natural history

network produced large collections.
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Chapter 5

"A Very Great Change in Zoology"
1906-1939

In order to amass the facts, individuals and species necessary for sound systematics the

Tring workers had created a large network of based on the Rothschilds' wealth, access to efficient

collectors in the field, a mini-natural history factory within the museum, and easy access to

publication. This network depended on much more than the natural history community for its

existence. By the end of the nineteenth century the presence of railroads, steamships, canal

systems, roads, and ports created efficient and reliable means of travel, shipping, and

correspondence which naturalists used to build their factual base of millions ofspecimens.1 In

order to increase the number of specimens examined, and decrease the margin of error, Tring

took advantage of this environment and compared specimens with other collections, both through

loans and visits, and opened their collections to others who could use their specimens.

Conclusions were still tentative even in series-based revisions, and to combat this limitation

Jordan, Rothschild, and Hartert depended upon both the critical reviews of their colleagues and

open access to other collections. This meant relying upon international cooperation,

communication and trade in both specimens and publications. These specimens and writings tied

communities together, as did the correspondence, rivalries, and friendships that accompanied the

furred, feathered, and scaled objects of exchange.

This network, as a system developed over the course of the nineteenth century, was only

as permanent as the prosperity and environment within which it was formed. British prosperity as

1 Farber, Finding Order in Nature, p. 50.
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a whole during this time depended on "a complaisant Empire and on a peaceful world in which

trade and capital flowed easily and whose center remained in the delicate complex of brokers,

banks, merchant houses, and insurance and shipping companies in the City of London."2 The

Tring museum, from the boxes of specimens arriving and being sent out for exchange to the

voluminous correspondence between collectors and entomologists, relied for its scientific

productivity on the same peaceful, easy trade in specimens, correspondence, and publications.

Since the balance of power established in 1871, no war had occurred among the great European

powers. Diplomatic alliances dominated international politics in Europe, with peaceful

adjustment of rivalries the ideal. Bankers like the Rothschilds played important roles in these

alliances, providing a "financial subtext" to diplomatic developments in the pre-war decades that

tied the comings and goings of N.M. Rothschild through the gates of Tring to worldpolitics.3 As

Rothschild and Jordan busied themselves preparing the next revision, Britain concluded a

colonial agreement with France in 1904, an entente underpinned by the financial arrangement of

Rothschild houses and others. This alliance made the ideal of an Anglo-German alliance

impossible and solidified the polarization of the balance ofpower in Europe into two antagonistic

ententes.

Jordan's particular brand of research had tied the scientific work based on collections

even more intimately to the existence of the natural history trade. In his emphasis on large series

and a detailed examination of facts he had tied this emphasis to a specific concept of species

meant to elucidate and provide a corrective to the theory, and, ultimately, ensure a critical role for

systematics in biology. Part of maintaining this critical role meant parrying the thrusts of those

who would engage in theory using sloppy systematics, while simultaneously making sure good

2
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systematics got done, no matter how tedious, time-consuming, and seemingly irrelevant to the

vociferous controversies between biometricians, Mendelians, neo-Lamarckians, neo-Darwinians,

and others debating the mechanism of evolutionary change. Jordan did not believe the nineteenth

century work in systematics and associated fields like biogeography had exhausted its research

program. In a world where specimens arrived in droves and communication proceeded with

relatively little interference, systematists, at least, would generally agree.

Meanwhile, Jordan and his fellow workers at Tring redefined the facts that this network

considered important, from what qualified as duplicate specimens and exact localities, to the

differences between varieties and species, each in turn reflective of changing views of what

counted as good systematics and a scientific collection. In the process of this redefinition of

important facts, the organization and aims of collections and collecting networks were also

revised. As some entomologists endeavored to follow Tring's calls for long series, detailed

morphological work, named subspecies, and careful revisions, others refused to or had no interest

in altering their own methods. Tring inadvertently added, then, to the diversity already present

within entomology and natural history as a whole. What remained relatively constant was the

ability of the naturalist community, both public and private, to amass large collections.

As the Edwardian days of England gently passed, many entomologists must have

wondered what Rothschild and Jordan would attack next: When would their monograph on the

Papilios appear? If indeed, as rumored, they were tackling the Saturnidae, would they keep their

correspondents informed? Would they, correspondents asked, despite the infringement on their

valuable time identify the butterfly enclosed with their letter?4 Those more philosophically

inclined, and listening to the debates over evolution, may have wondered if Jordan would

contribute further words on the subject. And those aiming for an evolutionary classification of

F.G. Foetterk to Director, October 28, 1906. TM 1/96, NHM Archives. Translation.
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butterflies must have wondered when another installment of Jordan's contributions to

morphology would appear. Jordan was fifty-two when the Sphingidae revision appeared and had

plenty of time to examine the numerous characters remaining and compare their respective

classifications prior to proposing a general classification of Lepidoptera.

The Point of Sticking Insects Between Bits of Glass

Jordan often told a story of how, a few years after his arrival at Tring, his young friend

Charles Rothschild went to Cambridge for his university studies and was discourage from

studying systematics by his professors. When Charles had told his professor of zoology, for

example, that he wanted to pursue systematic s and make a collection of fleas, the professor,

"under the sway of the then prevailing fashion of looking upon systematics, particularly

systematics of insects, as being beneath the aspiration of a scientific mind," had pointed out

"other channels for N.C.R.'s energies." Jordan continued:

Unable to overcome the love of a born Entomologist for Entomological
investigations, and not being big enough to look beyond the fog of prejudice and
ignorance, dismissed the subject in high dudgeon, crying: 'Oh, well, if you like

sticking insects between two bits of glass!'5

Jordan responded to such "prejudice and ignorance" by brief soliloquies on the

importance of systematics within papers that served more by example than polemics to

demonstrate the truth of his claims. In 1905, Jordan published the second of the papers Ernst

Mayr cited as his masterpieces of biological thought. "Der Gegensatz zwischen geographischer

und nicht-geographischer Variation" (The Difference between Geographical and Non-

geographical Variation) appeared in Zeitschrfifur wissenschafthiche Zoologie, a journal edited at

Jordan, "On Xenopsylla and Allied Genera of Siphonaptera," International Congress of Entomology III
(ZUrich, 1925), 2(1926):593-627, p. 593.
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the time by his professor at Gottingen, Ernst Ehlers. Jordan here argued once more that important

differences existed between geographical and non-geographical variation, and thatgeographical

variation represented the key to the origin of species. In sharing Tring' s conclusions with his

former zoological community, he began by recounting the story of the mineralogy student who

had chided him for pursuing a subject so unscientific as zoology, much less systematics. Such

poor opinions of systematics did not annoy him, Jordan insisted, but he did pity the fact that

biologists did not generally recognize the importance of systematic work for the correct

understanding of evolution. One repeatedly found statements of fact that had long since been

directly contradicted by the solid observations of systematists in the writings for and against

evolution, for example. Jordan admitted, however, that part of the blame for this circumstance

rested firmly with the systematists. Their science, he explained, was still in a transitional stage,

and many systematists pursued their subject with little difference than their fellows of the first

half of the nineteenth century.6

Jordan received a request from one of the editors of the Archivfuer Rassen und

Gesellschafts-Biologie, designed as a central place for evolutionary studies, for a reprint in order

to review the paper in their next volume.7 Anglo-American biologists, however, paid little

attention to the paper. British entomologists responded to Jordan's paper primarily with mournful

groans that it had been written in German. F. Merrifield enlisted the assistance of a German-

reader, as he was very desirous of learning Jordan's views. "The spirit is willing but the flesh is

weak," E.B. Poulton complained, "and I could have wished that you had used the language of

your adoption."8 W.L. Distant found the subject deeply interesting, but also wished that it had

6 Jordan. "Der Gegensatz zwischen geographischer und nichtgeographischer Variation," Zeitschrfl für
wissenschafthiche Zoologie 83(1905): 151-210.

L. Plate to Jordan, November 9, 1906. TM1/99, NHM Archives.

8 E.B. Poulton to Jordan, December 12, 1905. TMJ/91, NHM Archives.
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been written in English, as he was a poor German scholar. "Most Germans can read English," he

wrote, "but we, as a rule, are the worst linguists in Europe, as I have no doubt you have long since

found out. For the future deal with us after our sins, and pity our infirmities."9 He concluded by

hoping Jordan would some day let him have something "philosophical or bionomical" for The

Zoologist.

Although British entomologists found the paper of little use due to the language in which

it was published (indeed Mayr and M. Rothschild cite this as a primary reason why Jordan's work

remained unknown), Jordan and Rothschild now had two contributions (Jordan, 1896 and 1905)

to cite when claiming geographical variation differed from non-geographical variation. The

independent intellectual work Jordan had put into these papers was again subsumed within

statements like "We have shown in various places that geographical variation is very different

from non-geographical variation," or "We said in 1896... ,*" the asteriks guiding the readers'

attention to a footnote to "Mechanical Selection,' p. 499," with no indication the reader was in

fact being referred to Jordan's words.'° It is difficult to say why Jordan allowed Rothschild to

subsume his hard-earned writings within co-authorship. Perhaps in the early days of Tring he

respected W. Rothschild enough not to mind.11

Meanwhile, the Tring Museum pressed on relatively freely, with plenty of projects lined

up. In 1906 Jordan's then twenty-eight year old protégé, Charles Rothschild, had met the

vivacious Rozsika von Wertheimstein of Hungary while visiting the Carpathian Mountains to trap

W.L. Distant to Jordan, December 5, 1905. TMI/88, NHM Archives.

'°
Rothschild and Jordan, "Lepidoptera Collected by Oscar Neumann," p. 499.

1

Though Walter Rothschild was as often as not roaming the cabinets of South Kensington when he was
supposed to be at the Rothschild bank in New Court, he was not entirely the foolhardy scion that
subsequent events made him seem. As his father maneuvered among the diplomatic games being played by
nations during the period, W. Rothschild joined in the fray as well, writing Herbert Gladstone, for example,
that the house would have nothing to do with a Russian loan on grounds of the persecution of the Russian
Jews. Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 397.
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mice for fleas, and they were married the following year.12 N.M. Rothschild was at the time being

courted by the Austrian ambassador in London to use his influence over the newspapers to help

moderate the British response to the Austrian annexation of Bosnia, as Austria-Hungary pursued

an alliance with Germany, increasingly polarizing Europe. London and Paris had been

increasingly drawn together after 1900 due to their common interest as international financial

centers in monetary stability, while Germany and Austria-Hungary could stand on their own

capital, Ferguson explains, showing the ties between diplomatic developments and the financial

world upon which Tring depended for its allowance. Meanwhile, Walter Rothschild had fathered

a daughter by one of his mistresses, and letters had arrived from a certain woman demanding

payment to keep silent regarding their adulterous affair letters W. Rothschild promptly placed

unopened in a large linen basket and locked with a padlock when full. He had mortgaged his

estate in Buckingham shire, and, according to the history of the banking house, "had been

speculating wildly and disastrously on the stock exchange."3 All these circumstances would

eventually have a profound effect on the ability of the museum to issue revisions. But neither

Jordan nor Hartert, nor indeed the rest of the Rothschild family, knew anything of the baskets of

unopened letters. Meanwhile, international politics rested for the time on uneasy truces,

permitting the last of the maj or Tring lepidoptera revisions to appear, consignments of specimens

to continue arriving at the museum for sorting, and the constant process of adjusting previous

conclusions in the face of these new facts to proceed peacefully.

Revision of the American Papilios

12 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 94.

13 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 443. His debts were rumored to be at 750,000 pounds, (p. 524 fn.

1).
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After the publication of the Revision of the Papilios of the Eastern Hemisphere, exclusive

of Africa in 1895, Rothschild and Jordan had intended to extend the revision through revising the

Papilios of the Aethiopian Region and America. The revision did not appear for more than a

decade, however, for they had soon realized that their material was not extensive enough for their

purposes. Many of the groups varied so much individually or the specific differences appeared so

slight, that "in the absence of breeding from the egg," they noted, "a comparison of long series of

specimens" was absolutely necessary for reliable conclusions regarding the range of variation

within species. Over the years not only had the Tring collections steadily increased, but friends

promised to place the material from their own collections on loan in Tring in order to aid them in

their work, convinced by the first revision that their specimens would be put to good use. With

this additional material, Rothschild and Jordan set to work after the 1903 "Revision of the

Sphingidae" on these additional regions of the Papilios. Despite the improved material basis for

the revision, the lament against useless collecting practices and collection philosophies continued,

including a criticism of the scattering of large collections like Henry Walter Bates; "Everybody

has Amazonian Papilios," they noted, "but nobody has long series from a sufficiently large

number of localities."14 They continued struggling, then, with the natural tradition's legacy of a

wide range of methods and priorities in collecting specimens and arranging collections.

The dependence of the revisions on the day-to-day organization of the museum and the

nature of the collection has been noted by the Sphingidae specialist, Ian Kitching, who, glancing

at the volumes of the Tring revisions on his shelf and considering the quick succession of years in

which they were published, marveled at how Rothschild and Jordan had done so much in so little

time. "Who did the work? Who set the specimens? Who did the dissections, and the drawings?"

14 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 421.
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he exclaimed.'5 The organization of this systematics-production-facility involved the curators,

assistants, and a well-organized field network. Tring expeditions are said to have cost three or

four times less than contemporary ones, and had better results.'6 And once the specimens got

home, the work-force organized at Tring was indeed formidably focused. Jordan recounted how,

while until 1895 "professionals in London" had set the Lepidoptera, the growth of the collection

led Rothschild to hire assistants to work on the premises. At one time "several ladies in Tring and

neighbourhood" were hired to help, working at home, "so that at one time there were more than

half a dozen outside helpers to cope with the many collections that came in."7 This mobilization

of resources, natural history agents, collectors, expertise, library materials, and specimens

proceeded as visitors requested the curators' as tour-guides, Walter Rothschild obediently spent

every weekday in London (though not necessarily at the Bank!), and Jordan occasionally

accompanied both Walter, Charles, and Roszika, to the continent for holidays. The productivity

impressed contemporaries as much as the rows and rows of specimens of the same species.

By 1906, when the second installment of the "Revision of the Papilios" appeared, one

would assume Tring' s working principles needed little introduction; for the scientific

justification, the readers could be referred to Jordan's papers. But once again Rothschild and

Jordan launched into another long defense of the study of subspecies and the use of trinomials,

urging that just as Linnaeus had rendered chaos into order with his binomial nomenclature, "let it

be the duty of the modern systematist to follow him by bringing order into the chaos of

varieties."8 If systematists agreed that for the sake of studying species of each genus a special

name for each species was necessary, "it follows that in researches on the varieties which

15 Ian Kitching, pers. corn., July 2002.

16 Ernst Mayr, pers. corn., June 2002.

17 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 10.

18 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 430.
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compose each species names are likewise required for these varieties."9 For the demonstration of

the contrast between subspecies and non-geographical varieties, the authors referred readers to

Jordan's 1905 paper, where he had shown the combination of characters in a subspecies is

essentially the same as in a species, "the difference being one of degree more than of kind."20

They recognized it would take a long time for all systematists to learn to use a nomenclature that

was consistent with their ideas. "The more is it necessary," they concluded, "to bring the matter

again and again before their mind."21

In the course of introducing the "Revision of the American Papilios" they again

emphasized that the aim of systematic s was not to describe species, and they recounted the tale of

a young man (perhaps it was Walter) "who could and did boast of knowing by heart practically

all the vertebrates and a large proportion of the invertebrates of Central Europe," and who had

presented himself to a professor of zoology as a candidate for the degree of Ph.D. on these

grounds. "That is very good," the professor replied, "if you now study Zoology for a couple of

years I shall be pleased to accept you as a candidate."22 They stated clearly that the description

and cataloguing species was the lowest degree in the science of systematics, far below that of

classification, or research in relationship.

To have a sound basis in the latter one had to start from the individuals, each with its own

peculiarities, which are blood-related, and work upwards to species. The peculiarities of

individuals could be grouped into varieties, and "these are the varieties of which a species is

composed." If one believed these species to be the products of evolution, "the commencement of

the splitting up of one species into more must be found among the varieties." The study of

' Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 428.

20 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 430.

21 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 422.

22 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 428.
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varieties, then, was the study of the origin of species "or the relationships of species with one

another; from which follows that the classification of species according to their relationships

depends on the study of varieties." On these grounds they deserved their own, precise

nomenclature, and the nomenclature provided one at once with an indication of the varieties of

which a species was composed. "We are able to discuss these varieties and their bearing on the

general questions of evolution without having constantly to repeat the localities where each

variety occurs."23 They continued, then, their campaign for the description of subspecies and the

direction of naturalists' attention to the study of geographical variation using long series of

specimens. The problem was, of course, that naming subspecies accurately depended upon having

as much material as possible upon which to base classifications. Some entomologists wrote, for

example, that although they could pay little attention to varieties in the early stages of all

classification, as the classification became better established, more and more varieties could be

set aside and recognized.24

The Storm Breaks

After the publication of the Revision of the American Papilios in 1906, Jordan began

studying the Sat urnians to prepare a monograph. The proposed work never appeared, however,

for, as he wrote some years later, "various circumstances have prevented me from continuing this

work."25 These circumstances were a culmination of events and interests which took precedence

over the revisions and monographs, for which a complete concentration of resources and focus

had been such an asset.

23 Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the American Papilios," p. 429.

24 E.D. Ball to Howard E. Dorst, December 6, 1931. Ball Papers, SIA 7121.

25 Jordan to J.H. Jurriaanse, December 23, 1919. TM2/38, NHM Archives.
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Admittedly, at least one of these diversions would be at Jordan's behest, inspired largely

by his experiences amassing the facts for the revisions. In the process of studying type-specimens

and collections of Papilios and Sphingidae, he had visited the natural history museums of Dublin,

Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Dresden, Berlin and Stettin and studied types in private collections

including those of the Oberthtirs', Mabille, Piepers, Snellen, Horn, and Staudinger. Jordan and

had been astonished at how isolated these workers were from each other. He had also attended the

International Zoological Congress at Cambridge in 1898 and Berlin in 1901, but found that

competition rather than cooperation usually reigned at such events. Entomologists tended to

separate themselves from general zoologists at these meetings, a fact Jordan blamed for the lack

of appreciation and representation of entomologists within the congress committees. In view of

the lack of cooperation he often witnessed, Jordan placed much of the blame for systematics'

decline in status not on those who ridiculed systematics and entomology but on entomologists

themselves. For entomology to take its place among the biological sciences, and entomological

systematics to transcend the endless controversies of nomenclature that plagued its publications,

this isolation and competition had to be addressed. He thought an international organization of

entomologists just the thing to ameliorate this set of circumstances. Such a union would help

standardize entomologists' research and publications, and provide the perfect means by which to

combat the diversity that had developed in the natural history tradition and within entomology

specifically. "At the Congress, where nobody's attention would be averted by other interests,"

Jordan explained, "general questions bearing on entomology might be discussed and thereby the

efforts of collectors be guided into channels where their labours are mostneeded."26 Despite the

best efforts of museum curators and entomological enthusiasts throughout the nineteenth century,

26 Jordan to James Fletcher, March 9, 1907. Reprinted in Proceedings Tenth International Congress of
Entomology 1(1958), p. 48.
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insect collections and entomological knowledge seemed as disordered and unstandardized as

ever.

Jordan also emphasized that entomologists needed an international body to discuss

improving the status and resources available to the discipline. For example, the congresses might

work to change the inadequacy of the staffs of museums to deal with the "huge mass of insects as

was necessary for Entomology as a branch of science."27 A lack of trained entomologists plagued

the discipline, as did meager governmental support, and exponential increases in the number of

known species (and unidentified specimens). Jordan echoed the appeals of colleagues who called

for a vast army of entomologists to process the number of insect specimens coming into

collections. Jordan had known that such an army would not soon appear. He had learned when

Charles Rothschild returned from Cambridge to report his argument with his zoology professor

over his wish to produce a classification of fleas that university zoology departments discouraged

undergraduates from pursuing systematics.

A huge amount of work had been done over the previous century, with little to show for

it, as was made obvious by the polemical tirades of those who stereotyped museums and

naturalists. In arguing in 1893 that private collections should be abandoned for centralized,

national collections, David Sharp had asked why, despite the "enormous amount of enthusiasm,

labour, devotion, and study bestowed on Entomology," so little had been effected toward what

was required, namely, the formation of a collection of insects useful to solving the biological

questions of the day.28 He had cited this as a reason for discouraging private collections. Jordan's

response was quite different. Nearly two decades later, Jordan responded to this question by

urging upon his colleagues the need for establishing an international organization to avoid

repetition, disseminate research results more widely, and facilitate agreement on the critically

27 Jordan to N.D. Riley, August 28, 1946. DF306 Folder 8, NHM Archives.

28 Sharp, "The Cost and Value of Insect Collections," p. 419.
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important common international code of nomenclature. He felt private collectors must be

encourage, but their activities organized and harmonized with the requirements of scientific

systematics. The International Congresses of Entomology, that continue today, were the direct

result of his efforts.

In Jordan's initial correspondence sounding out his entomological friends for their views

on such an endeavor, he kept strictly to the role such meetings could play for the discipline of

entomology. It is important to note, however, that he initiated the entomological congresses

during the closing years of an era in which scientists founded dozens of such congresses in a wide

range of disciplines. These congresses were part of a broader cultural movement that would lead

the years 1900 to 1914 to be termed "the golden age of internationalism," and would inspire

diverse movements in diverse fields, from the League of Nations to Wilhelm Ostwald's

'Esperanto' movement. The term "internationalism" referred to a specific ideological belief that

governments and peoples could act constructively together.29

In recounting the events leading up to the first congress of 1910 to Riley, forty years

later, Jordan failed to mention that he had been in full negotiations for the congress to meet two

years earlier in 1908. By June of 1907 Jordan had received replies that his proposal for a

Congress found favor among his numerous correspondents. As a result, Jordan began planning to

29 Studies on internationalism, nationalism, and international congresses in science include; A.J. Cock,
"Chauvinism and Internationalism in Science: the International Research Council, 1919-1926," Notes and
Records of the Royal Society of London 37(1 983):249-288; Elisabeth T. Crawford, "The Universe of
International Science, 1880-1939," in Tore Frängsmyr, ed., Solomon 's house revisited. The organization
and institutionalization of science, Proceedings of Nobel Symposium 75 (Canton, Mass., 1990), pp. 251-
269; Nationalism and Internationalism in Science, 1880-1939: Four Studies of the Nobel Population
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Crawford, Terry Shinn, and Sverker Sorlin,
Denationalizing Science: the Contexts of International Scient?fIc Practice (Boston: Kluwer Academic
Publishers, 1993); Paul Forman, "Scientific Internationalism and the Weimar Physicists: the Ideology and
its Manipulation in Germany after World War I," Isis 64(1973):151-180; Daniel J. Kevles, "Into Hostile
Political Camps': the Reorganization of International Science in World War I," Isis 62(1 970):47-60; Helen
M. Rozwadowski, The Sea Knows No Boundaries: A Century of Marine Science under ICES (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2003); Brigitte Schroeder-Gudehus, "Nationalism and Internationalism,"
in G.N. Cantor et al., eds., Companion to the History of Modern Science (London and New York, 1989),
pp. 909-919.
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hold the first Congress in Brussels in August 1908. But in January of 1908 a change occurred in

the surviving letters of the Tring Museum curators. Dozens of letters by Charles Rothschild or

Jordan appeared telling collectors and natural history agents to stop sending consignments,

submit any outstanding bills, and close every account. The letters diplomatically informed

collectors and agents that Walter Rothschild had decided to stop receiving collections until new

rooms currently being built were ready to receive them and, although at least one time-consuming

but unsuccessful law-suit resulted from the cancellations, the collectors and agents eventually

acquiesced. At the same time, Charles Rothschild, Hartert and Jordan cancelled orders for books,

sold or gave away Rothschild's live specimens, and distributed surplus specimens to willing

buyers. Soon, inquiries regarding Walter Rothschild's whereabouts also began arriving, meeting

with obscure responses that he had traveled abroad for an indefinite amount of time. But rumors

abounded, evidenced by one friend of W. Rothschild's noted that he, for one, simply refused to

believe the tales being told in the City.3°

Rothschild's financial troubles arose in part from the fact he was supporting two

mistresses, established in their own flats. By 1906, M. Rothschild recounts, Walter Rothschild

"was already a very worried man, for the blackmailing peeress was now pressing him hard for a

very large sum, Marie and Lizzie both expected to live in reasonably grand style, and the network

of collectors was proving expensive."3' It was at this time that he began placing his post,

unopened, in a large linen basket, and began speculating on the stock market (at the black-mailing

couples' advice). In 1908, after the family had discovered the truth about Walter's financial and

amorous indiscretions (with the exception of the peeress), Charles Rothschild was given the task

of setting his brother's affairs in order, and sent Walter on a trip to the Sahara, where on his first

30 C. Grist to Jordan, March 26, 1908. TMI/112, NHM Archives.

' M. Rothschild, Dear Lord Roths child, p. 220. Miriam Rothschild provides an account of what had
happened in Chapter 25 of her book Dear Lord Rothschild, entitled "The Great Row."
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night he threw an enormous party to celebrate his permanent release from the Bank. The Tring

Museum was severed from the Tring Park Estate Office, Charles settled accounts with the two

mistresses (a house and 10,000 pounds per annum each on the condition they cut offal! contact

with Tring), and his father provided Walter with a set allowance.32

The collectors must have been dismayed, for although Tring usually did not draw up

forma! contracts, collectors inevitably budgeted on captures estimated over the next year or more.

They suddenly received brief commands to send on what they had collected, but not to collect a

single thing more for Tring, and cancel any pending expeditions that Rothschild had proposed to

finance. Entomologists back home who had seen Tring as both competitor and patron also found

the news dismaying. Just as the crisis was unfolding, Guy K. Marshall, attempting to work out the

mimetic resemblances of Charaxes, had written to Trimen, befuddled by his own specimens;

"Perhaps I could learn something from Jordan," he mused, "as I believe they have received

considerable numbers of this species in recent years from their collectors."33 After word spread

regarding the change in the Tring Museum's fortunes, Poulton sent his condolences, quite aware

of the effects this change would have on Jordan's work.

I am extremely sorry to hear (as I had in many directions) of your opportunity for
obtaining material being restricted, even though only temporarily. There are so many
in this country who feel grateful to you for your work that you have I am sure many
ardent well-wishers who sincerely desire that you may have every possible means for
carrying on your researches.34

The sudden upset in the Tring apparatus interfered with more than just Jordan's and

Hartert's ability to amass specimens for research. Correspondence for the congresses Jordan had

been planning for that summer, for example, gently disappeared from the museum's papers for

the year, with the exception of his friends occasionally writing to ask what had become of the

32 M. Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 222.

Guy K. Marshall to R. Trimen, February 16, 1908. Trimen Correspondence. Hope Library Archives.

E.B. Poulton to Jordan, April 7, 1908. TM 1/115, NHM Archives.
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campaign. The immediate concern, however, seemed to be getting Walter Rothschild out of

England. Hartert accompanied him first to North Africa, and when Hartert returned home, Jordan

went out in his stead. Jordan returned home after a four-month absence from Tring, and sent some

Aphiden and Hemipteren he had been able to capture on the journey to G. Severin.

"Unfortunately they are quite few," he apologized. He had had to spend most of his time dealing

with an oversupply of butterflies, and could devote little of his time to other insects.35 Upon

returning home he set to work sending specimens, even if they were desiderata, dispatched by

both friends and agents back where they came from. Tring had decided, he explained, "for several

reasons the previous winter to buy for a few years nothing for the museum."36 They were having

to return the very material upon which Jordan had hoped to establish the importance of careful

systematics to biology and the relevance of collections to debates over evolutionary theory. He

was particularly sorry to send back a series of specimens bred by M.R. Standfuss, for, as Jordan

noted, the series demonstrated a crossing quite contrary to what de Vries' mutation theory would

have predicted.37 It would have been useful in any future plans Jordan had developed to

contribute once more to the debates raging among biologists regarding evolutionary change. But

the financial problems of the museum now determined the state of the collection, not a research

program.

After Walter Rothschild's death Jordan summed up what M. Rothschild called "The

Great Row," that had caused this abrupt change in Tring Museum's fortunes simply. "In 1908

there came a break in Walter Rothschild's life," he wrote, noting only that he had retired from

N.M. Rothschild & Sons, "having neither inclination nor ability for finance." In addition, the

museum had decided to build new buildings, the first in Tring to have electric lighting installed,

Jordan to G. Severin, September 21, 1908. TM2/1. Translation.

36 Jordan to M.R. Standfuss, October 8, 1908. TM2/1. Translation.

Jordan to M.R. Standfuss, October 8, 1908. TM2/1. Translation.
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and the museum was also financing various explorations to north Africa by Rothschild and his

curators. Jordan explained that the increase in overhead expenses thus engendered "rendered it

financially inconvenient to continue the issue of extensive Revisions and Monographs," and Tring

discontinued the planned researches on the Saturnian moths that he had begun in 1906.38 Jordan

failed to mention that the construction of the new buildings were due to the fact Charles and

Emma Rothschild felt sorry for Walter amidst the scandal. They expressed their "silent

sympathy" by consulting Hartert and Jordan regarding what the museum needed, and, finding that

they urgently required a separate wing for the insect collections, arranged for it to be built.39

Despite the breakdown in Tring's operations, Jordan stuck to his own research program.

He introduced his own paper at the congress of 1910 with the firm words: "I take the opportunity

which this First Congress of Entomology offers of stating emphatically that sound systematicsare

the only safe basis upon which can be built sound theories as to the evolution of the diversified

world of live beings." He knew classification had the reputation of being as dry as the cabinet

specimens upon which it was based, he announced, and that even some biologists of fame "in

their misguided wisdom" scoffed at systematics as more or less fruitless. He begged to differ, and

then proceeded to amass evidence in support of his point, this time by examining the importance

sound systematics, including detailed morphological work, had been to clearing up the chaos

created by polymorphic forms.4° Mimetic forms in particular had often fooled entomologists who

classified based on obvious morphological differences, but the modern methods of doing

systematics had helped clear up the confusion.

By the time the Congress finally occurred, the museum was purchasing specimens again,

although with a now greatly circumscribed annual allowance. Jordan was compiling contributions

38 Jordan, "In Memory," p. 11.

M. Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 222.

° Jordan, "The Systematics of Some Lepidoptera," p. 385.
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to A. Seitz' Macrolepidoptera and helping Charles Rothschild with his work on fleas, including a

revision of a group of Siphonaptera. The second International Congress of Entomology met in

1912. During a highly successful "field trip" to Tring Hartert and Jordan once again did their best

to demonstrate the scientific nature of Rothschild's collection and their own research.

Entomologists socialized amongst themselves and those who had known each other only by

correspondence now met in person. But unwitting evidence of the tension in international

relations penetrating scientific gatherings became evident during the congress, when, amongst the

dozens of toasts provided at the closing banquet, Wilhelm Junk of Berlin concluded his thanks for

all the British hospitality and field trips by joking: "Perhaps it was a little dangerous that

Englishmen should show Germans that England was such a beautiful country (laughter). But he

was sure the danger was not so great, and that there never would be anything like war or such

things, about which the German journals and the English journals so often wrote (Applause)."4'

By then, newspaper reports were flaming the arms race and public fervor to which entomologists

referred. In May of that year the German Reichstag had passed an Arms Bill due to the

government's anxiety over Russia. It had been "a modest peacetime manpower increase of

approximately 29,000 in response to the changing international conditions," but Britain

responded by increasing their own manpower accordingly.42 Ironically, despite their

internationalist business and ideology, Jordan's employers were as implicated as any other

financiers in the arms build-up. "If late nineteenth-century imperialism had its 'military-industrial

complex," Ferguson points out, "the Rothschilds were unquestionably part of it."43

As entomologists and statesmen comforted themselves with the Victorian ideologies of

progress, despite the flames of propaganda and the vagaries of diplomatic ties, there was certainly

41 Proceedings. mt. Congr. Ent. II (Oxford, 1912).

42 Showalter, "Military and Arms Policy Revisited," p. 27.

" Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 413.
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plenty of work to do at Tring despite the breaks in revisions, work that Jordan considered,

although tedious and frustrating, absolutely critical to systematics, biology, and entomology.

Jordan had by then been nominated as a committee member in the International Commission of

Zoological Nomenclature, founded at the 1895 Third International Congress of Zoology in

Leiden. The ICZN had been founded as a small body of zoologists who would examine existing

unofficial Codes and make proposals to a subsequent zoological congress for the establishment of

an International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, a Code that was proposed and adopted at the

Fifth International Congress in Berlin in 190 Standardization among zoologists from many

nations, still following many different "codes of nomenclature," would prevent the creation of

more time-consuming synonymy, a key requirement if zoologists were ever going to escape from

the worst aspects of the diversity and history of their tradition.

Jordan, "The Status and Functions of the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature and the
Present State of its Work," J.N. I'. Ent. Soc. 52(1944):385-387, p. 385. In the interest of space and focus this
summary belies the extraordinary stories behind this commission, in which Jordan played an often-key role.
Divisions in zoologists' responses to the code sometimes aligned along national lines, a tendency the
American entomologist C.W. Stiles, who in 1931 threatened to resign from the Commission due to the
influence of "reactionary" Austrian and German zoologists, attributed in part to national differences in
"parliamentary technique and psychology." Parts of this story are hinted at in C.W. Stiles, "Is an
International Zoological Nomenclature Practicable?" Science 73(1931): 349-354 and F.A. Bather's
response under the same title in Science 73(1931 ):6 12-613. Jordan's role in resolving controversy in the
commission and orchestrating compromises, as well as the relation of his work for this often-tedious
commission and his hopes for entomology and systematics and his internationalism will be examined in
the next stage of this project. Jordan obviously hoped that the efforts of scientists would have an effect on
international cooperation, and provide an example of the internationalist ethos leading to success and peace
among the members of different nations. The question may be asked, however, whether this internationalist
ethos in turn had an impact on the content of science. Jordan's work for the International Commission for
Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) shows how two seemingly independent aspects of Jordan's life, the
international organization of entomology and his biological systematics, were in fact closely intertwined.
The ICZN was born of the need for a common biological language. But, as debates over how to name
subspecies showed, its controversies were often intimately tied with theoretical debates over evolution, and
national differences in practice. The ICZN was thus not simply a commission choosing names. Due to the
tie between species concepts and nomenclature, it also imposed decisions on how naturalists should
fundamentally see and organize nature. In this case, then, internationalism triumphed by imposing
executive decisions, and scientists were cast in the role of statesmen and legislators. Ironically, considering
Jordan's original motives, some zoologists have commented on the disadvantages this legislative system
imposes on science, and have even attributed the continuing low status of systematics to the fact that rules
like those passed by the ICZN oniy emphasize and exacerbate the impression ofmuseum work as clerical
information shuffling, rather than as a rigorous science crucial to the study of evolutionary theory.
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Five months prior to the assassination of Duke Ferdinand Jordan had been diligently

writing to his international friends and colleagues to form National Committees for

Entomological Nomenclature in their respective countries.45 The International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature hoped to receive one member from each of these committees, for at the

recent Zoological Congress in Monaco it had been settled that all entomological nomenclatural

questions would be presented by such national committees. Soon, however, keeping friends and,

if possible, their collections, safe took precedence over efforts to consolidate entomological

research and nomenclature.

The Balance of Europe is Upset

Jordan and his family usually traveled to the continent during July and August for the

summer holiday. In 1914 they had taken their vacation during the earlier months of the summer.

Jordan ended up thankful for having altered their usual schedule. Britain went to war on August

3rd
bound by its treaty agreements to respond to Austria's July 28th declaration ofwar on Serbia.

Jordan proceeded to write all his letters in English and leave his letters open in the hopes they

would pass the censor, but stopped sending specimens or manuscripts to correspondents on the

continent. Descriptions of new species, he explained to correspondents, risked destruction by the

censor since they were in Latin. By September 2, 1914 he was spending weekdays in London

volunteering at the headquarters of the Red Cross Society, and fulfilling his workas curator at the

museum only on weekends. He wrote to his friend Miles Moss about his feelings regarding the

outbreak of war:

'' Form letters sent February 12, 1914; Jordan H.E.K Correspondence 1914-1927, to andfrom Karl
Jordan, concerning the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. NHM Entomology Library
Archives.
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The equilibrium of Europe was so perfectly balanced that it had to get upset sooner or
later. It is a disgusting state of affairs for an international like myself, and it is equally
difficult to adopt the higher standpoint of the philosopher and to console oneself with
the thought that hard blows and a thinning out will do good to Europe and stop or
delay its decay. However, one cannot help being deeply touched by all the suffering
which such a war entails.46

A German student who had not been able to get back to Germany before the outbreak of

hostilities, "duly registered by the Police," stayed with the Jordan family, Jordan tried to get word

to those in Germany that the young students who could not get away "are treated very well by the

police as well as the public."47

Such calm feelings of patient good-will toward enemy residents did not last for long,

however. In Britain, anti-German propaganda had even prior to the war conflated charges of a

secret, pervasive German influence with the old Jewish conspiracy tales, and the anxiety-inclined

soon suspected the Tring Rothschilds and their associates on all accounts. "German residents in

England," Lebzelter writes, "seemed to be potential enemy spies, and the 'hunnish hand' was

blamed for poisoning patriotism by pacifist propaganda, causing a food shortage, and

manipulating international finance contrary to British interests."48 Even at the Rothschild banking

house in New Court, workers had to abandon German in conversation when someone erected a

poster there from the Daily Mail with the words, "Intern Them All." W. Rothschild resigned from

the Tring town council when the village passed a resolution to similar effect in his absence.49

Although his friends wrote that Jordan adjusted philosophically to the trials of wartime, they

noted that his wife suffered greatly from the hostile taunts shouted at foreigners in the streets of

46 Jordan to Miles Moss, September 2, 1914. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

Jordan to Raphael Gestro, August 27, 1914. Archivio Museo Civ. St. Nat. G. Doria-Genova.

48 Lebzelter, Political Anti-Semitism in Britain, p. 14.

Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 447.
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Tring. For a time, the Jordan family joined other Germans at Charles and Roszika Rothschild's

estate, Ashton Wold, for refuge.

The entire collecting network in Europe ground to a halt as a result of the war, its close

ties to the stability and efficiency of a peaceful Europe immediately apparent. Jordan wrote his

friend Miles Moss that collectors in the tropics would soon be in financial difficulties as a result

of the war; "the insect-trade is practically at a standstill."50 Americans looked on from their

summit of isolationism, one complaining that the Great War had interfered with his efforts to

work up and publish his results on Malayan entomology since many continental entomologists

had been cut off from the entomological network.51 All activity did not shut down completely.

The American had been surprised that of some fifty entomologists cooperating with him before

the war, about twenty-five had been able to maintain some degree of activity in connection with

the Malayan work despite the war-time chaos and restrictions on travel and trade.52 Work

continued at Tring, as well, but on a constrained level hardly comparable to the production of the

1890s.

Meanwhile N.M. Rothschild died, and Walter Rothschild succeeded to the title in 1915.

W. Rothschild's role in international politics never compared to his father's. "Every great stroke

of policy by the nation," one memorial to N.M. Rothschild declared, 'in the last half-century has

been preceded by the brief but all-significant announcement, 'Lord Rothschild visited the Prime

Minister yesterday."53 Ferguson attributes the decline of the Rothschild Banking House in part to

the fact that the generation that followed N.M. Rothschild were little inclined toward finance. No

doubt N.M. Rothschild had pinned his hopes on his youngest son, Charles, who diligently

50 Jordan to Miles Moss, September 2, 1914. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

' C.S. Baker to Bror Jngve SjOstedt, February 8, 1919. Sjöstedt Correspondence. SAS.

52 C.S. Baker to Bror Jngve Sjöstedt, February 8, 1919. Sjöstedt Correspondence. SAS.

Western Morning News, quoted in Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 442.
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attended to his duties at the bank, despite the fact his first love was natural history. Jordan, too,

pinned his hopes for Tring and much of its research program on the younger Rothschild,

following the practice of most who knew the eldest brother. They tolerated and even loved him,

but did not lay any stake in his abilities to run a permanent institution, whether bankor museum.

Both Jordan and Charles Rothschild were diligent and generous in giving of both time

and money to try and help entomologists whose collections were being lost or destroyed during

the war. When an entomologist named Peters was taken prisoner by the British and his seventy-

nine chests of specimens and belongings confiscated, for example, Jordan and C. Rothschild fired

off letters trying to get the collection released.54 Tragedy closer to home, however, soon

outweighed matters of international entomology and entomological friends. Soon after N.M.

Rothschild's death, Charles Rothschild came down with Spanish Influenza. As a result of his

illness he developed the linked neurological condition, post-encephalatic parkinsonianism. The

doctors insisted he be taken to the mountains of Switzerland, despite the war-time disruptions in

travel. From M. Rothschild's account we have the eloquent picture ofa desperate family

convening at Charles and Roszika's home at Ashton Wold to discuss what should be done. They

decided Jordan was the only one who could accompany Charles on his journey. When Roszika

asked Walter if Jordan could leave, "Walter never discussed the problem or any of the

implications, because he never discussed anything. He merely said: 'Go."55

Jordan accompanied Charles Rothschild to Switzerland from 1916-1918. Initially the

family thought they would have to be away for only a few months, and Jordan locked

manuscripts up in drawers, not expecting Walter Rothschild mightbe pressed by the authors to

attend to their publication before he returned home. By July Charles was making progress,

C. Rothschild eventually fronted the 250 pounds required to return the collections to their rightful owner
at the war's end. Correspondence in: Folder: Regarding the collections and property of Peters of Gottingen,
collected in German East Africa, 1919." KJC #2, NHM Archives.

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 93.
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reported Jordan, but they would have to stay a few months more. "Under the circumstances,"

Jordan observed to his friend Moss, "tropical entomology must do without me at present. Here we

are collecting ardently, which is a very healthy occupation, for us, not for the bugs."56 Walter

Rothschild admitted finding Jordan's long absence annoying, writing to Hartert: "I do not grudge

my brother anything that may conduce to his complete recovery; but jjs most inconvenient and

embarrassing that Dr. Jordan is away."57

Writing from Switzerland, Jordan did his best to help Hartert with the administration of

the museum, reviewing consignments Hartert described to him, and continuing Tring's campaign

for their priorities in collecting. Jordan warned Hartert that Melou, for example, seemed to think

that collecting masses of common things would bring him a good return, and suggested they ask

him to limit his consignments to thirty specimens of each species. He then described what it was

like to be on the continent during war time. Speaking of an acquaintance, Jordan wrote how he

and Charles would have to avoid meeting him, "as it is considered for an Englishman a

grave breach of etiquette to associate with a German, during the war I suppose."58 A run-in with

the Swiss police provided Jordan with an amusing story to tell:

The police objects to my catching mice with traps. My rucksack and ten empty traps
as well as some dirty linen bags have a holiday at the police station. I was up before
the magistrate yesterday morning. The laws of la chasse are very strict in the Vaud,
he told me. I hope they won't shoot me for having killed some long-tailed fieldmice
and shrews. I dare say, 10 francs [illegible will settle the matter.59

The war often seemed far from the mountains. Writing from a Swiss hotel, Jordan

recounted to Hartert:

56 Jordan to Miles Moss, July 3d, 1917. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

W. Rothschild to Jordan, July 21, 1917. TM2/33, NHM Archives.

Jordan to Hartert, March 15, 1917. TM2/33, NHM Archives.

Jordan to Hartert, January 31, 1917. TM2/33, NHM Archives.
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Yesterday we had a large gathering of 'Frei Jugend,' a socialist section of young
people of both sexes; their main doctrine is opposition to military service. Most of the
young fellows exhibited cards with "Nieder mit dem Militarismus" on them, and
many of the Ladies and their gallants wore phrygian caps. There was also
speechifying, among other things free love being advocated, which rather spoilt (for
us) the enjoyment of the pretty picture presented on the green meadows by the red
banners, caps, and sashes of the damsels and young men.60

While in Europe, Jordan continued to work for the international congresses, despite the

chaotic state of international relations, meeting with colleagues in Switzerland to discuss the next

congress. Charles Rothschild, too, wrote a pamphlet on international economics. From the little

information she could obtain from Jordan regarding his time abroad with her father, Miriam

Rothschild learned that Charles Rothschild's illness made him so deranged at times that Jordan

had feared for his life, suspecting that in such a state the naturally mild Charles could become

murderous.6' He successively, patiently, calmed, him over a period of two years, and in 1918 they

both returned home.

While Jordan was away it had proved difficult for Hartert and Rothschild to keep the

peace at home regarding Tring's research program. George F. Hampson, one of the BM(NH)

entomologists who often corresponded with and exchanged specimens with Tring but who

Rothschild criticized in private as a "ridiculous lumper," raged against "insidious German

specific polynomial nomenclature," in theEntomological News of the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia. He insisted that it was unnecessary to name local, seasonal, sexual,

polymorphic and other forms, and that the term subspecies was merely a confession of ignorance

as to whether a form was a species or a variety. He complained:

The naming of minor varieties is rapidly reducing the whole subject to an unworkable
farce and it is to be hoped that one of the minor benefits of thepresent war will be
that we in Britain will return to a simple binomial nomenclature and purge ourselves
from this form of 'Kultur.'62

60
Jordan to Hartert, August 27, 1917. TM2/33, NHM Archives.

61 Miriam Rothschild, pers. corn, 2002.
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The ornithologists proved no less nationalistic. H.M. Wallis wrote to apologize to Hartert

for his ornithological colleagues' behavior at a B.O.U. meeting at which an "extremely stupid

person" proposed to exclude a certain "learned lady" on account of her being German (Hartert

was in fact Danish by birth).63 Meanwhile, the United States declared war on Germany, turning a

European conflict into a world war, the Bolshevik Revolution polarized the West into ideological

divides, and Walter Rothschild famously received the Balfour Declaration in 1917, the document

that committed Britain to support a national home for the Jews in Palestine. The Victorian Age

was indeed being transformed.

Post-War Britain and Entomology

Jordan and Charles Rothschild returned to Britain at the war's end with the four million

demobilized men who returned to Britain within the year, and to an increasingly enfranchised

population that included two million men and more than six million women who voted for the

first time in 1918.64 After the armistice Germany had lost its empire while the British empire

grew due to the acquisition of some of Germany's former territories. But as a fragile peace

returned to Europe, the stability and supposed acquiescence of the colonized upon which

naturalists depended to extract specimens from exotic areas showed signs of fraying. For the war

had spurred on increasingly well-organized nationalist movements in numerous parts of the

Empire. These developments would one day make the turn of the century's unlimited collecting

62
George F. Hampson, "The Determination of Generic Types in the Lepidoptera," Entomological News

28(191 7):463-467.

63 H.M. Wallis to Hartert, March 12, 1915. TM2/131, NHM Archives.

Webb, Modern England, pp. 496-497.
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and removal of the natural products of colonies seem just another example of imperial extraction

rather than scientific research.

Within Britain, the Bank of N.M. Rothschild and Sons had lost close to 1.5 million

pounds during the first year of the war and became the most severely affected of the London City

Banks. A decline of the family's wealth and influence had commenced that would last half a

century. "The world in which the Rothschilds had thrived," Ferguson explains, "came to an end in

191465
Cooperation with its continental houses had ended with the outbreak of war, ties with

German banks were severed, overseas trade was suddenly disrupted by blockades and

submarines, the monetary system based on the gold standard had ceased, and the railways used to

transport goods were moving troops to battle.66 Ironically, this is also a good description of the

fate of the natural history network upon which Tring had depended for many of its facts, although

Walter Rothschild now Lord Rothschild's scandals had already rendered so much damage to

the endeavor that the effects of the war were softened.

After passing through the Second World War, Jordan reflected that conditions would

never be as pleasant or as easy as had been prior to 1914. Consider, he proposed, travel in

Europe; "In 1907 I was suddenly asked whether I could go to France 'the day after tomorrow.' I

simply packed a suitcase and went. No passport, no identification paper, no inquiry about how

much money I had with me, and food and accommodation in hotels everywhere."67 After World

War I, not only ease of travel and physical access to collections had been curtailed, but the

network and material on which entomologists depended had been drawn into the abyss of four

years during which entomologists could not obtain literature from many colleagues. "Every work

65
Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, pp. 436-437.

66
Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 454.

67
Jordan to Louwerens, July 8, 1946. KJC #4, NHM Archives.
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must remain very fragmentary," one entomologist noted, "without help of an authority, because

literature is wanting nearly wholly, especially of the years 1914 to 18 ,,68

Due to differential access to resources and stability, the hierarchy of power that had

prevailed among nations able to do scientific work had changed considerably. Justas J.P. Morgan

succeeded N.M. Rothschild as the "linchpin of war finance," after the war,69 the hierarchy of

entomological authority and resources was also shifting to the United States. Even an

internationalist like Jordan bemoaned the evident movement of scientific authority and resources

from Britain to the United States. He urged Miles Moss to make sure he exhausted all other

sources of support for publication of his work on Sphingidae before going to the U.S. on the

grounds that "it looks like a testimonium paupertatis if Englishmen have to apply to U.S.A." for

the finds.70 The Americans, by contrast, were quite amused by the changing circumstances. "It

will be rather sporty," William Schaus confessed to the entomologist CII. Lankester in 1923, "to

have the English entomologists come over here to examine Old World types." He found it

amusing the Europeans were having to come to America to study specimens of butterflies and

moths of their own regions, and found this an encouraging example of the rise of New World

entomologists.71 As the United States became more involved in imperial activities entomologists

could indeed follow. Since the l890s W.J. Holland of the CarnegieMuseum had written of his

hopes of capturing some of the national resources for "doing for exotics what the British Museum

was doing." "We ought not," Holland wrote, "to let our British cousins get the credit for doing all

68 Max Draudt to William Schaus, February 18, 1922. Schaus Papers, Box 3. SIA RUOO7 100.

69 Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 455.

70
Jordan to Miles Moss, August 31, 1916. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

71
William Schaus to C.H. Lankester, November 5, 1923. Schaus Papers, Box 7. SIA RUOO7 100. Types

refers to the type-specimens upon which systematics depended to clear-up synonomy in nomenclature.
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the descriptive work."72 Certainly the perception was that at the end of the war "all that has a

worth, has gone to the happy land of U.S. America."73 Specialists, like M. Bezzi, complained he

could not obtain papers on Diptera from the United States, "a great misfortune," he lamented, as

"it seems that the initiative of dipterological studies, is now passing from Europe to America."74

As the Rothschild Bank's failure to establish themselves in the U.S. during the shift of gravity in

the financial world across the Atlantic after 1914 proved decisive to the Rothschild's loss of

power as financiers in the twentieth century, so did naturalists' inability to move with resources

influence their ability to carry out research.75

Meanwhile, the Tring campaign, having lost both much of their own financial resources

after the 'Great Row,' and the heyday of the natural history trade to the war, now lost one of its

most ardent supporters. Charles Rothschild had never fully recovered from his illness, and in the

autumn of 1923, a few days after falling extremely ill with a high fever and head pain for which

he refused to see a doctor, he had locked himself in his bedroom and shot himself. M. Rothschild

recalls that Jordan never appeared the same after the loss of his friend; "his relationships both

with the Museum and W. Rothschild suffered in consequence," she explains.76 A young girl at the

time, she vividly remembers Jordan, having rushed immediately to Ashton Wold, sitting at the

dinner table, "in another world, staring off into space." Jordan had depended on Charles

Rothschild for discussing his scientific and philosophical views, including regarding the future of

72
W.J. Holland to C.V. Riley, July 9, 1890. Riley Papers, Box 30. SIA RU007076.

Pedro Jorgenson to William Schaus, July 4, 1920. Schaus Papers, Box 6. SIA RUOO7 100. Jorgenson had
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Tring, and all those things to which the elder Rothschild brother seemed so oblivious.77 Miriam

wrote;

To the onlooker it seemed as if he had suddenly grown remote, apart, lost in thought,
pondering some insoluble, abstract problem. He often sat for long periods in silence,
with his head flung back and his beard tilted at a slight angle, apparently unaware of
his surroundings, as if a sheet of glass separated him from the outside world.

He had returned to his desk after a few days; to the routine correspondence of the

museum, international congresses, the journal, collectors, drawings, and to Walter Rothschild;

"But a permanent shadow had been cast over the scene." Although Jordan published half of his

460 papers, singly or co-authored, after Charles Rothschild's death, M. Rothschild argues that the

"truly creative period" of his life had abruptly ended in 1916 when C. Rothschild had first fallen

ill.78 It is a psychological explanation regarding the effect of deep loss that Jordan himself used

when his friend Poulton' s wife died. "The death of Lady Poulton was evidently such a shock," he

wrote to a colleague, "that Sir Edward gradually lost interest in research; his remarkable energy

faded."79

Other observers have pointed out that Jordan completed some of his best analytical

systematics and classifications during the last two decades of his life. Certainly plenty of work

existed to keep one's mind occupied, including systematic problems to ponder, correct

Miriam Rothschild, pers.com., 2003.

78 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 147.

Jordan to Frank Morton Jones, December 6, 1943. KJC #3, NHM Archives. M. Rothschild does not
discuss the fact that Jordan's wife, whose health had failed due to renal failure during his absence on the
continent, died soon after. She had been ill ever since his return from the continent. Her dismissal of this
passing in comparison to her own father's death in its influence on Jordan's productivity may be accurate,
at least in the sense that his wife died from an illness, which Jordan's philosophical mind could deal with
eventually well enough. Charles Rothschild's suicide, after he had spent more than two years trying to
recover him, was indeed perhaps somehow different. Jordan lost his faith in the world when Charles shot
himself, she explains. She remembers his daughter Hilda saying she found it difficult that all would turn to
dust, to her an indication of the gloomy view of eternity that must have gripped the household. Miriam
Rothschild, pers. corn., 2003. As someone close to the events and people in this history, her observations
must not be ignored, yet as Charles' daughter, there must also be much at stake in seeing him as a central
source of inspiration for Jordan's scientific work.
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nomenclature to hunt down, species to determine, and colleagues in many countries to both

advise and aid. Within a few months after his friend's death Jordan set to work organizing the

first post-war entomological congress. By then ten years had passed since the start of the Great

War, and having heard that a successful international meeting on plant-diseases had taken place at

Waageningen, Jordan wrote to Anton Schulthess to ask whether he would agree to a meeting of

the Congress in Zurich in 1926 and act as its president. He began writing to entomologists

throughout Europe, most of whom responded in favor of an early meeting. The French and

Belgians, however, protested against meeting Germans and threatened to organize their own

congress if the organizing committee did not cancel certain invitations to ZUrich. The committee

refused and in the end the French and Belgian entomologists showed their protest only by

abstaining from coming to the congress. Jordan himself thought the episode "best forgotten."8°

The Clamor for Applied Entomology

The re-entrenchment of resources during and after the war had a significant impact on the

institutional and financial base of the entomological network that had been built over more than a

century. Jordan had observed in 1915 that if the war continued much longer "there will be no

money left for a pure science which does not refer to the killing of man."81 The war had reduced

funds for science, and the financial resources that remained were channeled increasingly to the

so-called applied sciences. World War I, the development of medical entomology, and the desire

to control the environment and its insects in colonies had brought new problems and priorities to

bear upon the resources available for entomology, both in terms of finances and man-power. As

80 Jordan to N.D. Riley, undated. DF306, NHM Archives.

81
Jordan to Miles Moss, December 29, 1915. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.
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national rivalries waxed and waned, driven by competition for far-off lands, some British

scientists tied their defenses tighter and tighter to the welfare of Empire. Entomologists certainly

did not exclude themselves from taking advantage of the resources and prestige that state-support

could confer. The rise of ecology, for example, was closely connected to these changes, as

entomologists like Charles Swynnerton, the director of the Tsetse Research Department in

Tanganyika, embraced ecological methods for insect control.82 In the broadest context, these

movements toward increasing government patronage were a manifestation of an increasingly

professionalized community of scientists endeavoring to persuade "the rest of society and

ultimately the state that (their) service was vitally important and therefore worthy of guaranteed

reward."83 Entomologists participated fuliy in this transition. During the first decades of the

twentieth century, British entomologists caught up to their heavily applied-oriented cousins

across the Atlantic, establishing state-supported institutes for agricultural and medical

entomology, including the Imperial Institute of Entomology. The insects examined by these

institutes were sent in turn to the experts at the natural history museum for determination.

As entomologists endeavored to carve out precise, critical roles for themselves within the

colonies, they used a long tradition of imperial rhetoric, citing the need to know colonial

possessions not only for knowledge's sake but in order to put conquered territories to efficient use

of the country. Pronouncements like that of Winston Churchill in 1907 that "Uganda is defended

by its insects," hinted at the great potential for entomological workers to take advantage of the

colonial endeavor as a source of resources for the discipline.84 Government became a potentially

convenient source of funding which would replace the tradition ofwealthy "amateur" enthusiasts

82
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who had maintained naturalist collection networks and journals and had determined the content of

natural history for so long. Meanwhile, the applied entomologists who garnered support from

these new patrons increasingly lodged complaints regarding systematists and museum

entomologists within this new context. A fellow entomologist complained to Jordan that the

continuous changing of names "makes entomological study obnoxious and even a laughing stock

to many workers. Scientifically we gain nothing by it and we lose in this way the sympathy and

cooperation of quite a number of workers who are now frightened to take up the study

seriously."85 Economic entomologists found the name-changing particularly trying. Z.P. Metcalf

compared the changes legislated by the ICZN to "easy divorce and remarriage. Younever know

whether it is Mrs. Jones or Mrs. Smith you are talking to, although it is the same lady you knew

for a great many years as Mrs. Johnson."86 Jordan understood well enough the difficulties, and

absurdities, of zoological nomenclature. "The bank-vole has changed its generis name during my

lifetime from Arvicola to Microtus to Hypudeaus to Evotomys to Clethrionomys," he wrote to

one correspondent who had lodged a complaint regarding the commission's constant changes.87

But Jordan insisted the inconveniences did not give entomologists the right to abandon all efforts,

however difficult, at uniformity.

Impatient with the relationships that had developed between the various types of

entomologists, R.T. Leiper of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, delivered an

address at the first post-war International Congress of Entomology in which he chastised

entomologists for being indifferent to the needs of medical entomology, and pleaded for "a closer

working connection between pure and applied Entomology." C.B. Williams countered during the

discussion period that any failure on the part of entomologists to supply information to the

85 A.J.T. Janse to Jordan, June 15, 1936. TM2/72, NHM Archives.

86 Z.P. Metcalf to E.D. Ball, May 9, 1930. E.D. Ball Papers. Box 4. SIA 7121.

87 Jordan to C.D.H. Carpenter, September 9, 1946. KJC #5, NITIM Archives.
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medical men was due not to lack of interest "but to lack of time and money to do more than they

already had to do."88 In both Britain and the U.S., the role entomologists had given themselves,

both officially and unofficially, as sources for identifications and determinations for biologists

more generally was partly to blame for this circumstance. James Waterston of the BM(NH)

pointed out that the last twenty-five years had seen the rise of a great army of biologists in

medical and veterinaly research, Boards of Fisheries and Forestry, advisory work for industry,

with no commensurate development in the supply of systematists. In the United States

entomologists had long fared no better. William Schaus pointed out to a colleague pressing him to

complete a volume, "You surely understand that I have an enormous amount of work to do for the

Bureau of Entomology and requests for identifications from all over the world."89 Fred 1mm

complained that he had received material from all over the place for determination, and that he

had been trying to get up to date "but the more I send back the more comes along!" He would

have to put a stop to it soon, he wrote, for the demand for identifications was growing larger and

larger. "Some kind of international understanding will have to be found! One cannot refuse to do

it yet one cannot spend his whole time on it."9°

And identifications were not the only inquiries sent. The entomologist Schaus, after

receiving a request for information on the migration of butterflies, wrote sarcastically; "The

English are fortunate to have so much spare time on their hands that they can devote their study to

the subject."9' When asked for information published by his department on aberrations, on which

so much had been written in Germany and England, Schaus replied shortly; "No one in the

88
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Museum has had time to devote to these experiments."92 In fact, the migration studies were the

province of entomologists outside of the natural history museum like C.B. Williams. BM(NH)

entomologists were snowed under as well. Some blamed the faults of the discipline itself rather

than the changes taking place in entomology's context. A.J.T. Janse bemoaned the amount of

work required to correct the poor systematic s of previous workers in the national collection, for

example, noting; "They require at least a dozen people to deal with it," he wrote, "or they should

limit themselves to one twelfth of the work, that is asked now."93

Jordan came up against the challenges these changes posed for systematists first hand

when invited to participate in a discussion on "The Place of the Systeinatist in Applied Biological

Work" organized by the Association of Economic Biologists in 1925. Simply from an intellectual

standpoint, the meeting must have been frustrating. The various addresses by workers from the

British Museum (Natural History), the Rothamsted Experimental Station, the Royal Botanic

Gardens at Kew, to the London School of Tropical Medicine, made it quite clear that participants

considered systematists to be describers of arbitrary units of classification with no reflection in

reality. Jordan's work on species concepts seemed completely lost within the specialist concerns

of this wide range of workers. The applied biologists cited the President of the zoological section

of the BAAS ' s announcement at the 1925 meeting that a species is "a community, or a number of

related communities, whose distinctive morphological characters are, in the opinion of a

competent systematist, sufficiently definite to entitle it, or them, to a specific name." H.A. Baylis

of the BMNH accepted this definition, noting, "Probably many of us have long wanted to know

what a species is. Now we are assured by an eminent authority that it is merely what a competent

systematist says it is."94 Ironically, Baylis noted that in helminthology, or the study of parasitic

92 Schaus to L.O. Howard, February 7, 1924. Schaus Papers, Box 5. SIA RUOO7100.

A.J.T. Janse writes to Schaus, Feb 19, 1923. Schaus Papers. Box 6. SIA RUOO7100.
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worms, researchers were beginning to realize that the purely morphological definition of species

appeared inadequate. They were finding, he noted, physiological species that were

morphologically indistinguishable. In contrast to the research program basedon long series and

detailed comparative work which Jordan had developed in answer to this very finding a full three

decades earlier, Baylis concluded that the old-fashioned systematist may have to give up his

favorite morphological ideas and become an experimental biologist. In the meantime, he could

still form opinions based on morphological characters.

William B. Brierley, of the Rothamsted Experimental Station, gave his definition of the

systematist as;

One who assembles specimens, writes diagnoses of them which he arranges in
convenient or other systems and publishes with or without keys so that specimens of
similar morphology may be given the same name in essence he is one who
classifies and gives names to specimens.

Apparently trying to console the systematist out of his feelings of lack ofappreciation,

Brierley pointed out that, in fact;

The more successful the systematist is, the less necessary does he, personally, become,
for once his diagnoses and keys are printed other people can use them as well as he can
and themselves classify and name their specimens. The systematist, in fact, works
towards his own elimination and should rather hold it a sources of pride than regret that
he no longer occupies the pre-eminent position as in the younger days of biology.

Perhaps in deference to Jordan's presence, Brierley concluded his statement by admitting

that "Of course the pioneer and the rare man gifted with the systematische Buck will always be

eminent." But he admonished those who attributed more importance to systematics than it

deserved. "Like all tools... it must be used only for its special and legitimate purposes and kept in

its proper place," namely, that of providing names for use by applied and biological workers, "the

defined end objective" of systematics.96

"Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 483.

"Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 483.
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In rising to make his contribution to the discussion, Jordan ignored the archaic species

definitions and characterizations of systematists as cataloguers. He did not even mention that that

very year he had helped end a decades-old controversy over whether or not fleas transmitted

plague by sorting out the systematics of fleas used in plague commission experiments.97 First

proposed in 1898, the theory of plague-transmission by fleas had suffered criticism dueto the fact

that the supposed culprit, Xenopsylla cheopis, occurred in areas without plague outbreaks. Jordan

and Charles Rothschild had warned early on that someone needed to take a look at the fleas'

systematics, since investigators could be lumping several species as one. Eventually Tring was

asked to sort out the systematics, and they demonstrated that indeed a different species of flea

existed where plague did not occur. Rather than highlighting this episode, and aiming once again

at organization, Jordan announced simply that, in consideration of what he hard heard, he wished

to point out that "there is something amiss in the relation between systematics and applied

biology."98 Given the current resources available to systematists, he noted, they could not provide

the information the applied biologists wanted. In response to the continuous problems of funds,

time, and an overload of work that plagued entomologists from all parts of the field, Jordan

appealed for international cooperation. He presented the participants with a resolution already

signed by the Imperial Conference of Entomologists and the International Congress of

Entomology arguing that the enormous expansion in Applied Entomology necessitated the exact

determination of an immense number of insects and as a result the "utter inadequacy of the

present means for undertaking such work" had become apparent. Jordan called for the

Association to join its name to the resolution, and appoint a member for a committee to be formed

96
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which would "take the matter in hand, keep the agitation alive and enlighten the public."99 As the

comments of his fellow participants demonstrate, however, it seems that entomologists were in

need of as much enlightenment as the voting public, however. One of the participants at the 1926

discussion on applied biology and systematics, no doubt with Jordan's proposal in mind,

requested that entomologists, both pure and applied, return to a discussion of the present-day state

of systematics and not some ideal state of things. "If we stray from what is and discuss what

might be," he urged, "we shall lose touch with reality and take refuge in a variety of Utopias."°°

The resolution does not seem to have been signed by the gathered participants.

At the next International Congress of Entomology in Ithaca in 1928 Jordan and his

friends persisted with their organizational efforts. Ironically, the congress was dominated by

applied entomology, indicative of both the United States' long tradition focusing on this aspect of

entomology, and a transition as a whole within entomology to a focus which Walter Rothschild

referred to as "defensive entomology."10' At the congress, Jordan's good friend Walther Horn,

from Germany, presented a paper urging the creation of an Entomological Institute for

International Service, for which the congresses' Executive Committee enlisted J. Chester Bradley,

W. Horn, Jordan, F. Muir, and J. Waterston to pursue the matter further.'°2 Soon after the Ithaca

Congress Jordan organized an informal meeting of some of his British entomological friends to

consider the matter.'°3 At the original session at which Horn had proposed the idea entomologists

"Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 476.
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had debated whether insect taxonomy was "doomed to strangle" from the insufficiency of its own

mechanisms, namely the rapid out-of-datedness of world catalogues, revisions, and republication,

or whether economically possible means could be found to meet the situation!°4 How, they

wondered, given these difficulties, should the increase in need for determinations, due to

vigorously expanding research in ecology, life histories, morphology, genetics, applied

entomology, be met by an ever decreasing number of taxonomists? "How far is the specialist

morally obligated to undertake determinations for other entomologists?" the resulting

memorandum asked, and "What recompenses can he expect for the sacrifice of his time?"°5

The circular sent out prior to the meeting Jordan had arranged was ambitious reads like a

Christmas list of the discipline; a publication office that would issue catalogues and monographs,

nomenclature lists, bibliographies, and rare books; an enquiry office to provide a "clearing house

of information for pure Entomology," including bibliographical infonnation, synonymy searches,

and finding rare books; a historical section that would collect biographies of entomologists,

photographs, and histories of important collections; and a myriad of wants lumped under

"Museo logy and Systematics" that included a list of addresses of museums, institutes,

entomologists, societies, and collectors with their specialties, a list of groups for which there are

specialists, a list for those for which there were none, and encouragement of beginners to take up

such groups. In addition the Institute would provide space for the Secretariat of the International

Entomological Congresses, with the task of running a publicity campaign for the resolutions and

rules emanating from the Entomological and Zoological Congresses, and "drawing the attention

of offending authors to them." The loan of specimens, preservation of types, and methods of

conservation would be organized, descriptions and literature citations standardized through such a

103 Jordan to Frederick Laing, December 31, 1928. DF304, NHM Archives.
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clearing house, and propaganda regarding the importance of entomological research distributed

through the daily press. Professional biologists were required in entomology, but students would

only be attracted to the field if openings and adequate salaries existed. Still, "f the public is

interested," the memorandum concluded, "departments will listen."06

The difficult relationship between applied and pure entomologists was, in a sense,

entomology's version of what Perkin calls the rivalries between professionals that define them as

a class, "no society being free from the struggle for income, power and status." The entomologists

at the public museums, the university geneticists using insects as biological tools, and the

entomologists working for institutions like the USBE or, in Britain, the IBE, line up well with the

civil servants, the university, and government scientific researches whom Perkin includes in his

list of those professionals who "are all manifestly in competition for public resources."107 It was a

concern of both every rising profession and the professionalizers of old disciplines, which must

live "by persuasion and propaganda, by claiming that their particular service is indispensable to

the client or employer and to society and the state."108 The recognition of the role of publicity in

106
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the failed institutes' memorandum was the closest Jordan came to participating in what Turner

calls Public Science, namely, the body of rhetoric, argument and polemic produced when

scientists justify their activities "to the political powers and other social institutions upon whose

good will, patronage, and cooperation they depend."°9

Jordan was one of the last systematists, no doubt, able to continue working without

engaging in this endeavor, protected by his employment at Tring. He had a tendency to shy away

from touting the usefulness of entomology. Recalling his inability to offera good answer to an

unnamed female relation who had wished to know why he had taken up the study of insects,

Jordan noted at the age of almost seventy that "If somebody should ask me now why I have

devoted so many years of my life to insect-taxonomy, my answer would be that a collection of

any order of insects is a collection of the riddles of life, to attempt to solve which is a great

intellectual pleasure." He had never seen these specimens as mere bits of chitin with beautiful or

interesting colouring and structure, but as "units of life functioning each in its particular sphere of

activity," a philosophy that for him, made even the study of dead insects in a collection a

contemplation of life. This was enough of a defense of why one did or should do systematics, and

he was unapologetic that, even if more profound defenses could be made, he preferred to hold to

his original motivations. To the female relation who had, "in a somewhat disdainful spirit," first

posed the question to him, he "could only retaliate by asking why her husband hadchosen her

instead of somebody He continued;

That was in the days when the economic and hygienic importance of Entomology
was not yet realized and when one could not, as nowadays, astonish people by
referring to the tens of millions of pounds of damage done every year by insects, or
frighten the 9uestioner by pointing to the multitude of diseases carried by
arthropods."

109 Turner, "Public Science in Britain," p. 589.
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Despite having the best defense of entomology at his fingertips as a result of the role the

systematics done at Tring played in the identification of the Xenopsylla cheopis flea as the

transmitter of plague, the increasing appeals to applied entomology concerned Jordan. In his

presidential address to the Entomological Society of London in 1930 he emphasized the

importance of maintaining pure entomology's independence, noting that "the very importance

which Entomology has for the economic and hygienic welfare of humanity constitutes a danger

which must not be overlooked."112 Jordan continued, with the Depression in full swing:

In a period of great economic pressure the clamour of the uninitiated public opinion
for applied science might easily warp the judgment of a government and might lead
to decisions which could cripple pure science, forgetting under the stress of the
circumstances of the moment that pure research is the indispensable basis of all
applied science and that to press for quick results in research is most disastrous, quick
spelling nearly the same as quack.113

When he noted he would welcome applied entomology at the meetings of the

Entomological Society of London, it was because he knew applied results could lead to biological

discoveries important to pure entomology, as, for example, when plague-work demonstrated

different species of fleas had different ability as vectors, supporting the pure entomologists'

division of these forms into distinct units.114

Jordan's defense of pure entomology amid pressure to appeal to usefulness reflects values

with which he was brought up as a German university student. Though the son of a farmer, a

friend of the nobility, and an employee of the ruling merchant family, Jordan was by education

and, more importantly, by social and cultural class, a professor. He was trained at one of the

central institutions of Ringer's mandarin class, a university that since the mid-eighteenth century

had extolled the unquestionable value of "the full and harmonious training of the whole

112 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 128.

113 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 128.

114 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 128.
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individual," where classical training's very impracticality was often extolled as one of its most

important virtues. In the philosophical faculty, which educators argued should dominate the

universities, "Pure learning in the Idealist sense was to be cultivated for its own sake," without

utilitarian considerations dictating the concerns of pure, free learning.'15 Many of Jordan's fellow

German zoologists joined this ethos enthusiastically, ridiculing calls for science to be useful.

"Just as little I can approve," Haacke, the coiner of the term orthogenesis, raged, "of the noisy

demands of the people after practical usability of the sciences."116

Jordan issued his own warning regarding the clamor for applied entomology in the first

few years of the depression, when Walter Rothschild was still a protector and patron. Charles

Rothschild had made sure his pension was secure, and Miriam Rothschild kept an eye on matters

after her father died. For a long time, Jordan's position at Tring had only emphasized the

somewhat ethereal world of a wealthy estate. Unlike his friend Riley at the BM(NH), he was not

yet subject to the Trustees nor the public, a fact that may have occurred to some of those

listening, whose positions were in danger of being cut during the "retrenching" among state-

supported entomological institutions. But Jordan was also surrounded by friends and colleagues

at congresses who were deeply concerned with the status of entomology among (some at least)

ostensibly democratic governments and their voting public. The turn of the century debates in the

pages ofNature on whether a democratic government dependent upon popularity and votes

would support science had become an inescapable issue for entomologists, and Jordan, as the

permanent secretary of the international body representing the discipline to the world, had to take

this into consideration. Indeed, Jordan himself used the appeal to applied entomology when

necessary. When the publication of the 1925 Congress proceedings left a deficit of 112 pounds,

for example, he unsuccessfully applied to the Rockefeller Foundation's International Education

" Ringer, The Decline of the German Mandarins, pp. 24 and 111.

116 See MUller, "Johann Wilhelm Haacke," p. 172.
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Board for funds, there being, he explained, no grants to support the congresses despite the widely

known importance of entomology to hygiene, agriculture, horticulture, and forestry."7

Avoiding the Snake in the Grass

As the institutions, defenses, and research priorities of entomology had changed, so had

the accepted mode of presenting entomological work been profoundly altered since Jordan had

first arrived in Britain, set on establishing a place for himself within the British entomological

community. In contrast to some of the Entomological Society of London's presidential addresses

who took young fellows to task for speculating, entomologists now criticized their fellows on the

grounds that their work did not pay enough attention to theoretical context. One entomologist

who found his work turned down by the Entomological Society of London on the grounds that it

was "based on Museum material" and should be published in a place like the Annals and

Magazine ofNatural History, appealed to Jordan for support. Someone had suggested to him that

he send the paper to the Zoological Society, but he had found thatthere, too, "as a rule

entomological papers of a more general interest" were accepted, "and not so much systematic

ones. It regards the Transactions of the Ent. Soc. the more proper place for systematics. Here, I

think, is also a divergence ofviews."8 The Entomological Society in London had indeed

transformed much of the contents of its journal since the 1893 debate between Poulton's so-called

"biologists" and Elwes's "systematists." By the 1930s ornithologists, too, were campaigning for
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creating a more "biological" discipline that would include ecology and evolutionary biology and

de-emphasize the dominance of systematics in journals like The Ibis."9

In the midst of these transitions, at the end of 1928, Jordan was nominated for the

presidency of the Entomological Society of London. To a friend who sent in his congratulations,

Jordan wrote that he was at first uncertain as to whether he should accept the nomination, "my

time being already taken up with a great deal of work in connection with the Entomological and

Zoological Congress." But if he declined this year, he certainly could not accept in any

subsequent year, and so he "fell in with the suggestion."2° One of his primary tasks as president

was to address the society at the end of his term with a review of the society's year, words to

honor those who had passed away, and a discourse on a subject of his choice.

In addressing his colleagues from the presidential chair, Jordan suddenly inhabited a

different environment than that of the room filled with drawers of specimens to catalogue or his

notoriously unobtrusive, back-room organization of the congresses. Standing before his fellows,

and taking part in a common prerogative of natural history society presidents, he considered the

methodological and institutional foundation and future of the discipline, its relationship to

zoology as a whole, and the changing priorities and methods of biology. Here, Jordan the Tring

museum curator became part of a diverse community, addressing the amateur collector, the

biologist using Drosophila in his experiments on heredity, the Imperial entomologist studying the

transmission of malaria, and the Darwinian defending mimicry theory. He took the opportunity,

in taking up the then-popular excursions of Freudian dream analysis, to recount his own recurrent

dream. In answer to the hypothetical question of which order of insects he preferred, he made it

quite clear that although anyone who had seen the collections at Tring would have thought when

he dreamed of an entomological adventure his unrestrained mind would wander in tropical forests

119 See Johnson, "The Pre-Synthesis Ibis."
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in chase of beautiful Lepidoptera. He dreamed of beetles, not butterflies and moths. The dream is

always the same, he explained, and although he was not sure how a Daniel, Freud, or Moses

would have interpreted the dream, to Jordan it demonstrated firstly that he was at heart a

Coleopterist. But the vision also told him something about his approach to science. His

enraptured gaze on the structure of unknown species and varieties of Carabus showed him "that I

am fond of hard facts as typified by the hard carapace of a Carabus, which shows variation in

structure so beautifully." He continued:

This dream frequently switches off into an encounter with poisonous snakes from
whose attacks I extricate myself with some difficulty. I am not particularly afraid of
poisonous snakes, though there is little love lost between us when we meet
unexpectedly. In fact, as a schoolboy I was very familiar with the viper and
remember to have once taken a fine specimen alive into class concealed in an
umbrella, not out of mischief, but because a master had casually mentioned that he
had no viper in his terrarium. Taking the snake-dream in connection with the
Carabus excursion, its message to me seems to be a warning to beware of the snake
in the grass when searching for an explanation of facts discovered and phenomena
observed. Our longing for an answer to the why and wherefore makes us indeed apt
to theorize hastily. Though I have not always lived up to this warning, it has
nevertheless taught me to distrust the obvious, in particular the outward appearance
of things, and to investigate the distinctions of species more deeply.121

He noted that both these points had influenced his work in systematics and his attitude

toward that subject, and as a demonstration he devoted his address to a discussion of mimicry and

the importance of examining genitalia in order to determine specific distinctions, while avoiding

using them as the end-all of species descriptions. This caution was a requisite for enforcing the

importance of accurate specific distinctions on the rest of biology, a recurrent theme in all his

writings. Though famous biologists looked down on systematics as mere description, Jordan took

to task those who would claim systematics was futile:

Although we admit that it may be utterly indifferent at the time to know whether
some certain form of Insect is specifically distinct, it would be equally rash for the

121 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930. p. 134.
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scientist to point to this or that ... line of research as being futile. Science must not
prejudge anything and must not be negligent anywhere.122

The warning regarding the snake in the grass was not, however, Jordan's last word on the

matter. In his presidential address for the subsequent year, he emphasized the importance of

having a theory by which research was guided. The differences between his first and his second

address, the one emphasizing caution, the other the virtues of theory, reflect well the tension that

naturalists of Jordan's generation and inclination, eager to weigh in as scientists on the questions

of the day and provide explanations of the facts observed, yet surrounded by cabinets of

specimens that could contradict generalizations mercilessly and a community that valued

generalizations more or less depending upon the member and the time. It was in his second

address that Jordan reminisced, amongst a no doubt sympathetic crowd, of the days when

Gunther accused him of "going over to biology" in his paper on mechanical selection. He

composed his reply to GUnther, four decades after the admonishment had been given. Though he

agreed there remained much to be discovered and "many a weary description to be penned,"

theory played a critical role in guiding research, he argued. Thevery existence of an amazingly

large number of species "which every capable collector sends home from the tropics and

subtropics" cried out for explanations of how nature had produced such diversity, this "mass of

different and yet in many ways similar insects." Collections and speculation, "if contemplated

with intelligence," together provided food for thought, since "one must look and think, not merely

look."123 Jordan had had to spend much of his time insisting that those whowere thinking look

more, but he also wanted to point out that he did not believe this excused the systematist from

thinking at all. Indeed, it had been biologists' belief that systematists did not think that had done

so much damage to the field.
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One of his fellow entomologists was more than pleased with the second address. "A few

digs here and there!" he wrote triumphantly, noting almost forty years after Jordan had arrived

that entomologists still had not tackled the genitalia question. He was pleased that Jordan had

managed to cover morphology, function, systematics and evolution all in one blow. "Of course,"

he wrote, "all can be 'explained' by 'genes,' which is as useful as abracadabra for such

purposes."24 But although Jordan's words fit the biologists' defense in the 1 890s debate well,

they may have seemed somewhat anachronistic to the applied, ecological, and biological

entomologists present in 1930. Indeed, at a time when resources and prestige were the possession

of the physicists, the Tring museum and its surviving curator no doubt seemed to many an old-

fashioned centerpiece of a bygone focus of national science. Those who did not know Jordan or

his work could relegate him to the stereotypes of naturalists as stamp-collectors, species-mongers,

or at best the librarians of biology. Certainly the revisions, monographs, and species descriptions

could seem less rigorous compared to the experimental, statistical and mathematical methods of

growing fields like genetics. Jordan had a word to say, however, to those who saw physics and

chemistry as the ultimate arbiters of methods and knowledge, and who worriedabout the status of

biology on those grounds.

Though it is quite true that the variables of the biologist are a shaky basis for all-
embracing theories on life, he need not feel discouraged on that account. The exact
sciences are no more infallible in their theories than biology, and the history of
philosophy is a concaternation of errors.'25

Still, when Jordan joined discussions regarding the "all-embracingtheories on life," for

example, debates on the potential mechanism of evolution, itwas consistently in the tentative,

tempered, and hypothetical words of the systematist "surrounded by specimens." Such comments

usually appeared in papers delivered or in a presidential address, rather than in the papers
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published in Novitates. He often began such addresses by noting that he would attempt to place

his observations in context of the various explanations available for his listeners, bowingto the

fact that systematics had "a bad reputation in the lecture room."26 But Jordan emphasized in any

discussions regarding mechanism that theories of evolution depended upon tracing the

development of certain characteristics from one presumably ancestral form to another, such

theories were ultimately completely dependentupon the accuracy of proposed classifications. If

one chose, for example, a particular characteristic in fleas to trace evolution, error would

inevitably result from the fact that "sporadic distribution of a definite characteristic is the rule

rather than the exception in fleas?"27 The recognition of this fact obscured true relationships and

made systematics difficult, but he emphasized that it also cleared away preconceived ideas of

near relationship, leading to the caution necessary for good systematics and phylogeny.

Entomologists like Oudemans had been further misled, he further explained, by insufficient

material for comparison, the only possible answer to the at times prohibitive effect of caution.128

"In order to arrive at such a definite opinion," regarding the relationship of genera, Jordan

believed that "the trap set by the sporadic distribution of distinctions.., can be avoided in the

study of relationship" by examining the subspecific populations, the basic units of the taxonomist.

There was generally little difficulty, he pointed out, in ascertainingwhether two species are close

relatives, and "the various somatics in which nearly allied species differ together with the
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Jordan, "On Some Phylogenetic Problems within the Order of Siphonaptera," TUdschrft voor
Entomologie 88(1945): 79-93, p. 80-81. In eschewing Eimer's insistence that orthogenesis was a general
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entomologist Vernon L. Kellogg, who accepted orthogenesis as an explanation of small-scale phenomena,
but remained loyal to natural selection as the dominant explanatory framework for natural diversity.
Bowler, "Theodor Eimer and Orthogenesis," p. 61. Orthogenesis provided an explanation for certain
presumed non-adaptive characteristics for numerous biologists, when divulged of Eimer's insistence that it
was the primary mechanism of evolutionary change.
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somatics in which the near relatives agree give the taxonomist evidence as to which distinctions

are readily subject to modification and which are more conservative and therefore a better guide

in the study of relationship."129 This directed attention to the examination of subspecies, or what

evolutionary synthesis authors called the population level and microtaxonomy. Jordan

consistently concluded any references to mechanism with a precautionary warning that all he had

said, for example offering a Lamarckian interpretation of convergent development in fleas, was

based on the assumption that the assumed classification was correct in its main lines. "And so,"

he concluded, "after having thrown a stone among the giants, we come back to systematics."3°

Conclusion

The first two decades of the twentieth century had not boded well for the naturalist

network upon which the Tring Museum depended for its collection and the particularresearch

program Jordan outlined both to make systematics non-arbitrary and help it contribute to biology.

In the British Isles, the ability of wealthy naturalists to absorb collectionshad been much reduced.

Prior to 1914, the ability to exchange with entomologists and ornithologists on the continent had

not been seriously influenced by the competition between nation-states that characterized

nineteenth century international politics. Naturalists could travel easily to visit collections and

examine type-specimens upon which correct determinations depended. This ease of transportation

and communication did not end all isolation, as Jordan's efforts to improve international

exchange and organization among entomologists via congresses show, but the isolation that

existed was the fault of entomologists as individuals, rather than the broader context in which

they worked. During the depression, William Schaus reported that conditions at the Smithsonian
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were deplorable, both due to the lack of funds and inept administration that had moved the

scientists' assistants to another building so that scientific work between departments had to be

communicated by messenger. Under these conditions he was no longer paying attention to

varieties and aberrations, he explained, and allowed them to accumulate.'3' Travel and printing

were suspended in governmental institutions in both countries, and attendance at the Congress in

Paris was limited by the ability of many entomologists to afford the travel. The type-specimens

that entomologists often examined during the course of congress visits, remained unconsulted.

Some of the primary methods by which naturalists like Jordan had developed to increase the level

of standardization in the discipline were seriously circumscribed. Meanwhile the rise of applied

entomology expanded the range of priorities and methods followed by entomologists, as well as

the services entomologists at museums were expected to provide. All these developments altered

the broader context in which entomologists worked, and would have a profound effect on

Jordan's research program. The halt called to much of the entomological network during the First

World War and the more personal loss of Charles Rothschild exacerbated these transitions.

As the infrastructure and funding available to museums ebbed and flowed with both state

and private support, economic trauma, and war-time restrictions, the boundaries of what work

could be carried out changed. The Tring methods of amassing long series and doing detailed

comparative work of many individuals, a practice intimately tied with its philosophyof

systematics, for example, could not be easily continued. The words of the American entomologist

T.A. Cockerell in 1922 demonstrate the difficulty of carrying out Jordan's standard of research

and a focus on geographical variation, even for those working in the rising star of the United

States.

The more I study the Colombia butterflies the more interesting they appear, not only
on account of the great number of striking species, but because we evidently have a
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considerable amount of local diversity, with races probably peculiar to particular
mountain ranges or valleys. But to thoroughly elucidate the subjects we should have
ample collections from all over the country, with long series of specimens - enough
from each locality to show the true character of the insects, and avoid taking
aberrations for subspecies. "When we contemplate the requirements for a thorough
investigation of the Lepidoptera, however we at once run into the difficulty of space
and cabinets. Nevertheless, such difficulties should be overcome. Even the largest
Lepidoptera take little space compared with vertebrates, and are relatively easy to
obtain, and it ought to be unthinkable that the great and wealthy United States cannot
afford what is, for such a country, the merest trifle. I think I shall have to write some
more articles about the Museum, but it will always be at the risk of offending the
powers that be, who themselves ought to be a little more energetic!132

Jordan had developed a particular research program to make biology as rigorous as

possible, not through a dependence upon experimental or laboratory work, but in adjusting an old

tradition to new questions and concepts of species. Though he believed theory important, it could

not be based on only the most conspicuous facts, and as a result Jordan insisted on the importance

of using long series and dissecting specimens, as well as using genitalia as a characteristics in

species work. But the tradition he was trying to revise had many who were uninterested in such

changes. Some of his most prolific correspondents in Sphingidae collectingdisagreed with the

usefulness of these facts, however. Benjamin Preston Clark felt the genitalia question was carried

too far, and queried entomologist William Schaus whether he thought Jordanwas correct to

separate a new subspecies based on "a ventral tooth close to the apex."33 In 1935 the

entomologist Van Duzee could still insist that if he could not determine a species without

dissection "it can stay put just where it was."34 If natural history was going to contribute to the

grand aim it had given itself of finding the order in nature, it also had to bring its own house in
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order, while warding off the often-detrimental effects on research of a siege of new obligations

and the attacks of those who claimed the house no longer warranted support.
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Chapter 6

Sustaining the Naturalist Tradition amid Change
1939-1959

When applied entomologists complained that systematists were unable to meet the

demands made upon them, Jordan explained that "The reasons are not far to seek: the more

scientific method of modem research in systematics does not lend itself to speed." The number of

entomologists had not increased in proportion to the mass of unclassified additions to collections.

"A small army is really required," he wrote.1 Such an army never arrived, of course, and Jordan

believed the workload had a direct effect on what type of science got done. Jordan knew that "the

harassed specialist," as he described his fellows, and, no doubt himself, who knew onlya small

percentage of existing insects had been described, was all too tempted to steer entirely clear of

speculation as premature.2 Jordan spoke from experience. In 1929 he had known of 80 species of

Anthribidae described from Java. Two collections that arrived within the year had doubled the

number, and fifty of these turned out to be new species and awaited description.3 The number of

species entomologists had been able to describe, even without Jordan's detailed, meticulous

methods, had always been only a fraction of the species that existed in nature. Indeed, one of the

problems cited in the debate over the speculative method at the Entomological Society of London

when Jordan arrived in England, was dissension over whether the available facts were enough to

break the long tradition of what was considered appropriate for sound entomological work. In F.D.

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 129.

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, p. 133.

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 134.
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Godman's 1891 presidential address he pointed out that there were perhaps 2,000,000 species of

insects in the world, of which about 200,000 had been described.4 This left 1,800,000

undescribed, of which probably 100,000 were represented by unnamed specimens in collections.

Godman wrote:

From this it is evident we have not workers enough even now to keep pace with the
requirements of naming and arranging the specimens that come before us, and unless
our numbers largely increase the arrears of work will become more and more
unmanageable... The extent of the subject of Entomology is so vast that nothing but a
systematic and continuous effort to amass collections, work them out, and preserve
them, can place us in a position to proceed safely with the larger questions which
follow the initial step of naming species.5

Four decades later, entomologists often excused themselves from using terms like

subspecies on the grounds that so little was known about insects. They could not even afford to

collect the facts entomologists like Jordan called for, much less generalize. E.D. Ball wrote:

If we knew our bugs one half as well as the bird men do their birds we might talk
intelligently on sub-species, geographical races, varieties, etc., but in the present
condition of entomology, with the overwhelming amount of unworked material, the
large areas from which no material has ever been taken, and especially in groups
where food plants may be the major factor in changing the character of the insect, we
are not in position to make these discriminations, therefore most writers have
contented themselves with designating varieties.6

Time and the limitations of available collections, Ball explained, prevented entomologists

from following Tring's call for scientific systematics. Jordan had called for entomologists to

determine what type of variation a form represented, and then abandon the term variety altogether

for a more detailed portrait of variation. Given their institutional and collection constraints, many

The estimate of the number of species of insects has since been raised, due to work in the canopies of the
tropics, to between five and thirty million.

Frederick DuCane Godman, "President's Address," Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond, (1891 ):xliv-lii,

o Edward Van Duzee to E.D. Ball, June 7, 1927 and Ball to Van Duzee, September 1, 1927. Van Duzee
used the term subspecies as Tring did, to designate a geographical (or climatic) race, and varieties to refer
to color or local phase found with the parent form (Van Duzee to Ball, October 5, 1927. E.D. Ball Papers,
Box 4. SIA 7121).
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entomologists could not do this in practice. And the very nature of evolutionary change only

complicated matters further. "The species is encircled by a constant and varies in all directions

within this circle," Jordan wrote, "The species, therefore, is a variable constant, a contradiction in

terms, our treatment of which must of necessity also be contradictory in some way."7 More

daunting still, entomologists contradicted each other by pursuing entomology for varied reasons

and in many different ways. Through a search for useful criteria to aid the sorting, Jordan had

devised specific methods to deal with the contradiction between practice and nature, and had

worked to organize entomologists to consolidate their practice. The ultimately unstable nature of

the Tring Museum's network in the face of both financial woes and world war had demonstrated

the fragile dependence of these methods upon the natural history network. The rising dominance

of applied entomology changed the support-based of institutions like the BM(NH), and the

defenses entomology offered as a discipline to the public for its existence. And as biology in

general became both more reductionist and theory-based, the cataloguing tradition in which

systematics had formed became increasingly side-lined from the central and most prestigious

realms of the life sciences.

Stephen Jay Gould has pointed out that historians' tendency to focus on both ideas and the

"Great Men" of biology loses "the most dramatic expression of changing contexts" to the historical

record, an expression that is readily available if we examine the impact of both cultural and

scientific developments on the daily routines that regulate ordinary scientists' activity.8 The Tring

Museum, and the history of systematics in general, illustrates the truth of this claim well.9

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, P. 136.

S.J. Gould, "The Sinister and the Trivial," Natural History 94(1985):16-26, p. 26.

Indeed, in urging more attention to the "foot soldiers" of the Darwinian revolution, Gould pointed to
Rothschild and his museum at Tring, in particular their work on geographical variation, as an example of
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Jordan's campaign to avoid arbitrariness depended on patience, skill, or an understanding of

nature that systematists, pressed by other obligations, often simply could not usually maintain. The

comparative work his systematics entailed, as well as the knowledge of previously described

forms, took a great deal of time. The Tring Museum as an institution and the natural history

network in general then suffered additional blows; the death of Walter Rothschild, a second world

war, and the post-war period in which funds for sciences like systematics were slim. And things

were only going to get worse.

"The end of Tring as we have known and cherished it"

Ernst Hartert retired from his position as Director of the Tring Museum in 1930 at the age

of seventy due to a bout of pneumonia. His wife, Claudia, wished for him to be nearer German

doctors, and so they moved to Berlin.'0 Jordan assumed full responsibilities as museum director.

After this, one memorialist wrote, "his microscope and camera lucida (was) buried beneath a

never-ending cascade of correspondence, books, and incoming specimens." "In consequence of

the death of Lord Rothschild," Jordan himself wrote to a fellow Anthribidae enthusiast, "I have a

good deal of additional work to attend to."12 A few months after his presidential address to the

Entomological Society of London Jordan received a letter from William Forbes of Cornell

inquiring whether he had ever been able to fit together the Old World, New World and African

how historians need to start examining the "work buried in dusty journals on the back shelves of libraries or
on the dustier labels attached to specimens in the 'storage facilities' of our major museums." Gould, "The
Sinister and the Trivial," p. 26.

10 M. Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 135. Miriam continues; "Walter did everything in his power to
get Hartert to stay but he could not put his distress into words and thus exerted no pressure upon his
curator and made no appeal to him on an emotional basis."

Salmon, Aurelians, p. 198.

12 Jordan to Elwood Zimmerman, September 18, 1937. KJC #4, NHM Archives.
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Papilios into a unified whole, for if so Forbes wished to rearrange the Cornell collection

accordingly. Jordan replied that although a classification of all the Papilionidae had been his and

Rothschild's intention, the task had ultimately proved beyond their means due to lack of material

and time.

Somehow our African material is not so good as it ought to be for the purpose, and I
postponed going into it more thoroughly. It is now very doubtful whether I shall find
the time for it. It is not only the administration of the Museum which encroaches on
my time, but the department of Ornithology which also requires my attention.13

Although Jordan wrote a few thoughts on some phylogenetic questions William Forbes

put to him, he excused himself for not going deeper into the question on the grounds his head was

full of many other problems. The American material of Papilionidae had increased so much since

he had written the Revision, he explained, (now it was Rothschild whose work was subsumed in

his, it seems!) that he would have to rearrange the lot in the winter.'4 A year later Jordan confessed

to Miles Moss, "I wish I could chuck some of my duties in order to find more time for the study of

Lepidoptera."5

His wish was soon granted, though not, perhaps, in the form he had envisioned, when

Rothschild suddenly sold his entire bird collection in 1932 (280,000 specimens) to the American

Museum of Natural History in New York. Jordan had always seemed to look down on Hartert's

subject. Indeed, Jordan sometimes complained that his employer treated butterflies as though they

were birds.'6 Perhaps this entailed a cryptic criticism of the ornithology of the day, but it also arose

from the nature of the two classes, as Jordan wrote in his memorial of Lord Rothschild in which he

'
Wm. Forbes to Jordan, August 19, 1931 and Jordan to Forbes, September 10, 1931. TM2/69, NHM

Archives.

'
Wm. Forbes to Jordan, August 19, 1931 and Jordan to Forbes, September 10, 1931. TM2/69, NFIM

Archives.

' Jordan to Miles Moss, April 4, 1932. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library

16 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 124.
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noted some of his eccentricities as a scientific worker:

It will also strike the Lepidopterist as rather strange in an author of great experience
that he so often laid undue stress on differences of size in closely related forms of
butterflies or moths; for it was so well known that size in Lepidoptera depends
frequently on the quality or quantity of the food of the caterpillar that it is no criterion
of distinctness unless corroborated by other differences. But here Walter Rothschild
applied experience gained in Ornithology to the systematics of insects, the species and
subspecies of birds being as a rule remarkably constant in size and many subspecies
diagnosed by a difference in wing length only.'7

Even within the halls of the Tring Museum, the diversity of organisms that naturalists

studied and the varied practices that had developed due to specialization into taxa-bound

disciplines created tension between naturalists who tried to cross boundaries or work with

colleagues who drew knowledge from different animal classes. Jordan had experienced first-hand

with the fact naturalists are not a single community with consistent methods and goals. It

influenced his days in the museum, as he occasionally wrestled with Rothschild over how to

interpret the distinctions between forms of insects, and attempted to make an entomologist out of

him despite his ornithological bent.

Despite Jordan's dissatisfaction with the influence of the bird collection on both Tring's

resources and Walter's systematics, he probably would have preferred the collection be kept in

Britain. The sale of the Tring ornithological collection provides the most painful example of the

consequences of W. Rothschild's occasionally incautious behavior, although there are different

versions of precisely what type of irresponsibility led to the sale. M. Rothschild discreetly

attributes the sale to the demands of a "black-mailing peeress" with whom he hadan adulterous

affair. Jordan, perhaps out of an even stricter discretion, explained to his friends that at the time of

the sale the pound was depreciating as a result of the depression. "Matters are rather bleak in

Europe," Jordan explained in January 1932, "and we have to retrench as much as possible." He

Jordan, "In Memory," p. 10.
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continued; "Now Arthur Goodson is dead, we have nobody in the bird-room and as we cannot

appoint anybody to take charge of the birds, in the present circumstances, Lord R. may decide to

give up the birds altogether or the greater part of the collection."18 By April, Jordan informed

friends that Rothschild had sold the birds.'9 After the war, Jordan explained to his friend Riley that

arrears of income tax had compelled Rothschild to sell the bird-collection: "the Nation got the

money but lost the birds," he wrote.2° M. Rothschild's mother confided that she thought Lord

Rothschild quite right to send the birds to the United States. The collection would be safer across

the Atlantic since war or revolution would doubtlessly descend on Europe soon, she said,

continuing that besides, "How can Lord Rothschild manage them alone - and I fancy if the truth be

known, old man Jordan is at heart a bit anti-bird. He grudges the time spent on them."21 Jordan had

indeed admitted to a close friend prior to the sale that, although he would be sorry to see the birds

go, it would no doubt be the best policy. "That would leave us a little more money for

Lepidoptera."22

' Jordan to Miles Moss, January 3, 1932. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

'
Jordan to Miles Moss, April 4, 1932. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

20 Jordan to N.D. Riley, January 14, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

21

Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 304. M. Rothschild notes that Jordan was the only one of the three
who did not carry a gun, and was not a good shot (p. 159), but during his expedition account to Africa he
often referred to kills made with the rifle. He referenced rarely, amid all his observations of reptiles,
amphibians, insects, and mammals, the birds observed during his travels. He published an interesting
account of his expedition in Jordan, "Dr. Karl Jordan's Expedition to South-West African and Angola;
Narrative," Novitates Zoologicae 40(1936):! 7-62.

22
Jordan to Moss, January 3, 1932. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library. Hartert's feelings

toward the sale were quite different than Jordan's. Stresemann was working down the hall from Hartert's
office in Berlin, when Hartert staggered out of his office after hearing of the sale with tears in his eyes,
mumbling "My collection! My collection!" Stresemann, Ornithology, p. 268. The possessive pronoun is a
telling example of the fine line concerning the ownership of this museum between these three men.
Rothschild (or the bank) paid the bills, of course. But Jordan and Hartert worked through the collection day-
to-day, and their knowledge conferred a scientific and intellectual ownership, for the specimens were
intimately tied to the knowledge produced at the museum. In the end, the collection belonged to Rothschild,
and, though naturalists assumed it would be bequeathed to the nation and donated or sold their specimens to
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At the annual dinner of the British Ornithologists Union in March, Jordan formally

announced the sale. "It was exceedingly brief and simple," Robert Cushman Murphy of the

AMNH, in Britain to arrange the move, reported, "The news came as an inevitable shock, and Dr.

Jordan was afterwards besieged by questioners."23 Murphy recounted that Jordan persuaded

Rothschild to attend the British Ornithologists' Club meeting that evening, and that every one of

the fifty members made a point to greet Rothschild and talk as though nothing had happened.

Murphy noted that although Rothschild "looked a bit hang-dog" when he first arrived, "he began

to enjoy himself immensely as soon as there were people about him in the usual way. Presently he

was bellowing in his wonted manner with his table companions, and later he took part in the

discussions."24 Jordan had to deal, however with the press. After claiming that the Trustees of the

British Museum had been told of the need to sell but had made no offer, an assertion that Murphy

substantiated in discussions at the Zoological Society of London, Jordan was "sharply jerked up by

the Secretary of the British Museum for saying that the institution 'had no money."25 M.

Rothschild notes that there were times when Jordan must have felt that he was expected to carry

the can, and "Walter should have learned to do his own dissections."26 One wonders if Jordan felt

Walter Rothschild should have made his own announcement and defense of his actions as well.

Tring under that assumption, he could indeed sell it to pay his debts if he so chose.

23
D.W. Snow, "Robert Cushman Murphy and his 'Journal of the Tring Trip," Ibis 115(1973):607-611, p.

609.

24 D.W. Snow, "Robert Cushman Murphy," p. 609.

25 Snow, "Robert Cushman Murphy," p. 611. The resulting sale of the Rothschild birds to the AMNH
would also significantly influence the career of Ernst Mayr. Just prior to the crisis that led to the sale,
Rothschild had intended to hire Mayr, working on a temporary basis for the AMNH, as Hartert's
replacement. He considered it a twist of fate that, although the titled lady had at first seemed to prevent him
becoming curator, "she was ultimately the cause of my appointment as the curator of the Whitney-
Rothschild Collection." Mayr, "Reminiscences from the first Curator of the Whitney-Rothschild
Collection," BioEssays 19(1997): 175-179, pp. 177-178.

26 Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 125.
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Perhaps Rothschild recognized the debt he owed, however, for in the winter of 1933 he allowed

Jordan to go on his first collecting trip outside Europe to collect lepidoptera and fleas in South-

west Africa. Jordan was seventy-two years old.27

Despite the "ideal circumstances" for which entomologists envied him at Tring, Jordan

had obviously long regretted the time spent in the museum corridors rather than out in the field

collecting specimens himself. In reflecting some years later, in a letter attempting to console a

good friend during the Second World War, that humanity had gone through even worse

experiences, Jordan wrote; "Only we feel the present happenings personally and that affects our

sense of proportion. Specimens one has collected oneself have a higher value than those received

from somebody else, and our sufferings, of mind and body, appear to us much greater than those

of our ancestors."28 This contained a telling personal analogy, considering the fact Jordan had for

so long been tied down by his responsibilities at the museum. From HofThung, in November, he

described his experiences to Rothschild, noting that he had been unsuccessful with large

mammals; "The only large carnivore killed was a hyaena," he reported, "which fortunately yielded

some fleas."29 His old colleague Hartert died in Berlin while Jordan was in Africa.30

27
Jordan to Moss, March 31, 1933. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library. The account Jordan

wrote of his expedition is a beautifully written reflection of the contradictions faced by the humanist
participant in the colonial endeavour. Jordan accepted a hosts' turning "natives" out of a house so he and
his companions could have a place to stay, a mass of specimens brought by locals from surrounding woods
in return for pay, and commented on how more white settlers could be accommodated in the productive
lands. Yet he balked at a fellow traveler's anger at not being able to purchase a beautiful native girl, and
noticed curiously that while a half-caste could eat with the whites, a black man was sent elsewhere for a
meal. See Jordan, "Dr. Karl Jordan's Expedition."

28
Jordan to Miles Moss, August 12, 1940. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

29
Jordan to W. Rothschild, November 27, 1933. DF306 Folder 3, NHM Archives. Collecting fleas was not

easy. The catch of Natives who returned from the field with a large number of live specimenswas devoid of
fleas after being handled by humans, but if he caught the specimens himself and put them at once in a bag
they generally yielded the parasites. Jordan to J. Drysdale, August 20, 1936. TM2/72, NHM Archives.

30
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With the birds gone Tring was indeed able to spend more money on collections. Jordan

began informing his correspondents soon after the sale. "As regards Lepidoptera," Jordan wrote, "I

am sure that we can pay you for what you send us. But the collections should be fairly large."31

Whatever advantages Jordan saw in the loss of the birds were completely lost on Rothschild. Some

felt Lord Rothschild was never the same after the birds had been packed up and shipped off. Three

years after the sale Rothschild fell and injured his left leg, succumbing for months to gout. By

January he had started work in the museum again, working for an hour each day. Meanwhile

Jordan worked with Miriam Rothschild to clarify the language of Rothschild's will to secure the

future of the museum. In July Jordan visited the Trustees of the British Museum and described the

museum and its contents, and made clear to them Walter Rothschild's wishes that the entire

collection and buildings be given to the nation.32 In August, having driven to Germany for the

Jubilee Year of the University of Gottingen, Jordan received a telegram that the end seemed near

and he rushed back to Tring.33 "I saw him last night," Jordan wrote to a friend, "and I was much

distressed."34 Rothschild passed away peacefully in the night a few days later.

"This means the end of Tring as we have known and cherished it," Ernst Mayr wrote to

Jordan upon hearing of Rothschild's death, "but I hope that some solution will be found that will

guarantee the continuation of its usefulness to science."35 Indeed, the loss of Rothschild to the

zoological world symbolized much more than the end of the rarified way of life at the Tring

Museum. Jordan eulogized Rothschild as the last non-professional zoologist, a fitting symbol of

31
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the transition that had taken place during Rothschild's life-time. Natural history had been formed

within a society dominated by the rule of the landed and capitalistic classes, and now existed in a

world of science dominated by the rise of middle-class professionals.36 A few years before he died,

Rothschild had received a letter from the Cambridge professor of zoology, John Stanley Gardiner,

who observed; "there seems to me to have been a very great change in Zoology in the last 40

years." As a young man Gardiner had known many wealthy collectors who had helped and

encouraged him, but practically all of them had passed away. "Unfortunately, there does not

appear to be any succession of similar men looming on our horizon."37

The old zoological institutions were being altered at a rapid pace. Since accepting the post

of secretary of the Zoological Society of London in 1934, Julian Huxley had been campaigning to

decrease the influence of gentleman amateurs in the society and replace it with professional

biologists focused on the "purely scientific aspects of zoology."38 At the British Ornithologists'

Union, some younger ornithologists were criticizing the editors of the society's journal, The Ibis,

for not including biology within the journal. By biology they meant papers on evolutionary theory,

ecology, and ethology rather than systematics or geographical ornithology. Within systematics

itself, some ornithologists, drawing largely from the German ornithological tradition and closely

tied to the work of the Tring Museum, were also trying to reinvigorate their field by close attention

to the questions of biology. But these workers were often tied to distinct institutions, like Tring,

outside the traditional centers of natural history and systematics. Any "progress" systematics could

claim toward more biologically based practices and concepts was accompanied by an equivalent or

worse lack of change in the work of some colleagues and their institutions.

36 Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society, p. 25.

Stanley Gardiner to W. Rothschild, November 4, 1931, TM2/69, NHMArchives.

38
Cain, "Common Problems and Cooperative Solutions," p. 4.
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The very different collection created at Tring is indicated by the debate over the fate of the

collection after Rothschild died and bequeathed it to the State. Due to the fact Walter Rothschild

had made such inadequate preparations for the future, very little of his original bequest of land and

buildings was left apart from the museum buildings and insect collection after the death duties had

been paid. He left the museum buildings and surrounding grounds to the British Museum, and his

successor, Lord (Victor) Rothschild, offered to add the cottages and gardens between the museum

and Tring Park to the bequest. It would have made "a nicely rounded-off property with sufficient

room to enlarge the Museum if necessary," Jordan pointed out.39 Riley worked hard to ensure

those now managing the collection during removal to South Kensington understood that under the

terms of the bequest "no specimen formerly in the Rothschild collection is to be considered

duplicate."40 Combining the historical aims of the Tring collection with this recommendation,

Riley composed a memorandum to the Trustees evaluating the collection.

In accumulating this vast collection Lord Rothschild always had in mind the provision
of material adequate to the detailed study of the local, geographical and individual
variation of species, not as an end in itself, but as a means of shedding light upon the
problem of the evolution of species... (and) the demonstration in the widest sense of
the scientific truths upon which ours is based. The proper comparative analysis of the
material at Tring, on a sound scientific basis, even if nothing be added to it, is a task
large enough to occupy the whole time of several generations of lepidopterists. The
material to be accommodated at Tring will not be such as falls ordinarily into the
category of duplicates, but of such scientific value as to justif its retention for further
study. It will provide material of very great value for the study of individual, local, and
geographical variation and of such an extent as to allow of its treatment by the most
modem and comparative and statistical methods. From such studies as these results of
very great interest in their bearing upon the evolution of species, etc., should be

Jordan to Miles Moss, February 13, 1938. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library. The value
of this donation is put into perspective by noting that the largest Lepidoptera collection purchased by the
government of the United States a few years earlier had been on the order of $50,000 for almost half a
million specimens (this was quite a bargain an initial cost of $300,000 had not been approved by
Congress). Marc E. Epstein and Pamela M. Benson, "Digging for Dyar: the Man Behind the Myth,"
American Entomologist 1992:148-169, p. 161. Rothschild's collection of butterflies stood at two and a half
million specimens.

40
N.D. Riley memo. March 29, 1939. DF 306 Folder 5, NHM Archives.
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obtainable.4'

Riley explained that in contrast to the Tring Museum, the British Museum's entomological

collections had been formed to provide an accurately named reference collection. No doubt heavily

advised by Jordan, Riley's memorandum regarding the future of Tring after Rothschild's death had

emphasized the difference between the two institutions, in outlining, unsuccessfully, how Tring

should be an institution at which monographs were completed. He pointed out how;

Work of this kind, though entirely within the competence of the staff at South
Kensington, cannot justifiably be undertaken by them since it would alienate them
from the critical taxonomic work necessary to the formation of reliable reference
collections there, and for which they are already numerically inadequate.42

Riley's efforts to emphasize the distinct nature of the Tring collections demonstrates that

compiling this collection had involved much more than (supposedly) unlimited funds. It had been

based on a specific division of labor wealthy collection owners had established when those at

home directed those in the field to tailor and manage the collection of facts for the purposes of

scientific research, a system foreign to entomologists by the time Riley wrote. It also involved

directing the activities of a network of collectors and colleagues in a world in which amassing long

series of fragile butterflies could still be done without obtaining permits or having to fend off

preservationist qualms. "Taking a broad view of the whole, the dispersal of these great collections

would be a zoological disaster; for that destruction which now accompanies 'civilization'

throughout the world has already rendered it impossible to bring the like together again."43 Had it

"Memorandum on the Tring Museum." November 19, 1937, DF306, NHM Archives. The National
Collection was the "taxonomic type of collection" that biologically-minded entomologists like Poulton's
successor at the Hope, C.D.H. Carpenter, referred to as wanting to avoid in order to study specific
problems like mimetic relationships, predators and prey, and evolutionary questions such as Huxley's
'Clines.' Carpenter to Jordan, December 8, 1943. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

42
"Memorandum on the Tring Museum." November 19, 1937, DF306, NHM Archives, p. 6.

Hinston's Report on the Tring Museum, November 22, 1937. DF306, NHM Archives. The conservation
movement's role in the changing context of natural history is not examined here, but will be an important
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delved into the historical context in which the Tring collection had been amassed, the report might

also have acknowledged the possible role of a rising number of independence movements within

Britain's colonies in influencing the ability of museums to create large natural history collections

the scientific symbols of empire. While traveling in Angola, Jordan had seen an old native sitting

in a primitive shelter protecting a field of maize from depredations. "He did not seem to be

troubled by the deep thoughts of a Gandhi," he had commented. Nor, it seems, were naturalists.44

Despite Riley's best efforts, by February 1938 Jordan could only describe the situation at

the museum as "nightmarish," as he did not know what would happen in the future, there was so

much to do, and time simply flew. "I wish matters would straighten soon," he lamented to his old

friend Moss, "and allow me to go on with research work."45 As part of his campaign to secure the

museum's future, Jordan put forth a plan to the Trustees to transfer all the British Museum's

lepidoptera to Tring, where there would be ample room once the bird room was cleared away. He

defended this proposition on three grounds;

that the B.M. is cramped for space and cannot possibly accommodate the Tring
collection of some two million specimens; 2) that the scientific staff at the B.M. is so
much interrupted by visitors that their scientific work suffers a great deal; 3) the series
of specimens on which the systematist are basing their conclusions are generally much
too small to show him the range of variation.46

The man left at the British Museum to care for the reference collection that would remain

there for visitors would be a technical assistant, not a scientist; the scientific research was to be

done at Tring. Riley, in summarizing this ideal after talking with Jordan, pointed out that

component of expanding this history. For the influence of conservation movements in changing the way
ornithology was done in the United States during the twentieth century, see Barrow, A Passion for Birds.

' Jordan, "Dr. Karl Jordan's Expedition," p. 50. The legacy of both the relationship between natural
history and empire, and the rise of independent nations in areas traditionally prized as the center of
biodiversity will be central to analyzing the post- 195 Os development of natural history museums.

Jordan to Miles Moss, February 13, 1938. Moss Correspondence. NIHIM Entomology Library.

46 Jordan to Miles Moss, February 13, 1938. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.
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researchers at Tring could complete monographs for which those in London had neither the

leisure, nor the training given recent developments in biology. "It will be necessary to look....

principally perhaps to the Universities, for students qualified to undertake the type of investigation

outlined above," he noted. "In this connection," he continued, "the recent discovery of taxonomy

by the geneticists, cytologists and students of other branches of zoology more popular at

universities than taxonomy may assist to give an impetus to such work."47 Rothschild funds might

have supported the idea, but the new Lord (Victor) Rothschild was more interested in patronizing

reductionist biochemists like J.T. Bonner, a champion of reductionist biology, rather than the

meticulous friends and archaic disciplines of his eccentric uncle and naturalist father.48 Though the

project had land, a collection, and an ardent guide, natural history could no longer capture the

resources other disciplines could.

Just as the Rothschild Banking House suffered due to the lack of a generation to carry on

the torch, the research program established at Tring could not be continued without individuals to

pursue and patronize the work. Jordan had no students, and his informal protégé Charles

Rothschild had to spend most of his time at the Bank in London, eventually succumbing to a

debilitating illness. Victor Rothschild, inherited the family title, but not his uncle nor his father's

enthusiasm for natural history. Indeed, V. Rothschild departed from the tradition of the Tring

Museum in every possible way. He described himself as anti-entomological, chose to study

biochemistry, had little sympathy with ostentatiously using his vast wealth in support of his

pursuits, and argued for closer ties between science and industry.49 Indeed, the new Lord

"Memorandum on the Tring Museum." November 19, 1937, DF306, NHM Archives, (p. 6).

48
Bonner, Lives of a Biologist: Adventures in a Century of Extraordinary Science (Cambridge, MA:

Harvard University Press, 2002), p. 122.

' On Victor Rothschild see his autobiographical memoir, Meditations of a Broomstick (London: Collins,
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Rothschild offended many of his scientific colleagues when he enthusiastically joined what Perkin

cites as the professional critique of absolute property that did not justify itself through some

service to society.5° Faced with a different world, he joined the other Rothschild children in also

turning their backs on the family business in recognition of the "moribund, boring, rather painful"

aspect of the Banking House in the 193 Os, quite an apt description of his attitude toward

entomology and systematics as well.5' Under these changed circumstances, Jordan's would have to

direct his efforts to create a zoological laboratory at Tring toward elsewhere than the Rothschild

wealth.

In 1938 Jordan participated in a Linnean Society gathering on the question of species. In

contributing to the discussion, Jordan reviewed what he had learned from investigating the

distinctions between subspecies, "the significance of which," he pointed out, "is not yet

understood by every biologist."52 He spoke amid a crowd of participants from all parts of biology,

some of whom did not believe in geographical isolation, much less the importance of subspecies

and the study of systematics. He, as always, conceded that experiment was needed to test the

conclusions of the systematist.53 Given the physiological species concept (based on interbreeding)

which, under the circumstances, was not ideal but led to the least mistakes.

The systematist is constantly hampered in his research by this inadequacy of the

1977) and Suzanne Reeve, "Nathaniel Mayer Victor Rothschild," The Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of
the Royal Society 39(1 994):365-3 80.

50 Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society, p. 123.

' Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 468.

52 Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by a Systematist," p. 245.

Jordan and Poulton' s respective contributions to what is now known as the Biological Species Concept
will probably be difficult to determine. They may have come to their conclusions independently. But here,
before the Lirmean Society, Jordan noted; "Non-amalgamation is the criterion of specific distinction in any
given place, each species being an interbreeding community, as Sir. Edward Poulton has explained."
Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by a Systematist," p. 242. He failed to note, however, that Poulton
had studied his own papers in preparing his address on species.
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material at hand, as we know only too well from experience at Tring; the conclusions
derived from such material are provisional; they hang in the air until further material
conflnns or refutes them.54

But for Jordan, the survey of the variation of a species "throws into relief our ignorance

and established a kind of programme for further work."55 He admitted his collecting of fleas, for

example, had generated more questions than answered, especially regarding what happens where

subspecies come into contact. "An experimental station directly in connection with systematics for

the purposes of systematics would not be costly to install and to maintain," he concluded, taking

advantage of his place at the podium to make a pitch for his vision; "The grounds at Tring would

be most suitable."56

If Jordan and Riley had succeeded with their proposal, they may have erected a place for

synthesis, rather than a text. But Jordan had received a cryptically worded admonishment from the

secretary of the British Museum, that the plans rumored for Tring, including the purchase of the

Tring estate, would be "outside the function of amuseum."57 The lack of imagination and

resources of administration ultimately determined the fate of Jordan's plans. This, combined with

the Total War that soon consumed Europe and destroyed the old networks of natural history,

silenced the project.

Although Jordan's plans never came to fruition John Cadbury still thought the set-up at

Tring almost ideal in comparison to the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, where an

increasing amount of time "being devoted to the public and scientists" meant he had had less

Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by a Systematist," p. 243.

Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 137.

56
Jordan, "The Species Problem as Seen by a Systematist," p. 247.

J. Stanely Gardiner to Jordan, October 23, 1943. KJC#5, NHM Archives.
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chance to pursue work uninterrupted."58 Jordan must have smiled, or grimaced, at the naiveté of

the thought. Perhaps he thought back to the days prior to 1908, and the foibles of his employer that

ended Tring Museum's heyday. It would have taken a truly philosophical man to have the same

generosity toward the weaknesses of his employer, much less toward the foibles of the politicians

who once again seemed on the verge of destroying once and for all the basis for the research

program he had outlined for systematics and entomological work.

Jordan never complained in any surviving correspondence that Rothschild had gone back

on the, perhaps informal, terms of his agreement to come to Tring and work on the beetle

collection. But after Rothschild's death there are plenty of clues to determine how he had felt

about the surreptitious change from beetles to Lepidoptera, for he purchased not a single

Lepidoptera after W. Rothschild's death.59 He was a world expert on Papilios, and an authority on

Sphingidae and Charaxes but as Museum director he stopped all purchases of Lepidoptera. Indeed,

he quickly stopped studying the order, "to which I had formerly devoted so much time as Lord

Rothschild's assistant," entirely.6° He was constantly having to write to those who asked him for

advice on these groups that he was somewhat out of touch with the Lepidopterists, and his

correspondents would probably be better off writing elsewhere. Sensing the lapse in "Jordanian"

58 John Cadbury to Jordan, June 9, 1944. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

Jordan to Eugenio Giacomelli, December 24, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives. In the memorial to Walter
Rothschild written by Jordan for Novitates Zoologicae, he obviously tried to balance the praise typical of
such a genre with carefully constructed criticisms criticisms Miriam Rothschild found somewhat unfair.
They also served to clarify the work of the curators versus their employer's eccentricities. He addressed the
legends surrounding the museum by noting the inevitability of a Rothschild deeply interested in biology and
possessing large zoological collections inspiring the "imaginative Press of many lands to publish fanciful
reports." Such publicity was often embarrassing, he confessed, and caused the museum to be inundated with
requests for help and offers of collections and service. "But he would have gained high distinction in
science," Jordan concluded, in view of his interests, important publications, and generosity, "without a
family name already world-famous." Jordan, "Obituary of L.W. Rothschild," Nature 140(1937):574. Might
he also have wished to add: "and I would have done the same, without an employer's name already world-
famous?"

60 Jordan to Charles Grist, November 11, 1944. KJC #5, NHM Archives.
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papers on butterfly groups, John M. Geddes wrote in 1949; "I have always understood that you

were personally interested in the family Sphingidae, and rather specialized in this group. Have you

given this up in recent years?"6' Jordan wrote to a friend in Belgium in 1947 that he had not

looked at literature on Lepidoptera since 1940, nor collected butterflies or moths since he gave up

their study.62 He returned to the study of Lepidoptera only in the name of collaboration, helping

those who wrote to him about specimens in the Tring collections if he could.63 Despite his self-

conscious separation from the specialty, in 1953 he was elected president of the Lepidopterists

Society, indicative of the esteem in which he was held by Lepidopterists, and today the Society

even confers a Karl Jordan Medal on those who make important contributions to the field. The fact

Jordan is claimed by Lepidopterists, Siphonapterists, Coleopterists, not to mention biologists,

demonstrates his own ability to cross some of the boundaries that had developed within the highly

specialized fields within natural history. His decision to abandon one of these fields illustrates not

only perhaps some lingering resentment toward the whims of his employer, but the difficulty of

maintaining interactions with more than a few sets of specialties.

Provided Europe does not Go Quite Mad

With the order to attend to Lepidoptera rendered obsolete by the death of his employer, by

April of 1939 Jordan was again hoping to devote himself "entirely to those insects in which Iam

specially interested," the Anthribidae.64 But by then other obligations, which in this case death

61 John M. Geddes to Jordan. April 23, 1949. KJC #2, NHM Archives.

62 Jordan to W. Kousnetzoff of Belgium, January 29, 1947. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

63 Jordan to Lichy. February 16, 1949. KJC #2, NHM Archives.
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made only stronger, had taken hold, and he increasingly advised correspondents that he spent most

of his time occupied by the study of fleas.65 A few months later he was writing to a fellow

Anthribidae enthusiast that he had not been able to attend to them since the winter, for other

matters had claimed his entire attention, including providing manuscripts or revising those of

others in order to fill the latest issue ofNovitates Zoologicae.66 He was finding it increasingly

difficult to fill the journal, amid the storms looming on the horizon that engulfed the time and

priorities of his fellow contributors. His co-editor M. Rothschild, for example, joined her family in

trying to get refugees out of Europe as the Nazis invaded surrounding territories. Meanwhile

correspondents like J.B. Poncelet, who had sent Jordan specimens for determination in 1935,

complained that they still awaited "with impatience the descriptions."67

Jordan had been aware of the troubles of his homeland. After attending the tercentenary

celebration of the Musdum d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris in June 1935 he spent two weeks in

Germany visiting relations. He spent much of his time "listening to confidential outpourings."68

The same year he attended the zoological congress in Lisbon and the entomological congress in

Madrid. Jordan found the excursions associated with the congresses rather tiring due to the number

of receptions given the delegates by universities, municipalities, chambers ofcommerce, and

others; "with too much eating and drinking and too late hours, all very jolly but fatiguing."69 It was

one of the last evenings of gaiety for most of the Spanish entomologists, for the Spanish Civil War

Jordan to Lucien J. Vinson, April 14, 1939. KJC #4, NHM Archives.

65
Jordan to R.N. Mathur. May 11, 1940. KJC #1, NHM Archives.

66
Jordan to Elwood Zimmerman, July 20, 1939. KJC #4, NHM Archives.

67
J.B. Poncelet to Jordan, March 12, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

68
Jordan to Miles Moss, January 11, 1936. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library

69
Jordan to Miles Moss, January 11, 1936. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library
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broke out soon after the congress.7°

Three years later, as plans were in the making for the International Entomological

Congress in Berlin, the American entomologist G.P. Engelhardt was warned by a friend that

"things don't look so good over there now," and he should spend his vacation in the United

States.71 Despite such misgivings, the Berlin Congress of 1938 was attended by a "gigantic

assembly" of more than 1100 members from 350 foreign countries. The ornithologist Erwin

Stresemann boasted to Alexander Wetmore, "Go and try to beat this record in 1942! There were

13 sections meeting at the same time, in the Berlin University. The concluding dinner was

followed by a ball, which lasted till 4 in the morning - something you should not omit at your

congress."72 J.C.F. Fryer noted, however, that amid the lavish scale of entertaining "it was not easy

to differentiate between that carried out for the purpose of propaganda and that dictated by other

motives."73 Riley noted that although the entomologists' meeting in 1938 Berlin had been highly

efficient, it had "somehow been an uncomfortable congress."74 Compared to the congress at

Madrid, applied entomology dominated the congress in Berlin of 1938 to a dizzying degree,

70The throes of serious political trouble had already been undercurrent in Madrid during the Congress, to
the extent that André Avinoff was surprised that the Congress president, Candido Bolivar, had even
undertaken, much less printed in four hundred pages, the proceedings from Madrid, considering "the current
tragedies and confusion." André Avinoff to Jordan, October 1, 1937. TM2/73. NHM Entomology Library.
The task should have been entirely placed in Jordan's hands, he thought. Indeed, Bolivar, a member of the
Liberal Government, had had to escape to Mexico with, Jordan noted, the funds of the Spanish Treasury,
"which should be or may well be a help to science in Mexico." Jordan to Farrell, August 30, 1944. KJC #5,
NHM Archives. For the effect of the Civil War on a particular discipline in Spain, see Susana Pinar, "The
Emergence of Modern Genetics in Spain and the Effects of the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) on Its
Development," Journal ofthe History of Biology 35(2002):1 11-148. The proceedings, however, except
those copies printed prior to the outbreak of the civil war, were a war casualty, including Jordan's own
paper entitled "Where Subspecies Meet." Jordan to E.J. Hall, January 2, 1947. KJC #4, NHM Archives.

71

Theodore W. Hower to Paul Engethardt, Mar. 29, 1938. Paul Engelhardt Papers, Box 1. SIA#7102.

72

Erwin Stresemann to Alexander Wetmore, August 25, 1938. Wetmore Papers, Box 66. SIA #7006.

Report by J.C.F. Fryer to Ministry of Agriculture. MAF33/666. Public Records Office, Kew.

Riley, "Karl Jordan and the International Congresses of Entomology," p. 22.
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indeed, no session on evolution even appeared. The program's introduction kept to impressive

descriptions of the damage done by insects to forests and food and as germ carriers (ironically, the

same descriptions would be used at the 1948 congress to describe the destruction caused by

Hitler's armies). "National frontiers have no meaning for such enemies of mankind, the problem of

their destruction is of the same great importance for the well being of all countries and the

necessity of controlling them leads all nations to cooperate." The congress would lead to

exchanges of information "to spur the science of entomology on to make new contributions to the

good of mankind."75

Though, as the Berlin Congress brochure noted, national frontiers did not have meaning

for insects, they increasingly meant a great deal to entomologists. For some years, Jordan's

internationalist efforts had been obstructed by the ideological and political discord that had been

building in Europe. He received not a single answer to his 1937 personal letter to a large number

of the directors of Russian Biological Institutes inviting them to the Berlin Congress. The

influence on the collection network was also severe, for requests for loans of specimens from the

Director of the Moscow Museum would also soon meet an ominous silence.76

In September of 1938, Jordan received a letter from a German collector, Rudolf Hans

Braun, enthusiastic over the prospect of Germany regaining her colonies in the near future. He was

proceeding to Africa to collect independently, he explained, since due to bad market prices the

societies were not sending anyone overseas. He held out for the approaching day when Germany

would have her own long-lasting colonies. No doubt he felt this day was approaching, for the night

before he had listened until after midnight to the radio, breaking down with joy when he heard

Program of the 1938 IEC, Berlin. C0323/1620/1. Public Records Office, Kew.

76 Jordan to R.N. Mathur, August 9, 1950. KJC #1, NHM Archives.
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what had come of "the mischief of Europe's Conqueror, Chamberlain!"77 The next day,

Chamberlain returned to London from the MUnich Conference, pronouncing infamously that he

had procured "Peace for our Times!" Jordan replied to Braun that indeed the British Museum

would be interested in purchasing specimens, and that he should find plenty of private collectors

willing and able to make purchases as well, illustrating that the collecting network had recovered

to some degree from the blows dealt by the century so far. Still, things were not as easy as when

Lord Rothschild had been alive, he noted, and Braun would have to submit a proposed budget to

the BM(NH) if he needed any funds in advance. Jordan ignored the comments regarding German

colonies and Chamberlain.78 Perhaps Braun had thought he was writing to a fellow countryman,

but Jordan had long since adopted a new homeland, to the point that he insisted that he did not

possess the "strong German accent," which his friends found so endearing.79 Jordan had only

recently written to his good friend Walther Horn, trying to cheer him and insisting the looming

clouds threatening war would disperse. "It makes me happy that your optimism has proved to be

true!" Horn wrote after the Munich Agreement.8° In the months that followed, Jordan's optimism

was, of course, proved unfounded. As the Nazi regime descended on Europe, M. Rothschild

became "snowed under" with refugee problems, and papers for the Novitates Zoologicae, she

Rudolf Hans Braun to Jordan, September 30, 1938. TM2/75, NHM Archives. Translation

78
Jordan to R.H. Braun, November 26, 1938. TM2/75, NHM Archives. Translation.

M. Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild, p. 144. The description of Jordan's accent is courtesy M.
Rothschild, "Karl Jordan," p. 6.

° Walther Horn to Jordan, October 1, 1938. TM2/74, NHM Archives. Translation. Horn was glad they
would be able to continue the exchange of Novitates Zoologicae, which Miriam Rothschild was helping
Jordan complete. During the months ahead, however, the anxiety over Hitler's movements crushed Horn's
optimism completely, and by March 1939 the month Hitler invaded the rest of Czechoslovakia, Horn had
been admitted temporarily to a "sanatorium." Horn's assistant to Jordan, March 11, 1939. TM2/74, NHM
Archives. Translation. Horn was sixty-eight years old at the time.
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explained, would have to wait.8' Still, she wondered with determined prodding, if Jordan's "big

paper on fleas was ready?"82

Events forced Jordan to a long-anticipated trip to South Africa, for which he and his

daughters had been postponing their summer vacations, in November 1939. They had hoped to

stay half-a-year, and Jordan had been drilling his correspondents in the region for complaints

regarding fleas to find good collecting sites.83 "I shall leave for South-West Africa the middle of

November," he informed V.G.L. van Someren optimistically, "provided Europe does not get quite

mad and starts a war."84 This condition failed, however, and the Jordan family cancelled their trip.

"It is a great disappointment," he wrote, "which has to be borne with a smile, like the income-

tax."85

By September of 1939 all letters to foreign entomologists were routed through censors,

and Jordan began writing solely in English once more. Under the threat of the Blitz, the British

Museum organized the removal of all type-specimens to countryside estates and homes, including

Tring. The proceedings of the International Congress of Entomology from the previous year in

Berlin still had to be dispersed to foreign members, and Jordan began dispatchinga few at a time

in order to avoid the lot being lost in a torpedoed boat. "It is a sad time, unbelievable madness,"

he wrote to SjOstedt, "We cannot correspond, naturally, with any one in Germany, but our other

correspondence should be continued." He thought the war would be short, writing; "Perhaps the

' M. Rothschild to Jordan, January 13, 1939. KJC #2, NHM Archives.

82 M. Rothschild to Jordan, December 3, 1938. KJC #2, NHM Archives.

83
Jordan to Superintendent of Government, Guano Islands, July 6, 1939. Unsourced letter, NHM Archives.

He had planned to collect off the islands of South Africa in order to determine whether the external
parasites of penguins, puffms and other animals, which breed on the islands near the Cape, were related to
the ones from Cape Horn, South Australia, and the Antarctic islands.

84 Jordan to V.G.L. van Someren, August 16, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

85 Jordan to C.D.H. Carpenter, May 20, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.
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next congress would have to be postponed until l942.86

As the months passed the Jordans abandoned the idea of travel in the near future. "The

international situation becomes more and more complicated," Jordan wrote in December, and he

did not see how it could be straightened out by the old kind of diplomacy.87 In the meantime,

Jordan stayed in Tring, Hilda kept house and Ada worked in London for the Friends' Refugee

Committee. Of his cancelled field research and the fact he would now probably never learn about

the distribution of fleas in South Africa Jordan wrote; "Well, there is so much one does not know

yet. One has to try not to be discouraged from further work by the knowledge of one's

ignorance."88 He tried to encourage the specimen network within those countries out of the

firefight, asking the entomologist J.D. Sherman if he knew of any North American collectors who

could send him small Anthribidae. "It seems almost funny to speak of wanting minute insects at a

time when an heroic struggle is going on before our door so to speak," he wrote, "but it is

advisable to go (on) with the work one do(es), and keep cool."89

Tring served as a safety house for parts of the public collection and private collections

throughout the war, as did other country houses. During the war, work continued on the British

Museum's handbook of insects of medical importance, for example, due to a generous offer from

the owners of How Caple Court to serve as a sanctuary for the diptera specimens and the group's

specialist.90 Jordan accepted all he could from those trying to find a refuge for their collections.

"Bombs are rare," he informed one entomologist, and in any case the Germans seemed to aim at

86
Jordan to Bror Jngve SjOstedt, September 28, 1939. Sjöstedt Correspondence. SAS Archives.

87 Jordan to Mrs Behrens, December 5, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

88 Jordan to S. Gardiner, September 9, 1943. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

89 Jordan to J.D. Sherman, July 12, 1940. KJC #4, NHM Archives.
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the rails, which they missed.91 No collections could be bought during the war, of course, since no

money could be sent abroad, "I personally would buy Siphonaptera and Anthribid beetles, if! were

allowed to pay for them; but that is not possible during the war, and whether I have the means to

do so after the war is doubtfuL"92 Meanwhile, several members of the British Museum staff had

moved to Tring and were working best they could. "We have so many collections of importance

stored that biological science of all countries would suffer if such collections were destroyed,"

Jordan wrote to a friend.93

While M. Rothschild tried to help refugees escape the Nazi's persecution, Jordan tried to

help members of the entomological community affected closely by the war. When Austria fell

under the jurisdiction of the Nuremberg-Laws, the entomologist Adolf Hoffman, his fortune

"wholly ruined, without any fortune and by the authorities compelled to emigrate," appealed to

Jordan to help him raise a subscription of six pounds a month so he and his wife could emigrate to

a home of the Society of Friends in England.94 Letters from eminent entomologists could not help

all, however. In the summer of 1939 Jordan received word that his close friend Walther Horn had

committed suicide. He had so strongly opposed the Hitler system, Jordan wrote Riley, that "the

fear of being put into a concentration camp and maltreated drove him to make an end of his life.

91 Jordan to C.B. Williams, October 7, 1940. KJC #3, NI-IM Archives. As mobilization proceeded, the
Tring buildings did not escape the attention of military authorities searching out space. The War Office at
first demanded the laboratory at Akeman Street, but after everything was cleared out at a moment's notice
and within a day, the laboratory remained empty. Jordan to W.H.T. Tams, April 30, 1941, Entomology
Society of London Archives. For the most part Tring did escape the attention of German bomber squadrons.
One of the cottages was hit by an incendiary bomb, but it was removed quickly, and the museum escaped
unharmed. Jordan to Miles Moss, May 4, 1942. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

92 Jordan to Oscar Neumann, April 7, 1942. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

Undated. Jordan to Mrs. M.E. Walsh. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

Adolf Hoffman to Jordan, August 16, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.
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He was a thorough internationalist in science and very outspoken."95 Riley conceeded Horn had

not seemed too fit when he saw him at the Congress in Berlin, "but I did not," he lamented,

"anticipate this."96

Petrol rations interfered with the travel between Tring and London to which entomologists

had been accustomed, Riley noting that "A trip to Tring and back would use up two thirds of my

monthly ration!"97 Time permitted for entomological matters was dispensed sparingly no less than

victuals, alcohol, petrol, and paper. By 1940 Jordan was spending at most only six hours a day at

the collections, sometimes only working on them after dark. He devoted the rest of the day to his

garden. "Everybody is asked," he wrote to relatives in South-West Africa, "to use all available

space for vegetables, and it is quite amusing for me to sow peas, plant cabbage of various sorts and

keep the ground free of weeds; it reminds me of my youth."98 Correspondence, specimen

determinations, not to mention manuscripts for papers, fell to the wayside, the extreme paper

shortage and restrictions throughout Britain, delaying publications. While nothing that paper

shortages interfered with publication, Jordan conceded that the demands of war-time also had "a

bad influence on the progress" of his work on fleas and other insects, especially in slowing up

research.99 Museum administration had, of course to continue, and seemed to be all Jordan and his

British Museum colleagues could do. But Jordan was part of the war effort this time, not the object

of suspicion. "As is customary in Great Britain," he wrote to his niece in South Africa, "we try to

Jordan to Riley, October 18, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

96 Riley to Jordan, July 18, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

N.D. Riley to Jordan, September 28, 1939. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

98 Jordan to Else, Hans and Gisela, in South Africa, July 7, 1940. KJC #2, NHM Archives. Translation.

Jordan to Lanauer, August 17, 1941. KJC #4, NHM Archives.
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pay as much of the cost of the war as we can."10° Hildene took in five refugees, and Jordan lost

two stone "digging for victory" in his garden.101 Meanwhile, Charles Rothschild's widow,

Roszika, to whom Jordan noted all at Tring had depended on for advice, died during the first year

of the war, making her the seventh Rothschild whose funeral Jordan attended.102

Despite losing friends and an entire scientific network for the second time to human folly,

Jordan's correspondence during the war remained stoically optimistic. Rationing would be a lesson

in simple life, he pointed out, and teach everyone in Britain to be less wasteful in the kitchen,

"quite a good result of the awful struggle between the two cousins."03 "We need not despair," he

wrote Miles Moss in 1940, continuing:

The power of humanity to recuperate is immense. Our civilization will certainly be
affected by this struggle, and many who are now comfortably off or rich, will be poor,
while others will have amassed fortunes on which the State will very likely lay its
hands. I do not see how we can possibly return to the former state of society after
Hitler has been beaten. When peace has come, the war against ignorance, the
perpetual and greatest foe of humanity, will absorb all our energies and probably level
the incomes as much as the present war expenditure does.'°4

In reply Jordan's clerical friend chided Jordan in 1942 for having suggested two years

earlier that the war was one of a recurrent series and would soon be over.

In view of the modem high-explosive bomb which can blow everything into
smithereens in a second and bum up the residue, surely we have spent our entire lives
in vain in storing up the treasures of science and art and literature in Museums,
Galleries and Libraries! A hideous reflection! But surely we did not need all this to
teach us that we could not carry them away with us when we died! We knew
already; but we knew also that they were fair and beautiful in themselves, contributing
a thousand ways to unravel something of the Divine Mind, and forming a worthy
heritage to succeeding generations. And now how much has been wantonly and

100 Jordan to Else, Hans and Gisela, in South Africa, July 7, 1940. KJC #2, NHM Archives. Translation.

101 Jordan to A.G. Norris, June 28, 1941. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

102 Jordan to Else, Hans and Gisela, in South Africa, July 7, 1940. KJC #2, NHM Archives. Translation.

103 Jordan to Else, Hans and Gisela, in South Africa, July 7, 1940. KJC #2, NHM Archives. Translation.

104 Jordan to Miles Moss, August 12, 1940. KJC #3, NHM Archives.
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brutally tr'°5

They would not find out the answer to that question, and then only slowly, for three long

years.

Amid all this destruction, interference in scientific life, and uncertainty, Ernst Mayr, deep

in preparations for the publication of his classic work, Systematics and the Origin of Species, sent

Jordan inquiries about the systematics of Lymantria and Siphonaptera in 1942. He was formulating

arguments against Richard Goldschmidt' s The Material Basis of Evolution published two years

earlier, in which Goldschmidt had argued against the idea that subspecies are incipient species.

"He believes that species originate through revolutionary reorganizations of the germ plasm,"

Mayr wrote, "and not through small mutative changes in geographical isolation." He wished to

bring out the weakness of Goldschmidt's conclusions using his own material, but the United States

had no specialist in Lymantria, and so he listed his questions regarding the systematics and

geographical distribution of the group in the hopes Jordan could help.106

Jordan took a break from his war-time responsibilities to respond to this ornithologist

across the seas, then assistant curator of the Whitney-Rothschild Collection at the American

Museum for Natural History. He knew the young German quite well from Mayr's time as a

collector for Rothschild and visits to Tring. In replying to Mayr, Jordan wrote that he was glad to

hear the war was not interfering too much with work in the United States. In Britain the war was

making it hard to get things published, he wrote, and Novitates Zoologicae was at a standstill for

105 Miles Moss to Jordan, July 23, 1942. KJC #5, NHM Archives.
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Ernst Mayr to Jordan, March 11, 1942. KJC #5, NHM Archives. The questions Mayr wished answered

were the following: 1) Is there a known geographical representative of Lymantria dispar on Formosa? 2)
What species (excluding all geographical representatives) do you consider the nearest relative of dispar? 3)
Is the Hokkaido race generally considered a subspecies or a full species, and what is its oldest name? 4) Is
there any evidence that the genus Porethria might be valid and if so would the species mathurabe included
with it or rather with Lymantria?
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reasons ofeconomy.107 He apologized for being unable to help answer Mayr's questions regarding

the Lymantriidae, for the collections of this family had all been moved to London. Besides, the

man working through the British Museum's collection of the family was engrossed in war work

and had not yet studied the genitalia, "necessary for sound systematics." He had not seen

Goldschmidt' s book, nor noticed a review of it, but offered that, at least from what Mayr had

described, it sounded as though Goldschmidt interpreted his discoveries in the same way as

William Bateson, "being entirely on a wrong track." Bateson, like Goldschmidt, had argued that

large scale mutations determined the path of evolution. Jordan recommended that Mayr read an

article by K. Mather in Nature, quoting to one of the deans of the evolutionary synthesis, Mather's

words that modem geneticists realized increasingly that small variations are the material of

evolution. "It is a pity that men like Goldschmidt have not studied the systematics of a family of

mammals, birds, or insects before they entered on a discussion of the basis of evolution," Jordan

wrote. "The geographical variation is so general that it is quite unscientific to neglect the factors

involved." If the material had still been at Tring, Jordan wrote, "I should certainly, for my own

satisfaction, test Goldschmidt's systematics; but without the collection I am hopeless."08

When Mayr's book was finally published in 1942, Jordan was eighty-one years old and

had been working as an "unofficial worker" at Tring since 1939. Britain was in the third year of a

107 Jordan to Ernst Mayr, April 29, 1942. KJC #3, NHM Archives

108 Jordan to Ernst Mayr, April 4, 1942. KJC #3, NHM Archives. An example of the arguments he would
have brought against Goldschmidt's claim that locality has little to do with the evolution of species is hinted
at in his arguments, more than four decades earlier, against Eimer's belief in the par saltum origination of
forms within the same locality via an orthogenetic force rather than an influence of the environment. That
"orthogenesis may be a process in Evolution," Jordan had conceded, but not that it was a cause. For that,
the organisms could not be separated from their surroundings, whether through selection or the inheritance
of acquired characters in response to this environment. "A general force, gravitation," he had explained,
"brings the particles of the water of a river onwards; the direction of the movement of the molecule is as
every' direction' geometrically straight at every place, at every moment, but the meandering course of the
river depends not on that general force, but on the external conditions the water has to cope with." Jordan,
"An Examination," p. 453.
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war that disrupted life at the museum, and destroyed once again what entomologists had been able

to rebuild of the natural history network after the First World War. Amid his work for the war

effort, Jordan was swamped by work on the Anthribidae, fleas, the Nomenclature Commission,

and maintaining Tring as a research center open to visiting scientists. The support network for

science had changed greatly in Britain, and Jordan feared for the future of natural history and

science within the new state of the world. "What will happen after the war," Jordan wrote to a

fellow entomologist, "depends most likely on the attitude towards SCIENCE in general by the

government which will then be in power."°9 Jordan feared that the income of scientific societies

would go down considerably during and after the war, and that institutions dependent upon

voluntary contributions would not be able to carry on as He was certain systematics and

natural history collections would both suffer during the recovery period, largely due to its

relatively low status among the scientists that would soon be jostling for post-war support. Jordan

warned one entomologists that the Zoological departments of universities were "out of sympathy

with systematics and will remain unsympathetic during the next one or two generations," and

cautioned him not to leave his collection to Birmingham University, where, he explained, it would

remain unavailable to workers and exposed to deterioration." Taxonomy, he now explained to

another, had left the universities and been relegated to Museums. "A reputation in Taxonomy," he

explained, "therefore carries little weight in the mind of the professor of Zoology or Botany at a

Urnversity."2 As for the British Museum, the traditional center of taxonomic research, it

preferred to hire young men to whom they did not have to pay too much. "This sort of

109 Jordan to A.G. Rehn, December 12, 1943. KJC #4, NHM Archives.

110 Jordan to W.G. Sheldon, August 14, 1940. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

Jordan to N.D. Riley concerning the Levick Collection, December 21, 1937. DF306, NHM Archives.

112 Jordan to Charles D. Radford, December 15, 1948. KJC #5, NHM Archives.
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administration of a museum for RESEARCH," Jordan noted, "appears to me very queer."13

The lack of adequate sites for thorough systematics concerned him, and had been one of

the main reasons for his plans for Tring. He had hoped, of course, that the park would appeal to

the various keepers of the British Museum as an ideal place in which to build biological research

stations as opposed to museums for exhibitions of specimens. "Zoology requires research institutes

now," he noted to his friend Moss, "since the Zoology of the Universities has practically been

replaced by genetics."114 "If the war had not broken out," Jordan explained to Mayr, "Tring Park

might be by now property of the British Museum and gradually be developed into a centre for

biological research; the Park would be ideal for new institutes. Well, that was my hope."115

Recovering Lost Friends

At the war's end, news of continental entomologists slowly began arriving in the form of

letters from long-lost friends. From René Jeannel he learned that Eugene Bouvier and Ferdinand

LeCerf had died during the war, and that although Pierre Lesne was still alive, his health was

failing."6 Though Erich Martin Hering and his friends had "tried from all sides" to save their

colleague Arnst after he was denounced by the Hemipterist W. Stichel, Amst had been executed.

Hering himself had been denounced for his "anarchist attitude" but his own denouncer had shot

himself before the Gestapo could do their worst. Adolph Kricheldorff lost his entire collection, and

113 Jordan to Charles D. Radford, December 17, 1947. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

h14 Jordan to Miles Moss, May 4, 1942. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.

115 Jordan to Ernst Mayr, April 29, 1942. KJC #3, NHM Archives.

116 René Jeannel to Jordan, January 21, 1946. KJC #1, NHM Archives.
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the 1944 edition of the Deutsch Entomologische Zeitschrft had been burned at the printers."7

Orazio Querci and Roger Verity's homes were destroyed, and Walter Roepke lost nearly all his

belongings, his laboratory badly damaged and looted."8 Walther Horn's widow asked if anyone

would be interested in her husband's Cicindelidae. Having lost "every other stick" of furniture, she

wished to keep the cabinets.' ' Jordan's home town had not escaped destruction either, for, as he

reported to Hugh Scott: "Old Hildesheim has gone up in smoke."2°

For a time, confusion reigned over what collections had survived. Originally Jordan

thought the Berlin Museum insect wing had not been hit.'2' Hering wrote that he had been able to

save some collections by storing them in a cellar, including Otto Staudinger's microlepidoptera

collection, but the beetle hall had been destroyed by a bomb, only the Brenthiden surviving. He

reported that Bang-Haas's natural history agency in Dresden was still intact.'22 Did the destruction

at the Berlin Museum include the Anthribidae? Jordan questioned anxiously.'23 Did Hans Eggers

know what had become of E. Martini? Had his flea collection been saved? Had the Wagner

collection survived?'24 Witold Eichler wrote from Stuttgart that his entire collection had been
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lost.125 The Paris Museum collections and the Congo Museum appeared safe at least, Jordan

reported to A.J.T. Janse in Pretoria.'26 Jordan joined his fellow naturalists in trying to recuperate as

much of the old world as possible. He surveyed the table at a Royal Society dinner for advice to

give to Hans Eggers on immigrating.'27 They tried to send journals to Stresemann, Kleinschmidt,

and others who asked.128 Jordan confessed that letters from the European continent were a mixed

pleasure, for though he was pleased to hear from old friends after such a long silence, the difficult

conditions under which many still lived made one sad "by the knowledge that their suffering could

not end with the cessation of actual shooting and bombing."129

The war and damage to infrastructure had transformed Britain overnight "from a first-rate

(if no longer the largest) military, political and economic power to a near-bankrupt nation

completely outclassed by the United States and Soviet Russia."3° The altered power hierarchy

amongst nations effected naturalists' ability to amass material for research. As American

entomologists seemed (at least to continentals) to be benefiting from Europe's distress, European

entomologists became increasingly proprietary. When, for example, Riley bid for the OberthUr

beetle collection, he "only hoped" that the Americans did not get any.13' Jordan experienced the

new world order that would interfere profoundly in efforts to convene a truly international

congress in full force when packages of journals sent to Russia were returned. "So the door is

125 Wolfdietrich Eichler to Jordan, May 28, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives. Translation.
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actually closed," he exclaimed in disbelief, noting that "the papers on Fleas were not particularly

dangerous politically!"132 As internationalism failed among national governments, however,

Jordan increasingly insisted scientists could still lead the fight toward recovery, drawing explicit

comparisons between the internationalism of systematics and new organizations like the United

Nations. Systematics had achieved the very unity of science for which scientists currently

clamored, he argued, through the use of Linnean binomial nomenclature, which gave the same

name to a species whether it was described in China, Germany, or Peru. He continued:

Political jjy cannot be achieved as long as politics are essentially national, i.e.
separatist. Unless humanity absorbs this fact and compels its representatives to act in
the interest of all, the United Nations Organization will deteriorate into a debating
society. Humanity requires education and the best way to educate is by example. It is
therefore the duty of Entomologists to help humanity by an example of unselfish
world-unity. 133

Jordan claimed, then, that, although nomenclature was the foundation of all biological

work, efforts like the ICZN held a higher function still: "In the present spiritual turmoil in which

humanity finds itself," he wrote, "one point of general agreement, like the basic principle of

nomenclature, renders general agreement in other matters a possibility and gives humanity some

hope."134

As entomologists set to work trying to recover the old associations that had been so

important to their productivity, the research problems created by the loss of almost half a decade of

correspondence, publications, and some collections, became apparent. 0. Lundblad wrote from

Stockholm asking Jordan if he knew when they would get permission to correspond with German

entomologists. "At present I am working out a water mite collection for the Brussels Museum," he

132 Jordan to N.D. Riley, Mach 10, 1948. DF306 Folder 8, NHM Archives.

133 Jordan to Riley, January 29, 1946. DF306 Folder 8, NHM Archives.
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explained, "and I can hardly finish my paper without getting some types for comparison from

German museums."135 The loss of collections holding large numbers of type-specimens was of

great concern. For his part, A.J.T. Janse wondered what all those collections that had been lost

would mean for the future of taxonomic work on insects. Janse wrote:

You know as well as I do, that many species have been described insufficiently and
studied most superficially, with the result that a large number cannot be recognised
without access to the original material. What do you think is to be done in the future
about such species? Can they be ignored in the future or have we to ballast our
taxonomy with such useless descriptions? I feel that some ruling should be framed at a
future international entomological congress.'36

Examining type-specimens to sort out synonymy had been one of the primary ways

taxonomists had responded to the legacy they were handed by the diversity within the naturalist

traditions. As the continued availability of these specimens remained unclear, Jordan attempted to

ensure the persistence of other avenues of standardization. Once again, as correspondence slowly

resumed, Jordan's replies sounded out his colleagues, including the entomologists E.M. Hering, R.

Jeannel, and O.A. Johannsen, on their thoughts about recovering the international congresses, for

I. Tragardh wrote from Stockholm that the Swedish entomologists were ready to host the 1947

congress. "We here are all for meeting as soon as possible," Jordan wrote, even if it meant a small

attendance due to the difficulty of obtaining permission for the journey.137

The world had changed around natural history. Jordan warned his colleagues that the

collecting network in the tropics was ruined and that new attempts to collect would be interrupted

for some years after the war.'38 Almost a decade later, he was still warning correspondents who

135 0. Lundblad to Jordan, November 17, 1945. KJC #4, NHM Archives.

136 A.J.T. Janse to Jordan, June 22, 1945. KJC #5, NHM Archives.

137 Jordan to Erich Martin Hering, May 5, 1946, NHM Archives. KJC#5. Translation. The Deutsche
Entomologische Gesellschaft was not started again until 1954.
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wished to amass numbers of butterflies and beetles that he did not know how they could do so, for

the war had destroyed the natural history trade.139 Both the old patrons and the network of

commercial and scientific interests they had supported were gone, the old ties replaced by new

networks, institutions, and priorities. Jordan wrote to Erich Martin Hering that the war had

dramatically altered British society. The owners of large country houses, for example, could no

longer afford to inhabit such luxurious buildings due to the high taxes.14° Stanley Gardiner had

bemoaned the lack of large-scale, wealthy collectors after the First World War, and now the

prospects for research programs established in the previous framework seemed precarious. Jordan,

however, persisted with his old exhortations for more material. Advising Miriam Rothschild in

1954 on flea systematics, he insisted, "The basis of systematics is the knowledge of the latitude of

the individual variability of subspecific and specific populations. This knowledge can only be

acquired by the study of large series of specimens."4' Faced with two highly variable species M.

Rothschild acknowledged "more collecting and a more critical examination of large series of

specimens, together with breeding experiments, will be necessary before we can satisfy Dr.

Jordan's criteria for deciding the status of these two fleas."142

But that was precisely the problem. Museums no longer acted as the central institutions for

research, collecting was increasingly subject to the legislation of conservation, and applied

concerns dominated resources. The natural history agents were gone, the colonial network of

' Jordan to H. Turner, April25, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives.
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administrators and collectors rapidly disappearing. As Jordan warned his correspondents intent on

compiling collections, natural history as a business was relatively defunct. Jordan's few comments

on trends in evolutionary theory during these decades emphasized the danger in which these

changes placed his own emphasis on specimen-based research. For example, Jordan thought Julian

Huxley's introduction of the term "dine," in order to describe variation in which specimens of a

subspecies which resemble another are seen to connect the two subspecies, belied the complexity

within nature. A subspecies, Jordan pointed out, "is usually distinguished by more than one

difference, and it may happen that a dine A-B-C arranged according to distinction n. will be a

dine B-A-C arranged according to distinction z." He provided an example from Papilio dardanus,

but in advising his lepidopterist-audience that the question required further study, concluded: "It is

a straightforward morphological study without great difficulty, if one can gather together the

necessary series of specimens."43 This had become a criterion difficult to fulfill. And convening

museum studies to address such generalizations had also become easier said than done due to the

fact systematics had become a servant of other researches, rather than the central endeavor of

natural history.

"Glorified Office Boys"

After Rothschild's death, Jordan had become, as an employee of the British Museum, a

Civil Servant. Since the 1 870s, the Civil Service had employed scientists in increasing numbers, as

the nation enlisted scientists in the service of both home and empire.'44 Entomologists at the

British Museum were benefactors of the Victorian scientific movement that had campaigned for

143 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1953, p. 4.

144 Turner, "Public Science in Britain," p. 592-593.
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paid-positions for naturalists. This movement had worked to decrease the influence wealthy

naturalists as patrons, and replace them with support for science by the state. In moving from the

employment of one of the last large-scale wealthy private collectors to the British Museum,

Jordan's career spanned these two different worlds. He was now a part of the publicly funded,

professional science world embodied in the Civil Service of scientists established by Huxley,

Hooker, and others.

Jordan had written to his friend Moss while director of the Tring Museum that he wished

he could "give up the management of this institute and devote myself entirely to research on our

beloved insects without being continually interrupted by routine work or demands for

information."145 Miriam Rothschild notes that his inability to extricate himself from the details of

museum administration was partly Jordan's own fault. Although he had assistants, he did countless

banal tasks that no doubt would have made directors of the BM(NH) like Ray Lankester or

William Flower balk. She recalls entering Jordan's office one day to find him packing parcels and

addressing them. When she demanded to know why in the world he did not have one of the

Goodsons do the work, he replied shortly that he could do it better and faster himself. She was

appalled to find he had written out the labels for Novitates.'46 He insisted on labeling Anthribidae

specimens that came in himself, even though there were setters employed for this, for, he

explained, "the specimens break very easily if not on cards."147 And he preferred to unpack

145 Jordan to Miles Moss, February26, 1936. Moss Correspondence. NHM Entomology Library.
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specimens himself, "in order to rescue at once the specimens which may have got broken."148 His

position as a BM(NH) employee meant he was subject to the Trustees' rules and administrative

procedures, which notoriously added to the more menial tasks of the taxonomist's working day.

Plagued by post-war restrictions and civil service bureaucracy, Jordan wrote:

One sometimes wonders why providence does not eliminate the obstructionists; but
perhaps there are no criminals acting with malice aforethought in high positions, but
only persons whose ignorance prevents them from getting control of adverse
circumstances. Well, I suppose it is as difficult to govern efficiently as it is to revise a
group of insects muddled up by previous authors.'49

Riley tried his best to smooth the usual bureaucratic paperwork for his friend, who, he

noted, abhorred red-tape, sweeping regulations at congresses aside with "tolerant disdain."50 He

convinced the Trustees to make Jordan an exception to many of the rules placed on the activity of

other department workers. He made sure, for example, that Jordan would not have to ask for

special permission each time he wished to make an exchange of specimens during his work on the

Anthribidae.'5' Riley knew all too well the effect the bureaucracy ofan institution like the British

Museum could have on scientific research. In thanking a friend for congratulations on his

promotion in the Entomological Department, Riley noted, "It has its drawbacks, however, I assure

you. It is weeks since I last handled a 'bug' or did any work on the collections. I am a kind of

glorified office boy."52 Indeed, one of Riley's memorialists defended the fact he had never

produced a "great Jordanian revision" of a large group of insects during his years at the museum

on the grounds that as the head of the entomological department he was at the constant mercy of
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departmental administration.'53 Even physicists in the civil service had found that the highly

bureaucraticized life of this institutionalized service to the state had expunged "the divine afflatus

which inspires and enables the highest work in science," since, for example, at the National

Physical Laboratory, workers were unable to complete cutting-edge research due to the daily

pressure of urgent needs and the lack of anyone whose sole job it was to emphasize pure

science.'54

The BM(NH)'s entomological department's role as identification service to both applied

entomology and biologists added to the work museum entomologists had assigned themselves as

members of the naturalist tradition. It had been one of the primary missions of the International

Entomological Institute envisioned in 1928 that the obligations of systematists to provide

identifications be examined. Those in the field, medical entomology, or applied institutions who

wanted their specimens determined depended on a small number of, sometimes even a single,

specialists. Entomologists in the civil service were expected, of course, to identify and determine

what was requested of them without additional remuneration, and despite the sacrifice ofany

research they might otherwise have spent their time pursuing.

The altered functions of systematists at places like the BM(NH) had a direct influence on

their ability to participate in the biological research of the day. Their inability to contribute overtly

to the cutting-edge questions of the day put systematists increasingly on the defensive. "The

systematist is usually immured in a herbarium or museum with few or no experimental facilities,"

Brierley had explained in 1925;

He is often overburdened with routine work, he breathes an atmosphere of old books
and dead things and splits hair in a dead language, all his traditions are armoured in
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morphological rigidity and stiff with respect for authority and the claims of priority.
Under such conditions it would need a superman to retain any lively interest or
intimate personal contacts with the overwhelming stream of experimental research in
biology.'55

Jordan had spilled a lot of ink arguing that systematics was as biological as the next

science, but as years passed he must have felt Brierley's words becoming all too true. Once the

cataloguers of empire, the respected collectors of facts for the Darwins and Wallaces, and the

reflection of theoretical views of nature in the political wrangling of Owen and Flower,

systematists at the BM(NH) were now commonly seen as largely an identification service for

economic workers. H.A. Baylis, of the Zoological Department of the British Museum, conceded

that the museum workers must serve the interests of applied biology. But he insisted that, in return

for this service, the applied biologist send as many specimens as possible and allow the museum

entomologist to keep part of the material when desired. As Jordan and Hartert had once exhorted

Tring' s collectors and natural histo,y agents to collect in a certain manner and amass long series,

museum entomologists now exhorted economic biologists to aid systematists by sending enough

material so that a fair division could be made "In many cases to send a longer series of specimens

would cost the sender no extra trouble," Baylis explained, "and it would help enormously in

increasing the value of the national collection."56 The tables had indeed been turned.

Administration, lack of material, and time for research were not the museum systematists'

only concern influencing their ability to cany out Jordanian systematics. Lowering status anda

tendency for pay-scales to be adjusted accordingly also concerned entomological administrators

like N.D. Riley. For example, Riley urged Jordan to publish a list of the mis-identified fleas that

had delayed the solution of the plague-flea theoiy controversy in order to drive home the

"Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 480.

156 "Discussion on the 'Place of the Systematist in Applied Biological Work," p. 484.
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importance of systematics.

It might be useful in our dealings with the Treasury in the near future. Although this
may seem rather a far cry it could, I think, be used as evidence of the importance of
our work here. The Treasury seem at the moment inclined to look upon us all as rather
third-rate curators and to ignore the real work of the Museum, hence they are trying to
thrust upon us some rather inferior salary scales, a move which we are doing our best
to fight.'57

At one point Riley wondered whether those who had made inaccurate identifications

should be exposed as a moral lesson to others, but Jordan declined to blame the erroneous

identifications on single workers; "We here made mistakes too, of course," he noted. But he did

fault the set-up of biology, turning once again to organization as the answer to systematics'

problems. The matter needed to be forcefully brought before the newly-formed UNESCO, he told

Riley, and concluded by saying that it had been a great pity Charles Rothschild had died so young;

"He could have built up a proper library on Fleas and seen to it that the early stages of the fleas

were added to the collection; for me the subject was a side-line."58

The source of those specimens Jordan could obtain had shifted. Jordan had always had a

difficult time getting collectors in exotic places interested in fleas and Anthribidae rather than just

Lepidoptera.'59 Now, he found it fortunate that both insect groups were of some economic and

medical importance and thus collections continued to arrive.160 Of course, entomologists had long

recognized that this could be a mixed blessing. Collectors, museum entomologists, applied

entomologists, and, because of his flea work, medical men, all sent Anthribidae and fleas to

Jordan. Edward P. Mumford, for example, sent Anthribidae to Jordan in order to learn the place

'' N.D. Riley to Jordan, October 22, 1946, October 29, 1946, and November 6, 1946. KJC #5, NHM
Archives.
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the family took in his studies on the geographical distribution of the Marquesan fauna.'61 He asked

Riley if there would be any objection to his determining fleas collected during Pan-American

Sanitary Bureau surveys in Peru where a silvatic plague had broken out. "It means that we shall get

thousands of specimens for nothing more than the time I shall have to spend on their

determination. No objection I suppose?"62 Fine, Riley replied, but warned Jordan he was probably

letting himself in for a pretty big job.163 Other specialists also found themselves depended upon:

Radnor, for example, was the only one in England Jordan trusted for mite identifications, and he

sent specimens to him accordingly.'64 Louwerens lamented that now that H.E. Andrewes could no

longer do anything because of his eyesight, there was no one who could identif' Carabidae from

Java.'65

Although Jordan had warned in the 1 930s of giving into the clamor for applied

entomology, the simple need to keep entomology afloat took over even more as he tried to

maintain international exchange amidst different national priorities. In working with Riley to help

Hering restart the activities of the German Entomological Society within the Soviet Section of

Berlin, Jordan pointed out that in writing to the Control Commission for Germany, Riley best

emphasize "that it would be of great advantage for applied as well as for pure entomology to get

the Society going again." Then, he wrote, the Commissioner might be able to influence the

Russians, "who are the real masters of the 'Magistrat der Stadt Berlin." "You might emphasize

that Berlin-Eberswalde was already a centre of Applied Entomology a hundred years ago, applied

161 Edward P. Mumford to Jordan, March 19, 1931. KJC #4, NHM Archives.
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science being much to the fore under the regime of the Soviet-system."166 But Jordan's warning

regarding the clamor for applied entomology in 1930 would become all too accurate under

Lysenko and the lethal persecution of "pure" in the name of "applied" biology. Perhaps it was the

lost colleagues and friends he was thinking of when commenting a decade later:

The number of insects being much larger than that of all other animals together,
entomologists will never be short of work; but in hoping that this general statement
will remain correct, we must also remain clearly aware that there have been and still
are civilizations hostile to the study of nature and that even Aristotle had to flee from
Athens in order to avoid the fate ofSocrates.167

Stevens holds systematists accountable for the low esteem of the discipline both

historically and now, in both disdaining theory and not providing a clear separation within the

discipline between the study of plant relationships and the provision of identification services for

humanity.'68 He argues that in tying systematics to economics, systematists have become the

librarians of biology, a position that seriously influences their ability to do science. Certainly

systematists never intended to do so. But the close relationship entomologists and other scientists

had forged with the state the state that had been formed in quite a different world. In having

argued for state support of science, for example, the 1875 Devonshire Commission had argued that

only the resources of the nation-state were sufficient to support the requirements of modem

science. The lives of private individuals were short in comparison to the need for long-term

research over large areas, the Commission argued, and "The means and lives of nations are alone

commensurate" with the needs of modern science. 169 Similarly, David Sharp had argued in 1893
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that private collections were anachronistic and only the centralization of natural history objects in

national museums could provide the efficiency required for modern research. World War I had

destroyed, along with so many other beliefs, the assumptions on which the call had been based.

But due to the relationships they had formed with governments, entomologists had now to contend

with public opinion, joining the sciences in general in the contest for prestige that would garner

resources for research. Appealing to utility was often the fastest way to secure such recognition,

and institutions and entire disciplines were re-organized accordingly.

Jordan reflected on the state of affairs and its implications for pure entomology to J.B.

Corporaal:

Unless the conditions in this world of ours (or does it entirely belong to the politicians
and their menials in the armies?) improve very rapidly we enthusiasts for pure
research in Entomology will have to be content with the small additions of specimens
which dribble in from time to time.17°

He wrote to his friend Eggers, who was looking to immigrate, "I hope there will be a place

somewhere for you as a Zoologist. In a socialistic world (socialistic in a political sense) pure

science will have to fight for a position."71 The fight had actually been going on for some time,

but Jordan had been somewhat sheltered from the fray.

"Where Subspecies Meet"

Jordan and Charles Rothschild's work on fleas had connected them, if they chose, to the

use of entomology for the improvement of the human condition. They even started their own

journal in 1915, Ectoparasites, which consisted solely of their own contributions on siphonaptera.

170 Jordan to J.B. Corporaal, September 25, 1946. KJC #5, NHM Archives.
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There they might have defended such an endeavour on the grounds that ectoparasites were of

particular interest to human problems. But they consistently framed their questions within the

terms of pure entomology, noting that it was a happy accident that their work could prove of such

great importance to applied entomology.

Upon returning home after World War I, Charles Rothschild and Jordan had published

various papers on fleas there and elsewhere, much of the research based on their collecting trips

while in Switzerland during the war. The "Preliminary Catalogue of the Siphonaptera of

Switzerland," for example, was based on "the largest single collection of fleas ever made in any

country as regards species as well as specimens," amassed during their time on the continent.'72

Still, they noted that in several instances they could not yet know whether they had geographical

forms or distinct species, since "the kind of distinction being the same," the final decision

depended on a precise knowledge of the distribution of the forms. Even when putting phylogeny at

the generic level aside, the determination of what forms were subspecies and what were species,

only became a more complicated question the more one knew, and the tensions between practical

and ideal views was ever-present. In Ctenophthalmus agyrtes, for example, Jordan had found the

distribution of geographical races to be so continuous, without geographical barriers, that he

recognized that some taxonomists would consider them species, since they occurred together,

while others treated them as subspecific since all forms were "manifestly of the same unit,"

whether their ranges overlap or not. Jordan admitted he was inclined to "adhere for practical

reasons to the former method," but in any case, he insisted, what was important was to recognize

that each case must be judged on its merits.'73Although as decades passed, flea collections that
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were sent to Jordan came from plague commissions and medical workers in the field, Jordan and

Charles Rothschild's own collecting while in Switzerland focused on amassing series of

specimens of subspecies of fleas in order to determine the limits of variation over a wide

geographical area.

The even more detailed question of what happens when subspecies meet increasingly

dominated Jordan's own research and collecting after Charles' death. It determined his research on

fleas, his vacations, and his choice of topics at the international congresses of entomology. Jordan

focused, then, upon examining the nature of the geographical variation he felt he had clearly

differentiated from non-geographical variation. He chose as his subject the widely distributed

mouse-flea, Ctenophthalmus agyrtes, studying, as he said "the variation of a single common

species," and spending his holidays in the districts where its subspecies met.'74 He published an

important paper on his observations subsequently cited by Mayr in Novitates Zoologicae.175 He

had originally given the paper some years earlier at the Congress in Madrid, but the proceedings

had not survived the war. Like other biologists, like Darwin, who had seen the evolution of

sterility as an important factor in the origin of species, Jordan believed that one needed to examine

those points at which aversion to breeding was in the process of developing. He knew subspecies

of the mouse-flea Ctenophthalmus agurtes demonstrated gradation in morphology, but wanted to

know whether there was evidence of gradation from complete interbreeding to non-interbreeding

in areas where subspecies came into contact? "Do they peaceably amalgamate when they come

into contact, or have they acquired such an aversion towards each other that they clash and keep

strictly apart though living side by side, as in many cases of human cases?" The territory in

question, he noted in a speech before his entomological fellows, was before their door, "but
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where," he asked, "is the collector who alone can help us?"176

Jordan took it partly upon himself to provide a flea collection. In the midst of post-war

travel restrictions, he mused to one correspondent, he dreamed of sitting on a rock at 7000 feet

among alpine flowers, looking across the valleys at peaks and Glaciers, and consuming a piece of

good cheese.'77 As soon as possible after the war's end, Jordan organized a trip with his daughters

to Switzerland to collect fleas "in order to be able to answer some contentious questions."178 In

September 1946 they took a holiday in Pontresina, Jordan choosing the place because he wished to

collect a series of a species of flea of which only a single specimen was known, found by Charles

Rothschild years before.'79 As often as they could in subsequent years, the Jordan family traveled

to Switzerland during vacations as long as Jordan was able, their travels determined by questions

of variation, spreading, and distribution in Siphonaptera and Anthribidae. He had hoped that the

Balkan countries would be open to collecting after the war because they posed interesting

problems of flea distribution in Europe, but it appeared that the region would be largely

inaccessible to entomologists. "It is a rather depressing thought," he wrote, that "it is more difficult

and more dangerous to walk about in Eastern Europe with a butterfly net than in Central Africa.

Well, the struggle for freedom will have to go on."8°

Based on his research Jordan could say some things safely; that subspecific characters and

territory went hand in hand (something, he pointed out, that could only be seen in a geographically

arranged collection). Given his data on flea subspecies, he could also examine whether postulated
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theories, such as the theory that subspecific characters arose from environmental factors, were

acceptable given his specimens. In the case of fleas, for example, he found that in the large

territory of one subspecies, so much variation occurred that every external factor he could think of

must be negated. How then, could the subspecies have arisen? "Have the wee little beasties," he

mused, "been suddenly created each in its territory independent of the environment?" The best one

could say was a tentative "perhaps" to any logical theory, "being always prepared that nature will

just not do what we expected. Nature alive is nature illogical."181 Inquiry into mechanism was an

inquiry into the very workings of nature, and while systematics could pose problems and provide

excellent critiques of proposed theories, he did not base firm statements regarding mechanism on

his own studies, for in order to do so he was dependent upon logic rather than proof, and he

consistently emphasized that logic could often be a poor guide.

In view of these limitations, Jordan acknowledged that "Field researches and experimental

breeding will have to supplement the investigations of the museum's systematist in order to make

the results conclusive."182 The wording was significant. For other workers, most notably in

retrospect, the Soviet entomologist Theodosius Dobzhansky, had turned to field researches and

experimental breeding in genetics laboratories, supplemented by museum systematics rather than

the other way around, to address the question of where subspecies meet. Indeed, while spending a

year at T.H. Morgan's genetics laboratory at Columbia, Dobzhansky had attended the 1928

International Congress of Entomology in Ithaca, where he may have met Jordan. Dobzhansky even

gave a paper. It did not contain his eventually famous work on Drosophila, for which he had still

little data from the field. Instead, he spoke about variation in the Coccinellidae, or ladybird beetles.

Here, he had plenty of information about the family's natural population and systematics, but he

181 Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1931, p. 142.
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was at the time frustrated by his lack of knowledge about the group's genetics.'83 That year, he was

learning the techniques of Morgan's Fly Room, interacting with Morgan's students and those at

the cutting edge of genetics and experimental zoology. In 1933 Dobzhansky published a paper in

the American Naturalist on geographical variation and evolution in ladybird beetles based on

collections of the Zoological Museum of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the University of

Moscow, and various individual collectors in Russia, as well as the National Museum, American

Museum of Natural History, California Academy of Sciences, University of Minnesota, Cornell

University and various individuals in the United States. This was the same network of natural

history upon which Tring had depended, but Dobzhansky added to natural history the data,

assumptions, and priorities of the genetics laboratories. He defined a species as a population that

had "genetically differentiated to such an extent that it became reproductively isolated from other

populations."184

Dobzhansky had reached the point from which Jordan had developed his research

program. Based on a species concept dependent upon the ability to interbreed, Jordan had called

for the collection of long series of individuals and species and examination ofas many

morphological characteristics as possible pending breeding experiments, in order to determine the

limits of variation and establish boundaries between forms. And it was at precisely this point in his

work, Provine notes, that Dobzhansky's research on lady-bird beetles entrapped him in the

limitations of morphological systematics, no matter how detailed. He was, Provine notes, still "a

victim of scientific schizophrenia." For having concluded that based on the biological species

concept the next step was to examine the genetics of races and species differences in order to
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analyze the mechanism of race and species formation, Dobzhansky continued his observations on

an organism for which the genetics was unknown. "He was forced," Provine writes, "into using

hypothetical examples of genetic determination of coat patterns in the paper!"185

This limitation changed when he started working on Drosophila pseudoobscura, an

organism on which genetic experiments could be conducted. Morgan's lab had accumulated a vast

amount of information which allowed Dobzhansky to examine differential sterility in an organism

with few chromosomes, so that the genetics could be relatively easily analyzed.'86 He could

actually observe, through chromosome inversions, the differential development of sterility. In

addition, flies could be obtained at no cost in the wild, raised in milk bottles, bred easily, and

required no expensive cabinets for storage in other words the data could be obtained at an

extremely low cost relative to amassing large collections of butterflies and beetles.187 That the fly

lab was a research school with numerous students working on various aspects of the flies, which

provided a long-term basis for the studies, only helped.

There were other important differences as well. Both Dobzhansky and Jordan devised

their research programs on the assumption that the study of the relation between two races was a

study in the origin of species. Dobzhansky, for example, wrote that a comparative study of

different species possessing different degrees of geographical divergence could provide "insight

into the process of the evolutionary divergence in time and in space."188 But while Jordan insisted

on gathering observations without reference to a theoretical mechanism, Provine notes that
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Dobzhansky believed "data, no matter how interesting, were worthwhile only if they elucidated,

refined, tuned, disproved or discriminated between theoretical models of evolutionary change."189

While Dobzhansky collected stocks of the various races and reared them in the lab, producing

hundreds of generations, back-crossing them a hundred times over, Jordan was, as often as he

could get away from Tring, packing up his bags and making the increasingly difficult trip across

the channel, hiking about the Alps and surrounding countryside, and setting his traps for the mice

upon which his species of choice fed. While Dobzhansky observed chromosome inversions,

Jordan relied upon morphological comparison. By noting the importance of experimental breeding

Karl Jordan had meant the slow breeding of closely related forms to amass information on levels

of sterility. He was not referring to amassing large series of populations in which chromosome

inversions could be traced. Although Jordan recognized the importance of the findings of genetics,

noting, for example, in 1936 that differences between forms extended even to the level of

chromosomes, he worked within a tradition that was only in the final decade of his life taking up

the tools of genetics in earnest.

Meanwhile, the experimental framework in which the study of Mendelian heredity and

cytological analysis of chromosomes had been synthesized led to the most productive research and

the development of a synthetic theory for biology. Dobzhansky even became convinced that, by

examining the behavior of genetic factors through observing chromosome inversions, biologists

could indeed now create reliable phylogenies. He announced triumphantly that the data of genetics

"gives the possibility of constructing an honest-to-God air-tight phylogeny."9° But it is important

to emphasize that he had returned to a question originally posed by naturalists. The question of
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what happens among the subspecies of a single species departed from the catalogue tradition that

had dominated natural histoiy in the nineteenth century in many ways. But it also replied on some

of the innovations naturalists within this cataloguing tradition had campaigned for at the turn of

the century, including the collection of long series of specimens and a focus upon geographical

variation. Jordan had worked to make both these priorities central to entomological work.

Dobzhansky took them up in full force, and turned them into a highly successful research program.

"Clearing up the Chaos" in Weevils and Fleas

Jordan once wrote that he had focused on the Anthribidae in part due to his belief that the

study of such a small family, in which naturalists had described only a couple of thousand species,

had "the great advantage that one is familiar with and remembers the general appearance of

practically all the species, and, if the degree of relationship between the genera has been

ascertained by oneself," theoretical questions could be tested with ease.191 But once again,

inadequate material generally prevented the work on Siphonaptera and Anthribidae from making

any firm conclusions. "Without material the systematist is helpless," Jordan wrote, "and in the

absence of sound systematics the biologist also works in a fog."192 Writing these lines three years

after the end of the Great War, it was obvious that the context in which both systematics and

biology would be done had changed greatly. Jordan's ability to continue contributing systematic

studies based on the ideal founded in the I 890s, had been seriously curbed. He could list endless

research questions that arose from the flea collections he and Rothschild had obtained on the
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continent, clear examples, he insisted, of how taxonomic questions could lead to biological

questions. To the experimental zoologist reading this long list of questions, Jordan's suggestions

for research must have indeed filled their common complaint that naturalists' descriptions

provided "no information that led beyond trivial, individualproblems."193

Jordan had stopped going to the Entomological Society of London meetings during the

war; "My hearing is so bad," he excused himself in fine Darwin-like fashion to Riley in 1942,

"that it would be useless for me to attend... I would not understand a word."94 For more than a

decade, he continued working in the museum, although he increasingly began late letters with the

excuse, "old age makes me slow and I generally have to begin a letter with an apology."95

Fortunately though, he wrote, his eyes were still good and his hands steady and he could carry on

with the microscope and drawings. With the war over, he resumed his work on the systematics of

Anthribidae and Siphonaptera. He had presented his collection of 21,420 specimens of

Anthribidae (including 1292 types) to the British Museum in 1940 after retiring as director of the

Tring Museum on the condition that he could incorporate it into the material of the British

Museum, use his own specimens for exchange in order to expand the collection, and keep the

specimens of both museums at Tring "as long as I can work them."96

During the first few months of the war the British Museum's Anthribidae arrived at Tring,

and Jordan had set to work combining the two collections. "The number of undescribed species is

rather appalling," he noted.'97 Without the old network of workers to assist him, he relied on a

'' Allen, T.H. Morgan, p. 32.
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small number of individuals for consignments of specimens. G.V. Hudson, collecting in New

Zealand, had been particularly helpful. No specimen sent will be useless in determining the extent

of individual variability which was of such primary importance for his work, he told Hudson in

thanking him for specimens.'98 Anthribidae arrived from the museums of Paris, the "Museum of

Congo" in Brussels, and amateur collectors in the Indies, with requests for him to determine and

describe any new species. Elwood C. Zimmerman, of the Bernice P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu,

offered to send him 1500 specimens of Figian Anthribidae if he had the time, but Jordan replied

that he already had collections from the Pacific and Indian oceans waiting to be "worked up."99 In

1949 after the Royal Institute of Natural Sciences of Brussels and the Congo Museum flooded him

with cases of Anthribidae to determine, he admitted to Riley that he was holding on to one of the

cases while sending back the others "so they don't send any more for a while."20° The

Commonwealth Institute of Entomology frequently asked him for determinations when he was 93

years of age, although at one point Jordan warned them that while he was glad to have the material

from a new region, "The determination will have to wait, as I am at present struggling to deal with

two collections of tropical fleas and four collections (no, five besides the two you sent) of

Anthribidae."20'

As specimens arrived for identification, his fellow Anthribidae enthusiasts pestered him to

write a new classification of the family to genera: "We need such a foundation!" Zimmerman

urged, "And you are the only person in the world qualified to do it."202 The Anthribidae were in a
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muddled state, Zimmerman pointed out, and he had long hoped Jordan would be able to "clear up

the chaos."203 Nearly two decades later, Zimmerman repeated his appeal: "I hope that your

correspondents are not flooding you with such a mass of specimens that you are being kept away

from your all-important task of writing your generic revision," he wrote. "You are the only one in

the world with the proper understanding of the Anthribidae, and the most valuable contribution

you can make to our knowledge of the family is to complete your generic revision. It is Basic."204

Jordan would reply to such demands by explaining that there were now three times as many

species known as when he first became interested in the family in 1893, and the classification

needed a thorough revision. "I have dealt," he wrote, "with Anthribidae only as a side-line of my

work and even now most of my time is occupied by the study of fleas."205 Jordan found it difficult

to find a satisfactoiy generic classification of the small tropical Anthribidae, particularly because

"these Anthribidae are evidently very numerous in Nature and represented in the collections by

only a small percentage of the existing species, for which no generical diagnoses can be given

unless one creates a number of monotypical new genera."206 This was eight years after Jordan had

noted that the Tring and British Museum collections of Anthribidae combined contained nearly all

known species and many undescribed ones, the British Museum alone containing 13,500

specimens of 456 types.207 G.V. Hudson sent him specimens for determination from New Zealand,

an area Jordan had shied away from his predecessors had made such a mess of the genera. Jordan

insisted more extensive study on the spot was needed to determine the extent of individual
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variation for a revision. Meanwhile, he used the old genera for convenience.208 The old

classification style was of little aid. "Dear old Sharp," G.A.K. Marshall noted, referring to David

Sharp, "was very proud of the fact that he described all the New Zealand Anthribidae under

Anthribus. He cited this as evidence of his synthetic attitude in taxonomy."209 It was Jordan's job,

as the self-appointed author of a future revision on the group, to disentangle the nomenclatural

mess this had created and to navigate through the at times inaccurate classifications of his

predecessors.

After the war time for research on Anthribidae was continually scarce. By 1946, engrossed

in completing a flea classification at the behest of Miriam Rothschild, he had become "much in

arrears" with his correspondence about Anthribidae. Still, returning some determinations to S.A.

Neave, he requested more specimens of certain species. "They are wanted foran examination of

the genitalia when I find time to make the dissections," he explained, with a warning that this

would not improve the specimens.21° But year after year he informed correspondents that the next

year "will have to be principally devoted to the study of the taxonomy of FLEAS."21' Even his

letters to his Anthribidae friends added a final inquiry regarding whether they knew anything of

flea collectors in their area. "Most of my time," he wrote in 1953, "has been occupiedby the study

of Fleas and the Anthribidae are still in rather an unsatisfactory condition. I have arranged a few

groups but the majority are still as they were in 1 940.212

Jordan frankly admitted that his work on the order Siphonaptera had always been inspired
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by Charles Rothschild's enthusiasm rather than any particular interest in the fleas themselves, even

after they had become both the ideal defense of the importance of systematics to medical

entomology and an excellent subject for studying interspecific variation. But as a result of Jordan's

work both in the field in Europe and in the museum working with specimens sent by others, he

became known among medical entomologists throughout the world as their "dean of

siphonapterists."213 Indeed, entirely out of loyalty to the memory of Charles Rothschild, Jordan had

been talking about a comprehensive survey of Siphonaptera for some time, and specialists in the

group eagerly awaited the work of the "Master." This would have provided a central basis for the

catalogue of the Tring collection which Riley was under duress to produce under the terms of

Charles' Rothschild's original bequest of his collection to the British Museum.

Years passed and the promised work never appeared. After the war, Miriam Rothschild

took matters in hand and spoke with Riley about the need to get someone to assist Jordan in the

work if it was ever to be finished. Riley then wrote to Jordan; "I need hardly tell you that Miss

Rothschild is the driving force in this matter, but I quite agree with her that it is high time you had

some one to help you.... Miss Rothschild on her side seems quite prepared to look after the

financial aspects of the matter." Riley and M. Rothschild suggested that G.H.E. Hopkins be

engaged, under Jordan's direction and supervision, to start the compilation of the Catalogue of the

collection.214 E.E. Austen and Jordan also arranged with the Trustees that Miriam Rothschild be

taken on as a voluntary scientific assistant in the Department of Entomology of the British

Museum so that she could help with the work. This meant the flea collection would have to remain

at Tring for an estimated two years. The proposal continued; "It is understood that Dr. Jordan is
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willing to undertake the task of training Miss Rothschild."215 Although M. Rothschild and his

correspondents continued to press for the completion and publication of the flea catalogue, she

found Jordan's attitude toward the project "blandly negative," and they obtained Jordan's

permission to publish his own phylogenetic tree only "under duress." The task was made all the

more difficult by Jordan's deafness, which meant "all these importunings and entreaties had to be

yelled at the victim, who refused a hearing aid on the grounds it only increased the noises in his

head."216

M. Rothschild vividly recalls being rebuked by Jordan when she and Hopkins proposed

their classification. "You need more collecting and less phylogeny," he admonished them. This

was despite the fact, she points out, that they had 20,000 tubes of flea specimens at Tring.217

Meanwhile, Jordan pressed his correspondents for series of specimens of both Anthribidae and

fleas on the grounds that such series were necessaiy for the Tring studies. When requesting

specimens from Palestine in 1933 Jordan had written; "Although most of the known species are

represented in our collection, we have no series of any of the rarer species and such series are

required for our study ofvariation."218 Though he still insisted they needed more such material, the
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hassling by Rothschild, Hopkins and Riley eventually paid off and in 1948 Jordan published a

taxonomic key to Siphonaptera, since considered a superb outline of the classification of the fleas

which ended the "literal chaos" that had plagued the higher categories. It was upon this outline that

Miriam Rothschild and Hopkins based a subsequent classification.219

In subsequent work upon the Tring flea collection, Smit and M. Rothschild pointed out

that Jordan had argued the criteria for distinguishing species from subspecies included the degree

of morphological difference, the geographical relationships, and whether or not forms were

reproductively isolated. Given these criteria, they concluded that to accurately separate the

subspecies and species among particular groups of forms, further collecting was necessary. Even

when they concluded a form represented a species, they warned that doing so tended to obscure its

relationship to the other form, and Mayr's use of the term superspecies could be used.22° Indeed, to

envision a phylogenetic classification given such caveats for papers on a few forms, must have

seemed daunting. In 1897, when the theory of the flea's role in plague had first been proposed, 68

species of fleas had been described. By 1954 that number had risen to 1454 species and

subspecies, 640 of which had been described by N.C. Rothschild, Jordan, or both.22' And even if

Jordan had surmounted what M. Rothschild has called the "no doubt right Darwinian complex" of

not believing one had enough material, the synthetic work of classification seemed always delayed

that he was unable to tackle the monograph without the collaboration of N.C.R.... What is the opposite of a
wet blanket? What is the converse of a thrower of cold water? What is the secret of those rare and
perceptive individuals, those animateurs, those practical supporters and promoters of talent those takers-
of-genuine-interest in you who raise your spirits, restore your confidence, admire your gifts... and
somehow by sheer expectation raise both your performance and your self-esteem? It is perhaps the most
enviable and rewarding of all gifts, but one which is the despair of the biographer." Rothschild, Nathaniel
Charles Rothschild, p. 12.
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by newly arriving consignments for determination, from friends whom he met at the Congress and

with whom he offered to exchange specimens, or complete strangers.

Jordan was ninety-four years old before he discouraged correspondents from sending him

any more material to name. Without the old network of collectors and natural histoiy agents Tring

had once relied on, Jordan now depended upon material sent to him for determination for more

information on his group of choice. But by 1955 the British Museum and his own collection

contained so many undescribed forms that he decided to stop all consignments and concentrate on

putting together a "reasonable classification and arrange the specimens at least in their genera if I

have no specific names for them." Would it be alright if he sent unnamed specimens of

Anthribidae to friends and his younger colleagues in the USA and Germany, he asked his

superior? He confessed;

In fact, I should be much relieved if an Angel came from heaven and described and
published all our new species of Anthribidae and thus permitted me to get on with the
study of their relationship to each other (and subsequently to bother you to give me
sufficient drawers for putting them in order).222

Riley recalled that despite having described 150 new genera and nearly two-thirds of the

known species of Anthribidae, Jordan "never completely extricated himself from the drudgery

phase. He would discuss their infinitely bewildering variety by the hour; but he never achieved, in

this group, a system of classification which satisfied him."223 Well aware of Jordan's interest in

evolution, Riley commented that; "One is tempted to wonder why, with so much material so richly

endowed with features well calculated to arouse speculation on evolution, taxonomy, and cognate

matters, Jordan hardly ever broached these subjects in any of his writings on Anthribidae." Riley
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suggested that the reason lay in every good entomological taxonomists' awareness that no matter

how extensive his material, "it is hardly ever more than a small fraction of what he needs as a basis

for satisfying work."224 It was only in his nineties that Jordan expressed in print regret for the

amount of time lost to descriptions and determinations. Addressing the Lepidopterists' Society as

president in 1953, he reflected on various problems of evolution which could conveniently be

studied using butterflies and moths. "But enough of it," he finally concluded, "I must stop

suggesting what one or the other of you might do. Talking of these problems unburdens my mind,

for I should have liked to try to solve them myself if there had not been many other matters which

required my attention and consumed my time."225

The tasks, research, correspondence, and administration that took up Jordan's time and

attention were varied. Rothschild and Jordan had often complained in the Revisions regarding the

nomenclatural chaos workers had created through careless descriptions and naming:

What in the name of common-sense compels us... to turn a convenience into an
inconvenience? There is a wide scope for research in nature requiring all the energies
of scientists. Why, then, impose upon scientists those unnecessary labours which have
only a nomenclatorial, but no scientific result?226

They bemoaned the fact naturalists had to spend more time clearing up the nomenclature

for forms through determining the synonymy than they could dedicate to the study of the natural

history of the animal, writing:

Surely this is wrong. The Natural History of the animal being the subject ofour
science, the accessory subject of nomenclature should never have assumed such
magnitude. It is a waste of energy. However, we have patiently to bear the fruits of the
sins of our forefathers in science, and those who come after us will again mutter bad
language. One may kick, but one has to suffer.227
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Despite their grumblings, the legacy had created work that simply had to be done, they

noted, before the more fundamental parts of systematics could be turned to. Dutifully, Jordan had

worked for the ICZN as both secretary, diplomat, and paper-pusher, though he and Rothschild

admitted such drudgery was accompanied by curses. This was the preliminary work to good

systematics required in part due to the diversity of the naturalist tradition. Combined with the

difficulty of determining relationships, it inspired caution and careful work in Jordan's view. But

Jordan's friend N.D. Riley was under pressure to fulfill the terms of the bequest by which the

British Museum had agreed to produce a catalogue of the flea collection. Riley exhorted one of the

assistants to the flea catalogue, F.G.A.M. Smit not to lose sight of the nearer objective on the

project, despite his respect for Jordan. Perhaps he feared Smit would be influenced by Jordan's

prudence, and the results delayed. He reminded Smit that he was a Civil Servant, and that his first

duty was to the museum that had hired him.228 Riley's job was to produce a catalogue, and this was

going to have to take precedence over Jordan's wish for more specimens. Now one's patron was

the state, and as Riley's advice implied, one served the museum, not the discipline, an enthusiastic

but lenient patron like Rothschild, nor one's idealistic concepts of science.

Conclusion

A few weeks before his ninety-fourth birthday Jordan was surprised to receive a draft of a

biography of himself. It was his first notice that the Entomological Society of London was

planning a special volume in his honor for his 94th birthday, an event which his good friend N.D.

Riley pointed out, was "unique in its history, and more potent an indication of the esteem in which

228 Riley to F.G.A.M. Smit, May 17, 1949. KJC #2, NHM Archives.
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he was held."229 "I feel the honour very deeply," Jordan wrote Riley at the time, "and much regret

that I have not been able to give a comprehensive survey of the Anthribidae. I hope I shall live

long enough to do so."23° Though Riley wondered once why Jordan had never used his vast

knowledge of beetles to write more on questions of evolution, the revision of Anthribidae, and a

classification of fleas, was at the forefront of Jordan's own mind as the task he felt needed to be

completed.

Jordan's systematic work inspired the admiration of his contemporaries. Describing his

work on fleas, Robert Traub, the Chief of the Department of Entomology at the Walter Reed Army

Medical Center noted;

It is axiomatic that the affinities of such species (as fleas) are enormously difficult to
determine, particularly since the phenomena of adaptation and convergence have
further obscured the relationships. Authors, basing their views upon small and
unrepresentative collections, have frequently been led astray for these reasons. The
outstanding exception throughout the history of the study of fleas has been Karl
Jordan.23'

Jordan's concepts of systematics, Traub noted, were so sound that new and strange genera

and species could be smoothly fitted into their proper slots. Any synonymy created by Jordan's

work was "due to the fact other workers were simultaneously studying and describing fleas

without Jordan being aware of the species involved," one of the best means ofjudging good

taxonomy.232 N.D. Riley later recalled that few biologists realized how much the extent their

methods, approach, and belief in the new systematics "were due to the writings of Jordan and to
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one's contacts with him."233 Riley even referred to the famous new systematics, the naturalists'

contribution to the evolutionary synthesis of the 193 Os and I 940s, as the resultof biological

disciplines like genetics taking up "Jordanian" systematics.234

Jordan saw himself as a heir to Darwin, studying geographic variation in order to study the

origin of species. He insisted that good systematics, upon which theories ofevolution depended,

could only be done through the laborious comparison of various species, and the careful weighing

of the meaning of morphological differences and agreements.235 He believed this was systematists'

primary "job." But entomologists and entomological systematists were too diverse, and Jordan's

effort to standardize the discipline's methods and priorities made even more difficult by the

century's wars. The requisite material upon which this intellectual depended was no longer

arriving from all parts of the globe. And he army called for by some museum entomologists in

order to process the collections and continue Jordan's particular research program based on these

collections never arrived at the halls of the national collections.
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Conclusion

Following his brother on an excursion through the woods to do some natural history,

Jordan had fallen in love with the beautiful variation displayed by the tiny forms of beetles. Due

to the presence of a robust naturalist tradition manifested in local naturalist societies, national and

private natural history museums, natural history teaching in schools, and zoology courses within

universities, he was able to make a career doing what he loved best. However, because of the

diverse intentions and methods in both the time, space, and disciplines that made up the naturalist

tradition, Jordan had to spend much of his life clearing up the chaos in nomenclature that

developed due to naturalists' widely different views ofhow to name, describe, and classify forms.

He did so in the firm belief that careful systematics would provide a critical foundation for the

pressing theoretical questions facing life scientists. But he and Rothschild once confessed that the

energy spent on book-research in order to disentangle entomological nomenclature, created by

generations of entomologists operating by varied principles, reminded "one too much of the

famous fight against windmills."1

In one of the primary theoretical documents of the naturalist tradition, On the Origin of

Species, Darwin had warned his readers that he had been forced to discuss the variability of

species in a state of nature far too briefly, "as it can be treated properly only by giving long

catalogues of facts."2 Many entomologists at Jordan's community at the Entomological Society

of London believed naturalists could continue in good conscience their job of cataloguing more

facts prior to further generalizing. But cataloguing could, of course, be done in numerous ways,

as the tensions that developed between entomologists over the use of subspecies and trinomials,

Rothschild and Jordan, "A Revision of the Sphingidae," p. xxii.

2 Darwin, On the Origins of Species, p. 67.
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and the difference between collections aimed at identification services and those compiled for

revisions, demonstrate. Jordan emphasized constantly that it was one thing to produce a catalogue

and list of names, but quite a different matter to describe species with close attention to the fact

that species evolved. His campaign for the latter was complicated by the fact there was still a

strong contingent of entomologists, both professionals and amateurs, who used the networks,

journals, and disciplinary epithets of entomology but, like Preston Clark, still held that a scientific

collection could consist of a few specimens of each species. Even those who focused, as Tring

did, upon variation created confusion. Though in the forty-one volumes of Novitates Zoologicae

the term 'variety' had never been permitted in an effort to remove the chaos created by

naturalists' unstandardized use of the term, fifty years later Jordan was still having to point out

that it would be very difficult to persuade entomologists to discontinue use of the term so long as

the editors of entomological journals both accept and favor the term.3 To make matters worse,

those who took up the call to use subspecies often seemed only to provide more material for those

who saw systematics as pigeon-holing. Jordan found, for example, that his friend Karl Eller, who

had visited Tring to examine their series of Papilio machaon, had described too many subspecies.

Some of his subspecies had no standing at all, Jordan warned; "enthusiasm has misled him, I

think."4 The diversity of both nature and discipline had always interfered with naturalists' efforts

to find the order in nature. As decades passed, and despite Jordan's efforts to standardize

entomology and systematics, specialization only increased the range of priorities, methods, and

research programs in which naturalists worked.

The research program Jordan developed at was still based within a naturalist tradition that

had developed over centuries and that had created not only diversity but a dependence upon a

large amount of resources, networks of correspondents, and a stable environment for specimen

Jordan to Leon Lhomme, December 27, 1945. KJC#5, NHM Archives.
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accumulation and exchange. His research program and choice of organisms had depended upon a

certain context, in which butterflies, moths, beetles and birds could be obtainedfor a price,

exchanged with foreign fellows, and collectors could be directed to certain regions. Jordan had

always found drawing conclusions from the material at Tring, even when it surpassed all other

collections, difficult. Over the years he watched the context in which this tradition and his

research program had been formed deteriorate through both the slow changes taking place in

biology as a whole, the periodic destruction of the natural history trade and the interruption of the

international correspondence upon which research depended. Tring's definition of scientific

systematics became even more difficult to accomplish when museum workers were recruited as

servants to other disciplines and applied entomology.

Meanwhile, to those who doubted the inherent importance of the naturalist tradition,

systematists seemed to be fighting with windmills due to more than just the chaotic state of

nomenclature. Amid the rhetoric involved in competition for status and resources, biologists

using caricatures of natural history often dismissed Jordan's entire discipline as an ultimately

elusive quest for knowledge. To many biologists, including some museum entomologists, the

entire endeavor of phylogeny, for example, was unfeasible. Younger biologists viewed phylogeny

as a "fruitless quest," its data circumspect and its conclusions fanciful and not subject to rigorous

test.5 Although Jordan insisted that the examination of specific distinctions required a power of

mind of the highest degree, the mineralogy student who chided him as an undergraduate for

refusing to acknowledge zoology as unscientific, the Cambridge zoology professor who

dismissed "in high dudgeon" Jordan's only protégé's wish to study flea classification, and the

applied entomologists who ridiculed systematists as name-changing pedants, seemed to be

winning the battle for status and resources. And worse was on the horizon, as over the course of

Allen, T.H. Morgan, p. 45.
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the twentieth century biologists turned increasingly to reductionist views of nature and the use of

mathematical models, often abandoning the historical understanding of nature upon which

Jordanian systematics depended.6 Within these altered circumstances, pursuing the collection of

long series of specimens and doing good systematics in peace must have indeed seemed like an

impossible undertaking.7 These developments were closely related to the fact that within the

sciences more generally, what counted as good science was changing from an emphasis on

empirical data to theoretical context.

The history of this changing context, especially the changing nature of support for natural

history, and the influence of the burden of administrative duties in scientists' lives is as important

to understanding the history of biology as tracing the history of concepts. Jordan's life, as he

struggled to establish knowledge about nature within the naturalist tradition, aids in historians'

examinations ofthe evolutionary synthesis through demonstrating the role of institutional and

disciplinary demands that circumscribed scientists' work. The rise ofbiology, alternative

disciplines, changing concepts of appropriate scientific method, institutional needs, an increasing

dominance ofgovernment and applied entomology, the break-down of the old network of natural

Kingsland argues that this is one of the primary themes of the history of the biological sciences in the
twentieth century. See Sharon Kingsland, Modeling Nature: Episodes in the History of Population Ecology
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985). Only recently have biologists and ecologists began a return
to research programs that highlight historical thinking, in part due to the recognition that more facts are
needed to balance out the idealized portraits provided by mathematical models. See Hull, Science as
Process, on systematics' own anti-historical phase in the latter half of the twentieth century.

The changes taking place in zoology were closely intertwined with the professionalization of all sciences
during this period. Harold Perkin has argued that rise of the class of professionals in society more generally
has been defined in part by competition between career hierarchies "rearing up alongside one another, some
rising higher than the rest but each in competition to persuade society to yield as much power, prestige and
income as it could win." Perkin, The Rise of theProfessionals, p. xiii. Perkin cites the mutual disdain
between different professions as one of the Achilles heel of professionalism, along with the dependence
upon the state for prestige and support. Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society, pp. xiv and p. 390. The
result was a series of stereotypes in which professionals characterized each other: "Physics is fundamental
knowledge; chemistry is only applied physics'; 'natural science is science; 'social science is organized
prejudice'; 'economists deal in facts; political scientists thinkthe plural of anecdote is data'; 'social science
produces produce testable theories; history is mindless empiricism' and so on down the line.., all this of
course is to say no more than that all professions justify their existence by claiming superiority in their
chosen field of expertise over all others." Perkin, The Rise of Professional Society, p. 398.
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history, and the end of Britain's imperial dominance all influenced naturalists like Jordan's ability

to practice natural history.

The decline in the status of systematic s during the twentieth century is central to

understanding how the history of systematic s has been told, and indeed, how Karl Jordan's work

has entered the historical record of the biological sciences. Jordan's name and work became

known to the history of the evolutionary synthesis literature primarily through Ernst Mayr' s

appreciation of his importance in the development of the biological species concept.8 Mayr

argued that systematics as practiced at Tring, and Jordan's writings in particular, provided crucial

components in the understanding of species as inter-breeding populations rather than static

morphological types, critical for the evolutionary synthesis of the 193 Os and 40s. He described

Jordan as "one of the greatest biological thinkers of the twentiethcentury," whose writings some

biologists would be wise to read even fifty years after they had been composed. Although an

extremely knowledgeable assessment of Jordan's scientific work, it is important to note that

Mayr's history is firmly tied to his desire to make both systematics and certain concepts central to

biology.9 When Mayr was asked to contribute his analysis of Jordan's scientific work for the

1955 tribute volume of the Transactions of the Entomological Society ofLondon, he was deeply

involved in building the evolutionary synthesis and its new organizations. He was also engaged in

an intense debate over the biological species concept, the use of subspecies and of trinomials.

8

Despite Mayr's consistent acknowledgement of the importance of both Jordan and E.B. Poulton's clear
statements of the biological species concepts, Mayr is often described as the originator of the concept,
presumably for the sake of brevity rather than any aim for accuracy. See for example the recent; Tim
Flannery, "A Bird's-Eye View of Evolution," The New York Review July 27, 2002, 26-30.

Mayr, "Karl Jordan's Contribution," p. 45. The controversial narratives written of the evolutionary
synthesis have often been recognized as maneuvers in response to the relative status of parts of modem
biology, and such histories are often formed, as Greene writes, by the polemical position of authors with
respect to issues confronting biologists in their own day. See Thomas Junker, "Factors Shaping Ernst
Mayr's Concepts in the History of Biology," Journal of the History ofBiology 29(1996):29-77; Vernon.
"Desperately Seeking Status"; John C. Greene, "From Aristotle to Darwin: Reflections on Ernst Mayr's
Interpretation in The Growth of Biological Thought," Journal of the History ofBiology 25(1992):257-284,
p.283.
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The debate that took place in the last decade of Jordan's life over the use of subspecies

and trinomials illustrates the important role both a changed context and diverse community

played in determining the ability of naturalists to pursue Jordan's concepts in practice, no matter

how valuable they may have been for theory. Critics argued against trinomials and an overuse of

the subspecies concept partly on the grounds, for example, that the original appreciation of the

complexity of such distinctions had been lost by too many naturalists. The advantages of such

concepts had been completely lost, some claimed, because entomologists used the so-called "new

systematics" on collections that still suffered from too little material.10 These criticisms did not

argue, then, that the research program outlined by Jordan was inherently useless, but that, given

the available information in collections and naturalists' varied ways, the practice of naming

subspecies was circumstantially inadequate. Theodore H. Hubbell, for example, described how

entomology was made up of highly trained biologists, competent self-taught amateurs, workaday

taxonomists whose main job was to get on with morphologically-based description and naming,

and dilettante collectors. "Obviously it is not likely," he pointed out, "that entomologists, so

diverse in background, viewpoint, and objectives, will ever fully agree on how to treat subspecific

entities." In addition, many of those workers who worked to name the "estimated one to several

million species of insects still undescribed" continued to work with small numbers of specimens

10

For parts of this debate see: E.O. Wilson and W.L. Brown, Jr. "The Subspecies Concept and its
Taxonomic Application," Systematic Zoology 2(1 953):92-1 11; Andrew Starrett, "What is the Subspecies
Problem?" Systematic Zoology 7(1958): 111-115. For an argument that the biological species concept had
outlived its usefulness in the face of the recent revolution in data processing, see Paul Ehrlich, "Has the
Biological Species Concept Outlived its Usefulness?" Systematics Zoology 10(1961): 167-176. Ehrlich
argued partly on the grounds that the genetic definition of species, never employed in practice, should now
be discarded as an ideal. Numbers could take over, and systematists could spend more time in the field, on
the grounds "an afternoon of rigorous field observation will usually produce more information of
evolutionary value than weeks spent studying preserved material." (p. 175) This exchange would
eventually lead to the heated debates within systematics between numerical pheneticists, cladists, and
evolutionary systematists over the proper methods, priorities, assumptions, and goals of the field outlined in
Hull, Science as Process.
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with few localities, and were thus unable to deal properly with geographicalvariation.11

Entomological taxonomy at the subspecific level, he explained, "is in a chaotic state as compared

to the situation in most vertebrate groups." The diversity among entomologists combined with

that in the insect world to create lists "filled with arrays of... nominal 'subspecies,' formed

unintentionally, the actual status of which is unknown." It was only, Flubbell, noted, within a

revision based on adequate collections that could remedy this situation. As we have seen,

revisions required material, resources, time, and expertise, a fact Hubbell admitted in writing,

"Such a revision may not be forthcoming for years or for generations."12

One hundred years after Jordan's call for entomologists to use large amounts of material

to compare forms using a number of characteristics over a wide geographical range,

entomologists continue their warnings that many subspecies are biologically unsubstantiated and

that butterfly taxonomists, at least, have failed "for the most part to examine variation across the

range of a species so as to assess effectively discontinuous variation."3 Mayr's useful analysis of

the development of species concepts must be combined with the practical and disciplinary

constraints within which entomologists work to understand how important conceptual

developments have or have not influenced biology. A focus upon concepts does have a strategic

advantage in portraying naturalists as relatively unified, and thus better placed to defend their

activities as part of a united, community characterized by consensus. Mayr has described

systematists as either stamp-collectors or biological systematists, for example, depending upon

whether they collect according to a typological or populational view of species. But this implies

more unity among the "biological systematists" than has been possible due to the diversity of

" Theodore H. Hubbell, "The Naming of Geographically Variant Populations," Systematic Zoology
3(1954):113-121, p. 113.

12

Hubbell, "The Naming of Geographically Variant Populations,"p. 114.
13

Martin R. Honey and Malcolm J. Scoble, "Linnaeus's Butterflies (Lepidoptera: Papilionidae and
Hesperioidea)," Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society 132(2001 ):277-399, p. 278.
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organisms of study, institutions of support, changing methodological constraints, views regarding

nomenclature, and day-to-day demands of research among systematists. Focusing upon

conceptual differences ignores some of the most important sources of difficulty for the

acceptance and usefulness of concepts like the biological species concept. For the ideal species

concept pursued at Tring proved elusive in practice even during its well-endowed days, and

would prove virtually impossible for many forms as the institutional support for entomology

changed.'4 This realization has important implications for examining how evolutionary theory has

or has not influenced the practice of naturalists.

The Tring Museum provides a perfect example of how the development of natural history

"is not adequately conveyed by a conceptual history of the theories in the life sciences."5 In

writing about the important concepts in the history of biology, historians must also be careful to

return to the practice of natural history. In the case of the biological species concept, practice as

outlined by Jordan could not create the robust use of the concept. He worked hard to standardize

systematics and create non-arbitrary methods of describing and classif\zing species. But in trying

to put the biological species concept to use for entomologists, Jordan had focused upon the

collection of long series and detailed morphological work that took both skill and time. This

returns us to an examination of the collection practices of his community, their attitudes toward

the goals of systematics and institutional constraints, and finally to the context of collections and

naturalist networks as they had developed in the nineteenth century.

The focus on concepts reflects a traditional emphasis on the history of ideas in the history

of science. It is the same focus that has led to naturalists in general at the turn of the century being

studied primarily from the point of view of historians examining debates over the mechanism of

"
Arguments for trinomials and subspecies, with the recognition that such terms had come to mean

different things depending on the class of organisms under consideration, were also offered by J.W. Tilden,
"Certain Comments on the Subspecies Problem," Systematic Zoology 10(1961):! 7-23 and others.

'
Farber, Discovering Birds, p. x.
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evolution. Generalizations are often made about naturalists of the period falling into certain

theoretical "camps" of Lamarckian, Mendelian, or Darwinian tendencies. That questions and

debates over evolutionary theory interested Jordan is clear, both from those papers he published

on the subject, and the lists of books he ordered for the museum from booksellers. One list,

compiled in 1912, included Bateson' s Mendel 's Principles ofHeredity, Bergson' s Creative

Evolution, Castle's Heredity in Relation to Evolution, Darbishire's Breeding and the Mendelian

Discovery, Herbert's First Principles of Heredity, and Willey's Convergence in Evolution.16

These titles represent the issues often focused upon by historians of science for the period. But

historians' emphasis on theory has led to inaccurate characterizations of the central characters of

this dissertation. Walter Rothschild, for example, and by implication his curators, has been

characterized as having "conspicuously avoided" using the materialamassed in his museum to

address the scientific problems surrounding the causes and mechanisms of organic evolution.17

This is indeed the case, but examining the methodological constraints, institutions, and research

programs of the naturalist tradition shows that in fact, many naturalists avoided theory for

specific reasons that are important to understanding the history of biology. They often did not

take part in these debates because they continued doing natural history within a framework that

valued other debates and research priorities.

Jordan finnly believed in the usefulness of comparative work to establish reliable

knowledge, the danger of generalizations without detailed comparison to facts, and the

importance of a steady accumulation of observations and descriptive work to establish these facts

and ultimately biological conclusions. He insisted that if processed in a certain way, large natural

history collections, be they of butterflies or beetles, still had an important role to play in biology.

"Whatever the present generation of biologists mightthink of systematic s and museums," he

16 Jordan to W. Heffer & Sons, February 23, 1912. TM2/18, NHM Archives

' Larsen, Evolution's Workshop, p. 141-142.
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wrote, "the knowledge of the animals as created by Nature and preserved as well as can be in

collections for future generations of mankind will for ever be the subject of research for the

scientist and of admiration for the public."18 In order to ensure this, Jordan emphasized specific

methods and concepts that he believed would aid the practicing systematist, remove the arbitrary

nature of much of traditional systematics, and standardize nomenclature, descriptions, and species

concepts. When he occasionally commented on the debates raging over evolutionary mechanism

among the "philosophical naturalists," he referred to his own work as that of "us species-makers."

He was well aware of the name-calling other biologists launched at his field. But Jordan had

always insisted that even if all the systematist could do, as William Bateson said, was keep his

species separate, there was still a biological point to "species-making." He firmly believed that

although the describer of a new form may be indifferent to the factors that had caused the

modification leading to that form, "his very act of describing it as a member of a chain of allied

forms inhabiting each a different district connects a new modification with the environment

where it was found, and thus the describer adduces a causation."19 Jordan, Rothschild, Hartert,

and other naturalists, had realized that in order for the connections between geography and forms

to be visible within the collections, the facts of importance had to changed.

In the context of turn of the century natural history, this was precisely where a claim for

the importance of systematics, and the Tring Museum, could be made. They may only rarely

have commented on debates over the mechanism of evolution to which historians have given

most attention. But the museum's focus on long series, common forms, retraining their collectors

and colleagues, accurate and detailed locality data, drawing attention to geographical variation,

and the campaign for trinomials all combined to create what Mayr described as a more

"biological" systematics. Synthesis authors like Theodosius Dobzhansky and Ernst Mayr not only

'
Jordan, "In Memory," p. 16

19
Jordan, "Presidential Address," 1930, P. 140.
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used the synthesis of Mendelian genetics and cytogenetic experimental work completed at labs

like T.H. Morgan's. As Ernst Mayr has often pointed out, they combined this tradition with

naturalists' study of geographical variation in natural populations. Though Dobzhansky, for

example, abandoned the naturalist tradition's emphasis on long series of cosmopolitan taxa like

Papilio butterflies, he combined the focus on detailed locality data, a biological species concept,

and morphological examination, with T.H. Morgan's laboratory tradition to create his Genetics

and the Origin ofSpecies. He abandoned the tradition of cataloguing species, but not that of

cataloguing variation, precisely what Jordan had exhorted biologists was needed. Not only

geneticists but also naturalists trained in Jordanian systematics such as Ernst Mayr found the text

Dobzhansky's based upon his understanding of genetics and the origin of species as the very

thing needed to produce sturdy research programs, often focused upon smaller and smaller

subsets of taxa.

Jordan had spent his life working within a community firmly tied to a tradition of

cataloguing nature, and, regardless of whether he thought this the ultimate goal of the naturalist

tradition or not, his colleagues often did. Jordan had worked hard to establish non-arbitrary

methods of doing systematics, but the loss of the context in which his research program was

outlined decreased the likelihood of Tring's methods gaining ground. That is, if those methods

continued to depend upon large cosmopolitan collections and remained solely within the context

of the naturalist traditions' goal ofa catalogue of Nature. Perhaps this was one reason Jordan had

in his last decades focused on the subspecies within a single species of flea when not being

pressured to work on the flea catalogue or his classification of the Anthribidae. Dobzhansky had

done the same thing, amassing long series of specimens of a single species and its subspecies in

numbers Jordan probably never dreamed of, except, perhaps, in regretting the number of fleas lost

when he had hunted down 200 mice a day on his family's farm without paying attention to the

"wee little beasties" making a quick escape from their hosts.
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The work on Drosophila took place, of course, primarily in both the field and the

laboratory, not the old natural history museums. The question has been posed by Ferguson, the

Rothschild Banking House's biographer, whether in continuing to cany out business in the

anachronistic rooms of the banking house at New Court after World War I, the Rothschild Banks

were "gently prolonging the nineteenth century?"2° The same question may reasonably be

proposed regarding the museums devoted to natural history specimens. Given the specific context

in which naturalists created these grand collections, does the loss of that context warrant their

dismissal from the scientific halls of modern biology? In answering his question regarding the

Bank, Ferguson argues that in fact the impression of inactivity and redundancy can easily be

over-estimated, and that "it would perhaps be more historically accurate to regard the memory of

'immobility' as a consequence of the two great economic traumas of the inter-war period," rather

than problems peculiar to the Rothschilds.2' For natural history museums, one might also add to

these traumas that of enlistment into a new patronage system in which work must be defended

before a tax-paying public. Here the Jordanian arguments for meticulous, careful study for at best

tentative conclusions, much less the collection of large series of specimens of potentially

endangered and threatened species, has often left somethingto be desired for modern biologists.

The most recent example of a natural history museum adjusting to the new demands of the

twenty-first century is the massive Darwin Centre at the Natural History Museum in London.

Here, the one-hundred and fifty year old tradition of separating the public from the study

collections has self-consciously been reversed, symbolic of natural history museums' efforts to

reinvent themselves in the face of both accountability to the public and other sciences. They may

20
This interpretation of the Rothschild rooms in Paris was given by a recruit to the Paris house in 1931.

For a description of the London and Paris Rothschild house's tendency to keep to old ways in the face of
modernization see Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 456-459.

'1
Ferguson, The House of Rothschild, p. 458.
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still be glorified office boys (and girls), now turning to the information sharing on the internet to

revitalize their field,22 but they can no longer be kept in the back-room.

Becoming members of the Civil Service has not been an entirely negative transition for

those who have channeled their interest in flora and fauna into a professional career as museum

naturalists. True, administrative details and being subject to the priorities of those, as an

identification service, the museum increasingly served influenced in harmful ways research

programs like Jordan's. But the relationships thus established also preserved institutions like the

British Museum (Natural History) (now known as the Natural History Museum, London) as the

original contexts in which they had been formed became altered almost beyond recognition. As

the twentieth century unfolded, the question faced by Jordan and all other systematists was

whether their particular research program(s) could procure not only enough scientific knowledge

that would be valued by other biologists, but enough status to survive within a world in which the

patronage of entomology, systematics for its own sake, and international cooperation all stood on

increasingly precarious ground. Ironically, ultimately the naturalist traditions' diversity has made

it one of the most adaptable of sciences to new priorities and problems, even if the adjustments

required sometimes take decades to develop due to the inevitable inertia of disciplines with

established research programs and methodological traditions.

One of the best illustrations of this is the fact that recently natural history museums have

positioned themselves at the center of the work for biodiversity conservation. A distinctly modern

defense asserts that systematics is the essential foundation of conservation practice; one can not

protect and manage species' conservation if they have not been described. Systematics has been

defended as crucial to conservation biology and management decisions.23 Indeed, one museum

22
Malcolm Scoble, pers. corn., July 2002.

23
Robert M. May, "Taxonomy as Destiny," Nature, 347(1990):129-130, p. 130. For other examples, see

Peter Davis, Museums and the Natural Envfronment: The Role of Natural History Museums in Biological
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administrator has seen the possibility of returning taxonomy and natural history collections to the

center of modern biology through their new-found use for biodiversity studies and protection.24

Systematics has accordingly developed to incorporate this focus within its methodology and

priorities, and workers have extensively evaluated the role of systematics in biological

conservation.25 As a group of entomologists recently wrote, natural history museums today must

focus on "biodiversity, faunistics, medical and veterinary studies, and molecular work, all in the

pursuit of contemporary relevance."26 They are able to do so in part because of the variation that

has always been present among practitioners of this fascinating tradition. The changes that have

been outlined through examining Jordan's life did not necessarily mean that his research program

was lost, nor that natural history could not maintain a certain degree of hold on both resources

and status among the sciences. Changes had to be made, and naturalists slowly did so, taking up

what had once been relatively minor aspects of the naturalist tradition in full force. During the

final two decades of his life, for example, Jordan increasingly moved away from the classification

of large groups and focused upon fine-tuning his knowledge of what happened within species, for

ClassfIcation (London and New York: Leicester University Press, 1996), which provides a historical
examination of this development, N. Eldredge (ed.) Systematics, Ecology, and the Biodiversily Crisis (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1992); Papers from the Symposium on Biodiversity Systematics and
Conservation in Systematic Biology, 51 (2002):235-364, and any volume of the journals Conservation
Biology, Biodiversily and Conservation, and Diversity and Distribution. For an example in which bad
taxonomy may have led to poor management decisions, possibly leading to the extinction of certain taxa,
see C.H. Daugherty, A. Cree, J.M. Hay, and M.B. Thompson, "Neglected Taxonomy and Continuing
Extinctions of Tuatara (Sphenodon)," Nature 347(1990): 177-179.

24
Davis, Museums and the Natural Environment, p. 151.

25
For example, see P.L. Forey, C.J. Humphries, and R.I. Vane-Wright (eds), Systematics and

Conservation Evaluation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994); Kevin J. Gaston, ed., Biodiversily: A
Biology of Numbers andD/Jerence (Oxford: Blackwell Science Ltd., 1996). For a good example of the
argument that museums' use to biodiversity studies is a reason to increase support for museums, see
Edward H. Miller, "Biodiversity Research in Museums: a Return to Basics," in MA. Fenger, E.H. Miller,
J.A. Jolmson and E.J.R. Williams, eds. Our Living Legacy: Proceedings of a Symposium on Biological
Diversity (Victoria, B.C.: Royal British Columbia Museum, 1993) pp. 141-1731; V.A. Funk, A.K. Sakai,
and K. Richardson, "Biodiversity: the Interface Between Systematics and Conservation," Systematics
Biology 5 l(2002):235-237.

26
Ackery, Goodger and Lees, "The Btirgermeister's Butterfly," p. 245.
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example, when subspecies meet. Meanwhile other naturalists campaigned to bring the use of

theory and a focus on life history within the set of subjects naturalists could legitimately pursue as

professionals. These changes added even more diversity to the tradition. Now at least, thanks in

part to Karl Jordan, there were organizations in which entomologists could strive for sufficient

standardization. A few moments' searching on the web demonstrates the extremely viable current

state of the naturalist tradition, and the tailoring of this diverse tradition to meet the needs of the

conservation of nature's diversity. As naturalists alter their methods and priorities to carry out this

new imperative, it is important that they understand the factors that still influence their discipline

due to the fact it comes from a tradition, with a historical legacy that has determined its strengths

and weaknesses.
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